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The present dissertation traces the maneuvering of transnational European
business elites, who managed to survive the cataclysm of World War I and perpetuate
their influence in a post-1918 Europe of nation-states. Recently, Thomas Piketty has
argued that the Great War was decisive in eliminating the majority of capital in
circulation in Europe. As conventional wisdom has it, 1918 was a radical break in
history, which ushered in the fall of three empires and the creation of unstable nationstates in their stead. How and why did some sections of imperial business elites fare so
successfully in a Europe of nation-states? Why did the Entente’s Versailles settlement
enable the prosperity of former “enemy” elites after four years of bloodshed and
material destruction? I follow a group of businessmen across Europe during the
turbulent first two decades of the twentieth century in order to make sense of their
political, cultural, and business practices that enabled them to recreate and even
surpass their prewar social and economic status in a Europe that turned increasingly
hostile to ethnic minorities and economic elites.
Superseding the east-west divide in European historiography, my research
concentrates on two border regions, Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania, and analyzes
their business elites within the shifting national and European contexts of politics and
economy. While it is not common now to think of these two regions together, AlsaceLorraine and Transylvania were the westernmost and easternmost territories of the two
major Central Powers, and shared overlooked similarities after 1918, too, when part of
two closely allied countries, France and Romania.
The analysis compares the legal, diplomatic, and economic divergences
between Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania that led to the expulsion of German elites
from the former and allowed for the survival of German and Hungarian elites in the
latter. I also trace why and how many key industrialists and bankers in both regions
managed to forge overlooked alliances with the governments to stabilize their
positions. The dissertation shows that corporations exploited their privileged position
to seize assets, gain markets, and turn a profit at a time of economic decline.
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INTRODUCTION
The 1922 edition of the Larousse dictionary defines an elite as “those who are
the best, the most distinguished.”1 Ethymologically, the word elite is derived from the
Latin electus (chosen) or the French élire, meaning “to chose” or “to select.”2 Whereas
the Larousse definition is conducive to eluding the social, economic, and political
processes that created business elites, the verb élire implies that a person, a group of
people, or an institution selects elites from the rest of the population. Pinning down the
processes that create elites is a challenging task. No wonder that even French
philosopher of language Paul Ricoeur complained “when one opposes the elite to the
mass, one has no resources to understand how an individual raises himself above her
proper collective representations.”3 This dissertation tries to answer the question of
how states, governments, political parties, cartels and chambers of commerce created
and maintained economic elites and how these elites used various institutions and
social networks to preserve their positions, sometimes to the detriment of the very
institutions that created and supported them.
Thomas Piketty has recently demonstrated the extent to which the First War
War destroyed public and private wealth by reducing the private wealth of elites and

1

Pierre Larousse and Claude Augé, Larousse Universel: Nouveau Dictionnaire Encyclopédique vol. 1.
(Paris: Larousse, 1922), 736.
2
Larousse Universel, ibid; Larosse editors relied heavily on an 1876 dictionary, that used a similar
definition; Jean-Franc̜ ois, Marie Bertet and Dupiney de Vorepierre, Dictionnaire français illustré et
encyclopédie universelle pouvant tenir lieu de tous les vocabulaires et de toutes les encyclopédies, vol
1. A-F (Paris: Imp. de E. Martinet, 1876), 1075.
3
Paul Ricœur, Philosophie de la volonté: Le volontaire et l’involontaire (Paris: Aubier, 1949), 118.
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the bourgeoisie by more than half in both France and Germany.4 Nonetheless, in his
still paradigmatic monograph on “recasting bourgeois Europe,” Charles S. Maier has
pointed out that the destruction of the amount of wealth during the war did not go
hand in hand with the destruction of the bourgeoise and elite that owned the majority
of this wealth.5 Maier uncovered the role of political institutions, international and
national policies in the “unsung conservative achievement” of stabilization after 1918,
which saved Western Europe’s elites at the expense of facilitating the “corporatist”
transformation of the continent’s economies.6
This dissertation focuses on economic elites that were not supposed to survive
postwar transition in either Piketty’s or Maier’s account: minority German, Hungarian,
and Jewish businessmen on territories that the Central Powers had to transfer to
Entente states after 1918. Why did the Entente’s Versailles settlement enable the
prosperity of former “enemy” elites after four years of bloodshed and material
destruction? Apart from the study of the political and diplomatic structures and
processes of the 1910s and the 1920s, one needs to descend to the smoke-filled
corporate boardrooms of the period and delve into contemporary press and even
literature that tried to make sense of one of the most successful elite maneuverings in
the twentieth century. I follow a group of businessmen across Europe during the
turbulent first two decades of the twentieth century in order to make sense of their
political, cultural, and business practices that enabled them to recreate and even
4

Thomas Piketty, Capital in the Twenty-First Century, (Boston: Harvard U. P., 2014), 241.
Charles S Maier, Recasting Bourgeois Europe: Stabilization in France, Germany, and Italy in the
Decade after World War I (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1975), 3-17.
6
Joel Colton, “Recasting Bourgeois Europe: Stabilization in France, Germany, and Italy in the Decade
after World War I by Charles S. Maier; Continuity and Change in European Society: Germany, France
and Italy since 1870 by Martin Kolinsky,” The American Historical Review, vol. 81, No. 4 (Oct., 1976):
850.
5
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surpass their prewar social and economic status in a Europe that turned increasingly
hostile to ethnic minorities and economic elites.
The dissertation’s arguments unfold through the study of economic elites in two
borderlands, Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania between the end of the 19th century
and the onset of the Great Depression. The comparison of the two regions that changed
hands after the war allows me to speak to situations in the Austro-Hungarian, German,
and French empires, as well as postwar Hungary, Weimar Germany, and Greater
Romania, thus bridging the often anachronistic divide between scholarship on Western
and East-Central Europe. Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania were the westernmost
and easternmost territories of the two major Central Powers (Germany and AustriaHungary), while after 1918 both became part of allied nation-states with amicable
political, economic, and cultural relations (France and Romania). Furthermore, their
similar positions in the changing diplomatic alliance system undergirded common and
comparable political processes that influenced both regions, despite their geographical
distance. Furthermore, the integration of Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania into larger
state formations propelled the economic elites I follow throughout this dissertation to
engage with actors in the political centers of Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Budapest, and
Bucharest. This study thus also investigates how the maneuvering of economic elites
related to wider, national and international, political and economic processes of the
time.
I trace how the economic elites of the Central Powers were relatively sheltered
from the consequences of the enormous destruction of wealth between 1914 and 1918
that Piketty has recently quantified. Until around September 1918 when the military
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situation of the Central Powers became untenable, the businessmen or bankers under
study paid no attention to the potential impact of a lost war on their wealth and social
status.
Why would they have, after all? The atmosphere of general optimism about a
“new society” of the postwar Pax Germanica and the extent of imperialist mobilization
among Central Europe’s wartime elites have received moderate attention in
historiography.7 Apart from territories that witnessed the the passing of the armies and
occupied regions such as northeastern France and Romania, the destruction of private
wealth that the war precipitated was not immediately apparent for contemporaries,
while elites were able to shield themselves from shortages that increasingly plagued the
economy and the daily lives of soldiers and “home front” populations. When millions
are starving, it is the prosperity of the few the begs to be clarified: wartime destruction
and the birth of “war millionaires” were the two sides of the same coin. Every bullet
fired on the war front earned profits for bond holders on the home front. Crudely put,
the cost of destroyed materials landed in the pockets of the bourgeoisie and corporate
financiers who had invested in government bonds and supplied the belligerent armies.
One of the focuses of this dissertation is on businessmen that owned tanneries, as
tanning was among the many industries that prospered during the war in both Germany
and Austria-Hungary due to continuous demand for leather products such as boots,
coats, belts, straps, helmets, bullet containers, by the belligerent armies.

7

Walther Rathenau, The New Society (London: Williams & Norgate, 1921); Given the extent and
visibility of destruction during the First World War it is understandable that the focus of historiography
has been on studying destruction, shortages, and trauma.
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In a tragic act of nearsightedness, economic elites in contested multiethnic
regions such as Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania did not realize that they would be
among the first potential losers if the Central Powers collapsed. To be fair, those who
predicted the enormity of political changes that would result from a lost war were
precious few in both Germany and Austria-Hungary before 1918. Furthermore, as far
as their own wealth was concerned, economic elites had few reasons to despair until the
very end of the conflagration. Although wartime inflation was significant, it was
artificially kept at bay through complex financial maneuvers, the issuing of uncovered
paper currencies on occupied territories, and the limited amount of credits available to
the Central Powers from neutral states and domestic sources.8 Only when the war
bonds and currencies of the German Reich and the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
collapsed in the fall of 1918, did the extent of war damage to the economy and the
social order become apparent. From one day to the next, there was no state to guarantee
the value of the wealth of elites who also became the target of popular and state
violence that ranged from Alsace-Lorraine to Bolshevik Russia.
Apart from patriotic confidence in the victory of the Central Powers, another
reason why elites were ignorant of the danger looming ahead was that the conservative
political systems in place before the war had sheltered them from radically anti-elitist
movements such as socialism, antisemitism, and radical ethno-nationalism. The
freezing of political change created a false sense of social stability in both prewar
8

Max-Stephan Schulze, “Austria-Hungary’s Economy in World War I,” in The Economics of World
War I, eds. Stephen N. Broadberry and Mark Harrison (Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2005), 107; Reinhold Zilch and Jürgen Koppatz, Okkupation und Währung im Ersten Weltkrieg:
die deutsche Besatzungspolitik in Belgien und Russisch-Polen 1914-1918 (Goldbach: Keip, 1994);
Alexander Popovics, Das Geldwesen im Kriege, (Wien; New Haven: Hölder-Pichler-Tempsky A.-G.;
Yale University Press, 1925).
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Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania that carried on to the wartime period as well. This
overshight of controversial government actions by elites was to some degree
understandable before 1914, but became more problematic as the war progressed. Both
Germany and Austria-Hungary engaged in radical policies of ethnic discrimination
after 1917, which had repercussions on economic elites in territories that changed
hands after the war.
Thus, one likely outcome of the end of the First World War was the sudden and
irreversible decline of Central Europe’s elites and bourgeoise. For some, the transition
was far from smooth. Bukovina-born writer Gregor von Rezzori lamented in his
memoirs that his “grandfather's legendary fortune” had been reduced to “nothing more
than its zeros," due to wartime and post-1918 inflation.9 Like many historians since
1918, Viennese writer Stefan Zweig has regarded postwar inflation as the root cause
of the radicalization of European politics, and pondered whether Central European
societies “through the fraud of inflation alone had become immoral.”10
Despite their fathers’ financial imbroglio, both von Rezzori and Zweig enjoyed
comfortable bourgeois living in the 1920s, while the families under study in this
dissertation, the Adlers, Oppenheimers, as well as the Farkas, and Renner families,
became even more prosperous than they had been before the First World War. The
predicament of 1918 for elites was thus comparable to a loaded gun that failed to fire:
instead of precipitating the decline of economic elites, the postwar period bore witness
to their increasing prosperity.

9

Gregor von Rezzori, The Snows of Yesteryear: Portraits for an Autobiography (New York: New York
Review of Books, 2009), 72.
10
Stefan Zweig, The World of Yesterday (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2013), 381.
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In this dissertation, I will trace the major factors that contributed to the survival
of business elites. One of the focuses will be on actions by national governments that
influenced the composition of elites by determining the value of currency, and deciding
whom to grant citizenship and whom to expel. Entente diplomats also had a chance to
determine borders, reparations, and minority rights at the Paris peace conference which
established the framework of the European economy in the interwar period. I will rely
on studies by historians who have uncovered the economic policies of Western
European governments and the League of Nations in the aftermath of the war, with a
particular emphasis on the French and German administrations.11 East-Central and
Eastern Europe, on the other hand, remains unexplored territory as regards commercial
and economic policies following the collapse of the three empires that ruled over these
regions. 12 The focus below is thus on the interactions of states with individual
entrepreneurs, family businesses, and corporations.
Second, I will concentrate on economic elites themselves, who were also
crucially important agents in the first two decades of the 20th century. Economic elites

11

Maier, Recasting Bourgeois Europe; Marc Trachtenberg, Reparation in World Politics : France and
European Economic Diplomacy, 1916-1923 (New York : Columbia University Press, 1980); Stephen A
Schuker, The End of French Predominance in Europe: The Financial Crisis of 1924 and the Adoption
of the Dawes Plan (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1976); Niall Ferguson, Paper and
Iron: Hamburg Business and German Politics in the Era of Inflation, 1897-1927 (Cambridge, England;
New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press, 1995); Sally Marks, “Mistakes and Myths: The
Allies, Germany, and the Versailles Treaty, 1918-1921,” The Journal of Modern History The Journal of
Modern History 85, no. 3 (2013): 632–59; Susan Pedersen, The Guardians: The League of Nations and
the Crisis of Empire, (Oxford : Oxford University Press,
2015); Patricia Clavin, Securing the World Economy: The Reinvention of the League of Nations, 19201946 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013); Mark Mazower, Dark Continent: Europe’s Twentieth
Century, (New York: A.A. Knopf, distributed by Random House, 1999).

12

Philip Scranton, Reimagining Business History (Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press, 2013),
16-18.
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had the potential to block, sabotage, or facilitate the policies of central governments,
and they played a key role in the war economy and the subsequent reconstruction of
Europe as well. One hypothesis put forward is that the study of how the elites of local
societies interacted with central governments, armies, and corporations substantially
shaped the outcome of political and social transformations.
At last, I will show that both the success of government action and elite
maneuvering was contingent upon the mediation of local societies: when empires
collapsed and nation-states expanded, chambers of commerce, municipalities,
prefectures, county administrations and powerful corporations easily stepped into the
power vacuum to assert their interests. The study of local compromises and deals are
necessary to understand the continued influence of prewar elites that managed to
remain prosperous in a Europe of nation-states.
While French reconstruction minister Louis Loucheur advocated the continuity
of the state’s control over French industrialists, the distribution of expropriated German
assets in Alsace and Lorraine (discussed in chapter 7) shows that French, Alsatian, and
Lorrainer capitalists successfully outmaneuvered the minister, often in cooperation with
German business elites.13 Paris was too far from Alsace and Lorraine, and it was often
the local representatives of the government that decided on policies through
interactions with the region’s judges, police, military, and economic elites.
The Romanian administration faced a similar dilemma in Transylvania as the
French administration in Alsace and Lorraine. Even if the national liberal government

13

Richard F. Kuisel, Capitalism and the State in Modern France: Renovation and Economic
Management in the Twentieth Century (Cambridge: CUP, 1983), 58; Maier, Recasting Bourgeois
Europe, 73-75.
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of Ion I. C. Brătianu of Bucharest wanted to eradicate the economic influence of
Magyar, German, and Jewish minorities in Transylvania, it had few means to carry out
these policies. Transylvania’s ethnic Romanian politicians formed alliances with these
minorities to further their own enrichment and the continuity of the region’s prewar
economic and commercial arrangements, often in direct opposition to directives by the
Bucharest administration, as I point out in chapter 8. The study of minority elites thus
yields important insights as regards the outcome of economic reconstruction in France,
Germany, Hungary, and Romania as well.
The comparison of Alsatian, Lorrainer, and Transylvanian elites illuminates
especially well how and why business elites survived after 1918, both when a
government expelled and expropriated them (as was the case with German elites in
Alsace and Lorraine), and when the incoming administration allowed them to carry on
with their business activity, but looked at them with suspicion, (as in Transylvania).
Jürgen Kocka and Heinz-Gerhard Haupt have recently argued that the methodology of
comparison has the potential of “de-provincializing historical observation” and “defamiliarizing the familiar.”14 Taking Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania out of the
contexts of the regional, national, and imperial histories in which the two regions have
been studied is especially rewarding. The comparison of the two regions shows that
social and economic transition was in many respects smoother in East-Central Europe

14

Heinz-Gerhard Haupt and Jürgen Kocka, “Comparative History: Methods, Aims, Problems” in
Comparison and History. Europe in Cross-National Perspective, edited by Deborah Cohen, Maura
O’Connor, (New York, 2004), 23-39.

9

than in Alsace-Lorraine, even though the former has often been cast as the “problem
child” of the Versailles settlement.15
The French administration managed to expel almost 100,000 Germans from
Alsace-Lorraine between 1918 and 1920, despite the multiple ties that bound many of
these Germans to the native population. The comparison of the two regions also shows
that the lack of substantial political power in the hands of business elites’ exposed then
to enemy armies and discrimination by state apparatuses in the aftermath of the First
World War. Finally, the study of the liquidation of private property during and after
the war, the exchange of prewar currencies, and the rise of economic protectionism
reveals why similar processes led to different outcomes due to divergent government
policies and elite maneuvering.
I will combine the study of Alsatian, Lorrainer, and Transylvanian elites to
show that elites can both be fragile, politically powerless and exposed to expulsion, as
in Alsace-Lorraine in 1918, and relatively prosperous, as in Transylvania around the
same time. By following the histories of two industrialist families that owned large
tanneries in Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania, I will show how the change in
sovereignty in 1918 resulted in the expulsion of the German-Jewish Adlers and
Oppenheimers from Alsace, while the Hungarian-German Renner firm and the
Alsatian De Dietrich engineering company continued to turn a profit in Greater
Romania and France, respectively. Nonetheless, the stipulations of the peace treaty
compelled Germany to compensate industrialists that the French administration had
15
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expropriated and the Adlers and Oppenheimers also mobilized their connnections of
banks and other tanneries to rebuild theur factory in Weimar Germany. Thus, despite
their expulsion from Alsace, they remained part of the European economic elite.
The survival of elites also depended on the type of investments that served as
the basis of their livelihood. Large, heavy industrial corporations, such as steel plants
and mines had a more difficult time avoiding expropriation and nationalization across
the board than light industries. In order to illustrate this point, I have included the
analysis of the fate of Lorraine’s steel plants and the Jiu valley (Zsil-völgy) coal mines
in Transylvania. Even if the Hungarian owners of the Jiu-valley mines eventually
managed to preserve their investments in various mining corporations, after 1920, they
had to hand over managerial positions and shares to business elites associated with the
Romanian government. In Lorraine, German-owned steel plants were among the very
first assets to be sequestered by the French army in November 1918, and their owners
were only able to recover a fraction of their losses from the German state through a
complicated and protracted reimbursement process.
Given that both national governments and diplomats who created the postwar
peace settlement had a vested interest in regulating elites and ownership of private
property, one needs to study national and international law, peace treaties, government
policies, and macroeconomic processes to understand the elites of both Alsace-Lorraine
and Transylvania. I will thus combine the qualitative analysis of business papers,
diplomatic, and political documents with the quantitative analysis of production,
inflation, census records, and company statistics.
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I show how personal and family tactics of resistance interacted with broader
social, diplomatic, and political structures and processes and explain why economic
elites were successful in weathering the large-scale political transformations in Europe
between 1914 and 1921, in both Western and East-Central Europe. One of the
underlying assumptions of this thesis is that “the state is always in” as an agent that
creates markets, defines and defends property rights, guarantees the value of currency,
and enables the formation, survival, or demise of social and economic elites.16 The
focus below is thus on the interactions of individual entrepreneurs, family businesses,
and corporations with various states, institutions, and larger political processes that
had a stake in the fate of economic elites.
While the dissertation incorporates the findings on diplomatic and political
history as well as nationalism studies, I argue that the history of economic life and
business elites cannot be deducted from and does not fit the traditional narratives of
political history of late 19th and early 20th century Europe. One particular issue is a
focus on ethnicity, ethnic conflict, and the formation and solidification of ethnic
groups in the political history of this time period. Economic life did not always
organize along ethnic lines and did not mirror the dynamics of ethnic conflict in this
time period. Second, political history focuses on ruptures, such as the collapse of
continental empires or the formation of nation-states, and it has the tendency to
analyze European history from the point of view of contemporary political centers. I
argue that these political events had a considerable impact on economic life and
economic elites, as well, yet overall, social change was slower than political change.
16

Philip Scranton, Reimagining Business History (Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press, 2013),
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The economy was also a site where mutually beneficial partnerships were
possible between capitalists of various ethnicities. The first chapter explores how
Alsatian companies benefitted from partnerships with firms in Germany and the
opening of German markets after 1871, even if their owners were holding on to
Alsatian regional identity and anti-German sentiments at the same time, as in the case
of the De Dietrich family. Similarly, many Romanian banks and businesses prospered
in Transylvania, transacted with Budapest banks, and took advantage of the financial
markets of Austria-Hungary, while supporting the anti-Magyar Romanian National
Party.17 Furthermore, ethnic groups were far from being unified enough to serve as a
meaningful category of analysis.18 Economic elites did not always overlap with a
specific ethnic group, even if Germans were overrepresented among the business elite
in both regions, while Magyars, Germans and Jews, were salient among
Transylvania’s industrialists and bankers.19
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Vasile Dobrescu and Mihai D Drecin, Istorie financiar-bancară: studii asupra băncilor românești din
Transilvania, 1867-1918 (Cluj-Napoca: Editura Dacia, 1996); Gábor Egry, Nemzeti védgát vagy szolid
haszonszerzés?: az erdélyi szászok pénzintézeti rendszere és szerepe a nemzeti mozgalomban (18351914) (Csíkszereda: Pro-Print, 2009).
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conflict.’”18 Brubaker has identified the threat of “groupism,” as “the tendency to take discrete, bounded
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of social analysis.” Brubaker has defined bounded groups as strictly demarcated entities, with fixed
boundaries, and he has criticized “the tendency to treat ethnic groups, nations, and races as substantial
entities to which interests and agency can be attributed.” Brubaker, Ethnicity without Groups, 8.
19
While state administrations, “ethnopolitical entrepreneurs” and nationalist activists strived to define
social elites in ethnic terms, in reality, ethnicity was a relevant but not always the most salient feature in
elite formation, as the case studies of this dissertation demonstrate. Brubaker has maintained that
ethnopolitical entrepreneurs “may live ‘off’ as well as ‘for’ ethnicity […] By invoking groups, they seek
to evoke them.” Thus, the over-reliance on the tacit assumptions of the nationalist canon, for instance by
making ethnicity stand for social classes, might distort how one looks at the formation, transition, and
demise of social elites, even if one adapts a polemic attitude to this literature. Ethnic conflicts, to
borrow Rogers Brubaker’s terms, “happened” frequently in prewar Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania,
and ethnic difference between the various groups was apparent “in everyday encounters, practical
categories, commonsense knowledge, cultural idioms, cognitive schemas […] and institutional forms.”
Brubaker, Ethnicity without Groups, 8-10.
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The historian of Alsace from 1871 to 1918, Dan Silverman noted as early as
1973 that the study of economic life has the potential to undermine the mainstream
narratives of Alsace-Lorraine’s history by showing the divergent interests of the
German government and economic elites in the federal states of the Reich. Silverman
concluded, “powerful German textile, tobacco, and iron and steel interests [in
Germany] hoped to escape competition from the Reichsland [of Alsace-Lorraine] by
sabotaging all government efforts at conciliation and integration.”20 Raymond
Poidevin also noted the apparent divergence between political and economic relations
when studying Franco-German relations in the decades preceding the First World
War, that the “overall picture shows that the contour of Franco-German economic and
financial relations between 1898 and 1914 does not correspond to political
relations.”21
Apart from economic and business history, recent political and cultural
histories of Alsace-Lorraine have also pointed to instances of cooperation and
accommodation among German immigrants, known as “Old Germans,” who had
moved to the Imperial Territory or Reichsland of Alsace-Lorraine between 1871 and
1918, and native Alsace-Lorrainers. These historians argue that the political and
cultural life of Alsace-Lorraine evolved in interaction with German culture and
politics during the period of the German annexation. While not denying the salience of
interethnic hostilities, these works demonstrate how at times the strict boundaries
between German immigrants and native populations faded through instances of
20

Dan P. Silverman, Reluctant Union, Alsace-Lorraine and Imperial Germany, 1871-1918, (University
Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1972), 3.
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political and cultural cooperation.22 Furthermore, recent work also treats the history of
pre-1918 Alsace-Lorraine as part of broader trends within German history.23
Similarly the frequent conflicts among Magyar and Romanian nationalists
before, during and after the First World War are not a helpful compass to locate
economic, cultural and even social processes in Transylvania.24 There is a rich history
of interethnic relationships within the bourgeoisie and economic elites that is buried
under the Hungarian, German, and Romanian nationalist polemics.25
The first two chapters are an introduction: they clarify the economic weight,
activities and political orientation of economic elites in Alsace-Lorraine and
Transylvania prior to the First World War. They show how state commissions and
participation in the modernization projects of the prewar decades, such as railroad
construction and mining, helped to create (as in the case of Transylvania) or sustain
(as in Alsace-Lorraine) economic elites in the two regions. As businessmen and
bankers of various ethnic backgrounds cooperated with both the state and one another,
22

Christopher Fischer’s work, for instance, looked at the rise of fin-de-siècle Alsatian regionalism as
related to contemporary German localist movements, and showed that German Kultur deeply inspired
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political economy at the gallicized Strasbourg University, Henry Laufenburger, dedicated his textbook
to Wittich, “Alsatian by adoption.” Fischer, Alsace to the Alsatians?, 26; Henry Laufenburger, Cours
d’économie alsacienne (Paris: Sirey, 1930), vii.
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the voices of economic nationalism were marginal in both regions. The immediate
prewar years brought about increasing nationalist mobilization that also affected the
economies and elites of both regions.
Chapters 3 and 4 will show how the outbreak of the war brought about a period
of economic prosperity and the escalation of economic nationalism through the
sequester and liquidation of enemy companies and discrimination against ethnic
minorities. The discriminatory economic policies in both regions during the war
undergirded postwar measures by successor states, often modeled on German and
Hungarian wartime decrees. Even though business elites from the two regions became
enriched during the war, they also became marginalized politically and were
subordinated to central governments and large companies that supplied the war
economy.
Whereas the war ended in November 1918 on the western front, Central and
Eastern Europe continued to be plagued by armed hostilities, revolution, and full-scale
warfare until the early 1920s. In this regard, Alsace-Lorraine’s postwar history is more
comparable to Central and Eastern Europe than to France, England or other regions of
Western Europe. France tacitly continued radical wartime discrimination against
ethnic Germans in Alsace-Lorraine even beyond the signing of the peace treaty. The
measures of the French army and government remade the region’s economy and
society through expropriation and expulsion.
By 1918, France emerged as the key military power in both Western, EastCentral and Eastern Europe, with French troops in Alsace-Lorraine, the Rhineland, the
Balkans, Transylvania, and after 1919, Russia. The French army thus had the leverage
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to influence the transition, advise local governments, and serve as an extension of the
French government on occupied territories. In the meantime, France had a n outsized
role in determining the final borders of Romania through its key position and assertive
diplomacy during the Paris Peace Conference. I trace the origins of attempts to create
a French economic zone of influence in Romania and the rest of East-Central Europe.
By focusing on the immediate postwar years, the dissertation captures a unique time
period in European history, when the “French connection” created meaningful
economic and diplomatic ties between the western and eastern regions of Mitteleuropa
or Central Europe.
After the Versailles and Trianon treaties came into effect, both France and
Romania had less maneuvering power to reshape the economies and societies of the
new territories. The different diplomatic and military positions of France and Romania
led to divergence in the Versailles and Trianon Treaties on minority rights, citizenship
rights, and the possibility of economic discrimination. France exploited its privileged
position at the peace conference to enable continued discrimination against AlsaceLorraine Germans after the war and to introduce clauses in the treaty that were
economically advantageous to Alsace-Lorraine and to France. By contrast, as a minor
ally, Romania had to sign a minority rights treaty guaranteeing basic cultural,
economic, and citizenship right to ethnic minorities. It also had to accept limitations
on its sovereignty to intervene in the composition of economic elites on its newly
annexed territories.
The last two chapters of the dissertation examine the economies and business
elites in the aftermath of the First World War, showing the demise of German
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influence in Alsace-Lorraine and the continued presence of prewar industrialists in
Transylvania. Prewar ties among the Romanian and Hungarian bourgeoisie in both the
Jiu valley and Kolozsvár/Cluj-Napoca fostered accommodation and partnerships after
1918, which were mutually beneficial for both parties. Transylvanian Hungarian and
German business elites were able to retain a considerable portion of their prewar
economic influence, due to the weakness of the Romanian state and thanks to these
prewar ties between the Magyar and Romanian bourgeoisie. In Alsace-Lorraine, I
analyze how the successful elimination of German economic elites from business life
led to enormous losses for the French treasury and the economy of Alsace-Lorraine.

A note on the definition of Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania

Alsace-Lorraine as a distinct region first appeared on the map of Europe
following the Treaty of Frankfurt between France and Germany in 1871. It
encompassed the majority of the historical region of Alsace, except the city of Belfort,
a few, strategically important French villages in the Vosges department, and the
eastern half of the historical region of Lorraine (fig 1.).
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Fig. 1. Alsace-Lorraine in 1910. (Green: majority French-speaking areas, red: majority
German-speaking areas).

Source: French National Library, www. gallica.fr
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Transylvania was a historical region within the Hungarian kingdom. Historical
Transylvania was considerably smaller than the territories annexed by Romania from
Hungary after 1918 (figs. 2 and 3). Whereas the Banat, Crișana, and Maramureș
regions of the Hungarian kingdom were not part of Transylvania before 1918, after
Romania annexed these territories, contemporaries started to refer to them as integral
parts of the region.

Fig. 2. The territories awarded to Romania from Hungary in the Treaty of Trianon
(1920)
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Fig. 3. The “Red Map” of Hungary (1919), showing the ethnic make-up of
Transylvania, the border between Hungary and Romania (black line), as well as
ethnicity around Cluj-Napoca and the Petroșani mines in the Jiu valley. (red:
Hungarian, light purple: Romanian, orange: German, green: Ruthenian)

Source: Pál Teleki, “Magyarország néprajzi térképe a népsűrűség alapján:
Ethnographical Map of Hungary Based on Density of Population (Budapest:
Hungarian Geographical Institute, 1919).
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CHAPTER 1
ALSACE-LORRAINE’S ECONOMY, SOCIETY AND POLITICS FROM THE
MID-NINETEENTH CENTURY UNTIL 1914

By the middle of the 19th century, Alsace’s and Lorraine’s economy had lost
their early modern autonomy and become an integral part of the French economy. As a
result of the prevalence of free trade policies in the Europe of the 1850s and 1860s,
manifested by the 1860 Anglo-French free trade treaty, the two regions’ business elites
were also integrated in the commercial flows of Western and Central Europe. As
interwar Alsatian economist Henry Laufenburger pointed out, the economic
integration of Alsace to the French nation-state after 1792 also had negative
consequences for the region’s industries, which lost the right for free transit trade
(liberté de transit) to Switzerland and Germany, while the taxation of commerce on
the Rhine river redirected French imports toward maritime ports, such as Le Havre.1
Alsace and Lorraine possessed distinct economic elites, also called the notables,
which managed to preserve their social position despite the political and economic
challenges of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.2 The notables were Alsace’s
traditional, guild-like business elite; the members of these families spoke French,
married one another, and were overwhelmingly Catholic, with some Protestants and
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Henry Laufenburger, Cours d’économie alsacienne (Paris: Sirey, 1930).
François Igersheim, L’Alsace des notables (1870-1914): la bourgeoisie et le peuple alsacien
(Strasbourg: Bf, 1981).
2
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even a few Jews among them.3 The prosperity of the notables, recruited from the ranks
of the upper bourgeoisie, nobility, and aristocracy, contrasted with the experience of
the middle class, which felt the turmoil of the times more acutely. “Around 1850, in
Alsace, a schoolteacher with more children than he could afford was willing to
become a grocer,” Jean-Paul Sartre started his memoirs, reminiscing about his
Alsatian great-grandfather.4 The fate of Sartre’s family in the late 19th century
illustrates the social differences within Alsatian society, which differentiated the
notables from the struggling, wage-earning intelligentsia and middle class, including
Sartre’s family.5
Alsace-Lorraine’s business elites found themselves in similar dilemmas before
and after 1871, despite differences between the French and German economies. The
tensions between regional as opposed to national economic interests, political
autonomy as opposed to centralization, protectionism vs. laissez-faire policies, were
just a few of the dichotomies that formed an arch over the period between the 1860s
and the 1920s.
The De Dietrichs were among the most important notables of Alsace. The
Alsatian De Dietrich family’s response to the German annexation illustrates that the
family’s political orientation and economic practices did not necessarily go hand in
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hand in late-19th-and early-20th century Alsace-Lorraine. The De Dietrichs profited
enormously from Alsace-Lorraine’s incorporation into the German customs area, even
though the cultural orientation and marriage politics of the family continued to be
directed towards France.
For the De Dietrich family, the political turmoil of the late 19th and early 20th
centuries in Alsace was not the first time when the family’s social status and economic
interests were imperiled by radical political turns in France. Originally named Didiers,
the Huguenot patrician family emigrated from Lorraine to Strasbourg in the 16th
century to escape religious persecution.6 Soon thereafter, they changed their name to
the German-sounding Dietrich, and reestablished themselves as wealthy burghers and
owners of a foundry.7 The making of De Dietrichs into one of the primary pillars of
Francophile nationalism and regionalism in Alsace by 1870, was not a straightforward
process. After a series of religious persecutions in the early modern period, the De
Dietrichs witnessed the execution of the family’s head in 1793 by the French Jacobins,
with the sequester and expropriation of the firm to follow. Yet the family regained full
possession of the company by 1827, transforming it from a corporation (société
anonyme) of multiple owners into a family partnership (société en nom collectif).
Sigismond Eugène de Dietrich’s active participation in the political life of the July
Monarchy, who served as a deputy to the Paris national assembly between 1839 and
1842, might have helped the firm to gain access to orders for the developing French
6

Hau, La Maison De Dietrich de 1684 à nos jours, (Strasbourg: Ed. Oberlin, 1998), 15-16.
When Louis XIV captured Strasbourg in 1681, it was Dominicus Dietrich who occupied the mayoral
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railway network in the 1830s and 1840s.8 By mid-century, the production of railway
carts, steel tires, steam engines and rolling mills became the most sought-after
products of the De Dietrich company. Former Orléanist politics aside, the firm
witnessed a rapid expansion during the reign of Napoleon III (1852-1870) as well,
tripling the number of its workers between 1852 and 1866 to 2,000.9
In 1870, Napoleon III declared war on Prussia, and by September the same
year, Alsace and Lorraine came under the occupation of the allied armies of the
German states. Alsace-Lorraine, a distinct region on the map of Europe, came into
existence as the consequence of the Franco-Prussian War.10 When the war broke out in
1870, neither Bismarck, nor the Kaiser, nor the general Helmuth von Moltke had plans
regarding the precise borders between France and Germany.11 Finally, Germany
annexed the historical region of Alsace almost in its entirety, and attached the eastern
half of Lorraine to Alsace, forming the imperial territory or Reichsland of AlsaceLorraine .12
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German Empire.12 The chancellor did not regard Metz and the overwhelmingly French-speaking areas
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The conclusion of the Treaty of Frankfurt in 1871 came after an exacerbated
military campaign, which utterly humiliated French political elites and influenced the
hostile reception of Germans in Alsace and Lorraine. The De Dietrichs, along with the
vast majority of Alsace Lorraine’s population sided with France both during and after
the war. In particular, the most francophile social group, the political and economic
elites, witnessed the annexation with bitterness and exasperation.13 Many Alsatians
and Lorrainers were among the 150,000 French war casualties, not including the civil
populations of Metz and Strasbourg, which were kept under siege and shelled by the
invaders.14 Even though the French chamber of deputies accepted the peace terms,
there were notable dissenters, such as the young Georges Clemenceau, who later
became influential in the drafting of the Versailles Treaty in 1919 as well.15
Furthermore, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels compared Alsace-Lorraine to EastCentral Europe, primarily Western Poland, and feared that the annexation would push
German politics further to the right, towards military dictatorship.16
The annexation of Alsace-Lorraine by Germany was primarily motivated by
the strategic concerns of the Reich to defend itself from a French attack, and not by
economic concerns. The German historian, Heinrich von Treitschke, however, also
territory as the department of Moselle even before the conclusion of the peace treaty in Frankfurt on
May 10, 1871. Ibid., 448. The strategic argument for the rectification of the German-French borderland
seemed so convincing, that it even propelled Karl Marx to write an essay against it. Karl Marx, Second
Manifesto of the International on the Franco-Prussian War, in Karl Marx, The Paris Commune (New
York: New York Labor News Company, 1902), 35-36; Howard, The Franco-Prussian War, 447;
Giesberg, The Treaty of Frankfort, 24-25.
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mentioned the region’s natural resources as reasons for the annexation. Treitschke
maintained that Germany faced geographical disadvantages, which morphed into
economic disadvantages as well: “nature has dealt with our country much more like a
step-mother than a mother.”17 The Reich’s limited economic resources justified the
annexation of Alsace-Lorraine, according to Treitschke.18 “We are by no means rich
enough to be able to renounce so precious a possession.”19 Nonetheless, he also feared
that Alsace-Lorraine’s economic ties to the French interior would be difficult to undo:
“Capital and culture,[…] are our opponents [in Alsace and Lorraine],”20 Treitschke
concluded, positing the integration of the region into Germany as an economic
challenge.21
The peace treaty of Frankfurt was harsh on the French state, which had to pay an
enormous indemnity, but it was generous to the native populations of Alsace-Lorraine,
whose private property was not affected and who were able to decide on whether to
stay and become German citizens or emigrate. French diplomats were able to
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influence the making of the citizenship clauses of the Treaty of Frankfurt, which
enabled Alsace-Lorrainers to remain in Germany without the threat of expulsion or
expropriation. Nonetheless, the De Dietrichs, along with French and German
economic elites, were excluded from the shaping of the stipulations the peace terms.22
As opposed to the situation in 1918, every resident of Alsace-Lorraine, even the
French who had moved there from the French interior before the war, had the chance
to remain in the region and automatically receive German citizenship. Irrespective of
cultural, ethnic or linguistic markers of ethnicity, citizenship was to become a matter
of choice or option.23 Not surprisingly, it was the French that designed article 2 of the
treaty on citizenship, closely modeled on the 1860 Treaty of Turin, which had granted
the populations of the annexed territories of Nice and Savoy the right to preserve their
prewar Sardinian citizenship while residing in France.24
Article 2 of the treaty maintained in lose and ambiguous terms, “French
Subjects, Natives of the ceded Territories […] who shall preserve their Nationality,
shall up to the 1st October, 1872 […] be allowed to change their domicile to
France.”25 The ambiguous wording of the Treaty, which did not specify that those who
had opted for French citizenship had to leave Alsace-Lorraine, resulted in sharp
clashes between the French and German administration in the aftermath of the treaty’s
signature.
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While the French regarded emigration as a possible but not obligatory option,
the incoming German administration insisted that those who had opted for French
citizenship leave by October 1, 1872. The German interpretation of the Treaty aimed
at discouraging option and emigration, and it was also motivated by military concerns
and the threat of losing prestige as a result of tens of thousands of emigrants from the
Reichsland.26 \
Financed by Mulhouse notables, a regionalist organization, the League of
Alsace, initiated a campaign that advocated option, yet discouraged emigration, in
order to express political protest against the annexation and preserve French influence
in the region.27 By 1872, some 160,000 people had opted for French citizenship,
although only around 50,000 actually emigrated to France.28 Optants came largely
from cities, and Catholics and French-speakers were preponderant among them, and a
large section of the Jewish population left, as well. Subsequent decrees by the
Reichsland’s top German official, supreme president Eduard von Möller punished
those who opted for France yet failed to leave. Over 100,000 residents were banned
from voting and were pressured to withdraw their option, or else, lose their German
citizenship and became stateless.29 In addition, Möller made it impossible for minors
whose parents stayed in Alsace-Lorraine to opt for France, in order not to reduce the
number of draft-age emigrants. On October 1, 1872, the Kaiser introduced
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conscription in Alsace-Lorraine.30 Legal discrimination against those who had opted
for France yet remained in the Reichsland lasted until 1877. Still, the German
administration never initiated mass expulsions, and it allowed 19,000 French citizens,
who were not natives of Alsace-Lorraine before 1870, to remain in the region without
changing their nationality. Even in 1910, the German census registered approximately
12,000 French nationals in Alsace-Lorraine.31
There are no precise statistics on emigration from the Reichsland; French and
German historians and statisticians estimated that between 250,000 and 460,000
people left Alsace-Lorraine during German rule, amounting to 13 to 24 percent of the
region’s 1910 population.32 From the entire German Empire, around 2 million people
emigrated in the four decades before 1914, which constituted 3 percent of the 1910
population.33 Thus, the emigration rate from the Reichsland was considerably higher
than from the Reich.34
Emigration to France continued even after the moratorium of two years
specified by the Treaty of Frankfurt. French historians have argued that emigration
was a politically motivated protest and saw no distinction between those who had
opted for France and left by late 1872, and those who emigrated later.35 By contrast,
contemporary German observers regarded emigration that occurred after 1873 as
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primarily economically driven.36 In their view, the lack of railway lines to remote parts
of Lorraine, as well as the economic orientation of smaller townships towards the
capital of French-Lorraine, Nancy, were the reasons for the radical depopulation of
many areas in Lorraine.37
Although no testimonies remain as to why the De Dietrichs stayed in Alsace
after the annexation, the sizeable and immovable family fortune, the castle, the
foundry, the various factories, as well as paternalistic sensibilities towards workers
and a quasi-religious calling to remain might have played a part. Ironically, while the
decades of the annexation provided an unheard of expansion and prosperity for the
family company, the De Dietrichs remained anti-German and pro-French in their
political activities.38
Such clashes between economic prosperity under German rule and political
discontent ran throughout many notable families of Alsace-Lorraine, especially during
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the first two decades of annexation.39 Eugène de Dietrich, the third son of the
company’s chief manager, Albert, was a prisoner of war during the Franco-Prussian
War, and was only released in 1871.40 Upon his return, Eugène entered Alsatian
political life. In 1881, he was elected an Alsatian deputy to the German Reichstag.
Here, along with other Alsatian deputies, he represented the protest movement, which
expressed discontent over the German annexation.41 The company retained French as
its language of business and internal communication until 1888, although the majority
of its workers spoke the Germanic dialect. The director of the firm kept a French flag
in his office, while the family opted to gallicize the spelling of its previously
germanized name to De Diétrich after 1871.42
Only four years after the annexation, Fanny, Eugène, and Dominique de
Dietrich, along with four Mulhouse notables, commissioned the erection of a
mausoleum in memory of the French soldiers fallen in the battle of Woerth, a major
defeat that precipitated the loss of Alsace during the Franco-Prussian war. The
inauguration took place in 1877. The mausoleum was called the “Monument of the
French Army” and included both Christian and ancient Roman symbols: it had a cross
on top, sarcophagi with the names of French army corps, and a number of stone
wreaths. The monument also used less obvious symbols of Frenchness: its floor plan
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was a hexagon, the symbol of the French nation-state, and it had large reliefs with the
letter “F” above its four gates.43
The German administration did not prioritize the commemoration of its
victories in the Franco-Prussian War. The French monument in Woerth preceded the
inauguration of the German war memorial by twelve years. Notably, the erection of
the German monument was not commissioned by the Reich administration, but was
instead a Bavarian initiative. The Bayern Denkmal (1888-89) paid tribute to the fallen
Bavarian soldiers and showed a dying soldier, holding a flag, while the angel of
victory placed a wreath on his head (figs. 4-5).44
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Figs. 4 and 5. The French War Monument and the Bavarian War Monument in
Woerth, Alsace

Source: Hartmann, La guerre de 1870.
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The De Dietrichs’ attachment to France is remarkable, especially since they
continued to suffer from the effects of the anti-Alsace-Lorraine lobby of French
industrialists after the stipulations of the Treaty of Frankfurt came into effect (1873).
The high customs duties made exporting to France less profitable, while the major
client of the firm, the French branch of the Eastern Railways Company, refused to buy
Alsace-Lorraine products on the grounds that they were not produced on French
territory by French workers.45 Like many Alsatian textile manufacturers, the De
Dietrichs thus decided to build a factory in France in 1879. The management of the De
Dietrich Company at first intended the Lunéville branch of the firm in French Lorraine
to be a subsidiary. Not only the management, but also the workers came from Alsace.
The firm prompted hundreds of workers to emigrate from Alsace to France to
assemble train carriages whose parts had been produced at the Alsatian branch. The
establishment of a company in France also provided a means for young members of
the family to forgo German military service and pursue careers in France.46 The
Alsatian notables who decided on emigrating to France, such as some members of the
De Dietrich family, could rely on each other’s financial and personal aid: one of the
most prominent of them was the banker and industrialist Alfred Renouard de
Bussièrre, who moved to Paris, but preserved his investments in various Alsatian
companies. In the French capital, Bussierre’s daughter became the patron and host of
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Eugène’s cousin, the young Adrien de Turckheim, who eventually became the director
of the firm’s French branch.47
The De Dietrichs followed a traditional, if not conservative business policy
during the period of the German annexation: they refrained from using outside capital
in the firm, thus retaining the family’s monopoly over the company’s management.
Family members reinvested profits into the firm and paid out only small dividends to
shareholders. In addition, some family members renounced part of their shares in
favor of the acting management to provide for strong company leadership.
The paternalism of Alsatian notables, like the De Dietrichs, resembled the
hierarchical social ties of workers and notables in the ancien régime. By the mid-19th
century, social policies similar to those Bismarck introduced in Germany in the 1880s
were already in place in the family’s factories. As Alsatian elites lobbied the supreme
regional official, the Statthalter, to block the introduction of German social legislation
in the annexed territories, the firm’s policies can be considered a form of Christian
socialism.48 If workers stayed continuously employed at the firm until their retirement,
they received a moderate pension, up to six months of paid medical leave, and free
housing. The management also involved the workers in its family life. After the death
of his second wife, Albert de Dietrich convened the factory’s workers and gave each
of them a copy of Luther’s bible.49
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Fig. 6. Paternalism of the notables: Eugène de Dietrich with workers of his factory

Source: De Dietrich Company Archives (DCA), Reichshoffen, France, Box 43, Photo
1.76.

Fostering patriarchal visions of family life, the De Dietrichs forbade the
employment of women in their factories, apart from the widows, and promoted the
acquisition of single family homes, domestic animals such as cows, and gardening
among workers. If the worker quit the firm, he or she lost these benefits. This practice
encouraged the formation of hundreds of “worker dynasties” who remained employed
at the De Dietrichs for multiple generations. It also effectively discouraged the
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penetration of the otherwise strong Alsatain labor movement into the firm. The
company registered no strikes until 1919.50
By 1891 the French branch of the firm produced more than the parent
company, and in 1897, it became a separate, French firm, legally independent of the
De Dietrich company in Alsace-Lorraine.51 Despite that, the composition of the
shareholders and the supervisory board remained the same, while Adrien de
Turckheim continued to serve as director.52
Until the early 1890s, the management often transferred workers between the
French and German branches of the firm, although the products of the companies were
different, accommodating the divergent needs of the national markets.53 The factory in
France specialized in luxury train carriages and sleeping cars, while the Alsatian unit
took advantage of the opening of the German mass market for home appliances such
as stoves, bath tubs, and ovens.54 The actual legal separation of the French and
German branches of the company took place in the decade preceding the First World
War, it was a result of altercations within the management about the company’s
involvement in the emerging automobile industry.55
The maintenance of pro-French political loyalties among Alsace-Lorraine
notables was neither a purely sentimental issue, nor simply a question of French
nationalism, as much of the secondary literature suggests.56 The maintenance of the
family’s long-standing strategies to preserve economic independence, going back to
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the early modern period, proved crucial amidst the rapid development and
modernization of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In order to preserve the
monopoly of family ownership over the firm, the De Dietrichs resorted to what closely
resembled Max Weber’s contemporary definition of a Protestant ethic of frugality, the
conscious elitism of marriage politics, and the maintenance of patriarchal relations
within the family. In the case of the De Dietrichs, the conservatism and rigor of
bourgeois family life served as a background and prerequisite for their success in a
liberal, modernizing economy amidst ever-changing political circumstances.
A key concern for businesses such as the De Dietrichs was the procurement of
large pools of capital for technological innovation and expansion of existing factories
and the construction of new ones. The De Dietrich company’s long-term strategy was
to reinvest three-quarters of its net profits in the firm. Out of the 20 million marks of
profits between 1874 and 1909, the company reinvested 15 million marks, and only
paid out 5 million to shareholders, which ranked investment at the De Dietrich
company among the less lucrative ones in the period.57
It is little wonder the company’s shares remained entirely in the hands of the
extended De Dietrich family, as outside investors solely interested in making a return
on their shares would have diminished the company’s potential for expansion. The
firm aimed to pay out 5 percent returns on its shares, similar to the yield of treasury
bonds. But unlike treasury bonds that provided a fixed return, investing in the De
Dietrich stocks was a more risky venture, as stock dividends varied depending on
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annual profits and management policy.58 In 17 out of 36 years before World War I, the
company paid out additional dividends above the default 5 percent, but in six business
years, it paid out less than 5 percent, while in three years it distributed no dividends at
all.59 The dividend policy was austere, especially when compared to other firms such
as the Adler and Oppenheimer Company tannery, a comparable family firmed owned
by immigrant or “Old Germans,” which paid higher dividends..60 Furthermore, family
members were also ready to reinvest part of their dividends in the company. In 1883,
family members held 46 percent of the firm’s debts.61 In addition, the maintenance of
45 pecent of shares in the hands of Eugène de Dietrich was key to avoid
fragmentation, which could have been the result of transition to German rule and the
splitting of the company into French and German branches.62
Eugène de Dietrich’s rise as the majority owner of the company and the
patriarch of the family was the result of his marriage with the daughter of Edouard
Vaucher, one of the most prominent Mulhouse textile industrialists.63 Cécile Vaucher
brought a dowry worth 360,000 francs to the marriage in 1878, which provided the
means for her husband to take over the majority of the firm’s shares.64 Other members
of family also married local Alsatian notables or French entrepreneurs. While one in
four Alsace-Lorrainers married a German by World War I, no member of the extended
De Dietrich family did so.
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The Effects of German Annexation on Alsace-Lorraine’s Economy

It was especially beneficial for Alsace-Lorraine’s economic elites that the
Frankfurt Treaty was primarily an affair between two states and not two peoples. The
treaty minimized the economic and political consequences of the sovereignty change
on the private property of Alsace-Lorrainers, unlike the Versailles settlement
following the First World War. Apart from allowing people to leave the annexed
territories, article 2 of the Treaty of Frankfurt even permitted emigrants to keep their
Alsace-Lorraine properties: “[t]hey shall be at liberty to preserve their Immovables
situated in the Territory united to Germany.”65 The treaty reflected the prevalent
liberal attitudes of 19th-century political elites to private property; while state property
could be confiscated and taxed by occupying armies, private property was seen as
sacrosanct, and was untouched by occupiers, be it Napoleon I or Bismarck.66 One
partial exception was the Eastern Railway Company, a privately owned firm
operational in Alsace-Lorraine, which Bismarck regarded as too strategically
important to remain in French hands. That said, he offered the sum of 327 million
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francs in exchange, thus resusing to confiscate the company.67
The annexation and integration into the German economy, along with
subsequent waves of emigration, shifted the economic center of Alsace from
Mulhouse to Strasbourg. The Upper Rhine district around Mulhouse ended up
providing over two-thirds of Alsatian emigrants to France.68 Until 1872, some 5,000
people out of 57,000 left for France from the city of Mulhouse alone, including many
textile industrialists, who relocated their factories to the other side of the border, and
took many skilled workers with them as well.69 The Strasbourg chamber of commerce
estimated that emigrés from Alsace took 100 million francs with them, which they
invested in France.70
The two most widespread business strategies of Alsatian elites were relocating
entirely to France or keeping the main branch of an enterprise in Alsace-Lorraine and
establishing a subsidiary in France. By 1910, the productive capacity of textile
businesses owned by Alsatian in France was sizeable. The production of these Francebased factories amounted to two-thirds of the entire Alsatian production.71 Whereas in
the decade before the Franco-Prussian war, Alsatian textile industrialists had only
founded 7 companies in the rest of France, in the years following the peace treaty, they
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founded as many as 18.72 Still, the splitting of investment across the border meant less
investment in the technological innovation of the Alsatian factories, and by 1914,
Alsace-Lorraine textile firms had to face formidable competition in both the French
and German markets.73
Situated between France and Germany, the economy of Alsace-Lorraine
presented competition for industrialists in both countries. Patriotic fervor aside, the
economic elites in both countries started to organize against Alsace-Lorraine industrial
competition immediately after the annexation.74 It was Bismarck’s French negotiating
partner, the Minister of Finance Augustine Pouyer-Quertier, who represented the
interests of the textile industrialists of France’s east.
Pouyer-Quertier was himself a protectionist textile manufacturer from Rouen,75
who advocated the briefest possible duration of customs privileges for Alsatian
finished products entering France. In a similar, protectionist vein, the representatives
of the German cotton industry gathered in Mannheim on October 3, 1870, and wrote a
memorandum to Bismarck, urging him to let Alsace-Lorraine conserve its French
markets. Alternatively, they proposed that Alsace-Lorraine be excluded from the
Zollverein, the German customs union. Another convention of German industrialists
in Mannheim held on December 4 and 5, 1870, also protested against the flooding of
German markets by Alsace-Lorraine products. The most radical suggestion came from
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the chamber of commerce of Plauen, the center of the textile industry in remote
Saxony; it suggested that the most convenient solution of Alsatian competition would
be to leave Upper-Alsace under French control.76 Facing pressure from German
industrialists, Bismarck also toyed with the idea of granting part of Alsace to
Switzerland, in exchange for less industrialized Swiss cantons, but the plan failed due
to Swiss disinterest.77
Whereas there was a unified political protest against the annexation in AlsaceLorraine, the various, competing branches of Alsace-Lorraine textile industrialists
tried to out-lobby each other at the various bodies of the German administration in
1870 and 1871, which shows that Alsatian economic elites were disunited and
unprepared for the annexation.78
In the aftermath of the war, the economic interests of French and AlsaceLorraine industrialists diverged. The annexation made the overwhelming majority of
Alsace-Lorraine industrialists interested in a free trade regime in order to preserve
French markets, while the French industrialists had a vital interest in curbing foreign
competition.79 While both French and German industrialists wanted to shield
themselves from the consequences of the annexation, it was primarily the defeated
French who had to make compromises, although they managed to limit their exposure
to Alsatian competition to less than two years. As a compromise, Pouyer-Quertier and
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Bismarck agreed that Alsatian finished products could enter France duty free until
December 31, 1872. This date also served as the deadline for when Alsatian industries
could import raw materials duty free from France.80 Eventually, at the request of
French industrialists, the deadline for the importation of raw materials was extended
until June 1873 for certain raw materials that the Alsatian textile industrialists
imported. Even after 1873, commerce between Alsace-Lorraine and France remained
intensive, as both parties insisted upon the renewal of the prewar trade treaty (1867),
in which the German states of the Zollverein and France granted most-favored-nation
status to each other for a period of ten years.81
French war reparations financed the creation of a unified German currency and
the influx of French capital to German banks also contributed to the economic boom
in Germany and Austria-Hungary in the early 1870s.82 In exchange for gradually
withdrawing German troops, Bismarck levied a huge indemnity on France, amounting
80
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to 5 billion gold francs, one of the highest indemnities in modern history, which
covered twice the German army’s war costs.83 Although this sum represented only
about 3 percent of the 33 billion dollars of reparations that the Versailles Treaty
prescribed for Germany in 1919, the important difference was that France paid the
entire sum to the victor within a decade after the peace treaty.84 French reparation
started an investment boom in Germany, which also had positive repercussions in
Alsace-Lorraine, although major investments from Germany only began to flow into
the region starting the 1880s.85 Given that united Germany remained disunited in its
monetary regime, with the numerous currencies of various federal states in circulation
until 1876, the continued use of the French franc in German Alsace-Lorraine posed no
special problem, which represents another difference with the rapid monetary
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transition back to the French franc in 1918.86
By 1914, Alsace-Lorraine’s economy had accommodated to the German
annexation.87 Immigrant Germans filled the niches in commerce and industry; notably,
German, Belgian and Luxemburg capitalists gained control over the exploitation of
mineral resources, such as the newly discovered potash, iron ore, and coal reserves.88
Within the political economy of the empire, the Berlin government favored the
economic development of the Rhineland over the Reichsland.89
In terms of customs policies, the years 1872-1873 marked the end of the free
entry of Alsace-Lorraine goods to France, and the advent of competition with German,
French and international products.90 In 1879, partially due to the pressure of the
syndicate of Alsace-Lorraine industrialists, Bismarck adopted protectionist
measures.91 In 1891-92, the new chancellor, Leo von Caprivi, pushed through a series
of bilateral trade agreements with European states.92 The result was another wave of
tariff liberalizations, which fostered the entry of Alsace-Lorraine’s industrial products
into Central and Eastern Europe, Great Britain, Italy and Belgium, while
disadvantaging the exporters of agricultural goods, primarily the Alsatian wine
industry.93 At the same time, France adopted a series of protective tariffs in 1892,
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which drastically reduced economic ties between Alsace-Lorraine and its former
homeland.94
Ironically, it was these protective tariffs that finally separated Alsace-Lorraine
from the economy of France. As historian Dan Silverman maintains, “the French 1892
tariff may have been as much of a shock to the economy of Alsace-Lorraine as the
annexation itself in 1871.”95 Despite Treitschke’s frustration with Alsace-Lorraine’s
deep-seated economic ties to France, these connections loosened with considerable
ease after 1871, without any special effort on the part of the German government.
According to an interwar estimate of exports by means of train transport, Alsatian
industrialists exported only 510 tons of goods to France, whereas they exported 9,173
tons to other parts of Germany, and 704 and 935 tons to Switzerland and Belgium,
respectively, in 1910.96 Even though these figures do not include the entire volume of
Alsace-Lorraine exports, they indicate that French markets had become less significant
for Alsace-Lorraine’s economy between 1871 and 1914.
The German administration heavily invested in the infrastructure of the
Reichsland, which was likely motivated by military rather than economic concerns:
the length of railways more than doubled from 477 miles in 1871, to 1,194 miles on
the eve of World War I.97 Three decades earlier, in 1881, the German railway network
had been denser than Alsace-Lorraine’s.98 The already well-developed road network
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of mid-19th-century Alsace grew from 3,616 to 4,668 miles between the annexation
and World War I.99
Investments in roads, railways, municipal halls, post offices, administrative
buildings, swimming pools, and German-style modern apartment buildings served
both an economic purpose and signaled to local populations that the new German
sovereign was there to stay. As the first Statthalter of Alsace-Lorraine, Edwin von
Manteuffel explained to the Imperial Office of the Treasury in 1881, “it is an issue of
key political importance to show the Reichsland that the German empire is not ready
to restitute Alsace-Lorraine to France; the construction of the imperial residence
definitively seals the annexation. […] The difficulty lies in the fact that the majority of
the autochthonous population still does not believe in it.”100 Manteuffel’s headquarters
and the city of Strasbourg became the center of architectural and bureaucratic
Germanization in the Reichsland.101 The city also boasted the largest number of
German immigrants, including thousands of businessmen. Contemporary German
ecomist Werner Wittich estimated that immigrant Germans owned 1,500 of
Strasbourg’s 4,500 industrial companies, and 1,150 out of 3,300 commercial and
transport companies in 1895; and the number of German-owned companies likely only
increased by 1914.102
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The hegemony of family-owned firms, which were both an Alsatian and a
French peculiarity, remained for the duration of German rule.103 In terms of
ownership structures, the textile industry, a large section of local banking, and
industries that had developed before 1871 remained in the hands of native business
elites. Nonetheless, German capitalists who had moved to Alsace-Lorraine after 1871
or who invested in the region were able to achieve dominance in newly opening
sectors of the economy, such as potash mining or the chemical and electric
industries.104 As the Reichsland was never promoted to the rank of a federal state, its
politicians could not lobby effectively for the region’s economic interests. This
inferior status of Alsace-Lorraine within the Reich, however, affected only a few
industries and the port of Strasbourg, which remained secondary to Mannheim and
other cities in federal states.105
The mines of Lorraine were largely built with German, Luxembourger, and
Belgian capital in the 1870s and 1880s, when the Thyssen and Krupp corporations in
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the Rhineland invested heavily in building their own infrastructures. By the turn of the
century, however, as a result of the Thomas-Gilchrist process, which enabled the
production of steel from lower quality, phosporous cast iron, the Lorraine steel mines
developed into formidable and independent rivals of the Ruhr steel plants.106
German economic policies in Alsace-Lorraine were contradictory: while the
empire and German capitalists invested heavily in the Reichsland, the government also
attempted to curb the region’s industrial potential. Not all lands of imperial Germany
were created equal: the dominance of Prussia over the rest of Germany, and the
prioritization of German states over the Reichsland by the federal government
disadvantaged the “Old German” businessmen, along with the region’s native
economic elites. The explicit marginalization of the economic interests of AlsaceLorraine’s business elites came to the fore only during the First World War, which we
will discuss in chapter 3.

The Administration and Demography of Alsace-Lorraine
The incorporation of Alsace-Lorraine within the German political system
severely limited the possibilities of the region’s political and business elites to
articulate a separate economic policy after the annexation. That said, the
administrative separation of Alsace-Lorraine from other German states also gave
grounds to a regionalist politics, which in turn influenced economic policies by the
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early 20th century. Given the strong economic, political and cultural ties between the
annexed regions and France, Bismarck initially hoped that the creation of the
Reichsland would foster a regional identity in Alsace-Lorraine that would act as a
competitor to French allegiance. By the 1890s, however, the Reichsland’s native
population started to reify Alsace-Lorraine as a distinct region that had different
political goals and economic interests than the rest of Germany.107 Divided between
three departments under French rule, the annexed territory had neither political
autonomy nor a regional identity within the centralized French state before 1870; only
Alsace fostered a sense of regionalism, but given its pro-French political elite, this
regionalism stopped short of political separatism, and manifested itself in the realm of
culture and language.108
The Reichsland had an ambiguous legal status for the duration of German
rule. The most important political rights within the empire stemmed from belonging to
a federal state (Bundestaat), a status Alsace-Lorraine never achieved. This fact led
one German legal scholar to refer to the Reichsland as an “anomaly” within the
German legal system.109 Although the region’s residents became incorporated into the
empire and members of the Reich with the Treaty of Frankfurt, they only received
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imperial citizenship rights in 1874. The territory had no autonomous internal
administration, as did federal German states. Yet the Kaiser and his appointees had all
the administrative power. The Kaiser had the right to nominate both top-ranking and
lower-level “imperial civil servants” to the region. Nonetheless, the Germans allowed
many of the pre-1870 professionals in state and municipal service to remain in their
jobs. While the new sovereign suspended the municipal council of Strasbourg between
1871 and 1886, and administered the city with civil servants from Germany, many
native Alsace-Lorrainers worked as lower level officials and professionals.110
The Reichsland had considerably fewer political rights than other German states.
It could not send representatives to the powerful federal council, the Bundesrat, which
was the “formal executive authority” of the Reich controlled by Prussian delegates.111
From 1874 on, however, the region could send 15 deputies to the Reichstag,
corresponding to its population ratio within Germany (4 percent). The Reichstag
functioned as a legislative body, which voted on bills proposed by the Bundesrat. It
thus had only limited legislative powers.112
The most powerful political actors in the region were the Supreme President, or
Ober-Präsident, until 1879, and the Governer or Statthalter from 1879 until 1918. The
Statthalter concentrated legislative and executive authority in his hands, and could
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exercise “dictatorial” powers.113 Both officials were nominated by the Kaiser and
functioned as his lieutenants. Starting in 1874, Alsace-Lorraine also had an indirectly
elected territorial assembly or Landesausschuss. This body comprised the 58
representatives of Strasbourg, Metz, Colmar and Mulhouse, the rural districts and the
county councils. Through the Landesausschuss, the Alsace-Lorraine notables and the
mostly German bureaucrats in the region could advise the Ober-Präsident or
Statthalter on bills discussed by the Bundestag or Reichstag; in time, the assembly
committee also gained partial control over Alsace-Lorraine’s budget.114
The population of the Reichsland increased from 1.5 million to over 1.8
million from 1871 to 1910.115 Although the sizes of Alsace’s and Lorraine’s respective
territories were similar, the unchallenged center of administrative and economic life
was the densely populated Alsace.116 Almost two-thirds of the Reichsland’s population
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lived there, with a concentration in Lower Alsace (Unterelsass or Bas-Rhin). That
said, Lorraine’s population registered a remarkable 34 percent growth throughout the
period, partially as a result of an influx of German, Polish, and Italian immigrant
workers and miners.117
Population growth and urbanization went hand in hand, building on a medieval
and early-modern urban network. As early as 1871, the urban population constituted
36 percent in Alsace-Lorraine. By 1910, city dwellers (53 percent) outnumbered the
rural population, as Alsace’s and Lorraine’s major cities expanded. During German
rule, the population of Strasbourg more than doubled, from 86,000 to 179,000, while
that of Mulhouse increased from 57,000 to 105,000. The capital of Lorraine, Metz,
registered a less remarkable growth from 53,000 to 60,000.118 Before the First World
War, 20 percent of Alsace-Lorraine’s population lived in the four major cities of
Strasbourg, Colmar, Mulhouse and Metz.119 In 1914, one in 11 Alsace-Lorrainers
lived in the region’s capital, known as Strassburg during this time.
Alsace-Lorraine was among the highly industrialized regions of Western
Europe at the time of the annexation, and the percentage of those employed in industry
and mining further increased from 36 to almost 39 percent between 1882 and 1907.
Before World War I, employees of industry, mining, commerce, and transportation
outnumbered farmers and other agricultural workers by 13 percent. The ratio of liberal
professionals, including doctors, lawyers, priests, teachers, and state employees
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increased from around 8 percent to almost 11 percent of the population during the
three decades preceding the First World War (see table 1).120

Table 1. The occupational distribution of Alsace-Lorraine’s population

Agriculture
Forestry

Year
AlsaceLorraine

1882
1907
1921
1926

45 %
37 %
33 %
26 %

Liberal
professions,
state
employees,
Industry, Commerce,
priests, and
Mining
Transportation military
36 %
39 %
36 %
44 %

8%
11 %
16 %
16 %

10 %
12 %
13 %
12 %

Source: Rossé et al., Das Elsass, vol. 4, 48-50.

The populations of Alsace-Lorraine spoke a variety of languages.121 The
majority used a dialect of German in daily communication, which sounded
considerably differently from standard German. Still, the printed press used
Hochdeutsch, or standard, literary German. German censuses collapsed dialect
speakers with German speakers when they inquired about the population’s mother
tongue (Muttersprache). No wonder, therefore, that in the statistics of the prewar
period, the proportion of German speakers appeared overwhelming.
According to the censuses made by the Reich’s statisticians, in 1878, some 77
percent of the population of the Reichsland had German as its mother tongue, while 12
percent spoke French. By 1910, German speakers accounted for 87 percent of the
120
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population, while the ratio of French-speaking Alsatians and Lorrainers decreased to
11 percent. The majority of French speakers lived in Lorraine, although the proportion
of Lorraine French speakers decreased from 30 percent to 22 percent during the period
of German rule.122 In the western borderland of Lorraine, however, French speakers
constituted the majority throughout the period, which would cause several incidents
between the German army and the native populations during the First World War.
Table. 2. The mother tongue of Alsace-Lorraine population

Year 1878 1910

German and Dialect

95.5

95.8

78.7

93

1878 1910 1878 1910
AlsaceLorraine
Lorraine
53.2 73.5 77.4 87.2

French

4.1

3.8

3.7

6.1

30.4

German and French

0.4

Lower Alsace

1878 1910
Uper Alsace

17.6

22.3

12.1

10.9

16.4

Source: Rossé et al., Das Elsass, vol. 4.
The local dialect was the mother tongue of over two-thirds of the AlsaceLorraine population. Though some bourgeois families spoke the dialect at home,123 it
had a pronounced class dimension. French was the language of Alsatian business and
political elites, who tried to provide a French education to their children, and kept their
books and business papers in French until the turn of the century. They also continued
to use the French franc as a basis of accounting. Companies such as the De Dietrich,
and major local banks such as the Banque d’Alsace et de Lorraine, the Société
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Générale Alsacienne de Banque, Banque de Strasbourg, or the Comptoir d’Escompte
de Mulhouse all kept their books in French francs until 1900.124
Networks of coreligionists were important for the constitution of AlsaceLorraine’s business elites: Protestant, Jewish, and Catholic elites tended to marry
among each other.125 Among Lutheran and Jewish bankers and industrialists
especially, there was a tendency to build dynasties. As for the Jewish community,
Vicki Caron has argued that institutional, linguistic, religious and political differences
remained salient between “Old German” Jews and the local Jewish communities.126
The religious composition of immigrant Germans and the local population bore
many similarities.127 Although around half of “Old Germans” were Lutheran and a
significant portion of the local elite was Catholic, Alsace-Lorraine had prominent
Lutheran families as well, such as the De Dietrichs, Turckheims or Bussièrres.
Furthermore, the different denominations of Alsace-Lorraine were not united in terms
of their attitudes toward German rule. Vicki Caron’s assertion about Alsace-Lorraine
Jews, that “accommodation to German rule […] has until now remained buried
beneath layers of pro-French polemics” is true for Catholics and Protestants, as
well.128
Especially in the first two decades after the annexation, the Catholic church was
an institution that helped preserve the pro-French orientation of the local population,
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and the most important Catholic politician of the prewar period, the abbé Émile
Wetterlé, was a Catholic priest. Catholic boarding schools, primary and high schools,
as well as Catholic teaching orders, such as the Sisters of Ribeauvillé/ Rappoltsweiler
continued to serve as promoters of the French language and nationalism throughout
the decades of the Reichsland.
Jews constituted a small but important minority in Alsace-Lorraine, making up
3 percent of the region’s inhabitants in 1870. Caron has shown how the Jewish
populations of Alsace-Lorraine were overwhelmingly pro-French from the two
decades after the annexation until the rise of French political antisemitism during the
Dreyfus affair.129 France was not only the first state that granted emancipation to Jews
in 1791, but during the 19th century, it also acted as a protector of Jews in AlsaceLorraine, a region that registered frequent outbursts of anti-Semitic violence.130
Germany only emancipated its Jewish population in 1870, which made the Jewish
leaders of Alsace-Lorraine afraid of losing their privileges. As a result, the Jewish rate
of option and emigration to France was disproportionately high in the early 1870s.
Despite the immigration of German Jews, the ratio of Jews in the total population
dropped from 3 to 1.5 percent from 1871 to 1910.131
The immigration of German Jews further increased the divisions among
Alsace-Lorraine Jewry. Even before 1870, Jews of Alsace-Lorraine were divided
socially, with a large section of the population especially in rural villages living in
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poverty.132 Jewish businessmen, on the other hand, were active in agricultural money
lending, that fostered anti-Semitic hostilities. Among the immigrant Jews from
Germany, there were many wealthy capitalists, whose larger firms competed with
owners of smaller shops and manufacturing firms in Alsace-Lorraine, inciting rivalry
with both Jewish and non-Jewish businessmen in the region. In addition, German
Jewish immigrants took advantage of the exile of textile industrialists and took over
abandoned textile firms, or made use of the market niche resulting from the proFrench exodus. Also, the French businessmen who had left or sold their property were
often Jewish, such as the Dreyfus Dupont Company that sold its Lorraine steel plants
and mines to the Viennese Creditanstalt.133 Still, the religious, political and
institutional differences between Alsace-Lorraine and “Old German” Jewish
immigrants also hampered the unification of the two Jewries.134
German Immigrants in Alsace-Lorraine: Intermarriage and Accommodation?
The majority of French wartime and interwar pamphlets, and prewar AlsaceLorraine nationalists drew clear-cut boundaries between immigrant Germans and the
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local society during the years of the Reichsland. They argued that the Franco-Prussian
war continued to provoke an ongoing social conflict between Alsatians-Lorrainers
and “Old Germans,” in which Germans attempted to monopolize elite positions for
themselves in the Reichsland. The economic dimension of Germanization was not lost
on observers, either. The son of Jewish optants from Alsace-Lorraine, Georges
Delahache (1872-1929), became one of France’s chief polemicists on the Reichsland.
He maintained in 1918, that following the Franco-Prussian war, Germany “was
determined to carry out an economic conquest, as brutal as the other conquests,
involving an entire plan of expropriation of the defeated by the victor, a return to the
barbarity of ancient times, signaling fanatic material ambitions.”135
Postwar pamphlets often conflated the prewar and wartime policies of the
German administration in Alsace-Lorraine, masking the numerous instances of
accommodation to German culture, language, and even politics that had taken place in
the Reichsland.136 Recently, the historian Christopher Fischer has also maintained that
“Germans treated the Alsatians as a quasi-colonial people,”137 echoing the argument of
pre-World War I pro-French politicians in the region, who demanded the return of
“Alsace to the Alsatians.”138 Assertions about the German monopolization of social
and economic elite positions or the colonial exploitation of the region’s economy,
however, do not hold water when contrasted with the social composition of German
society in Alsace-Lorraine. Despite political conflicts, a considerable accommodation
135
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took place between “Old Germans” and the native society, attested to by frequent
intermarriages, cultural exchanges, and even common political platforms between
immigrants and natives. The prewar demography of Alsace-Lorraine shows that
Germans were neither a social elite that monopolized elite positions, nor a group that
was fully separate from local society.
Fig. 7. The proportion of “Old Germans” within the Alsace-Lorraine population
(1871-1910)
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Source: Rossé et al., Das Elsass, vol. 4, 46.

Germans constituted a minority in Alsace-Lorraine throughout the existence of
the Reichsland (see fig. 7). Mass immigration of Germans to Alsace-Lorraine only
started in the second half of the 1870s. At the end of the Franco-Prussian war,
Germans only made up 5 percent of the region’s population, including the 32,000
soldiers stationed there.139 The ratio of the German civil population actually decreased
from 77,000 to 70,000 between 1871 and 1875.140 Due to the expansion of the local
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administration, an end to concerns about a future French attack, and the intensification
of commercial activity between the annexed territory and the rest of Germany, the
number of Germans increased to 152,000 by 1885, and to 295,000 by 1910.141 Still,
even four years before the First World War, Germans made up only 16 percent of
Alsace-Lorraine’s population, including the German military personal.142 The army
increased its military presence in the Reichsland to over 75,000 in the years before the
First World War. With the exception of 7,000 Alsace-Lorraine soldiers, the rest came
from Germany, mostly from Prussia, which provided four-fifths of the German-born
recruits.143 The German civilian population thus amounted to around 227,000, or 12
percent of the entire population in 1907.144 Together with the tens of thousands of
children born to German parents between 1871 and 1914, but who appeared as
Alsatians and Lorrainers in the statistics, the ratio of Germans was slightly higher. By
contrast, without dependents such as children and spouses, the German civilian
workforce amounted to 91,000 people, overwhelmingly men in 1907.145
Immigrant Germans were an overwhelmingly urban population, concentrated
in the major cities of the Reichsland, especially Strasbourg/Strassburg.146 The size of
Strasbourg’s population grew exponentially during the period of German rule. The
number of the city’s inhabitants increased from 85,700 at the time of the annexation to
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179,000 in 1910, with German immigrants accounting for the majority of the
population growth.147
Table 3. The place of birth of the working population of Alsace-Lorraine in 1907.

Agriculture
Industry
independents
officials and workers
Commerce and
transport
independents
officials and workers
Military
All liberal
professionals
Church employees
Teachers
Without profession
Total population
with dependents
German Civil
population, with
dependents
Home Service
Working civil
population

Born in
Germany
5,287
37,283
5,906
31,377

Percentage
within civilian
working
population
5.83%
41.09%
6.51%
34.58%

Born in
AlsaceLorraine
327,482
270,814
46,242
224,572

Percentag
within
civilian
working
population
41.53%
34.34%
5.90%
28.48%

19,327
5,186
14,141
67,736

21%
5.72%
15.58%

73,111
21,869
51,242
6,291

9.30%
2.77%
6.50%

10,239
934
2,288
10,549

11.28%
0.66%
2.52%
11.63%

22,905
3,459
8,150
67,851

2.90%
0.44%
1.03%
8.60%

141,205
5,910

6.51%

18,752

2.39%

90,740

100%

788,545

100%

208,941

Source: Rossé et al, Das Elsass, vol. 4, 56-58.

The social composition of Germans in Alsace-Lorraine was diverse, although
those employed in business, industry, and the liberal professionals were
147
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overrepresented as compared to the native population. First, one-third of Germans
belonged to the military in 1907, which constituted a semi-autonomous institution in
Germany, and its ties to local society were even more limited in the Reichsland than in
the rest of Germany. Within the remaining civilian population, industrial workers
constituted the majority. Factory workers, miners and industrial clerks made up over
one third of the Reichsland’s formally employed Germans.148 Over one-fifth of the
German population worked in commercial occupations and transportation, with the
majority of them likely employed by the German imperial railway company or the
Reichsbahn.149 Teachers, ministers, lawyers, prosecutors and other liberal
professionals made up 11 percent of the German population, while domestics
constituted 7 percent. Pensioners, university students, rentiers, unemployed people
and others without formal jobs made up 12 percent of the German population.150 There
were almost 6,000 German industrialists and independent craftsmen in AlsaceLorraine, making up 7 percent of the German working population.151 Businessmen
constituted another 6 percent, equaling approximately 5,200 people.152
The available statistics do not provide information on the wealth and size of
businesses owned by Germans. Nevertheless, the bourgeoisie, including businessmen,
shop owners, liberal professionals, professors, and teachers made up approximately 25
percent of “Old German” society, whereas the bourgeoisie only constituted 13 percent
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of native Alsatians and Lorrainers, among whom farmers and to a lesser extent
workers were the most proponderent occupationa groups.153
Apart from the relative lack of peasantry and the overrepresentation of the
bourgeoisie among immigrants, the social composition of the “Old German” and the
native populations bore many similarities. Both societies were heavily industrial: 41
percent of Germans and 34 percent of Alsatians and Lorrainers worked in industrials
jobs, and the ratio of workers and officials was also similar, amounting to 35 percent
and 28 percent, respectively.
Independent businessmen were more prominent within immigrant German
society (12 percent) than among native Alsatians and Lorrainers (8 percent). Still,
there were over six times as many native Alsatian and Lorrainer businessmen,
industrialists and craftsmen – amounting to 67,000 households - than immigrant
German entrepreneurs in the Reichsland before World War I.154 Similarly, there were
eight times as many Alsace-Lorraine industrialists and craftsmen than immigrant
Germans.155 Consequently, the rhetoric of a German takeover of Alsace-Lorraine’s
economic life, which became especially popular during World War I and the 1920s,
did not match reality. Germans, for example, were more than two times
overrepresented among legal professionals as compared to their ratio within the
Alsace-Lorraine workforce; still, those born in Alsace-Lorraine made up the absolute
majority - 61 percent - of lawyers and administrative officials.156
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Given that immigrant Germans and their children often went to the same
church, attended the same schools, spoke the same language and worked at the same
jobs as the majority of the local population, it is not surprising that intermarriages
were frequent by the turn of the century.157 In 1910, 70 percent of Alsace-Lorraine
Germans who married chose an Alsace-Lorrainer partner.158
Intermarriage with Germans was frequent among the Alsace-Lorraine
populations, too. Altogether, one fourth of the 13,000 couples who married in AlsaceLorraine in 1910 had one or two members who had not been born in the region.159
This number included “Old Germans” who married among each other, but also
intermarriages between German immigarnts and natives. There were 1,544 AlsaceLorrainer men and women who chose to marry someone from Germany, whereas
those who married a French citizen numbered only 289. Native Alsatian and Lorrainer
society thus did not close its ranks to German immigrants.160 Furthermore, the higher
frequency of intermarriages with Germans as opposed to Frenchmen shows that the
ties of local populations, at least on the level of personal relationships, became closer
to Germany than to France by the First World War. Intermarriages were especially
high in larger cities, amounting to 58 percent of all marriages in Metz and 42 percent
in Strasbourg.
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Table. 4. Mixed marriages between Alsace-Lorrainers and Germans in 1910.

Percentage of Intermarriages
(n/x)
City/Region
Strasbourg
Metz
Diebenhofen
West
Colmar
Mulhouse
Lower Alsace
Upper Alsace
Lorraine
Alsace-Lorraine

Number of
Intermarriages (x) [ n (All Marriages) = 12,934]
605
41.7 %
321
57.53 %
348
107
368
952
628
1,600
3,180

57.34 %
16.94 %
25.12 %
19.4 %
17.19 %
36.6 %
24.59 %

Source: Rossé et al, Das Elsass, vol. 4, 55.

Relationships between “Old Germans” and Alsace-Lorrainer’s among the
general populace and among social and business elites, however, depended on several
factors. The history of two entrepreneurial families, the German Jewish Adler and
Oppenheimers and the French De Dietrichs, shows that intermarriages might have
been less frequent within the upper strata of businessmen. On the other hand, both
families, especially the De Dietrichs, developed intensive business relations with both
France and Germany, proving that the logic of business transcended nationalist
hostilities.

Alsatian and German Business Elites: Similar Strategies?
The Adler and Oppenheimer Tannery in Alsace-Lorraine

68

The activity of the Adler and Oppenheimer tannery shows how social divisions
that remained between the “Old Germans” and the native social elites in AlsaceLorraine did not prevent their economic cooperation. Isaac Adler (1837-1898) and
Ferdinand Oppenheimer (1846-1905) were among the many German-Jewish
businessmen who decided to move to Alsace-Lorraine in the 1870s. Adler and
Oppenheimer were cousins in their thirties when they decided to move their entire
business to Strasbourg in 1872.
They both stemmed from neighboring regions of Germany, the Grand Duchies
of Baden and Hesse, about a hundred miles east of Strasbourg. Their business started
out as a commercial venture that bought up and sold leather products in the early
1870s. In 1878, they acquired one of the over 100 small tanneries of Alsace. When a
sugar and starch manufacturer went bankrupt in 1882 in the community of
Lingolsheim, south of Strasbourg, the cousins bought up the abandoned factory, which
served as a site for their expanding business in the upcoming decades. Between 1898
and 1908, the number of employees of the Adler and Oppenheimer tannery increased
from 350 to 1,100, with a majority of the town’s inhabitants working for the firm. The
continuous expansion of the tannery provided revenue for the municipality to
modernize its infrastructure.161 The Alsatian mayor of the township cooperated with
the firm and introduced a tram service, electric lighting, gas, and a new water pipe
system. Lingolsheim also established a Jewish public school. Merging the early
nineteenth-century tradition of “industrial paternalism” and increasing state
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intervention, many workers of the firm received company housing and benefitted from
the library and the modest charity fund set up by the Adlers and Oppenheimers.162
In terms of their marriage strategies, the Adlers and Oppenheimers conformed
to the general trends of “Old German” Jews in Alsace-Lorraine, and they married
German Jews.163 The first son of Ferdinand Oppenheimer likely concluded an
arranged marriage with the daughter of a Rhineland tanner, Anna Hartog. Luis Hartog,
the owner and manager of the Goch Tannery, stayed on the supervisory board of the
Adler and Oppenheimer Company even after his daughter’s death. Ferdinand’s second
wife was Margarete Busch, who was also born in Dresden, Germany.
The Adlers intermarried with the other prominent German Jewish family of
Alsace, the Jacobis. The Wolf, Netter, and Jacobi firm became established in
Strasbourg in 1873. Like the Adler and Oppenheimer Company, they started out as a
commercial enterprise, but transformed themselves into the largest metallurgy firm of
Alsace by the turn of the century. Marriage led to the business partnership: after the
death of Ferdinand Oppenheimer in 1905, Salomon Jacobi took his seat on the
supervisory board of the Adler and Oppenheimer Company. In their efforts to foster
business ties through marriages, the Adlers and Oppenheimers resembled the
traditional Protestant and Catholic industrialists of Alsace, who were often blamed by
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corporatist politicians in the interwar period for Kastengeist, or caste spirit, which
entailed endogamy and a closed attitude towards other layers of the region’s society.164
The concentration of capital and management within the hands of the closelyknit German-Jewish economic elite did not prevent firms like the Adler and
Oppenheimer from reaching out to Alsatian, French, and German economic elites in
order to expand their business. By the late 19th century, the company established
branches in Graulhet, near Toulouse, and in Berlin as well. The firm also rented and
managed stores in Berlin, Cologne, Graulhet and Amsterdam.165
The once small firm became a behemoth south of Strasbourg. It stretched over
142 hectares, encompassed over 200 buildings and was furnished with engines and
equipment from the industrial centers of southern Germany.166 Until 1913, all the
shares of the company remained in the hands of the Adlers and Oppenheimers, who
were able to finance the company’s expansion from their own resources, and from
occasional bank loans.167
After 1911, the company planned a large-scale expansion, the first step of
which was the erection of a factory in Neustadt, in the neighboring province of the
Rhineland.168 In the same year, the Adler and Oppenheimer firm managed to conclude
a three-million imperial mark loan from a consortium of Strasbourg banks, attesting to
the company’s credit-worthiness among the largely autochthonous bankers of
164
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Alsace.169 The fixed interest rate on the loan (4.5 percent), however, provided a less
flexible means for the expansion. As a result, the managers of the company decided to
involve new capital by introducing the firm as a publicly traded company at the Berlin
and Frankfurt stock-exchanges. They renounced the two families’ absolute monopoly
of ownership, while retainingthe majority of the shares.170 The bankers of the Berlinbased Deutsche Bank carried out the operation. The backing of Germany’s most
powerful commercial bank provided additional credibility and publicity, which
assured that the shares of the Adler and Oppenheimer Co. – with a nominal value of 7
million marks – found buyers. Furthermore, the Deutsche Bank also lobbied in the
firm’s interest to secret councilor Wilhelm Kopetzky, in order to prioritize the
company’s introduction to the Berlin stockmarket.171 One ad put out by the company
envisioned 11 percent dividends for shareholders, the same amount it paid out in 1908
and 1909.172
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Fig, 8. The Adler and Oppenheumer tannery around 1900.

Part of the additional capital was spent on technological innovation and
enlargement of existing facilities, which prompted even the French press to recognize
the Adler and Oppenheimer firm as the largest tannery in continental Europe. FrancoGerman hostility aside, the official newspaper of French leather industrialists, Le Cuir,
called the Adler and Oppenheimer firm the only company in Europe that could face
American competition. In 1913, amidst intense diplomatic tensions between France
and Germany, Le Cuir published a report on the new water treatment facility of the
firm, “a model installation that probably does not exist anywhere else in the world.”
They also noted “we have to admit, that not all tanners could follow the [Adler and
Oppenheimer’s] example.”173 The article then pointed to the Franco-German détente
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The same issue of Le Cuir also commemorated the death of an Alsatian tanner Charles Dietz (18451913) from Colmar. Dietz stemmed from an old tanner family, which started its business in 1790. His
apprenticeship during the Second Empire resembled the practices of journeymen of the medieval and
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that had existed, at least insofar as the economic life and partnership between French
and German business elites were concerned after 1900.174

Regionalism, Accommodation, and Political Tensions on the Eve of the First World
War
The political life of Alsace-Lorraine was caught in a double bind throughout
German rule. The secret ballot in Reichstag elections provided a venue for the
expression of political opinion, and beginning in 1874, Alsace-Lorraine could even
send delegates to the Reichstag, who could protest against the German annexation.
Bismarck, however, imposed serious limitations on Alsace-Lorraine’s political
liberties, which undermined the significance of these political rights. The government
introduced universal male suffrage only in 1911.175 The status of Imperial Territory of
the Reichsland was disadvantageous, as it entailed less internal autonomy than
possessed by the 25 federal states. And, as mentioned above, Alsace-Lorraine was
excluded from the powerful decision-making body of the Bundesrat, which had a say
in economic policies. In addition, the political institutions of the Reichsland were
authoritarian, centered on the Supreme President and the Statthalter, who until 1902,
had the authority to resort to dictatorial powers.176
The first two decades of Alsace-Lorraine’s political life were dominated by the
notables, who used anti-German sentiments to unify Alsatians and Lorraine under
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their political leadership. The indignation over the Treaty of Frankfurt cut through
class boundaries, delayed the formation of class-based politics, and united liberals,
clericals, and conservatives.177 As before 1870, “Alsatian workers preferred to vote for
their employers rather than for representatives of the German working class.”178
Resistance to German rule gave ground to accommodation and struggle for
political reform and autonomy in the 1890s.179 In 1911, the German government
granted Alsace-Lorraine a new constitution, which ushered in a brief, third phase of
regional politics.180 Ironically, the anti-socialist policies of the German government
also helped maintain the political and economic positions of the overwhelmingly antiGerman notables. The notables dominated local administrative bodies, such as the
Landesausschuss, and after 1911, the Landtag, as well as the district councils. Through
these administrative bodies, they could influence budgetary spending, railway
construction, and electrification, among other economic issues.181
Around the turn of the century, a younger generation of politicians and elites
came of age; many of them were educated in Germany and imagined AlsaceLorraine’s future within the Reich. In the meantime, the German government extended
an olive branch to the Reichsland’s Catholic elites by limiting the Kulturkampf in
Alsace-Lorraine in order to reconcile them with the new sovereign.
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After the 1890s , the region’s political life started to resemble the German
party system.182 The Catholic Center party was the largest party, with the social
democrats as their major rival, followed by the smaller liberal democratic parties. The
notables and the “Old German” business and administrative elites clustered around the
liberals of Alsace and Lorraine, while some Alsace-Lorraine notables supported the
clerical party. Both the clericals and liberals fought for economically liberal, probusiness policies, although the Center Party supporters also tried to gesture towards
the corporatism of Christian socialism.
While the clerical party was the heir of the “protest” tradition, liberals turned
especially to Protestant notables, Jewish middle class voters, and the “Old German”
bourgeoisie. In Alsace, liberals were split between the francophile Alsatian People’s
Party, led by Daniel Blumenthal, and the pro-German Liberal Regional Party, the
Liberalen Landespartei, led by the Alsatian Georg Wolf.183
While liberals primarily attracted Protestant and Jewish votes, clericals largely
drew their support from Catholic circles. Furthermore, the francophile liberal-clerical
alliance was just as much a bourgeois-peasant alliance against the rising working class
movement. Industrialists, bankers, and other members of the economic elite in
Lorraine concentrated especially heavily in the Lorraine liberal party.184 Due to the
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absence of an autochthonous, Protestant bourgeoisie comparable to that of Alsace,
liberalism in Lorraine had a distinctly German character in the region: most leaders
and strongmen of the Landespartei came from the ranks of “Old German.”185 Two
“Old German” lawyers led the Liberalverein, the association of liberals in Metz, which
had as its members the directors of the Knutange steel plant, Hugo von Dowerg and
von Skal, director of the Reichsland mines in Bollange, along with other industrialists.
The “Old German” head of the Lorraine chamber of commerce (1907-1918), Théodor
Müller, was also a liberal.186
While the Alsatian liberals were anti-militaristic, in Lorraine, where “Old
Germans” dominated, the party supported the German nationalist Kriegervereine, the
Navy League and the Colonial League.187 At the same time, German economic elites,
such as the director of the Knutange steel plant and the president of the supervisory
board of the Bank of Metz attended the “To the Temple of Peace” (Zum Tempel des
Friedens) masonic lodge as well.188 It was a German mine director, Wilhelm Treppe
who presided over another masonic lodge in Thionville, which had only immigrant
German members: two industrialists, four mine directors, three engineers, six
professionals, two high-ranking employees and one civil servant.189 Still, the multiple
185
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exchanges between the Lorraine lodges with their counterparts in France during the
years preceding the First World War suggest that the French and German liberalisms
of freemasonry provided a venue for the renegotiation and reconciliation of the
Franco-German conflict between the economic elites of the two countries. 190 Whereas
Lorraine’s “Old German” liberal economic elites subscribed to the tenets of German
nationalism, they were not among most radical political pressure group within the
Reich, even if they were immediately expelled as soon as the French troops marched
into Lorraine in 1918.
The pro-French Alsatian Renaissance, a cultural movement of francophile
regionalism and the Heimatbewegung of “Old Germans,” along with the Vogesen
Club all fostered a regional identity, albeit from divergent political perspectives. While
antisemitism remained present in the region, Jews did not become the primary
“others,” and the government, too, suppressed anti-Semitic agitation.191 Although
francophile clerical leader abbé Émile Wetterlé pointed out that the pro-French liberal
leader Daniel Blumenthal, a Polish Jew by origin, could not represent Alsatian
interests,192 Wetterlé ended up supporting Blumenthal when he ran for mayor of
Colmar.193
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Alsatian elites primarily defined themselves against the incursions of the
German administration; hostility towards Prussian militarism, however, was not
expressed as hostility towards all immigrant Germans. By the First World War, the
politics of immigrant Germans and autochtonous Alsatians and Lorrainers began to
resemble each other. While “Old Germans” were hegemonic among the Lorraine
liberals, and many “Old German” workers voted social democrat. Hence, as François
Roth has noted, “the immigrants ceased to form a homogenous electoral block; one
fraction voted socialist, the other clerical, the third liberal.”194
At the same time, the domestic politics of Alsace-Lorraine and France became
considerably different by 1914. The Third Republic’s increasing secularization after
the Dreyfus affair alienated many clericals, while Jews abhorred rising French
antisemitism.195 Furthermore, providing a French education for children remained the
privilege of a socially restricted Alsace-Lorraine elite. Conflicts between the
imaginary Alsace-Lorraine of French citizens and the optants, as well as the reality of
accommodation ran deep in many families. Sartre remembered the conflicts his
Alsatian grandfather – who moved to France after 1871 –had with the German regime
and with his own family in Alsace when he paid a visit to his homeland: “[i]n the
trains, when a German ticket-collector asks him for the tickets, in cafés, when a waiter
is slow in coming to take our order, Charles Schweitzer turns crimson with patriotic
wrath. The two women clutch his arms: ‘Charles! How could you? They'll put us out,
and then where will you be?’ My grandfather raises his voice: ‘I'd like to see them put
me out! I'm at home here!’ […]How can I fail to agree with my grandmother's
194
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judgment: ‘Alsace isn't good for him. He oughtn't to go back there so often?’ Besides,
I'm not so fond of the Alsatians, who treat me without respect, and I'm not so angry
that they were taken away from us.”196
At the same time, the majority of Alsace-Lorraine’s political elites stopped
obsessing about the German annexation and attempted to ameliorate its political and
economic position within the Reich. By 1911, Alsace-Lorrainers filled some key
positions in the local and national administration and even provided a state-secretary,
Hugo Zorn von Bulach. The liberal German mayor of Strasbourg, Rudolph
Schwander, the new Statthalter Karl von Wedel, as well as the German Chancellor
Theobald von Bethmann-Holweg all urged the reformation of the Reichsland’s legal
status in order to further its integration into Germany.197 The new constitution of 1911
granted more internal autonomy to Alsace-Lorraine and some representation for the
Imperial Territory in the Bundesrat.198
Alsace-Lorraine clericals, liberals, and socialists were all critical of the new
constitution, since it failed to transform the Reichsland into a federal state, and failed
to grant sufficient democratic rights. Still, the overwhelming majority recognized the
new constitution as a sign of progress, which would cement the role of AlsaceLorraine within the Reich.199
The Landtag elections of 1911 proved that the overwhelming majority of
Alsatians and Lorrainers imagined their future within the Reich and accepted the
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constitution as a basis for the Reichsland’s development.200 The biggest loser of the
election was the heavily francophile National Alliance, a coalition of left-liberals and
clericals headed by Daniel Blumenthal and Emile Wetterlé. Though the members and
views of the National Alliance became part of mainstream Alsace-Lorraine politics
after 1918, in 1911, it garnered only 4 percent of the vote. Its agenda mixed French
nationalism and greater regional autonomy, and included the demand to increase
French education in public schools; the demand for equality with other federal states;
the promotion of Alsatians to key administrative positions; and support for regional
industrial interests.201
The years before the outbreak of World War I after the adaptation of the new
constitution presented a missed opportunity for deepening the accommodation
between Alsace-Lorrainers and the German administration. Nevertheless, the German
government and army transformed a series of local incidents into ethnic conflict
between natives and “Old Germans.” The Grafenstaden and Zabern affairs of 1912
and 1914 cancelled out the positive impact of the new regional constitution.
The Grafenstaden affair, which broke out a year after the 1911 elections,
showed how some German industrialists were able to turn to the press and use the
language of nationalism to denounce their competitors with the help of the German
administration. It was the Rheinish Westphalische Zeitung, financed by the Prussian
Krupp and Thyssen corporations,202 which started the affair by accusing the Alsatian
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director of an engineering company near Strasbourg of harboring anti-German
sentiments.203 The Prussian government immediately announced that it would not buy
any more steam engines and locomotives from this company until the director was
dismissed.204 Prompted by the interpellation of a member of the Prussian Landtag, the
Alsace-Lorraine local government carried out a superficial investigation, which
concluded that the director was guilty.205 Daniel Blumenthal protested on behalf of the
francophile liberals, while clerical and socialist Landtag members were equally
outraged.206 The affair showed that the newly elected Landtag’s protest could easily be
marginalized by the imperial government, and it also brought the power differential
between the elected Landtag and the government-appointed regional administration
into sharp relief, as the Catholic, regionalist paper, the Elsässer pointed out.207
One year after the Landtag protests against the government’s handling of the
Grafenstaden affair, another, considerably more significant incident erupted. The
Zabern affair concluded the prewar history of Alsatian-German political relations with
a boisterous conflict, which had regional, national, and international repercussions. In
October 1913, a 19-year-old Prussian officer, Freiherr Günter von Förstner, told
recruits that he would reward them for killing “Alsatian tramps”208 (Wachen).209
Zabern housed a German military base at the time. Förstner maintained that if Zabern
civilians attacked German recruits while on leave, those recruits would be allowed to
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use their guns.210 Both native Alsatian regionalists and the German government played
a role in transforming Förstner’s aggressive assertions into a nationalist conflict
between the native population and “Old Germans.”
After Der Elsässer reported the incident, protests followed in front of the
barracks, which the military mishandled by arresting numerous civilians, including a
prosecutor and court judges who were leaving their workplace when the protests
erupted.211 Subsequently, Förstner severly beat up a civilian who had mocked him
during a military march. The handling of the affair showed that the military formed a
state within a state, and not even pressures from the Statthalter – General von Wedel –
could effect the transfer and punishment of Förstner, who emerged unscathed. In the
meantime, the Reichstag majority carried out a vote of no confidence against the
Chancellor, who tried to play down the affair.
The incident alienated many locals from the German army and administration
in the months preceding the war, while it also raised international consciousness of the
issue of Alsace-Lorraine.212 Even Vladimir Lenin pondered in a Russian newspaper
whether the Zabern affair was an event that revealed the deep-seated “order of things”
in German society.213 The historian Hans Ulrich Wehler also claims that the affair was
like a “flashlight” that revealed “for a moment, the fundamental conflicts inside [the
Reich], that contributed to its collapse.”214 To some extent, the Zabern affair was the
inverse, German version of the Dreyfus affair: while the latter led to the affirmation of
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civilian leadership over the military and the church, the former confirmed the
privileges of the army, even in face of injustice.

Conclusion
Alsace-Lorraine witnessed an unforeseen economic boom during the period of
the German annexation, with an increasing standard of living, urbanization and
industrialization, enormous profits for the notables, and increased savings for the
bourgeoisie. The region’s native economic and political elites, the notables, were
fortunate, since Germany had annexed Alsace-Lorraine at a time when free trade was
the norm in European commerce, thus enabling businesses to retain their French
markets and expand towards Germany as well. Furthermore, Germany did not
intervene in the region’s society by initiating expropriations or expulsions: Berlin
governments allowed the regional elite to retain its wealth and domination over
economic life, despite the francophile sentiments of families such as the De Dietrichs.
In addition to the German governments’ role in allowing Alsace-Lorraine’s economic
elites to prosper, the survival of economic elites after 1871 largely depended on the
stipulations of the Treaty of Frankfurt regarding citizenship rights, pointing to the
importance of law in cementing continuities among elites. Native economic elites
prospered in Alsace-Lorraine despite their limited political power: they had limited
impact on the fate of the region during the negotiations of the Frankfurt Treaty, and
neither native nor “Old German” elites had sufficient power to contest the arbitrary
actions of the army or the federal administration, as the Grafenstaden and Zabern
affairs showed.
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Despite the increased social connections between natives and “Old Germans,”
the militaristic and authoritarian German administration managed to lose the trust of
the majority of the local population by 1914. The economic advantages that AlsaceLorraine and its inhabitants enjoyed were soon forgotten and buried under a mass of
anti-German polemics. In the aftermath of the civilian-military conflicts of the Zabern
and Grafenstaden affairs, over 100,000 Alsatian men came under the all-encompassing
rule of the German military when the First World War broke out. Deemed
untrustworthy to fight in France, these Alsace-Lorrainer recruits were directed to the
fronts of Eastern-Europe: Russia and Romania.215
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CHAPTER 2
THE ENTENTE OF LOCAL ELITES? TRANSYLVANIA’S BUSINESS ELITES
ON THE EVE OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR

When the First World War broke out, Transylvania had a small but significant
business elite, which could thank its social status and wealth largely to the state
subsidies that created the region’s modern light industries, connected its remote mines
to the major railway arteries, and enabled investments to flow from Budapest. The
focus of this chapter is the Renner tannery in Kolozsvár/Cluj-Napoca, a firm that owed
its existence to such municipal and state subsidies. This firm is important as it became
the focal point of interethnic and even international business alliances after 1918, and
it also served as a catalyst for the creation of Kolozsvár’s modern bourgeoisie. The
history of the Renner tannery overlaps with the history of Transylvanian “boom
towns,” including the mining community of the Jiu valley, which constituted the most
valuable industrial asset of Transylvania and became contested by both Magyar and
Romanian economic elites after 1918. I will close this chapter by showing that
Transylvania’s business elite and bourgeoisie were small and surrounded by a sea of
often illiterate peasants, who made up the majority of the population. Amidst these
circumstances, there were numerous interethnic alliances and partnerships between the
region’s Magyar, Romanian, and German bourgeoisie. As in Alsace-Lorraine, and the
rest of Europe, an increasing nationalist mobilization took place in Transylvania in the
two years that preceeded the outbreak of the war. Nonetheless, I will show below that
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the ownership of landed property was at the center of prewar economic nationalism,
while few contested the position of elites that derived their wealth from industry and
banking.
In 1900 Johann Renner, a Catholic German immigrant from Bavaria, moved
his tanning company from the small Transylvanian town of Sächsisch
Regen/Szászrégen/Reghin to the region’s central city, Kolozsvár/Cluj-Napoca, which
had around 60,000 inhabitants.1 The history of the Renner tannery illustrates
especially well how Hungarian state and army subsidies between 1910 and 1918
enabled the enlargement and prosperity of enterprises and the creation of a modern
economic elite that was relatively new to the region. The Renners were true
“capitalists without capital,” who gradually became part of Transylvania’s business
elite through support from the Kolozsvár municipality, the Hungarian state, and after
1914, commissions by the joint army. Apart from their tanning skills, they had neither
capital, nor tools, nor land for this expansion as of 1910.
The process of the family’s ascension into the ranks of the bourgeoisie and
eventually into the ranks of the region’s economic elite began in 1910, when the
family partnered with Magyar investors. Until then, Johann Renner’s small-scale
factory did not differ substantially from the hundreds of other traditionally Saxonowned tanneries of Transylvania.2 That year, Johann Renner’s two sons returned from
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their study trip to German tanneries, and the family decided to expand the firm into a
modern factory.3
Saxons were Transylvania’s German population, who had migrated to Hungary
in the medieval period and had distinctive administrative institutions, while the
community also collectively owned land and had a banking system as well. Banat and
Partium Germans settled in Hungary in the 18th century..
Fig. 9. Transylvania within the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy

3

Ibid.
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In order to obtain capital for constructing a factory, the Renners transformed
their family business into a limited partnership in 1910, with a select few investors.
The following year they changed the entity into a public company, which allowed an
even broader group of shareholders to participate. Around this time, the tannery also
received an advantageous credit of 30,000 crowns extended by the Hungarian state.4
The Budapest government also provided the factory with its first machines, free of
charge, likely within the framework of prewar initiatives that supported light
industries in Transylvania.5 In addition, the municipality of Kolozsvár granted a more
than two-acre plot to the factory in its northern suburbs in exchange for negligible
lease payments.6
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Fig. 10. Kolozsvár apartment buildings built by the Transylvanian bourgeoisie in the
1890s

Source: Photographer: Tamás Cholnoky, 1907. Fortepan database, Image no. 29733.
www.fortepan.hu.
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Fig. 11. Impromptu photograph taken on the main square of Kolozsvár by anonymous
photographer, 1911.

Source: Fortepan database, Image no. 07044, www.fortepan.hu.

Transylvanian Magyar capitalists had enough capital to finance the first phase
of the firm’s expansion between 1910 and 1912, without relying on Budapest or
Viennese banks. The original founders, the Renners, only retained 12 percent of the
company’s shares. The director of the Kolozsvár Popular Bank, Mózes Farkas, owned
one-third of the shares, while a group of ethnic German and Hungarian Jewish
businessmen (the Hecht, Mendl, Rosenfeld and Haimann families) owned the rest. The
involvement of Kolozsvár-based parliamentary deputy and Magyar landowner, Baron
Elemér Bornemissza, as chair of the managerial board likely helped the lobbying
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efforts of the firm at government ministries and the municipality for further
concessions.7 Still, this political affiliation did not curb the management’s power to
decide on investments and dividends: neither Baron Bornemissza nor the Hungarian
ministry of industry and commerce interfered with the business of the tannery.
The Renner’s management used the income from issuing shares to buy land
from the municipality and for the purchase additional machinery.8 The centrality of
Kolozsvár, the lack of competition, along with flexible financing, and the absence of
progressive labor laws all contributed to the wartime prosperity of the firm.
Kolozsvár’s dynamically growing population, as well as the shortage of tanners in
both the city and the county, were a major advantages.9 Whereas in Szeben county in
Southern Transylvania, there were over 330, mostly Saxon tanners, the nine smaller
tanneries of Kolozsvár barely employed 80 tanners altogether in the two decades
before the outbreak of the war,10 but none of them was able to compete with the
expanding Renner firm.
Furthermore, before the World War, Transylvania’s place within the
Hungarian tanning industry was also marginal, which meant that the new firm had no
major regional competitors, either. In 1910, Transylvania was home to only 2,000
tanners, representing 11 percent of all workers employed in this industry throughout
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the country, whereas historical Transylvania constituted one-fourth of the Kingdom of
Hungary’s territory, and more than 14 percent of its population.11 The majority of
tanneries concentrated in Budapest and the northwestern counties of Hungary. Shoe
production centered in the industrialized cities of Temesvár/Timișoara and
Nagyvárad/Oradea-Mare, two cities located in the Bánát and Partium regions,
respectively.12 The production capacity of large Viennese and Bohemian enterprises,
however, overshadowed even the most prominent tanneries and shoe factories of
Hungary before the war.13 Prior to 1914, Hungary imported almost three times as
much raw leather and leather products from Austria as it exported before 1914.14
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Fig. 12. Johann Renner (first row, in the middle) with his six sons around 1914.

Source: DJAN Cluj, Clujana 1913/1

Like the Renners, Mózes Farkas (1881-1941) was also a newcomer to ClujNapoca. He was a religious Hungarian Jew who hailed from the town of Huszt (Khust)
in the northeastern Máramaros/Maramureș region of Hungary. The saga of the Farkas
family mirrored the social mobility of many Hungarian Jews in the Dual Monarchy.
His father was a shoemaker who made his way up to found his own prosperous shoe
store, and he also managed to send his son Mózes to law school in Kolozsvár. In his
youth, Farkas also worked as an apprentice in a shoemaker workshop before opening a
small law firm. By the 1910s, he emerged as a bank director and major investor in
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Kolozsvár.15 Farkas, likely with the help of his family, participated in the foundation
of the Popular Bank and Credit Institute that provided smaller credits for local
populations and small businesses.
On the eve of the First World War, in terms of social status and connections,
Farkas’s position among Transylvania’s economic elites was comparable to that of
Eugene De Dietrich in Alsace by 1914: both men were prominent members of their
region’s economic life, managed prosperous industrial companies and fostered
intensive connections to both the state and financial institutions.
The differences between the two industrialists were also substantial: the De
Dietrichs profited from the accrual of wealth, status, and connections through multiple
generations since the late 17th century. The family owned a castle, possessed a
baronial title and had extensive ties to firms and banks in Alsace, the French interior,
and Germany through intermarriages with other prominent families, such as the
Turckheims, Mellons and Schloesings.16 The Farkases and Renners were newcomers
among Transylvania’s economic elites, which they themselves helped to create. They
were far less prominent in Transylvania’s social hierarchy than Hungarian aristocrats
like the Bethlens, Bánffys, and Mikós who dominated the region’s political life; even
the gentry had considerably more social prestige than industrialists before 1918.17
Although the Budapest governments embraced Jewish emancipation in 1867, and
allowed Jewish-Christian intermarriages in 1895, the backbone of social elites
15
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remained the Christian (overwhelmingly Catholic) landowning gentry and
aristocracy.18 In contrast to the situation in Alsace, entrepreneurs among the gentry
and aristocracy were the exception rather than the rule in Transylvania.
The rise of Mózes Farkas and the Renners was not exceptional. Although the
founders can be credited for recognizing the niche for leather products in Transylvania
and lobbying successfully for state and municipal support, the rise of the company
exemplified broader trends in Hungarian economic policies preceding the First World
War. It was the state that created economic elites in Hungary, and there were hundreds
of other businessmen with similar career paths as the Renners and Mózes Farkas. The
rise and prosperity of industrialists depended heavily on government subsidies, be it in
the form of free land, tax breaks, train transportation reductions, or massive state
commissions. The dependence of economic elites on the state and the army was
hammered home especially forcefully during the First World War.
The pillar of the prewar system of “economic compromise”(1867-1914)
between Austria and Hungary also rested on comparative advantages for Austrian
industrial production over that of Hungary. This situation worked to the detriment of
Hungarian light industries, such as the textile and leather industries.19 As a result,
especially from the early 20th century on, the Hungarian government provided tax
breaks, credit, machines, and land for newly established industrial companies like the
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Renner firm. State-sponsored industrialization policies achieved considerable
successes, but only the emergence of the war economy enabled the remarkable
profitability of these newly established companies.
Despite the downturn that hit Hungarian industry after 1911 due to the Balkan
Wars of 1912-1913, the company managed to achieve moderate profits.20 The Renner
factory possessed assets worth more than one million crowns, and in 1913, it
registered a small profit of 27,000 crowns. The management attempted to raise the
firm’s capital to 500,000 crowns, but they found no investors for the plan. The 1914
annual report of the firm suggests that the company’s management used these years of
stagnation to find new markets and refine its production methods. Cast in the
Protestant language of hard work, the statement from year 1914 asserted, “We worked
with strong faith and will, and we believed in the value of self-conscious, careful
work. Instead of pursuing instantaneous profit, we made our business more
economical and our products more refined.”21
The composition of the Renner Factory’s shareholders in 1913 shows that
Transylvanian capitalists around Mózes Farkas gained predominance over the original
founders, the Renner family. In terms of ethnic background, shareholders belonged
exclusively to the Christian and Jewish Hungarian social elites of the city and to the
German bourgeoisie. The company had no ethnic Romanian shareholders. The Farkas
family owned 40 percent of shares, the Renner and Hecht brothers 6 and 8 percent
each, while count Bornemissza owned 6 percent. Members of Kolozsvár’s Magyar
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bourgeoisie made up the rest of the shareholders. Johann Renner, the founder,
possessed only an insignificant portion of shares, representing less than one percent.
By 1916, Mózes Farkas became the chief managing director (fig. 13).22

Fig. 13. The shareholders of the Renner Tannery in 1914
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Source: 1/1914, Clujana, DJAN Cluj

The Hungarian-German-Saxon cooperation in the formation of the Renner
tannery was not exceptional, since there was widespread economic and political
cooperation among Magyars, Hungarian Jews and Germans both in Transylvania and
in the rest of Hungary. After 1890, Saxon politicians joined the governing Liberal
Party, while Germans never developed a nationalist organization comparable to ethnic

22
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Romanians or Slovaks. Moreover, many of them had assimilated to become Magyars
by 1914.23

State Subsidies and the Emergence of Economic Elites in Transylvania

State support of the Renner factory was not exceptional. These subsidies
exemplified decades of policies initiated by the Budapest government to enhance the
level of industrial output in Hungary, which grew from 16 to 30 percent of Austria’s
between the 1840s and 1913.24 The largest state-led industrialization program started
in 1907, with a concentration on light industries, especially textile production,
although some smaller scale initiatives had started in the 1880s.25 Still, these direct
industrialization campaigns did not have a considerable impact on the economy: even
the industrialization between 1907 and 1912 only amounted to 7 percent of private
capital invested in industries at the time.26
The state also inserted itself into the economy through building infrastructure
and offering tax breaks; these policies were more consequential than the
industrialization programs. The raison d’etre of both direct government subsidies and
infrastructural investments was to increase Hungary’s economic independence from
Austria, at a time when the customs union of the Monarchy prohibited the erection of
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trade barriers between Austria and Hungary. Given Austria’s and Bohemia’s superior
industrial potential and cheaper products, without these protectionist policies
Hungarian industries and economic elites would likely have taken longer to develop.
On the other hand, Hungarian markets provided higher returns for Austrian investors
and more safety than investing in a foreign and remote country. The annual average
growth rate of the Hungarian economy ranked fourth in Europe, which enabled high
and steady returns on investment.27 After the 1873 Viennese stock-market crash and
ensuing recession, Austrian banks and investors preferred high-yielding Hungarian
treasury bonds and railway stocks, since the Hungarian government guaranteed a high
return on these investments.28 The investment of Austrian capital in Hungary was also

27

Still, in terms of the value of per capita domestic production, Hungary only reached around 60
percent of the levels of Germany and France. The driving force behind growth in Hungary was
agriculture, primarily the wheat and flour exports, milling and food processing industries, along with
railway construction.27 Herein lay another cause of Transylvania’s relative poverty and slower
development as compared to the rest of country: whereas in the central, Great Plains region, two-thirds
of the land was arable, while in Transylvania the corresponding figure was only 28.7 percent.27
According to the calculations of Fellner, only 23 percent of the kingdom’s arable land was located in
Transylvania.27 The majority of flour exports went to Austria and Germany, which further decreased the
market potential of remote Transylvania.27 Since Transylvania was secondary for the booming
agriculture of Hungary, until the turn of the century, the central government in Budapest invested less in
the region’s industrial development. Investments in infrastructure and industry were mostly geared to
facilitate the export of agricultural products, and they concentrated on areas which already had an
established record of industrial activity.
27
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of the Monarchy had more joint-stock companies than Austria, despite the latter’s higher rate of
industrialization. Eddie, “Economic Policy and Economic Development in Austria-Hungary,” 871-873.
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part of a wider wave of investment by French, Belgian, Dutch, and German banks in
the rapidly developing Russian Empire, Austria-Hungary and the Balkans.29
Ironically, it was primarily Austrian capital that financed the creation of a
competitive Hungarian industry and infrastructure in both Transylvania and the rest of
Hungary between the 1870s and 1890s. The Hungarian state guaranteed high return on
railway investments and treasury bonds, which made them attractive at the time, even
if Austrian shareholders never recovered a considerable portion of their investments
following the collapse of the Monarchy. As economic historian John Komlos has
explained, “the loans actually turned out to be grants.” 30
Government-incentivized railroads greatly contributed to connecting
Transylvania’s economy to that of the Hungarian interior and boosted economic
development and commerce.31 By 1914, Hungary could pride itself on having the sixth
densest railway network in Europe. Thirty-eight percent of the tracks were in the
central regions of the country, leaving mountainous Transylvania with 24 percent of
the country’s railway network.32 That said, the region received slightly more railways
than its share in national wealth and national income.33 A trip on the Budapest -
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Kolozsvár line, which was completed in 1870, took eight hours.34 Thanks to the
centralized tariff regime adopted in 1889, a train ticket from Budapest to Partium and
Bánát regions (190 miles), as well as the most remote city of Transylvania,
Brassó/Brașov/Kronstadt (451 miles), cost the same price, encouraging long-distance
travel and easing the cost of trading between central Hungary and Transylvania.35 In
1883, the government sequestered and nationalized railway lines, which enabled
advantageous freight rates for firms registered in Hungary, despite Austrian
criticism.36 The line that registered the heaviest traffic of goods in Transylvania
connected the coal mines of the Jiu valley to major railway arteries.37
The celebration of one thousand years of Hungarian statehood in 1896, and
especially the prewar years after the annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina and the
Balkan Wars brought about increasing nationalist mobilization in Hungary, which
affected contemporary discussions on industrialization, as well. Hungarian economic
elites were no exception to this trend, but it would be a mistake to cast prewar
industrialization in Transylvania as a manifestation of a conscious corporate or state
policy of economic Magyarization. Interventions into the ethnic composition of the
workforce both by the prewar Hungarian state and the postwar Romanian state
focused on agriculture and the peasantry in Transylvania; settlement policies left the
und den Successions-Staaten. Metron. Biblioteca del “Metron” Ser. B, Nr. 3. (Ferrara: Taddei, 1924),
77.
34
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industrial sphere untouched. 38 Although law V of 1894 established a three-millionforint fund – worth around 1.2 million dollars or 6 million French francs at the time within the Ministry of Agriculture for the settlement of Magyar peasants, by 1914,
only around 15,000 to 20,000 farmers moved to Transylvania.39 State-sponsored
settlemet policies were thus small-scale and ineffective when compared to the five
million people who lived in Transylvania at the time. Notably, however, settlement
policies propped up financially some clans within the Magyar gentry and aristocracy,
while serving the puposes of Magyar nationalism: the state purchased the estates of the
Teleki, Andrássy, Bornemissza, and Kemény families, as well as estates of other
gentry and aristocrats, which served as the backbones of new settlements.40
Unlike the slow-moving agricultural sector, industrialization contributed to
reshaping Transylvania’s ethnic composition in favor of Magyars even in the absence
of ethnic settlement policies. The expansion of mines and factories and the opening of
new firms and railway lines brought about the establishment of overwhelmingly
Magyar high schools and vocational schools and the influx of mostly Magyar officials,
miners, and workers. Wherever investments went within Transylvania, these funds
overwhelmingly favored Magyar populations, as most industrial enterprises were in
38
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Magyar hands and most skilled workers and officials were Magyars, which made it
easier for industrialists to cast their activity as a service to Magyardom. Magyars
owned the majority of joint-stock companies, firms, factories, steel plants, and banks
all around the country, even when ethnic minorities constituted the majority of the
local population.41
Even though Romanian speakers made up 54 percent of Transylvania’s
population and amounted to 16 percent of Hungarian citizens, Romanian capitalists
and banks only owned 12 percent of Transylvania’s joint-stock companies. These
corporations managed only 3 percent of all industrial capital invested in the region,
whereas Magyar capitalists owned 60 percent.42 Like Szeklers, Romanians were also
underrepresented among industrialists and the bourgeoisie in Transylvania.43
Even if economic nationalism was not a major driving force behind
Transylvania’s industrialization, economic elites turned to the language of Magyar
nationalism when lobbying for state subsidies. Among prewar Magyar nationalists,
there were two interrelated arguments in favor of industrial investments in
Transylvania: one focused on the merits of investing in Magyar-populated areas such
as the impoverished Szekler Land;44 the other called for industrialization in regions
populated by minorities, such as the Jiu valley, by using the argument that
industrialization would spread Magyar language and culture. The valley’s coalmines
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were situated in the majority Romanian-populated southern Transylvania only six
miles from the Romanian – Austro-Hungarian border (fig.14).

Fig. 14. The Jiu valley in 1910.

Source: The “Red Map” of Hungary (1919)

Even in the absence of pro-Magyar settlement policies, the valley’s Magyar
population increased from 9 percent in 1880, to over 40 percent by 1910, and Magyar
nationalists were ready to credit the mining companies for this increase; these
companies were ready to embrace this interpretation and they even went as far as to
cast their entire raison d’etre as magyarization. 45 Ferencz Halász, a counsellor at the
Budapest Ministry of Culture claimed that non-Magyar children who attended Magyar
schools in the Jiu valley “all identify as Magyars,” while economist Béla Kenéz
maintained that the Jiu valley’s Magyars “drove a formidable wedge between
Romanians in the Old Kingdom and in Transylvania.”46 Statistician Alajos Kovács
45
46
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went even further and claimed that “mining has built out a fortress for Magyardom” in
the Jiu valley.47 At the height of wartime nationalist mobilization, in 1917, the
communiqué of the Salgótarján Coal Mining Corporation (SCMC) stressed that the
purpose of the corporation’s Jiu valley investments had been to spread “Magyar
culture.”48 Accordingly, the company “was determined to spread the Hungarian
language and culture in the Jiu valley. […] It wanted to settle a new, Hungarian
officialdom and it aimed to recruit workers from among the Szeklers.”49 Despite this
self-confident rhetoric, bankers and industrialists did not actively intervene in favor of
Magyar interests: industrialization and modernization automatically enhanced the
status of Magyars.
Hungarian railway policies were not directly related to ethno-nationalist
considerations either, even though railway construction ended up boosting the position
of Magyars within Transylvania, similar to industrial investments.50 Railway
investment depended on the location of larger cities and mineral resources, and not on
the ethnicity of the local population or government concerns with boosting the
economic superiority of Magyars within Hungary.51 The major railway arteries had
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already been planned and constructed before the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of
1867, when Austrian officials had administered Hungary. Nonetheless, even the
railway lines built after 1867-, during the rule of the magyarizing Budapest
governments-, did little to favor Transylvania’s most Magyar-populated region, the
Szekler Land. First, it was impossible to connect the Szekler Land with interior
Hungary through bypassing Romanian-populated areas. Second, unlike in Austria,
which had a federal administrative and political organization enabling Czech, Polish
and German nationalists to raise their voices about the allocation of industrial
subsidies,52 Szeklers and Romanians could not exert a comparable political pressure.53
Administrative centralization also favored Magyars. Transylvania’s territory
became an integral part of the Hungarian Kingdom after 1867.54 Following the AustroHungarian compromise, Hungarian elites seized the long-awaited opportunity to unify
the region with Hungary and form an autonomous nation-state within the Monarchy.55
The administrative unification (1867-1871) of Transylvania with Hungary and the
signing of the “economic compromise” between Austria and Hungary, officially called
52
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a “tariff and trade agreement,” enabled the full integration of Transylvania’s economy
into the Hungarian and Austrian economies, blurring differences and making any clear
cut economic or commercial distinction between the region and the rest of the
Monarchy difficult.56 Publicists and politicians continued to use the term Transylvania
(Erdély, Ardeal, Transilvania, or Siebenbürgen), while cultural associations like the
Hungarian EMKE or the Romanian ASTRA also invoked the name.57 Still, after 1871,
the region did not constitute a separate unit of administration, not to mention a
separate economic subregion of the Monarchy.58
After 1867, the establishment of a single Austro-Hungarian bank of issue, the
common currency, the harmonization of major consumption taxes between Austria
and Hungary, and the unrestricted and untaxed migration of capital and labor between
the two parts of the Monarchy further increased the integration of the empire’s various
territorial components.59 The Hungarian political elite embarked on creating a
centralized nation-state after 1867, resembling the French model, which tolerated
neither regionalism nor federalism. Following Habsburg absolutist attempts after 1849
to divide Hungary into districts, resembling Austrian crownlands, the Hungarian
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administration after 1867 reinstated the division of the country into counties, smaller
administrative units with medieval origins. Analogous to French départements,
Hungary was divided into 63 counties, 16 of which were in Transylvania. There were
no semi-autonomous regions within Hungary, either: in 1876, the centralizing
nationalist-liberal Budapest government of Kálmán Tisza (1875-1890) disbanded the
autonomous territories of Saxons and Szeklers in Transylvania, and formed counties
out of the southern military district of the region, as well.
Transylvania participated in Hungary’s political and administrative life
through its counties. The Budapest government directly administered these 16
counties, which had no formal ties to one another. Transylvania had no regional
assembly, regional chamber of commerce, or political party advocating its specific
interests within the Hungarian nation-state.60
Given the tariff, customs, and financial unity of Austria-Hungary, and the
administrative unity of Hungary, Transylvania’s economy and economic elites were
deeply connected to the rest of Hungary and the Dual Monarchy.61 Whereas the
Reichsland of Alsace-Lorraine was a separate administrative unit within Germany that
had the potential to articulate a regional economic policy, even in contradiction with
the economic interests of neighboring German states, this was not an available option
for Transylvanian elites.62 The region was also home to several ethnic and linguistic
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groups. While I will discuss below how competing nationalist elites attempted to
create an ethnic banking system or modify land ownership according to ethnic
principles, these attempts remained unsuccessful. The centrifugal economic forces that
the joint customs union set in motion, as well as the economic and political integration
of Transylvania into Hungary, disabled the creation of separate, ethnic economies.
Every citizen of the Monarchy and every Austro-Hungarian company was able
to set up a business in Transylvania or establish branches there, and such activity did
not register in contemporary statistics as foreign investment. Consequently, it is
difficult to address the performance of Transylvania’s economy separately from the
rest of Austria-Hungary’s.63 Furthermore, the territories that the Entente awarded to
Romania in the Trianon Treaty extended well-beyond historical Transylvania to
include the eastern half of the Bánát and Partium regions, as well as southern
Máramaros.
Prewar Transylvania, the historical region, was considerably smaller than
postwar Transylvania, or the territories annexed by Romania. Whereas the Bánát,
Partium and Máramaros were not part of Transylvania before 1918, after the
sovreignty change contemporaries started to refer to them as integral parts of the
region. One reason why historical Transylvania, the Bánát, Partium and Máramaros
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regions integrated easily after 1918 into Transylvania was that none of them had had
separate political institutions during the dualist period.64
The gross domestic product – or the per capita value of finished goods
produced in a given year – of Transylvanian counties increased by 41 percent
between 1870 and 1910, which corresponded to the Hungarian average.65 Given that
Transylvania did not grow faster than other Hungarian regions, the considerable
modernization that took place in the dualist period (1867-1918) conserved the inferior
position of Transylvania within Hungary’s and the Dual Monarchy’s economy.
Transylvania’s share had even dropped from 66 to 65 percent of the GDP of this
central region of Hungary between 1870 to 1910.66
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to 48 percent of the market potential of central Hungary, around the capital city of Budapest.
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While the net value of production in Transylvania more than doubled between
1870 and 1910, the region’s share in Hungary’s gross domestic product dropped
slightly from 12 to 11 percent, attesting to its slower economic development as
compared to the national average.67 In 1910, historical Transylvania’s contribution to
the Hungarian economy only slightly surpassed that of the Bánát (10 percent) and
Partium (11 percent), considerably smaller regions, which excelled at wheat
production and were also closer to Budapest.68
The most prominent Hungarian statistician of the period, Frigyes Fellner,
estimated that historical Transylvania’s share of the national wealth of Hungary
amounted to 23 percent on the eve of the First World War.69 Fellner furthermore
maintained that Transylvania’s share of net national income70 was as low as 21
percent, even though the region made up 36 percent of the kingdom’s territory;
Gusztáv Beksics estimated that historical Transylvania only paid 8 percent of all taxes
levied on Hungarian cities and counties at the fin-de-siècle and fretted that Magyars
and Germans paid the majority of taxes.71 Thus, the administrative and political
centralization of Hungary and Hungary’s integration into European and the world
67
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economy helped to preserve and even broaden the gap between Transylvania’s and
mainland Hungary’s economic performances, despite steady economic growth during
the dualist period.
The Jiu valley was one of the regions within historical Transylvania that
underwent substantial economic and social transformations during the dualist period
as a result of economic modernization. The transformation of the Jiu valley from a
scantily populated backwater into one of the most industrialized regions of the
Monarchy illustrated the growing muscularity of Transylvanian economic elites.72
Furthermore, the valley’s mines became representative of the strength of Hungarian
and Transylvanian industries as well. None other than the emperor Franz Joseph
visited the pavilions of the Jiu valley mining companies at the 1896 millennial
exhibition that celebrated 1,000 years of Hungarian statehood in Budapest (fig. 15).
The exhibition showed the prominence of the mines in the representation of the
Hungarian national economy.73 In 1900, the mines were also promoted at the Paris
world’s fair.74 During the years preceding the outbreak of the First World War, the Jiu
valley mines provided between 12 to 20 percent of Hungary’s coal output.75
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Fig.15. The pavilion of the Urikány-Zsilvölgyi Coal Mining Corporation at the
Millennial Exhibition in Budapest, 1896.

Source: Budapest Főváros Levéltára (BFL) HU.BFL.XV.19.d.1.09.013

By then, the leading industrialists and corporate promoters of the country,
including Ferenc Chorin and his son, Ferenc Chorin Jr., Henrik Fellner, Frigyes J.
Frischmann, and the director of the Pest Hungarian Commercial Bank, Leó Lánczy,
occupied positions on the mining companies’ board of directors. In line with the
political orientation of the majority of leading industrialists, overwhelmingly recruited
from the ranks of the assimilated Hungarian Jewry, the SCMC’s directors stood firmly
behind the national liberal governments of Kálmán Tisza (1875-1890) and his son,
István Tisza (1903-1905, 1913-1917).
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The gradual expansion of the major investor in the Jiu valley, the Salgótarján
Coal Mining Corporation, confirms the assertion that the state was an important actor
facilitating the rise and prosperity of economic elites. At the time of the 1867
Compromise, the Jiu valley was among the few mining sites in Hungary that the
Austrian (and to a lesser extent, the Hungarian) treasury owned.76 It was not worth
investing in mineral exploitation, since there was no means of transportation to carry
the valley’s first-class coal from the Carpathians to the rest of Transylvania or
Hungary. The treasuries leased extraction rights to a Brassó-based Saxon-owned
mining corporation in 1874, which turned a small profit on the investment.77
The turning point in the Jiu valley’s expansion came in the early 1890s, when
the Hungarian state built out the railway lines in the entire valley at its own expense ,
issuing Austrian-financed treasury bonds to cover costs.78 The Budapest government,
which took over Austrian possessions in the valley at this time, did not renew the lease
with the Brassó mining corporation, but extended it to one of the largest coal mines,
the Salgótarján Coal Mining Corporation (SCMC).79
The SCMC, originally founded by a Hungarian baron and an ethnic German
engineer from Hungary, was the poster child of state-sponsored attempts to create an
economic elite after 1867. The company, based in the Hungarian interior, started out
as one of the many failing railroad building ventures in 1861, which used up generous
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government subsidies but failed to turn a profit.80 In 1868, the Hungarian government
bought up the railway lines leading to the coal mines of the SCMC in Salgótarján, a
mining town 70 miles north of the capital. The state’s purchase of the railway lines
helped balance the firm’s wobbly finances and enabled it to concentrate its activity on
mining, rather than on low-yielding and highly capital-intensive railway management
and construction. The state’s involvement in railway construction and financing in the
1860s set a precedent for the development of Transylvanian mining corporations in the
1890s, as well.81 By then, the SCMC had become one of the largest corporations in the
entire Hungarian Kingdom. State subsidies as well as a partnership with the Pest
Hungarian Commercial Bank, one of the two largest banks of Hungary, paved the way
for the SCMC’s rise to prominence in Austro-Hungarian industrial life.82
The takeover of the Jiu valley mines followed the pattern established in
Salgótarján of relying on state subsidies for railway construction: in both cases, the
state acted as the enabler of the corporation’s profitability by building railway lines
that connected remote mines to the central arteries of the empire’s railway system.
After the state subsidized the construction of the railway lines through the Jiu valley in
1892, the SCMC stepped in as a bidder for the region’s state-owned
Petrozsény/Petroșani mines in 1894, to replace the troubled Brassó Mining
Company.83 The railroad and mining company that received the concession to build
the Jiu valley railroad included deputies in the Budapest lower house, which shows
80
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that economic and political elites were intertwined and mutually depended on one
another. This company also received the backing of the Commercial Bank’s rival, the
General Hungarian Credit Bank, with equally good ties to the Budapest government.84
The state’s support for the construction of the railroad to the Jiu valley
exemplified more general trends in late-19th -century Austria-Hungary, and it also
resembled the 19th century Russian model of industrial development, which according
to Alexander Gerschenkron, was primarily based on state subsidies.85
The impact of banks founded by ethnic Romanians on the region’s industrial
development or the formation of a Romanian nationalist bourgeoisie was moderate.86
The efforts of the Hungarian, Romanians, and Saxon nationalist movements to create
an ethnic banking system in Transylvania has received considerable attention both at
the time and in the historiography, partially because of their misperceived political
significance.87 The creation of an ethnic banking system was most successful among
the Saxons, while Romanian banks were less successful in economic nation-building.
Leading banker, governing Party of National Labor MP and director of the
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National Association of Credit Institutes, Elemér Hantos (1880-1942), contested
outright the allegations about the nationalist business practices of Romanian banks,
and he framed the problem of land as centered exclusively on profit and rational
investment. 88 “I believe that the competition between the Transylvanian Hungarian
and Romanian banks is just like the competition among any other banks. I have never
encountered aggressive behavior by a Hungarian bank simply for national goals, and
business comes first for the directors of Romanian banks, too. I know of actual deals,
in which Romanian banks offer the land they own to the state or to the Altruista Bank
[Altruistic Bank]. In sum, economic motivations characterize the land policy of
Romanian banks, and not the achievement of national goals.”89 The Altruista Bank
was a non-profit bank that the Hungarian government established in 1911 to save and
support Hungarian landowners on ethnically mixed areas and to promote the
settlement of Magyar farmers on these regions. The bank, nevertheless, could not
achieve its mission, and acquired only limited amounts of land in Transylvania.90
Recently, Gábor Egry has also emphasized that ethnic Romanian banks had
intensive financial relationships with Budapest institutions;91 moreover, Romanian
banks, such as the Albina bank, did not retain their profit to fund Romanian nationbuilding through supporting Romanian nationalist associations in Transylvania; on the
other hand, they paid out profits to shareholders. Ethnic Romanian banks also had
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extensive ties to major Budapest institutions, and almost no ties to the Romanian
Kingdom.92
Apart from state subsidies, foreign and Austrian banks provided the capital for
Hungary’s industrialization in the 1870s and 1880s, as opposed to major Budapest
banks or the Saxon and Romanian banks of Transylvania. By the 1890s, however, the
Pest Hungarian Commercial and the General Credit Banks became strong enough to
finance most industrialization projects in Hungary, and they even eyed foreign
investment in the Balkans. Investment flows from outside of Hungary remained
significant but secondary, and these came overwhelmingly from Austria.
One exception was a group of French investors connected to the Crédit
Lyonnais that bought up one of the mines in the Jiu valley.93 In 1891, this Frenchowned company and the Hungarian firm that financed railway construction in the
valley merged to constitute the Urikány-Zsilvölgyi Mining Corporation (UZMC), with
offices both in Lyon and Budapest. Corresponding to the assertions of Raymond
Poidevin and Volker Berghahn on extensive economic cooperation in the decade
preceding 1914 among French, Bristish, and German capitalists despite diplomatic
tensions, the UZMC had no trouble collaborating with the German-owned
Oberschlesische Kokswerke to co-found a coke-producing factory in 1899 in the Jiu
valley.94 By 1914, the UZMC accounted for 30 percent of the valley’s coal production.
Its rival, the SCMC, remained the largest firm, with 60 percent of mining output. 95
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Railway construction took several decades to turn a profit for the state, but
private mining companies were able to reap the fruits immediately. In 1870 alone,
when the first railway line finally reached the valley’s mouth in Petrozsény/Petroșani,
coal production increased more than four times. After 1892, when railway tracks
connected multiple mining sites in the valley, exploitation and sales increased
exponentially.96
The valley became one of the boom towns of Austria-Hungary, resembling
the Galician oil town Drohobycz: the population of the Galician town grew from
18,000 to 38,000 between 1882 and 1914, following the discovery of neighboring oil
fields.97 At the same time, the Jiu valley’s population increased from 16,000 to
50,000.98 The expansion of the population was due to immigration since fertility rates
were low; the largest immigration to the valley took place between 1900 and 1910,
when the population increased from 28,000 to 50,000.99 Like Drohobycz, the valley’s
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mines acted as magnets that drew the Monarchy’s population even from remote areas
that included Austria, Bohemia, Silesia, Galicia, the Szekler land and other other parts
of Transylvania. There was also a small foreign, mostly Italian mining population, as
well, although not as significant as in the case of Lorraine iron ore mines.100 Like
Lorraine’s and Drohobycz’s industrial areas, the mines and factories of the Jiu valley
were surrounded by agricultural areas and forests. After a few minutes of walking
from the modern mining establishment, one could reach a rural landscape, which
showed the limits of industrialization and the limited extent of bourgeois urbanism:
even in 1910, around one-fourth of the district’s population lived from agriculture.101

Fig. 16. The cable system near the Lupény/Lupeni mines in 1904, with peasants
working in the background

Source: Photograph by Mór Erdély Co., in 1904; Magyar Földrajzi Múzeum, Budapest
and Fortepan database, image no. 96261. www.fortepan.hu.
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Census data from the Jiu valley suggests that the expansion of mining activity
favored the immigration of skilled workers and educated professionals, many of whom
were Magyars and Germans (table 5), while it propelled the Romanian mountain
shepherds, the momârlani, to migrat to higher altitudes. Although the censuses
registered the momârlani as Romanians, these shepherds had very limited interactions
with both the Romanian and non-Romanian populations of the Jiu valley after the
onset of the valley’s industrialization.102 The momârlani and the valley’s Romanian
population made up around 45 percent of the area’s population in 1910, followed by
Magyars (42 percent) and Germans (7 percent).103 Thus, the ratio of Magyars was
higher by 8 percent in this mining community than in the rest of Transylvania, not to
mention the overwhelmingly Romanian-populated southern Transylvania (see table
6.).104
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Table 5. The population of the Jiu valley, 1850-1880.
1850
1880
Percentage
Percentage
Population of Total
Population of Total
Ethnicity
(n)
(n/t)
(n)
(n/t)
Romanian
7,625
98 %
12,136
75.85 %
Hungarian
15
0%
1,468
9.17 %
German
25
0%
1,150
7.19 %
Other
160
2%
1,247
7.79 %
Total (t)
7,825
100 %
16,001
100 %
Source: 1900. évi népszámlálás, Magyar Statisztikai Közlemények, vol. 42, 404-405.;
MSK, vol. 48, 806, 10
Table 6. The population of the Jiu valley (1900-1910) and historical Transylvania
(1910).

Population
Ethnicity

Jiu Valley
(n) 1900

Population
Percentage
of Total
n/t

Jiu Valley
(n) 1910

Historical
Percentage Transylvania’s
of Total
Population
n/t
(1910)

Romanian

15,472

53.81%

22,378

45%

55%

Hungarian

8,277

28.79%

20,994

42%

34%

German

2,393

8.32%

3,309

7%

9%

Other

2,449

8.52%

3,290

6%

2%

28,591
100%
49,971
Total (t)
100%
Source: 1900. évi népszámlálás, MSK, vol. 42, 404-405.; Magyar Statisztikai

100%

Közlemények, vol. 48, 806, 1069.

In the towns of the valley, Magyars constituted the majority of the population
by 1910. In two out of the three major mining towns of the Jiu valley, Petrozsény and
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Lupény, Magyars were the most numerous ethnic group, followed by Romanians and
Germans, while in the town of Petrilla, Romanians made up 47 percent of the
populations, while Magyars were the second largest group with 35 percent.105

Fig. 17. Petrozsény/Petroșani around 1900.

Source: personal collection, M.R.

Even though the SCMC did not directly Magyarize the Jiu valley, the
expanding mines and factories brought about rapid industrialization and urbanization,
which created a small local elite of mine directors, managing engineers and doctors
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and lawyers, trained in Hungarian schools.106 As the majority of gimnáziums,
including the most competitive ones, used the Hungarian language, which only about
one in four young Romanians spoke adequately, it is no wonder that Romanians, who
made up more than half of Transylvania’s population constituted less than one-fifth of
high school graduates.107 Incidentally, this resembled the ratio (21 percent) of those
minorities in the Jiu valley who spoke Magyar, the official state language.108 This
relatively low ratio was double the ratio of ethnic Romanians in Transylvania that
spoke Magyar.
In the case of the Jiu valley, it was not only Petrozsény’s Magyar-language
vocational school and high schools, but the multilingualism of the workplace and the
preponderance of Magyar-speakers among skilled workers and managers that
impacted the relatively high-ratio of Romanians who spoke Hungarian.109 Naturally,
as in the rest of Hungary, streets were named after Hungarian national heroes, such as
Louis Kossuth, which also contributed to the false impression that the valley has
become a bulwark of Magyardom
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Fig. 18. Downtown Petrozsény/Petroșani around 1900, Louis Kossuth street.

Source: personal collection, M.R.

Nonetheless, the major impediment to social mobility in the Jiu valley was not
primarily the inability to speaking Hungarian as a second language, but illiteracy.
More than 70 percent of Transylvania’s Romanians were illiterate, which represented
a considerably higher proportion than that of the Hungarian- and German-speaking
populations, 40 and 24 percent, respectively; by contrast, this proportion was still
lower than the illiteracy rate of Romanians in the Romanian Kingdom.110
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Since education was a major means of forming professional elites, and the
language of most gimnáziums and all universities was Hungarian, it is no wonder that
all the top mining officials, with the exception of one person, spoke the state’s official
language.111 The knowledge of Hungarian correlated with higher rank among workers,
too: whereas Magyars made up only half of the working population, they constituted
two-thirds of foremen and skilled laborers. The valley’s over 4,000 Romanian workers
made up one-third of all the miners, but less then one-fifth of skilled laborers.112 The
ethnic ratio in the Jiu valley mirrored broader trends in Transylvanian society.
Magyars constituted the majority of those employed in industry, commerce and
banking, as well as the civil service. Mining was an exception, as most mines in
Transylvania were located in areas with an overwhelmingly Romanian population.
Romanians were a relative majority (48 percent) among the region’s miners;
nonetheless, as the detailed occupational stratification of the Jiu valley reveals, they
tended to cluster in the unskilled sector (table. 6).
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Table 6. The ethnic and occupational distribution of historical Transylvania in 1910.
Occupation

Hungarian German Romanian

Other

Farming

26.7 %

7%

64.9 %

1.4 %

Day labor

36.1 %

2.8 %

53.5 %

7.6 %

Mining

41.2%

5.3 %

47.7 %

5.8 %

Industry

52.5 %

15.9 %

27.1 %

4.5 %

Commerce and Credit

59.8 %

22.3 %

16 %

1.9 %

Transportation

74.3 %

4.5 %

20.6 %

0.6 %

Civil service and liberal
professionals

59.4 %

14.6 %

25.7 %

0.3 %

48 %

15.5 %

34.1 %

2.4 %

Pensioner, Rentier

55.6 %

18 %

26.1 %

0.9 %

Other

51.6 %

8.1 %

31.1 %

9.2 %

Domestic servant

54.5 %

5.3 %

39.4 %

0.8 %

Total population of
Transylvania
34.3 %
8.7 %
Source: Elemér Jakabffy, Erdély statisztikája, 29.

55 %

2%

Defense

The top officials of mines and factories in the Jiu valley amounted to 212 men,
who came from various professional, religious and ethnic backgrounds. The director
of the Petrozsény mines, Ferenc Tallatschek, and the secretary of the social club of the
elite, the Casino, Ignatz Rosenberg, were Jews from Budapest, while the others were
mostly Hungarians, Germans, and Romanians from Transylvania and elsewhere in
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Hungary.113 More than three-fourths of the top officials were Hungarian.114 In
addition, there were 400 civil servants and liberal professionals, and around 500
people who worked in commerce and banking in the valley.115 Altogether, these 800
to 1,100 men, about 2 percent of the valley’s population, constituted the local elite and
made up the regulars of the Petrozsény Casino and the audience of the nearby
Herkules spa resort, a cosmopolitan refuge of the Central European bourgeoisie that
attracted patrons from Budapest and all over the Monarchy.116 Mine director
Tallatschek maintained an exclusive apartment on the embankment of the Danube in
Budapest, which suggests that he used to spend at least part of the year in the
capital.117 Most managers, civil servants, and liberal professionals, however, lived in
the region on a permanent basis: both Temesvár and Budapest were several hours
away by train.
In sum, the investments of the two large Budapest-based mining corporations,
the SCMC and the UZMC did indeed create a middle and upper bourgeoisie in this
peripheral region of Transylvania. Attending the Casino and its mostly Hungarianlanguage library required familiarity with the Hungarian language. Moreover, the
hospitals, schools, and housing projects that the corporation subsidized fostered the
immigration of Magyar teachers, doctors and officials; nevertheless, the SCMC’s
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claim that “Magyardom conquered” the Jiu valley is far-fetched. Rather, as the
political and educational establishment of dualist Hungary made social mobility
contingent upon the knowledge of the official state language –as in France, Germany,
and other nation-states – the indirect but intended consequence of industrial
development was the spread of the Hungarian language, culture, and indirectly,
Hungarian nationalism.
The middle class of historical Hungary, however, was diverse, disunited, and
difficult to mobilize for political purposes, which filled nationalists with dispair. The
contemporary Magyar sociologist Miklós Móricz noted in the progressive Nyugat
(West) journal in 1913, “as of now, there is no Hungarian middle class, if we define it
by class consciousness, commonality of interest, and joint political and economic
action.”118
Knowledge of the Hungarian language did not automatically translate into
Hungarian nationalist mobilization among the valley’s elite. Some, like director
Tallatschek, left Transylvania after the Romanian annexation of the region, likely
because he had lost his job. The majority of Hungarian workers and professionals,
however, remained. The rich Hungarian-language press in the valley during the
interwar period attests to the presence of a Magyar community. The first postwar
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Romanian census even registered a small growth of the Magyar population, from
21,000 in 1910 to 24,000 in 1930.119
As the incoming Romanian regime badly needed professionals to run its
industry and the state, the territorial changes after the First World War even provided
social mobility for some engineers, doctors, and railway technicians.120 As the
Romanian takeover of the region did not constitute a social revolution, but rather
enabled the prewar Romanian elite and bourgeoisie to seize positions in the
administration and the economy, the Casino and other institutions that fostered
socialization between the thin layer of Romanian professionals and their Hungarian
colleagues likely enabled Magyars to retain their positions after the regime change.
Hungarians and Romanians did not constitute separate societies before 1918. For
instance, many Hungarians learned Romanian adequately before 1918 in this heavily
Romanian-populated area.
In Transylvania, where the proportion of Romanians (55 percent) was higher
than in the Jiu valley (45 percent), around one half of Hungarians spoke Romanian, it
is thus likely that the ratio of Romanian speaking Magyars was even higher in the
mining towns.121 Thus, the valley’s heavily Romanian-populated demographics and
prewar socialization between the middle and upper classes of various ethnic
backgrounds prepared the local Magyar elite for the postwar transition. Apart from
ethnicity, class cannot be overlooked for the delineation of boundaries between groups
119
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in prewar Transylvania. The Casino was perceived as an elite institution. It is also
telling that in 1925, when one of the Romanianized mining companies unveiled its
new social hall, it named the building Workers’ Casino (Cazinoul Muncitoresc) and
not The Romanian Casino.122
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Figs. 19-20. The Petrozsény Casino, c. 1911.

Source: Darabanth Auction House, Budapest

As Gábor Egry has recently pointed out, the informal ties, friendships, and
alliances between middle and upper classes of various ethnic backgrounds were rather
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the norm than the exception in Transylvania.123 He maintains that there was a “shared
middle-class culture” among lawyers, bankers, industrialists, medical doctors, civil
servants and other professionals, regardless of ethnic background.124 There were
several institutions that fostered the “distinction” of the region’s multiethnic
bourgeoisie from the rest of the population through practices of socialization,
entertainment, cultural consumption, housing, and dress.125 The Hungarian-language
gimnáziums, the reserve officers’ clubs, chambers of commerce, and bar associations,
along with county and municipal councils and the Budapest parliament were among
the institutions that fostered the solidarity of bourgeois men and women. The small
size of Transylvania’s cities and the relative scarcity of the middle class in
Transylvania also fostered interactions between the Romanian and Hungarian
professional middle class, the industrial and commercial bourgeoisie.
Such friendships and partnerships were not uncommon in Kolozsvár, either,
and these social connections influenced the transformation of the Renner tannery into
the largest Romanian tanning corporation by 1930. The firm’s director, Mózes Farkas
likely knew the Romanian lawyer Emil Hațieganu from before 1918, which explains
the trust between the two men as early as 1919, even if the friendship of a “Hungarian
Jew” and a “Romanian” Christian registered as a transgression of ethnic boundaries
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from the standpoint of Hungarian and Romanian nationalists. Farkas even entrusted
the execution of his last will and testament to Hațieganu.126

Figs. 21 and 22 Mózes Farkas and Emil Hațieganu in the 1930s

Source: DJAN Cluj, Fond Clujana, 8/1932; Personal Collection (M. R.).

The partnership between Farkas and Emil Hațieganu in the interwar period was
not exceptional. Even before 1914, there were many Hungarians who advocated for
reconciliation among the Magyar and Romanian bourgeoisie and political elites. The
young Magyar law student and influential interwar politician Elemér Gyárfás
castigated the Budapest government’s nationality policies and the ignorance and
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arrogance of Magyar gentry civil servants towards Romanians.127 He called for the
need to study the Romanian language and culture, and blamed the snobbism of some
Magyar bourgeois families that excluded the newcomer Romanian bourgeoisie from
their circles.128
Gyárfás, who spoke Romanian and had many Romanian friends, was aware of
the linguistic difficulties, social ostracism, and paternalistic attitude that many among
the ethnic Romanian intelligentsia and nouveau riche bourgeoisie faced in Hungarian
schools, politics, and social life. His aim was to create a strong, regional bourgeoisie,
made up of Magyars, Romanians, and Germans. These groups would be dominated by
Magyars, but sensitive to the ethnic, linguistic, and economic needs of Romanians and
Germans as well. Gyárfás’s attitude towards the Transylvanian Romanian middle class
was inspired by the alleged solidarity he experienced among Magyar and Romanian
peasants. In addition, Gyárfás was a devout Roman Catholic, who did not feel
comfortable with the marginalization of Transylvania’s Romanian bourgeoisie, of
whom nearly half were Greek Catholic.129
Gyárfás blamed the Budapest government’s policies for the nationalist
conflicts between Transylvania’s Magyar and Romanian political elites, and he also
castigated the administration for neglecting the region’s economy. The region’s
alleged dependence on large “foreign” banks and political centers, the plight of the
middle class, the inadequate infrastructure, and problems with credits and capital
cropped up repeatedly in Gyárfás’s writing both before and after the First World
127
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War.130 For Gyárfás, the annexation of Transylvania by the Romanian Kingdom after
the First World War seemed to have influenced little the region’s underlying
predicament, being pulled between empires and nation-states, and being exploited
economically.
Writing about the “Transylvanian question,” Gyárfás waxed rhetorical in 1904,
“Has Transylvania profited from having chosen to unite with Hungary in 1848 and
1867? Has it profited from a cultural, political, national and economic perspective as a
result of this union? How far could we have gotten if politicians from mainland
Hungary would not have insisted on uniting Transylvania with Hungary at all costs,
but if they had worked on its independence?”131 Gyárfás compared mainland Hungary
to a “sick body” to which Transylvania was chained, and quoted affirmatively an 18thcentury Transylvanian Hungarian historian, who had claimed that “all the problems of
Transylvania stem from Hungary.”132 Two decades later, in 1923, Gyárfás compared
the prewar financial relationship among Budapest banks and Transylvania to a
colonizer-colonized relationship. He blamed them for allegedly failing to have
fostered the region’s modernization before 1918, and for having exploited the land
“without doing the work of raising the level of culture and promoting the formation of
a bourgeoisie in the environment where they realized their profit.”133
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Even though Gyárfás misjudged the role of Budapest banks and
overemphasized the region’s cultural or economic specificities as compared to the rest
of Hungary, his remarks touched on the pent up tensions between Hungarian elites in
the interior of the country and in prewar Transylvania. Gyárfás’s advocacy of an
alliance between Hungarian and Romanian elites in Transylvania was an exception in
regional politics before 1916, but regionalism became politically important in
Hungarian circles, and even among Romanians and Saxons after the collapse of the
Dual Monarchy. Nonetheless, many of Gyárfás’s fellow Transylvanian Hungarian
politicians and lawyers advocated an agenda that opposed reconciliation with
Romanians and aimed at the economic and political supremacy of the Magyar
bourgeoisie in the region both during and after the war.

Forces of Discontent: The Prewar Origins of Wartime Social Engineering Policies in
Transylvania
During the First World War, the Hungarian government made a conscious
effort to undo this multiethnic middle class culture or the “entente of local elites.” It
persecuted ethnic Romanian politicians and priests and embarked on the surveillance
of Romanians banks and industrial companies. Starting in 1917, the government tried
to push back Romanian landownership in the region, which considerably worsened
relations between the Hungarian and Romanian elites of Transylvania during the
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interwar period, as well. These policies, however, had important prewar precedents,
even if they could not come to fruition before 1917.134
One source of discriminatory policies was the Transylvanian regionalist
movement among the region’s Magyar elites. Gyárfás’s call for an alliance among
Transylvania’s multiethnic elites represented a minority within this movement.
Radical nationalists, mostly Magyar aristocrats and gentry, constituted the mainstream
of the political lobby group called the Transylvanian Alliance, formed in 1913. The
alliance’s program called for economic discrimination against Romanian landowners,
and a more forceful economic modernization of Transylvania by the Hungarian
state.135 The strengthening of Romania’s diplomatic position after the Balkan Wars of
1912 and 1913 and the negotiations of Tisza with Romanian nationalist leaders in
1913-14 on political and educational concessions were a major reason that prompted
the establishment of the Alliance.136
The difference between moderates and radicals within the Alliance was not
always clear, partially because they were members of the same, anti-government
political parties, wrote in the same papers (such as Ellenzék or Opposition), or were
colleagues in the county administration. The aristocrat, politician, and interwar
Hungarian prime minister István Bethlen and Kolozsvár biology professor István
Apáthy were the two primary influences within the alliance.
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One background to the emergence of the Alliance was the gradual destitution
of the Magyar land-owning gentry since the mid-19th century, and the emergence of a
group of landowners recruited from the ranks of wealthy Romanian farmers and
nobles.137 Gusztáv Beksics, who represented the nationalist, magyarizing wing of the
governing liberal party, raised a false alarm as early as 1895 that the “Transylvanian
smaller and middle landowners are [economically] bankrupt, and the silent workers of
the Romanian national cause now want to replace them with Wallachian elements. 138
They want nothing less than the replacement of the Hungarian gentry with the
Romanian gentry.”139
Turning the complaint of Romanian nationalists about their marginalization
in the cities on its head, a self-fashioned Transylvania expert, László Bizony argued in
a pamphlet financed largely by Transylvanian cooperatives and banks,140 that “on the
peripheries, the minority [Romanian] capitalists chain the Hungarian land to
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themselves, refashioning what villages look like, and their latest goal is to conquer
industry and commerce, and to chain the cities to themselves, as well.”141
Romanians, on the other hand, argued that they did not even have a middle
class. Transylvanian Romanian author Petre Suciu complained, “we could not say we
have a [Romanian] middle class. It is embryonic: in formation.”142 Along the same
lines, a Romanian economist routinely noted with respect to Transylvania’s Romanian
society “it is as true as it is a commonplace that we complain at every occasion that
we do not have a middle class.”143
In Miklós Bánffy’s Transylvanian Trilogy, written in the 1930s, the
Romanian lawyer Timisan reveals to the protagonist count Abády the hidden key to
Romanian expansion in Transylvania, following their initial encounter in the first-class
train carriage some months before. Count Bánffy was a Transylvanian Magyar
nationalist, and in his novel he shows how Hungarian nationalist gentries regarded the
Romanian national movement. The novel suggests that Romanian politicians and
businessmen were “modern,” “grey,” and cynical men, who worked steadily behind
the scenes, amidst Hungarian in-fighting. Furthermore, his novel also attests to the
conflicts over resources between the emerging Romanian bourgeoisie and the
Hungarian gentry.
Through the bureaucratic, cynical character of the lawyer Timisan, the novel
suggests that the major victims of the formation of the Romanian bourgeoisie were the
141
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destitute Romanian peasants themselves, and not the primarily Hungarian gentry.
Whereas the established Magyar nobility helps villagers become more competitive
economically, the nouveau riche Romanian elites exploit their own people to create a
national bourgeoisie. Timisan explains to Abády,

[c]enturies ago this country was conquered by the swords of your ancestors
and so the great Hungarian-owned estates were formed. In these days we have
to find other means of getting what we want. We need a wealthy middle class
and up until now this class has not existed. Most of the Romanian intellectuals
like myself are the sons of poor Romanian priests. […] We have therefore
decided that, no matter how, we must create a wealthy middle class. And that
is what we are doing. Our bank furnishes the original funds and, apart from
other businesses, it lends money to certain people we believe can be trusted
firstly to build up their own fortunes and then to use those fortunes for political
purposes. Naturally these people have to deal with – you would say exploit –
poor Romanian peasants and that is only natural because they have no one else
to exploit. Were there no victims when your marauding ancestors over-ran our
country”144

Statistics did not underpin Bánffy’s tale about the economic expansion of the wealthy
Romanian peasantry. Magyar landowners constituted the overwhelming majority of
owners of large and mid-size estates in Transylvania, despite their relative destitution
144
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when compared to their social and economic positions in the mid-19th century.145 The
proportion of Romanian landowners was 30 percent among owners of 100-acre estates
and 10 percent among owners of 2,000 to 5,000-acre estates. Only one fifth of owners
of large estates ranging from 10,000 to 20,000 acres were Romanian. These estates,
however, were mostly situated in the agricultural Bánát region and not in historical
Transylvania. In 1910, Romanians only owned 16 percent of land in historical
Transylvania, mostly in the southern counties, where they constituted an absolute
majority. Thus, even if ethnic Romanian bankers had land buying on their agenda,
these attempts remained unsuccessful. The share of Romanian landowners was slightly
more than that of the Saxons: both amounted to around 10 percent. In the meantime,
Hungarian-landowners owned 60 percent of all land.146
Although the ideas of the Transylvanian Alliance were popular, oppositional
Magyar nationalists faced the same obstacle as their ethnic Romanian counterparts in
Transylvania: the corrupt and elitist suffrage system, which prevented a major political
breakthrough. Voting rights were pegged to property ownership and other
qualifications in dualist Hungary, and as a result, only around 6 percent of the
population could vote, and elections were often manipulated.147
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Whereas the Transylvanian Alliance advocated for increasing Magyar
economic supremacy within Hungary, leading bankers and industrialists from
Budapest harbored plans to conquer the Balkans economically. As the case of the Jiu
valley highlighted, both large corporations and the two major banks that financed them
were disinterested in financing pro-Magyar settlement policies and neither the
government nor Magyar nationalist policians pressed them to initiate settlements.
The different orientation between Magyar industrial elites and the gentry and
aristocracy reflected the opposition between the so-called mercantilists and
agrarians.148 Mercantilists were a powerful pressure group within the governing party
and the leaders of commercial and industrial organizations, such as the Alliance of
Hungarian Industrialists (1902), chaired by Ferenc Chorin.149 They advocated for more
state support for industrialization, the protection of Hungarian industrial products from
Austrian competition, as well as the creation of markets for Hungarian products in the
Balkans. József Szterényi (1861-1941), the former head of the Transylvanian
industrial and commercial association (1885-1889), and governing party MP of the
city of Brassó, also advocated Balkan expansion.150
The bank directors who partially financed the expansion of mining in the Jiu
valley, Leó Lánczy and Ferenc Chorin regarded Hungary as the future center of
European trade with the Balkans.151 Their plans of commercial expansion south of
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Austria-Hungary did not correspond to economic realities. In the 1870s and 1880s,
many Saxon craftsmen thrived on exporting textiles to the Romanian Kingdom, and
Romania was an important destination for the products of other Transylvanian
craftsmen as well. The volume and net worth of goods exported to Romania, however,
was always small when compared to the entirety of Hungarian exports, even if exports
to Romania were an important source of income for border regions in southern
Transylvania.152
Due to extended tariff wars with Serbia (1906-1910) and Romania (18861891), Hungary’s and Austria’s trade with its southern neighbors had not recovered by
the outbreak of the First World War, while Germany successfully took over the
Monarchy’s trading position in the two countries.153 Despite the substantial Romanian
and Serbian populations in Hungary adjacent to the border, only 2 percent of
Hungary’s imports came from Romania, while even the combined Serbian and
Bulgarian imports to Hungary failed to reach 1 percent in 1913.154 Hungarian exports
showed similar tendencies: in 1913, only 3 percent of exports went to Bulgaria,
Romania, and Serbia.155 Thus, the overwhelming majority of Transylvania’s and
Hungary’s trade oriented westward, towards Austria, and to a lesser extent Germany,
which made the economic and commercial unification of Transylvania with the Old
Kingdom of Romania challenging after 1918.
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What made the unrealistic prewar propositions of Hungarian economic
expansion into the Balkans important was that by 1917 and 1918, following the
occupation of Serbia and Romania, these plans had acquired prominence among
leading Hungarian industrialists. Some, such as the Budapest-based banker and
investor Simon Krausz, one of the Renner tannery’s investors, even wanted to
transform Transylvania into the springboard of Hungarian commerce in southeastern
Europe.156 Nonetheless, by 1917, it was too late to train businessmen, lawyers, and
officials to establish and manage Hungarian interests in southeastern Europe.157
One successful Hungarian investment in southeastern Europe before the war
was the expansion of Lánczy’s Pest Hungarian Commerical Bank in Romania. The
Budapest bank acquired shares in one of the largest Romanian investment banks, the
Marmorosch Blank Bank, in partnership with two German credit institutes.158 The
importance of this investment became especially clear after 1918, when the
Marmorosch Blank Bank helped the Pest Hungarian Commerical Bank preserve its
investments in Greater Romania.
The Turanian Society, which promoted Hungarian linguistic and geographic
research on Eastern Europe, the Balkans, and Central Asia, also supported Balkan
economic expansion plans.159 Among the Transylvanian aristocrats, Count Pál Teleki,
count Miklós Bánffy and the paleontologist and Albania-specialist, Ferenc Nopcsa,
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were all involved with the association. The primarily cultural Turanian Society had
limited impact on Hungarian economic policies until 1914, but its membership
showed that the same people who advocated for Magyar supremacy in Transylvania
also called for expansion in the Balkans and beyond.160

Conclusions
The creation of Transylvania’s modern bourgoisie and industry was the result
of state subsidies. The intervention of the state was especially pronounced in the heavy
industry, but the 1907 industrialization initiative helped the light industry as well. This
chapter has also uncovered two major trends that had a lasting impact on the economy
and elites of Transylvania during First World War and during the interwar period: the
local compromises and accommodation between the multiethnic bourgeoisie involved
in commerce, industry, liberal professions, and banking in Transylvanian towns. The
region’s Magyar, German and Romanian professionals and industrialists forged
networks and ties among each other in gimnáziums, law firms, courts, boards of
industrial companies, in government assemblies, as well as in other bourgeois
institutions, such as casinos and clubs.161 These social ties among Transylvania’s
multiethnic and multilingual bourgeoisie fostered a smooth transition for Hungarian
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and German economic elites after 1918, when the Hungarian state apparatus in the
region crumbled.
Middle class social ties among various ethnic groups persisted despite the
increasing animosity between the Romanian and Hungarian gentry and the birth of a
fierce yet still marginal political lobby group, the Transylvanian Alliance, which was
dedicated to limiting the economic position of Romanian middle class in the region.
The state’s role in the creation of Transylvania’s bourgeoisie is difficult to
miss. Even the large banks such as the Pest Hungarian Commercial Bank and the
General Credit Bank, as well as mining companies such as the SCMC and UZMC
depended on state support, even if this did not mean that the Budapest government
micromanaged the functioning of businesses and mines in Transylvania. The state’s
incentives for railroad building and industrialization created a modern working class
and highly industrialized regions within Transylvania, such as the Jiu valley. After
1907, light industries, such as tanning, received considerable support, which helped
launch the Renner tannery in Kolozsvár.
Another important impact of the dualist period was the administrative,
political, and economic centralization of Hungary: the major commercial routes had an
east-west orientation, connecting various parts of Transylvania with the central areas
of Hungary. Despite the proximity of the Kingdom of Romania and the majority
Romanian population of the region, economic ties between Transylvania and Romania
were negligible, and even banks founded by ethnic Romanians in Transylvania had
few ties to banks in Romania: Romanians in Transylvania and in Romania lived in two
separate societies, although some Transylvanian Romanian middle class families had
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extensive cultural ties to the intelligentsia in the Romanian Kingdom, and it was not
uncommon to send Transylvanian Romanian children to high schools in Romania.
Transylvania’s Romanian nationalist elite and bourgeoisie experienced political
marginalization in Dualist Hungary, but it also benefitted from the economic boom
and modernization that affected the region. This explains why the castigation of
Hungarian oppression as well as nostalgia for Austria-Hungary and the prewar period
equally characterized Romanian elites during the interwar period.
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CHAPTER 3
WORLD WAR I, ALSACE-LORRAINE BUSINESS ELITES, AND THE
RADICALIZATION OF GERMAN MEASURES ON THE HOME FRONT

Introduction
On December 9, 1918, thousands of people gathered in front of the balcony of
Strasbourg’s city hall to welcome the French President, Raymond Poincaré and Prime
Minister Georges Clemenceau. Bearing witness to the enthusiastic crowds, Poincaré
exclaimed that “the plebiscite has been done”: Alsace-Lorrainers declared their will to
rejoin France.1 Pro-French newspapers noted that locals put the French flag in their
windows, while the region’s German residents, the so-called “Old Germans,” closed
their gates and shut the storm windows on the street front.2 French accounts narrated
the French takeover as a series of events that reunited Frenchmen with Alsatians and
Lorrainers into one nation. The 300,000 “Old Germans” had no place in French
Alsace-Lorraine, as the new sovereign identified them with Prussian Junkers and their
local agents who had oppressed the over 1,.5 million “native” Alsatians and
Lorrainers.3
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“Old German” business elites, however, were neither the natural allies of the
wartime German government, nor the opponents of native elites. This chapter will
show that wartime measures against enemy property, the increasing influence of war
corporations, and German plans to fully integrate the Reichsland into the Reich
threatened both native and German economic elites. I will trace how the German
chancellor and General Erich Ludendorff, among others, wanted to absorb AlsaceLorraine into Prussia, and how the chancellor and Ludendorff encouraged the
formation of the Westmark corporation to Germanize the French-speaking parts of
Lorraine and Alsace. While officially affirming their loyalty to the Reich, “Old
German” elites formed an alliance with Alsatian businessmen and attempted to push
back against absorption plans. They defended the relative autonomy of AlsaceLorraine in economic terms so as not to alienate the Reich’s army and administration.
Ironically, in the meantime, francophile emigrés from the the Reichsland along with
French politicians were planning the expulsion of “Old Germans” and the liquidation
of their assets.
This chapter will also show that the First World War triggered a series of
economic processes and government actions, such as inflation, central planning, or the
expropriation and internment of undesired populations, which continued to
characterize the postwar period as well. These processes resulted in an unstable
business environment, despite the profits that many industrialists achieved between
1914 and 1918. The First World War thus ushered in a period when the social status
and wealth of economic elites became increasingly contingent upon government and
military action. Naturally, native Alsatian and Lorrainer elites were discontented with
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the government, but by 1918, the German federal administration and the army
managed to alienate even “Old German” elites.
I will focus on how Alsace-Lorraine’s Germans became entrapped between the
Reich’s government, which was hostile to the “unfaithful” Reichsland, and a French
government aimed at extirpating German influence in the region. In addition, I will
investigate how, instead of oppressing them, the German government and army
provided avenues of enrichment for firms owned by Alsatians and Lorrainers that
supplied the German war effort. Nonetheless, light industries owned by Alsace’s
traditional, pro-French business elite, such as the textile industry, faced a rapid decline
due to lack of raw materials. As opposed to waiting idly for German oppression to
end, Alsace-Lorraine’s business elites voluntarily collaborated with the German army
in fighting France. In exchange for these financial gains, both native and “Old
German” elites faced exclusion from the planning and implementation of economic
policies. As a result, they were unable to influence the government’s measures in
Alsace-Lorraine.
Economic Elites and the War in Alsace-Lorraine: Persecution and Radicalization
in the Reichsland
Immediately after the war broke out, Alsace-Lorraine moved to the center of
diplomatic and military attention for France and Germany. French Prime Minister
René Viviani declared the recovery of the “lost provinces” to be a war aim on
November 22, 1914, after the French army had burst into southern Alsace in August
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and made an unsuccessful attempt to drive out the German army.4 Still, a sliver of land
around Thann in Alsace remained under French control throughout the war. France
was unprepared for the return of Alsace-Lorraine when the war with Germany began
in 1914. The French army did not instruct its officials and foot soldiers on the
historical, political and demographic situation of the Reichsland, and French soldiers,
as were most Frenchmen, were ignorant about Alsace-Lorraine. As a result, when the
French army burst into Alsace it behaved as if it were on enemy territory, committing
a series of gratuitous acts of violence, and thereby alienating a large sector of the
population. In rural regions “Old Germans” feared spontaneous outbursts of violence
by native residents during the French invasion.5
The French army, just like the German, Austro-Hungarian and Romanian
armies, deported and interned the local administration, including village officials,
railway and post workers, civil servants and teachers.6 In addition, it also tried to
round up members of the nationalist Kriegsverein, the German War Association.
Altogether, the French army interned 20,000 Alsatians and Lorrainers,7 who were
interned for an averge of 10 months.8 Interestingly, the majority of them were not
“Old Germans,” but native Alsace-Lorrainers, many of who had emigrated to France
before 1914. Interned Reichsland residents were put in camps and prisons, or used as
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agricultural or industrial laborers in the French interior.9
In addition to the presence of the French army, the Western front froze in the
vicinity of Alsace-Lorraine’s border, which served as a pretext for an unusually strict
military rule. In the meantime, the Prussian Law of Siege was enforced throughout
Germany.10 This 1851 law provided dictatorial powers for the deputy commanding
generals over the civilian administration, whereas the 1914 enabling act sidelined the
elected Reichstag deputies and further empowered the Bundestag, in which there were
no Alsace-Lorraine representatives.11
Based on the exceptional war legislation, the targeting of “internal enemies”
began immediately after the outbreak of war in Alsace-Lorraine. District
administrators compiled “black lists” of politically untrustworthy politicians and
businessmen in July 1914, and along with those arrested by the army, these people
were interned in the interior of Germany. While the district president
(Bezirkspräsident) of Lorraine, the “Old German” Karl Freiherr von GemmingenHornberg, tried to counterbalance the abuses of the military, his Upper-Alsace
counterpart, August Wilhem von Puttkamer (1861-1931) pressured the Center Party
politician abbé Xavier Haegy and autonomist Jacques Preiss to renounce their
mandates in the regional assembly, and used popular denunciations as the justification
for their internment.12 Lorrain’s district president, , was distraught to witness the
breakdown of solidarity among the civilian population. As he declared, “denunciators
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have proliferated to a shocking extent during the war, and they exercise a pernicious
influence on the national character (Volkscharakter) of the people. Mistrust of
everyone against everyone else.”13 As a result of Gemmingen-Hornberg’s firm stance
against denunciators, only 1,453 Lorrainers suffered from internment during the war,
as opposed to 4,820 Alsatians.14 Even “Old Germans,” such as the editor of the
Reichslandische Korrespondenz, were among the interned, for charges such as
violation of censorship or spying.15
Alsace-Lorraine’s Landtag, the region’s legislative assembly, became the
major forum for articulating these grievances, even though its wartime role was
limited to adopting the Reichsland’s budget. The Landtag met once a year for one
week, yet after the first, highly critical session in 1915, the German General Staff
attempted to prevent its convocation.16 When even “Old German” politicians criticized
the proposed measure, the Reich’s chancellor managed to dissuade the General Staff
from closing down the Landtag. As political and military issues could no longer be
discussed, the assembly’s budgetary commission became the main forum for
articulating grievances against the central government and the military.17
Ironically, despite ongoing internments for disloyal behavior, over 380,000
men from Alsace-Lorraine fought on the German side between 1914 and 1918.18 Over
8,000 of them enlisted voluntarily in summer 1914. Despite the German General
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Staff’s ungrounded paranoia of unfaithful Reichsland soldiers, the ratio of AlsaceLorraine soldiers who fell into Entente captivity, 7.6 percent, was almost identical to
the corresponding ratio of soldiers from the federal states, 7.5 percent.19
Although around 18,000 Alsace-Lorraine soldiers fought in the French army as
engagés volontaiers, 12,000 of these soldiers had already lived in France before 1914.
Around 3,000 crossed the border from Alsace-Lorraine into France illegally
immediately after the outbreak of the war and before they were drafted into the
German army, while 1,650 decided to enlist in the French army after falling into
Entente captivity. Thus, those who “ran over,” to the French lines, the Überläufer,
numbered around 1,000 men, or less than one half of one percent of all AlsaceLorraine soldiers.20 They were mostly French speakers from Lorraine, which suggests
that language played a more important role in desertions than political conviction or
Alsace-Lorrainer descent. Despite the small ratio of deserters, the German army
started to withdraw Alsace-Lorrainers from the Western front in January 1916.21
The idiosyncratic legal and political status of the Reichsland within the
German Reich acquired an unforeseen significance after the war broke out. The
economic administration favored larger states such as Prussia or Bavaria as opposed to
the Reichsland, partially because of its negligible political weight, but also because of
the small size of the Alsace-Lorraine economy relative to other federal states.22 Many
clashes in political and economic life between the army, the local government and the
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region’s industrial elites stemmed from the scarcity of raw materials. Lack of materials
prompted the German military and civilian administrations to shut down certain
companies and branches of industry, or privilege some regions, mostly Prussia, over
others, over the interests of “Old Germans” and native Alsace-Lorrainer. In addition,
the army inspired ongoing political and administrative conflicts with AlsaceLorraine’s civilian administration for the duration of the war. Clashes stemmed from
unclear and overlapping hierarchies of the civilian and military administrations as well
as the increasingly dictatorial powers assumed by the General Staff. It also stemmed
from the often arbitrary policies of the deputy commanding generals, who managed
the military districts of the hinterland.23
Because “Old German” capital was concentrated in mining, heavy industries,
and the chemical industry necessary for the war effort, the businesses of “Old
Germans” were less affected by the exigencies of the war economy. In contrast to
France and Great Britain, the Central Powers of Germany and Austria-Hungary
refused to finance the war by increasing taxes on wartime profits.24 The road thus lay
open for some military purveyors to amass fortunes, which did not go unnoticed in the
popular press. Herein lay one of the origins of what John Maynard Keynes identified
as the postwar “terror” among continental business elites.25 Anger against “Germans”
in Alsace-Lorraine, “Jews” and “war millionaires” in Vienna and Budapest was on the
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rise during the war, along with Hungarian anger toward enriched Romanian
landowners in Transylvania.26
The prewar structures of Alsace-Lorraine’s economy and its geographically
peripheral location also contributed to its particular role in the economic war between
the Entente and the Central Powers. Light industry, with a concentration in textile
manufacturing, employed 90,000 people, and was based mostly in Alsace.27 All over
Germany, these industries received low priority in the war economy, and this situation
was compounded by the fact that overseas cotton imports dried up due to the Entente
blockade, which deprived the industry of its raw material base.28 By 1916, production
of the Reich’s textile plants was at two-thirds of its prewar level, and further dropped
to 17 percent by 1918.29
By contrast, shortages had a less dramatic impact on heavy industries and
mines that were overwhelmingly in Lorraine, owned and managed by “Old
Germans.”30 The Hangondange steel plants of the Thyssen corporation, and the
Aumetz mines operated at 90 percent of prewar capacity between 1914 and 1918. The
wartime prosperity of the two mines showcases how, despite suspicions towards the
Reichsland and its inhabitants by the government and the army, powerful industrialists
managed to obtain preferential treatment for their enterprises, especially when those
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mattered for the war effort.31 The remainder of the mines operated at less than twothirds of prewar capacity. The output of Lorraine iron ore decreased by 47 percent,
and steel production dropped by 32 percent.32 Labor shortages were enormous until
the otherwise unsuccessful Hindenburg program designed to ratchet up industrial
production released 3,500 Lorraine miners from front service.33 By 1917, the ratio of
POWs in Lorraine mines was the highest within the Reich, hovering around 30
percent, as opposed to 11 percent in the federal states.34 By 1916, the Reich ran out of
raw materials necessary to produce munitions, as the Entente effectively blocked most
imports from neutral states.
Apart from experimenting with ersatz materials, the government’s response
was the consolidation of industrial production in specific plants and regions and the
closure of companies deemed secondary to the war effort. In the early months of the
war, the multiple French-owned companies of Alsace-Lorraine were put under the
supervision government-appointed administrators. After 1916, many were sold or shut
down. In 1917 and 1918, as the German economy almost came to a halt due to
shortages, numerous companies in the Reichsland received notices to close, including
those run by Alsatians, Lorrainers and “Old Germans.”35 Sequesters and liquidations
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deserve thorough consideration, as they profoundly affected the region’s economic life
and the wealth of its industrialists, and served as a precedent for postwar liquidations.

Economic Prosperity: German and Alsatian Businesses during World War I
The wartime experience of Alsace-Lorraine companies and banks depended on
which type of business they operated, and whether they had shareholders from Entente
states. Many “Old Germans” and Alsatians had shares in partially French-owned
companies in Alsace that were subject to sequester and liquidation. Thus, economic
discrimination reached even many loyal subjects of the Reich. The majority of
businesses, however, belonged to “Old German” and Alsace-Lorraine industrialists
and continued to function during the war, untouched by sequesters.
Companies producing and selling metal products, such as the Wolff, Netter,
and Jacobi or the De Dietrich firms, or firms engaged in the leather industry, like the
Adler and Oppenheimer Company, reaped huge wartime profits.36 Yet even these
companies suffered from the increasing grip of war corporations and raw material
distribution companies, while their owners viewed the government’s postwar plans for
the German economy and Alsace-Lorraine’s place in it with considerable concern.
Second, there were numerous companies in Alsace-Lorraine that had to shut down due
to raw material shortages or to the proximity to the front. Below, I will focus on the
fate the textile industry, one of the key industries of the Reichsland, that went from
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prewar prosperity to rapid and decisive decline between 1914 and 1918. Finally, I will
look at enemy-owned companies that fared even worse as the Alsace-Lorraine
government put them under forced administration and liquidated many of them after
1916.
The balance sheets of companies that were able to stay in business reveal
remarkable similarities, regardless of the divergent politics of the industrialists
involved. Most companies made large profits during the war and cooperated eagerly
with the economic administration. The Alsatian and francophile De Dietrichs were just
as eager as German-Jewish firms, such as the Wolf, Netter, and Jacobi firm or the
Adler and Oppenheimer tannery, to demonstrate their indispensability to the German
war effort. All three firms filled out the industrial survey form sent out by the
Strasbourg War Office in September 1918, and they went out of their way to give
detailed accounts of how the army used their products both before and during the
war.37
Ironically, despite the pro-French politics of the De Dietrich family, the
company substantially broadened its trading activity with the German army during the
war, and the firm’s managers were eager to document the process. Whereas prior to
1914, the Reichshoffen unit of the firm had only supplied industrial timber for the
army, by 1918, the factory sold steel products for building and sustaining trenches. It
also sold steel to be used in coal mining and wooden planks for railway construction,
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among other products.38 The company’s Lorraine branch in Mutterhausen became a
major client of the Berlin-based central railway office, while the main unit of the firm
in Niederbronn supplied materials and finished products for large German concerns
such as the German Oil Company (Deutsche Erdöl A.G.) or the Germanized chemical
company in Belgium, the Solvay Works.39
The Wolf, Netter, and Jacobi iron products firm was one of the AlsaceLorraine companies that managed to build close personal ties to the Berlin government
and the organs of the war industry. These connections nevertheless could not influence
the German government’s political decisions regarding the fate of the Reichsland
during the war. Still, their connections to Berlin likely fostered their continued
prosperity during World War I, when the Reichsland’s peripheral political position
within Germany became especially pronounced.40 The company was also an active
member of the Association of South-German Industrialists (Verband Süddeutscher
Industrieller), and expressed its economic interests in wartime debates on tariff
liberalization between Germany and Austria-Hungary.41 By 1918, the Netters had
moved to Berlin and achieved top positions within the German industrial
administration, while engineers Eugen Jacobi and Paul Jacobi remained in Strasbourg
to supervise to operations of the firm.
The Wolf, Netter, and Jacobi firm profited from the lobby group representing
German metal industrialists, which convinced the government to allow certain
38
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corporations to export to neutral countries. The Wolf, Netter, and Jacobi company was
one of the companies allowed to export steel products to Switzerland and Holland
during the war. Most German steel exports were destined for France and Italy at a time
when the German army was facing an increased scarcity of metal.42 At the same time,
the Wolf, Netter, and Jacobi firm also supported the German war effort as a purveyor
of various military provisioning units in southern Germany. Furthermore, it was the
Wolf, Netter and Jacobi firm that acted as a middleman between a Transylvanian
bauxite mine and the German army, organizing the import of over 50,000 tons of
bauxite to the German Empire in 1916 and 1917.43
Carl Leopold Netter (1864-1922) was a lawyer by training who became
ennobled and received the title of councilor of commerce (Kommerzienrat); he also
served as a commercial judge (Handelsrichter) in Berlin.44 He had led the firm’s
Berlin branch since the 1880s, and he had become active in the capital’s commercial
life. Netter contributed to the establishment of a stock-exchange for iron products, the
Metallbörse, and he also served on the board of the Berlin Commercial College
(Berliner Handelshochschule).45
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Fig. 23. Max Liebermann, Kommerzienrat Dr. Carl Leopold Netter46, 1917.

Source: Private collection.

The Adler and Oppenheimer tannery was just as profitable as the businesses of
the Wolf, Netter, and Jacobi and De Dietrich firms during the war. The Adler and
Oppenheimer counted as a German company since it had no shareholders from
Entente states, which assured its continued operation even after the supervision and
eventual shutdown of enemy companies that began in mid-September 1914.47 The
Adlers and Oppenheimers and owners of other tanneries were in a considerably better
position during the war than the textile industrialists of Mulhouse and other tycoons of
light industry. Tanneries were key for the war economy, as front soldiers’ boots,
46
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straps, belts, helmets, bullet containers, and backpacks were partially or fully made of
leather.
Raw leather was available in decreasing, yet never fully depleted quantities in
Germany and Austria-Hungary, in sharp contrast to endangered cotton stocks. The
Adler and Oppenheimer firm’s prewar development into a large factory with cuttingedge technology assured its wartime prosperity even amidst price regulations and
shortages. The prewar ties of the company’s owners and managers to both the
Deutsche Bank, the Berlin stock-exchange, and the Berlin-based economic
administration were additional assets at a time of increased centralization and the
marginalization of economic and geographical peripheries like Alsace-Lorraine.48
The Adler and Oppenheimer firm was one of the largest of the 21 tanneries in
Alsace-Lorraine that received the right to become military purveyors in 1914. The
company had been profitable even before the war, distributing 11-percent dividends to
its shareholders in 1913. During the 1917-1918 business year, the firm made extra
profits which funded the extraordinarily high 25-percent dividends, which totalled 3
million marks. Even taking wartime inflation into consideration, 25 percent
represented a high return on investments, especially when compared to the 4.5 – 6percent return on German and Austro-Hungarian war bonds.49
The outstanding profits of Adler and Oppenheimer shares reflected a
significant boom in the German leather industry during the war. The tanneries in the
Reich went through a period of economic crises between 1907 and 1914, partially
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related to the American financial crisis, or “panic of 1907,” which precipitated a
decrease in US imports. In August 1914, a number of companies in the border regions
of Germany had to temporarily shut down, as the military exhausted the capacity of
the railway system, while workers and managers enlisted in the army, which created a
chaotic situation within the tanneries.50
By September and October 1914, however, the skyrocketing increases of army
commissions made the tanneries extraordinarily profitable, especially since the price
of finished products increased substantially. The situation in the fall of 1914 was a
blessing for industrialists, since the war seemed to invalidate basic economic
principles of supply, demand, and pricing. In peacetime, rising prices led to falling
demand, according to economics textbooks.51 During the first months of World War I,
the army’s insatiable need for leather products rapidly led to skyrocketing prices.
Regardless of the price tag, troops needed leather clothing and weapon accessories.
Initially, the army had to supply these products from an unregulated, free market.52
During the first months following the outbreak of the war a few firms even managed
to import large quantities of leather from neutral Italy, Switzerland, Norway, and
Holland, providing extra profits for these companies due to the risk they had taken.53
It was only in October 1914 that the German government succeeded in capping
leather prices. The first economic legislation during the war stemmed from the
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enabling law (Ermächtigungsgesetz) of August 4, 1914. Through this legislation, the
Reichstag authorized the Bundesrat to “introduce legal measures that are necessary to
remedy the economic damage caused by the war.”54 In practical terms, this legislation
served as the legal underpinning of nationalizations, sequesters, liquidations, and other
measures of state intervention into the economy. Alarmed by the rapid decrease of raw
materials, industrialists pressured the Prussian government to set up on August 8, 1914
the Kriegsrohstoff Abteilung, a department for the supply and management of raw
materials within its war ministry. The KRA soon grew into a behemoth, which proved
difficult to manage. In order to cater to the specific needs of the leather industry, a
Supervisory Committee for the Leather Industry (Überwachungsausschuss der
Lederindustrie) within the KRA came into being in October 1914. Other committees
proliferated to administer the distribution of metal, timber, food, and numerous other
materials, as well.55
The Adlers and Oppenheimers had vested interests in the leather industry,
which came under the control of a large government-controlled trust company as early
as November 1914. The Berlin-based War Leather Stock-Exchange Company’s
statutes specified that the “purpose of the company is the procurement, distribution
and commercialization of raw materials for the leather industry. The company
guarantees that the leather required by the army and the navy are supplied.” 56 The
formation of the company proved that the German state was unable to administer the
war economy without an increase in the participation of top industrialists. This
54
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growing reliance on private industry signaled the increasingly close cooperation of
mostly Prussian economic, political, and military elites.
The Raw Leather Company (Rohleder-Aktien-Gesellschaft) came into being as
a partner company of the War Leather Stock-Exchange Company. The origin of the
Raw Leather and War Leather companies were the price setting and distribution
committees partially made up of German industrialists in occupied Belgium and
France.57 The German state controlled the Raw Leather and War Leather companies
by buying up 40 percent of the two companies’ shares.58 Furthermore, the government
appointed the delegates of the War Ministry, the Imperial Naval Office, the Interior
Ministry, and the Imperial Treasury to the supervisory boards of the two nominally
private companies. Thus, by the fall of 1914, leather production and distribution
became the monopoly of two companies, conferring upon them exceptional power to
rearrange the German leather market.59
The hybrid administrative organization that combined private leadership with
state control created conflicts from the outset, as industrialists wanted higher
maximum prices, and minimal state intervention in the organization of imports,
exports, and trade. In addition, smaller companies were legitimately worried that the
new war companies were unfairly strengthening large corporations.60
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By 1915, the Reich’s economy was thus transformed into a corporatist blend of
“state socialism” and elitist capitalism, in which the richest, and politically most
influential industrialists shared the administration of economic life with government
ministries and army commanders. The grip of the state on economic life followed
similar patterns in the United Kingdom and France, as well, although the influence of
the General Staff on economic policy was most pronounced in Germany.61
Only a few native Alsace-Lorraine and “Old German” industrialists had any
influence on policymaking and these included Carl Netter and Eugen Jacobi. This
meant that Alsace-Lorraine’s economic life grew increasingly dependent on the Reich,
while the local chambers of commerce and regional administration lost their say in
major economic decisions. Until 1916, families like the De Dietrichs and the Wolffs,
Netters, and Jacobis were lulled by increasing profits, even if the price of affluence
was increased political marginalization. Consequently, between 1914 and 1916 there
was no alliance between “Old German” and Alsatian representatives of metallurgy,
mining, and the textile industry.
The political views of the Adlers and Oppenheimers during the war are
difficult to ascertain, yet the company’s archives suggest that the pro-German,
nationalist profile strengthened during the war. The lists of books in the company’s
library from 1914 and 1917 permits a partial reconstruction of how an Alsatian firm’s
self-image changed during the war. The firm published and distributed these lists
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University Press, 2005), 116-121.
61
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among its workers, likely in an attempt to facilitate library use and influence the
political views of its workforce. Even companies owned by “Old Germans” in AlsaceLorraine had to display their patriotism to stay in business. It is difficult to ascertain
whether any workers or officials read these books, or whether they reflected the
management’s actual political ideology, or only its fear of the increasingly
interventionist state.
German literary classics made up the overwhelming majority of books in the
company’s library both in 1914 and 1917. The works of Goethe, Schiller, Kleist, and
Heine were augmented by a rich selection of literature intended for popular
audiences.62 Notably, the company’s librarian did not withdraw the canonized authors
of Entente countries, such as Lev Tolstoy, Charles Dickens, J. F. Cooper, or Jonathan
Swift, and he even kept novels by the French Alexandre Dumas. Both in 1914 and
1917, literature praising German colonialism in Africa constituted a large section of
the library’s historical and political literature.63 As the war dragged on, more and more
radically nationalist books appeared on the shelves of the Adler and Oppenheimer
firm’s reading room. By 1917, the tannery’s library acquired a selection of books
promoting right-wing, nationalist solutions for social problems first raised by the
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German left.64 The intention behind procuring the Guide for the Non-Social
Democratic Voter65 likely constituted pushback against growing social unrest in face
of shortages, war casualties, and the increasing power of social democratic unions.66
Maintaining a façade of unquestionable loyalty to the Reich was a means of
assuring economic survival and prosperity amidst a torrent of denunciations by the
Alsace-Lorraine population.67 Even the Graffenstanden Affair of 1912 had shown that
Alsace-Lorraine firms were especially vulnerable to accusations of anti-German
economic activity.68 During this affair, Prussia refused to buy products from an
Alsatian engineering company until its allegedly pro-French director was dismissed.69
While denunciations were on the rise throughout continental Europe during the First
World War, the German army’s willingness to give credence to denunciators increased
the impact of denunciations in Alsace-Lorraine. Denunciations could lead to the
exclusion of the firm from networks of raw materials distribution, or even to the
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shutdown of a factory by the Supervisory Committee of the Shoes and Leather
industries, or by the war ministry.70 During the war, numerous Alsace-Lorraine textile
plants, tanneries, and other companies received orders to shut down, most of them due
to lack of resources, others for speculation, trading with the enemy, or partial enemy
ownership.71 In addition, the increasingly pan-German library catalogue likely
mirrored the wartime tendency among the Reichsland’s “Old Germans” to portray
themselves as unquestionably loyal to the Kaiserreich in order to keep at a bay the
increasing marginalization of the Reichsland within German politics and the economy.
The “Old German” Eugen Jacobi of the Wolff, Netter, and Jacobi firm also
became increasingly nationalistic during the war.72 His nationalism was of an
economic variety. Jacobi expressed discontent with German expansion plans in
Mitteleuropa and the Middle East. Instead, he favored the advocates of Weltpolitik or
world politics, who proposed the conquest of colonial markets by German products.73
As Germany was gradually excluded from these markets after 1914, due to its military
actions and disregard of international law, criticizing the Reich’s economic policy
served as a cover for castigating German foreign policy. Addressing economic issues
thus potentially served as a means of voicing political discontent.
Jacobi was a member of the Strasbourg Society for German Kultur, which was
was one of the associations that managed to put pressure on the federal and regional
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governments. Alsatian and “Old German” elites were not fully in the know regarding
German and French plans to radically remake Alsace-Lorraine, yet the news that
reached them from newspapers and informants sent shockwaves through these circles
and prompted the formation of the Strassburg Society. The society’s members
included both “Old Germans” and native Alsatians and Lorrainers, mostly the middle
classes, business elites, and top bureaucrats.74 On March 14, 1918, Jacobi addressed
the Society’s membership in a long lecture titled “The Economic Questions of the
Present and of the Future.” Jacobi chose not to address plans aimed at the absorption
of Alsace-Lorraine into Prussia, or the economic germanization of the region, although
these plans were widely known at the time.75
Instead, the presentation touched on the future of Germany’s economy and the
role of state intervention, as well as the Reich’s place within the world economy after
the war. Jacobi was a German nationalist and a liberal, who tried to walk a fine line
between acknowledging the necessity of continued state intervention, while arguing in
favor of free enterprise and mid-sized companies. An engineer by training, Jacobi
contrasted his position to both Walter Rathenau’s advocacy of “mechanization” of
production and increased power for large corporations, as well as those who advocated
a socialist transformation of Germany.76 Given the unpopularity of economic elites
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and war millionaires in the hinterland by 1918, and the emergence of wartime
discussions on the plight of the bourgeoisie, Jacobi cast his criticism against large
corporations in the name of the suffering family businesses, and did not identify
himself as a member of the economic elite.77 He argued that “mechanization” led to
the “elimination” of the middle classes, the “obliteration” of the German economy,
and the termination of its “diversity,” meaning the subordination of smaller firms to
large trusts.78
Although critical of Rathenau’s mechanistic view of society, Jacobi’s
interpretation of the World War and Alsace-Lorraine’s role in it did not differ radically
from Rathenau’s. Similar to Rathenau and German conservatives and liberals, the
Strasbourg industrialist understood the war as a fight over economic resources

Jacobi’s assertions as expressions of angst amidst the marginalization of mid-size enterprises by larger
war corporations and increased of state intervention among elites and masses. Though the Wolff, Netter
and Jacobi firm was among the larger hardware corporations of Germany with connections to the
economic administration, it was neither comparable in size of power to trusts and mining corporations,
to companies such as Rathenau’s General Electric Company (Allgemeine Elektrizitäts-Gesellschaft).
Jacobi feared that the restructuring among German businesses in favor of large corporations was to
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between the waning British Empire and the rising German world power.79 In Jacobi’s
view the real purpose of the Entente arose not from the reannexation of AlsaceLorraine or “French revanchism,” but from “completely sober economic
considerations.”80 Accordingly, he argued, “England is aware that Germany receives
as much as three-fourths of its iron-ore shipments from Alsace-Lorraine, and that the
Upper-Alsace potash mines constitute the richest and highest quality potash reserves
of Germany.”81 “The war is but a business for England,” Jacobi declared, describing
the recently published Wilsonian principles as nothing more than a smokescreen for
the Entente’s imperialist aims.82 The US, “along with England, envisions the
destruction of our positions in the world economy.”83 Jacobi thus took for granted that
the economic war between the Entente and Germany would continue after the
armistice and peace. Consequently, he argued for measures that combined foreign and
domestic policy to assure Germany’s dominance in the world economy.
Jacobi called for an increase in the autonomy of business elites within the
Reich’s economy, proposing the reconquest of foreign markets as a cure for the
growing dependence of businesses on the state during the war. With income from
foreign markets, private enterprises could become financially more independent of the
state and of larger corporations. Hearkening back to the arguments of prewar
advocates of German Weltpolitik, Jacobi regarded wartime Mitteleuropa plans as
harmful for German economic elites, since he feared that a Central European
79
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economic bloc would trigger the Entente to ban German firms from colonial
markets.84 He naively believed that economic rationality would inspire France to
cooperate with German businesses after the war, even if Germany pushed for the
sequester and liquidation of French firms on its territory.85 Ultimately, Jacobi decided
not to openly criticize the government for these measures; yet his castigation of state
intervention into the economy served as an implicit expression of discontent over
sequesters and liquidations.

The Economic Casualties of the War in Alsace-Lorraine: The Alsatian Textile
Industry and Liquidated Enemy Companies
The wartime history of Upper-Alsace’s textile industry illustrates the
tribulations of the economic elites who derived their income from materials and
products that were increasingly absent in Germany due to the blockade. The large
Mühlhausen/Mulhouse textile plants had to decrease their production after 1914, and
most of them shut down by 1917. More than anything else, the overrepresentation of
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the Alsatian industrial aristocracy in the sidelined textile industry could have led some
contemporary Alsatians to believe that the government was aiming at deindustrializing
the Reichsland. Only a fraction of “Old Germans” invested in the Mülhausen
(Mulhouse) textile business after 1871. Furthermore, the city’s economic elites had
longstanding commercial relations with France, which placed the industry at a
disadvantage when it came to lobbying.
Following the massive shut down of textile plants in Alsace in 1916, the
Association of Mühlhausen Textile Industrialists adopted a unique plan to salvage the
industry and employ the thousands of workers who had lost their jobs in the region.
The Association changed its name to Pagaschuh Ltd. (Paga), an abbreviation for
“paper yarn shoes” (Papiergarnschuhe).86 The company now functioned as a unit of
the city’s War Relief Office (Stadtische Kriegsfürsorge), which provided it with
administrative protection, and it was co-owned by the municipality and various
industrialists of the region.87 The links between the city’s industrial elites and the
municipal administration were thus apparent.
The Pagaschuh factory opened in March 1917, with 8 officials and 118 female
workers. By May of that year, it employed 730 workers, by August 1,525, and by
December 2,193, attesting to the increase in the production of shoes.88 In addition,
another 400 workers found employment in the large prewar textile concern of the
Dollfuss and Mieg families. By December 1917, the Pagaschuh company managed to
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produce between 2,000 and 2,400 paper shoes daily without the use of complex
machines. In 1917 alone, the company produced 400,000 shoes, and due to shortages
in the hinterland and commercial representation in Berlin, most of the paper shoes
were sold for German civilian populations, producing an income of over one and a
half million marks, and saving Mühlhausen over 450,000 marks in welfare payments.
The Paga factory made over 100,000 marks of profit in 1917, which the city and the
shareholding industrialists donated for charitable purposes.
The success of Pagaschuh resulted in numerous conflicts with competitors,
both in Alsace-Lorraine and Germany. An Alsatian paper shoe producer in Lower
Alsace denounced Pagaschuh to the auditor of Strassburg, claiming that the company
used schoolteachers in classrooms to advertise its products.89 While the company
portrayed itself as laboring for “the benefit of mankind,” in reality, Weyl suggested, it
used POWs as cheap laborers and its owners made huge profits.90
As early as July 18, 1917, one of the Bundesrat’s economic committees
ordered the shutdown of Pagaschuh citing a lack of resources.91 Due to the
intervention of the “Old German” Statthalter of Alsace-Lorraine, Johann Dallwitz, the
company was allowed to continue its operations as a non-profit and charitable
undertaking.92 Yet in the summer 1917, Pagaschuch was placed under the direction of
a shoe company in Pfalz, Germany, which put increased caps on the production and
distribution of its new Alsatian branch. The mother company banned the Paga’s
89
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managers from directly contacting its former clients, while cancelling the distribution
of its shoe stocks. These actions led to Paga’s inability to carry out its previous
contracts in the value of 3 million marks.93
Meanwhile, the management of Paga felt that the German war offices and
economic administration were discriminating against the company. They complained
in July 1918 to the state secretary of the Reich’s office for the economy: “we hoped
that […] the related organs would support our production of ersatz shoes.
Unfortunately the opposite was the case. The Supervisory Committee of the Shoe
Industry and its organs, as well as the War Committee for Textile Ersatz Materials
have thrown greater and greater obstacles in the way of our production.” The directors
made it clear to the secretary of state that unless the company received less
interference from war committees, and more support from the administration, it would
have to shut down, causing the unemployment of hundreds of women.94
Despite the efforts of its directors, by the time the war ended, the Paga
company had substantially decreased production and was close to extinction. Still, its
rise and decline during the war shows how the Statthalter could and did intervene in
the interest of Alsace-Lorraine firms, even for a company Paga, which had no “Old
German” owners. Despite centralization measures, municipalities under the control of
the “notables,” at least in Mülhausen, had the resources and power to intervene in the
interest of local entrepreneurs by providing tax exempt status, capital, and resources,
even if only temporarily. Although the tension between the secretary of state and the
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director of Pagaschuh was apparent, neither framed the clash as one between
“Germans” and “Alsatians and Lorrainers.” The subordination of the firm to a
company in Germany reflected the marginalization of Alsace-Lorraine in economic
policy making. Still, the textile industry had dismal prospects regardless of who
owned the firms due to the lack of raw materials.
The Alsace-Lorraine companies that suffered the most during the war were
those partially or fully owned by Entente citizens or corporations. In addition, at least
initially, Alsace-Lorraine companies with branches in France were subject to
tribulations, as well. A comprehensive study of the implementation of expropriations
in France and Germany has yet to be written. According to the 1899 Hague
Convention signed by all belligerents, seizing, expropriating, and liquidating enemy
property was illegal, but could be carried out as a measure of retaliation.95 Who did it
first thus mattered considerably, especially in Alsace-Lorraine, where expropriations
continued well into the 1920s, were directed against German companies.96
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Despite competing claims regarding the onset of economic discrimination
against enemy citizens, the origin of measures against enemy property is difficult to
determine. First, because legislators among the belligerent countries only responded
belatedly to the spontaneous waves of violence against enemy property that
accompanied the outbreak of the war. Moreover, certain local courts, especially in
France, as well as banks in France and Britain, initiated actions even before laws and
decrees on enemy property came into force.97 Thus, legislation against enemy property
does not mark the beginning of economic discrimination. Second, legal measures
against enemy property were in place in all countries at war by the end of automn
1914, and the time gap between British, French, and German legislation was only a
matter of a few months. In chronological order, Great Britain passed the first
economic legislation against German property on August 5, 1914.98 The Reich
followed with an ordinance on September 4, 1914 that imposed “state supervision” on
all enemy property.99 Whereas some French courts ordered custody of German assets
starting in August 1914, the first nation-wide French ordinance came into force only
on October 8, 1914.100 The different legal cultures of common law and civil law
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countries also explain why French courts could sequester with ease companies
registered in France but owned by German citizens.101 According to French law, these
companies counted as legally German.102 Still, the exigencies of the war soon eroded
distinctions between British, French, and German legal traditions of defining enemy
companies, and all states adopted what I call an “ethnicist” definition: a company
counted as an enemy entity even when only a fraction of its owners were citizens of
enemy countries.103
Initially both the German and French governments intended to retain
sequestered enemy companies intact, and to expropriate them as war reparations after
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their respective victories.104 As the French foreign minister put it in November 1914,
sequestrations of enemy assets did not “initiate from the concept of confiscation, [and
were] far from leading directly or indirectly to expropriation; […] they have to be
measures aimed at preserving the condition of the asset.”105
The legal basis for the expropriation of enemy property in Germany stemmed
from the enabling law of the Reichstag on August 4, 1914.106 Another ordinance on
September 4, 1914, empowered federal states and the Reichsland to place enemy
property under guardianship; enforcing this policy, however, was only made
mandatory by three decrees passed between October 22 and December 22, 1914.107
Based on this ordinance, the secretary of the Ministry for Alsace-Lorraine, Siegfried
von Roedern, ordered the district presidents of the Reichsland on September 14, 1914
to list foreign companies on their territories.108 In Alsace Lorraine, the Ministry for
Alsace-Lorraine initiated sequesters against “enemy” property in mid-September
1914.109
Whereas in Germany, expropriation measures emanated from the federal
government and the administration of federal states and the Reichsland, in France they
originated from court practices, which were subsequently codified by the
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government.110 French policies acknowledged exceptions to sequesters. For instance,
native Alsace-Lorraine residents, Poles, Czechs, and even Bulgarians received
exemptions.111 Transylvanian Romanians and Italians, however, did not.112
At first, the six major banks of the Reichsland received state-appointed
supervisors. Competition between German states and businesses and Alsace-Lorraine
companies likely played a role in determining which bank or company counted as an
enemy enterprise. For instance, it was the government of the Grand Duchy of
Oldenburg that denounced the Alsatian General Bank’s (Allgemeine Elsässische
Bankgesellschaft - AEB) “predominantly French character” to the Chancellor in early
September 1914.113 Before the chancellor had time to react, however, the Ministry for
Alsace-Lorraine, who was not informed of this accusation, had already nominated a
supervisor. The Chancellor, on the other hand, had no information about this action,
which shows how the overlapping hierarchies of administration led to ineffective
110
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bureaucratic procedures in the German hinterland after the outbreak of the war.114 The
AEB’s ties to France were widely known, since the bank had only separated from the
Paris bank Société Générale in 1881, and this Parisian bank retained right of
representation in the AEB’s supervisory board.115
The AEB protested in an increasingly aggressive manner against state
supervision. On September 24, a letter by the bank’s lawyer highlighted that only 3
out of 11 members of the AEB supervisory board were French citizens, the rest were
from the Reichsland.116 The board included important members of the Alsatian
business elite, such as textile industrialist Eduard A. Schlumberger and metal factory
owner Eugen de Dietrich.117 The petition also implied that sequestering the AEB’s
French shares would disadvantage German shareholders as well. In 1914, the General
Bank had been represented in the Frankfurt stock-exchange for twenty years and had
branches in the interior of Germany. Over half of its shares were held by AlsaceLorraine residents, while Germans from Germany owned 20 percent. The petition
further pointed out that French capitalists only possessed 10 percent of the bank’s
shares, while Belgians and neutrals held 15 percent. Finally, the bank pointed out that
other companies and banks of the Reichsland were partially French-owned, too.
The ministry disregarded the bank’s arguments and the AEB had to accept its
state-appointed supervisor, an advisor to the ministry of Alsace-Lorraine, on October
6, 1914. The following day, the AEB filed another petition, and denounced two
Prussian mining corporations for having Entente affiliations, along with the German114
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South-American Bank and the two largest banks of the German Empire, the DiskontoGesellschaft and the Deutsche Bank.118 On October 30, 1914, the bank forwarded to
the Ministry a letter it had received from Paris, in which one of the French board
members renounced his affiliation with the bank.119 Nevertheless, the bank remained
under supervision until the end of the war, although its liquidation, likely out of
respect for the interests of its German shareholders, was never ordered.120
Companies did what they could to prevent sequester, but the Reichsland
authorities made no exceptions. Strategies to achieve exemption varied. The director
and owner of the Strassburg bank Staehling and Valentin somewhat ironically invoked
the memory of his ancestor, the Reichstag deputy Gustav Adolf Bergmann, to
unsuccessfully prevent sequester.121 He neglected to mention, however, that Bergmann
had been one of the deputies who had contested the legitimacy of German sovereignty
in Alsace-Lorraine in the 1870s, which might explain why his petition was
unsuccessful. In the case of the Banque de Metz, it was the supervisory commissioner
who pointed out to his superiors that his job was unnecessary.122 “I have known this
bank for 30 years and never have I heard anything compromising its respectability.
Nor do I believe that the bank behaved in a manner hostile to Germany
(deutschfeindlich) in any possible way, even if its character cannot be described as
German-friendly (deutschfreundlich).”123 By way of conclusion, the commissioner
maintained that “the compulsory administration is neither necessary nor
118
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recommendable.”124
Still, several companies and the 6 major banks that had shareholders from
Entente states were put under forced administration by December 1914.125 By the
summer 1915, citizens had to report any assets they possessed that were owned by
Entente citizens.126 In Strasbourg alone, 263 buildings were thus seized and put under
an administrator.127 The liquidation of French property in Alsace-Lorraine only started
on March 24, 1917, 8 months after the ordinance on the liquidation of British
property.128 It was the local Ministry of Alsace-Lorraine, and not the Reich
government that supervised the liquidations. This situation created numerous conflicts
between “Old German” administrators and the majority of Alsace-Lorrainer and
French owners.129 “Old German” industrialists toured Alsace-Lorraine and bought up
liquidated firms, even though the wartime shortages of raw materials and the gradual
evacuation of Alsace-Lorraine factories diminished any profits.130
Following the 1914 legislation against enemy property, the belligerents
ratcheted up the intensity of economic measures against enemy property in 1916,
when both the Entente states and Germany ordered the liquidation of sequestered
enemy property. While sequesters were initiated by Germany, it was the Entente that
first began liquidating the property of enemy citizens.131 The Paris Economic
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Conference of the Entente powers in 1916 was crucial in this regard, since the allies
agreed to step up trade restrictions and economic measures against the Central
Powers.132 It was the UK that first enabled the liquidation of enemy companies with
the Amendment Act of January 27, 1916.133 In an ineffective gesture of retaliation,
the Reich government ordered the liquidation of British companies on July 31, 1916.
Orders followed to liquidate French possessions, mostly in Alsace-Lorraine. In
Alsace-Lorraine, the Ministry of Alsace-Lorraine initiated sequesters against enemy
property in mid-September 1914. The Reichsland’s government often relied on
denunciations to spot enemy companies.134
The Reich’s government planned to reimburse some of the losses suffered by
the German companies it shuttered due to lack of resources from the profits of heavy
industry and other functioning businesses. Yet, as of July 1917, most of the
compensation had not been paid out to Alsace-Lorraine firms.135 The Alsace-Lorraine
Syndicate of Industrialists intervened, without success, while one of its advisors
lamented that the Reichsland was the stepchild of Germany.136
French policies against German-owned companies and German citizens on
French soil were just as radical as German treatment of French subjects, even though
the Paris government passed liquidation measures against German property 8 months
before Germany implemented the liquidation of French assets. Alsace-Lorraine
132
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companies in France were an exception in this regard, as French courts privileged
them from the outset. During the war, it was impossible to establish whether the
owners of a certain company were “Old Germans” or Alsatians and Lorrainers, as the
necessary documentation about shareholders was not extant. French courts were
generous to Reichsland businesses. Out of the 4,000 enemy companies that they
sequestered, only ten belonged to Alsace-Lorrainers. Furthermore, only one out of
these 10 companies had to endure liquidation, while the rest could function
undisturbed throughout the war, similar to French companies.137

Eliminating Alsace-Lorraine: Partition and Settlement Plans and the Alliance of
“Old German” and Native Elites
Wartime measures of internment, military rule, forced shutdown, liquidation,
and centralization disrupted the social and economic fabric of Alsace-Lorraine more
than other parts of Germany. Bearing witness to destruction and social changes, many
industrialists and politicians saw the war as a possibility to remake the Reichsland’s
society and economy. These plans carried weight, since they influenced postwar
reconstruction and impacted politics and diplomacy well into the interwar period. One
common feature of German and French plans for remaking the economy of postwar
Alsace-Lorraine was the idea that the nation-state and ethnic groups loyal to it needed
to be empowered through economic means.
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The region’s business elites and the returning Alsace-Lorraine soldiers had
little to hope for the postwar pax germanica, as the government’s and army’s planned
germanization programs primarily benefitted “Old Germans.” Starting in 1914, the
Statthalter, the army, the King of Bavaria and various politicians lobbied for the
incorporation of Alsace-Lorraine into neighboring German states.138 Ironically, one of
the authors of the Reichsland’s 1911 constitution, state secretary for the interior
Klemens von Delbrück, was among those who advocated partition or elimination after
1914. Von Delbrück was part of a group within the German administration that
formulated plans to divide the Reichsland among neighboring states; other plans
included the incorporation of the region into Prussia.139 As the Prussian government
increasingly marginalized smaller states, including Bavaria and Baden, by 1917,
Prussia remained the only contender for Alsace-Lorraine.140 Hindenburg, the Kaiser,
Ludendorff, Chancellor Georg von Hertling, and Statthalter Johann von Dallwitz
supported the incorporation of the Reichsland into Prussia.141 The unification of the
Rhineland and Lorraine industrial areas under Prussian administration was also a
demand of the Association of German Iron and Steel Industrialists.142 Certain “Old
German” politicians and industrialists in Lorraine also supported the unification since
they hoped to thus prevent French annexation, or the use of the region by the German
government as a bargaining chip with the Entente.143 “Old German” industrialists from
Alsace-Lorraine, by contrast, opposed the absorption plans since they feared that the
138
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consolidation of light industry in Germany would result in the marginalization of
Alsace-Lorraine industry by their counterparts in federal states.144
The Reichsland’s partition never materialized during the war. Time, a major
enemy of the German army during the war, did not allow for it. The government was
more successful with the expropriation of French private property, which it wrongly
believed to be worth as much as 1.5 billion marks, or 24 percent of Alsace-Lorraine’s
national wealth. Twenty-four Prussian industrialists and mine owners founded the
Westmark corporation on December 14, 1917 in Berlin with an initial capital of 7.5
million marks. The Westmark worked under the supervision of the chancellor.145 The
main purpose of the company was to bring German colonists to French-speaking
Western Lorraine, and subsequently to Alsace, following the army’s demand for the
expulsion of French-speakers from the border area.146 The Westmark’s formation
corresponded to the increased grip of the Supreme Command (Oberste Heeresleitung OHC) on German society and politics starting in the spring of 1917. It was the OHC’s
Second Quartermaster-General Viktor Hahndorff who organized a secret conference in
Bingen in June 1917, in which he convinced the Reichsland’s and the Reich’s top
officials to support the army’s program for the radical germanization of Alsace-
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Lorraine.147 Industrialists like the Krupp family supported the Westmark since they
wanted to acquire French mines and factories in Lorraine.148
The chancellery’s ties to the Westmark corporation was nonetheless subject to
criticism in the Reichstag. The leader of the Catholic Center Party, Mathias Erzberger,
decried the idea of colonization, likely fearing an influx of Protestants.149 Others
suggested substituting the Westmark for another colonization company under the
supervision of Alsatian elites.150 The transfer of sequestered French property to
German hands played a key part in germanization plans.151 As with the partition of
Alsace-Lorraine, lack of time prevented the planned acquisition of 25,000 hectares of
land. As late as September 1918, the Westmark acquired three buildings in Sarrebourg,
Lorraine destined for colonists, but there was no time to settle ethnic Germans in
them.152
Other repressive measures of the German army included banning the French
language on streets, restricting French liturgies in churches and synagogues, and
banning the distribution of Austro-Hungarian and certain German newspapers in
Alsace-Lorraine. The military’s grip on Alsace-Lorraine and censorship was more
pronounced in the Reichsland than in many other regions of Germany and AustriaHungary. The fact that the totality of oppressive German policies upset all political
parties and elite groups explains why many Reichsland politicians and bishops refused
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to take the oath of allegiance to Germany. The German administrations called for such
a pledge in response to French Prime Minister Alexandre Ribot’s June 1917
declaration on the planned re-annexation of Alsace-Lorraine.153
Plans to absorb Alsace-Lorraine into Prussia and other federal states had been
circulating in the German press since 1914, peaking in 1916 and 1918; the Landtag
was never allowed to formally discuss these plans.154 This proposed division alarmed
all political parties, “Old German” and autochthonous politicians and businessmen
alike.155 The Center party feared the absorption of Catholic Alsatians and Lorrainers
into Protestant Prussia, and longed for a Catholic monarch as the administrative head
of Alsace-Lorraine within the Reich.156 Francophile socialists like Jacques Peirotes
would have preferred a semi-autonomous republic of Alsace-Lorraine, as part of the
Reich, while germanophile liberals such as Georg Wolf demanded the elevation of
Alsace-Lorraine to the rank of a constitutional Bundesstaat.157 The debates
surrounding the Reichsland’s constitutional status, the laws of exception and the
internments by the military had immediate consequences on the region’s economic life
as well. As one of the Center Party’s politicians noted, germanization policies and
trials against enemy aliens amounted to the “economic revolutionalizing”
(volskswirtschaftlichen Revolutionierung) of Alsace-Lorraine and the restructuring of
its society.158
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Eugen Jacobi and Karl Adler from the Adler and Oppenheimer firm, Alsatian
and Lorraine businessmen, and the “Old German” administration of Alsace-Lorraine
joined forces to form a loyal opposition against absorption measures and the
expansion of German firms into Alsace-Lorraine. Their alliance emerged from
frustrations with partition plans that were widely discussed in the German press in
1916 and 1917. The organization that articulated their protest was the Association for
the Rebuilding of Alsatian Industries and Businesses (Verband zum Wiederaufbau von
Industrie und Gewerbe im Elsass), which came into being in April 1917. Similar to the
tone of Jacobi’s lecture, the Verband articulated political discontent by attacking the
administration’s handling of economic developments in Alsace-Lorraine.159 Ernst
Zander, an engineer employed by the De Dietrich firm, became one the most vocal
spokespersons for the association.160 The “Old German” Zander was the director of the
War Office’s Upper Alsace machine distribution unit, and thus had first-hand
experience of the transformation of the Reichsland’s economy.161 Zander witnessed
how the German army took machines, such as electric motors as well as raw materials,
from Alsace-Lorraine, by referring to the threat of enemy occupation. He also noted
that skilled workers tended to follow the machines. Without mentioning statistics or
sources, the engineer lamented that the military ordered the shuttering of
proportionately more companies in Alsace-Lorraine than in other regions.162
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In his memorandum to the civilian administration of the region, Zander warned
that many industrialists, even those whose “pro-German conviction was
unquestionable before the war,” now contemplated leaving the Reichsland. “Their
disheartenment does not stem from political opposition, but from economic concerns
about the future.”163 Zander intended the Verband to be a self-help organization that
encouraged and enabled industrialists to remain in the region.164 He identified Karl
Adler, the Oppenheimer family, and Eugen Jacobi as the “Old German” industrialists
whose participation was especially important for the Verband.165 Although the firms
of Adler and Oppenheimer and Wolff, Netter, and Jacobi were not suffering from the
consequences of the war, Zander hoped that they would “provide encouragement to
industrialists, regardless of their place of origin.”166 Zander thus hoped to bridge the
divide between Alsatian and “Old German” elites and unite them to act in favor of the
Reichsland.
Zander’s Verband had ambiguous politics from the outset. It was critical of the
Reich for treating Alsace-Lorraine as a “stepchild.” Yet the association also castigated
the un-German behavior of many Alsatians and Lorrainers.167 Zander grew bitter with
the attitude of Germans in Germany towards the region. Instead of supporting the
Reichsland, “the only thing one hears in the Reich about Alsace-Lorraine is the critical
views on the ‘ungratefulness’ of Alsatians and Lorrainers.”168 Accordingly, the
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disloyalty of some in Alsace provided a reason for discriminating against the
Reichsland.
As a remedy, Zander proposed the elimination of Alsace-Lorraine’s political
diversity and called on industrialists to rally to the German cause:

For the sake of successful work and the necessary unity of economic will in
our land, […] the entirety of Alsace-Lorraine’s population needs to clearly,
unambiguously, and without reservation join German economic life and the
essence of German Kultur. Any half measure in this regard hurts us now and in
the future considerably more than it did in the past. Only once we have won
the trust of at least the unprejudiced Germans can we hope that the Reich
respects our economic specificity and natural wealth.169

In addition, Zander claimed that occupied East Prussia received generous support from
Prussia and the Reich, while Germans were ignorant of the Reichsland’s suffering and
refused to compensate the region for its losses.170 At the end of the war, AlsaceLorraine would thus be “utterly destitute” (blutarm), while the Reich’s orientation
toward Mitteleuropa and the Balkans would marginalize the region’s economy.171
Like Jacobi, Zander assumed Germany would win the war, and he lamented
the eastern orientation of Germany’s economic life. As he stated, “The growing
popularity of the Central European economic ideal has greatly shifted the gaze of
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Germany towards the southeast. New commercial roads will spring up from Berlin
through Budapest and the Balkans to Asia Minor […]. As a result, it can be feared that
Alsace-Lorraine is pushed into Germany’s blind spot.”172 Still Zander applauded
Germany’s annexationist policies in Eastern Europe, since in his understanding,
eastern expansion was predicated upon the stability of Germany’s western borders,
which would assure good Franco-German business relations after the war.173
While Zander lamented the forced closure of companies and the transportation
of machines from the Reichsland to the German interior, he conceded that the threat of
aerial bombing made Alsace-Lorraine and western Germany risky and dangerous
regions for postwar industrial investment.174 Despite Germany’s disregard for
international laws of war during the war, Zander proposed an international agreement
banning bombing behind the “front lines” in future wars.175
By the spring and summer of 1918, when plans to partition Alsace-Lorraine
became common knowledge, the Verband had become the most important proGerman association that resisted these plans, since it feared the marginalization of
Alsace-Lorraine companies by large Prussian trusts, and the diminution of political
autonomy from which pro-German elites had profited after 1871. By 1918, the
municipalities and chambers of commerce of Mühlhausen, Strassburg and Colmar
joined the association, along with “Old German,” Alsatian and some Lorrainer
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industrialists.176 As late as July 1918, the Verband tried to lobby through the Alsatian
mayor of Strassburg, Rudolf Schwander, against partition.177 The author of the
memorandum, likely Zander, stressed that the Verband did not engage in politics, and
only criticized the partition on economic grounds, which showed the impossibility of
articulating political criticism even for loyal pro-German elites in the environment of
suspicion brought about by the war in Alsace-Lorraine.178 The Verband warned that it
was the Reich that would lose financially with the partition, since it would have to
write off its past investments in the creation of a unified Imperial Territory.179
Furthermore, the Verband claimed that Alsatian businesses would suffer from
the consequences of the partition of the railroad and canal system, as well as the
division of the chambers of commerce.180 The memorandum reiterated the prewar
fears regarding the Alsatian textile industry’s decline within Germany. Cut off from
France, and incorporated into Baden and Bavaria, the expensive quality products made
in Alsace-Lorraine would lose their markets. The memorandum also revealed the deep
rifts between the industrialists of Alsace-Lorraine and neighboring German states. As
they complained, the unfriendly attitude of Baden’s large industries towards Alsace
came to the fore with unexpected intensity.”181 By the summer of 1918, conflicts
between the Reichsland’s industrialists and economic elites and the administrations of
neighboring German states were ubiquitous. “Old Germans” like Zander and the
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native elites of Alsace-Lorraine felt equally marginalized. The Verband had among its
members the Reichsland’s top administrators, which provided more leverage to its
demands. The notables of Alsace-Lorraine, not to mention the owners of sequestered
and liquidated companies, had considerably fewer opportunities to voice their
concerns. Ultimately, however, the views of the Verband as well as those of the
notables were disregarded by the German federal government, partially as a result of
the increasing grip of the German general staff on German politics and partially
because the end of the war prevented the administration from embarking on the actual
reorganization of Alsace-Lorraine.

French Plans to Eliminate Alsace-Lorraine and Expel “Old Germans”
In the meantime, the French government, French experts and AlsaceLorraine’s pro-French political elite who had fled to France after the outbreak of the
war, including the liberal Daniel Blumenthal and the Catholic abbé Émile Wetterlé,
embarked on creating a blueprint for a postwar French Alsace-Lorraine. The
Committee on Alsace-Lorraine (Conférence d'Alsace-Lorraine) – a French
government organ (1915-1919) in charge of providing policy suggestions about the
administrative, economic, military, and educational issues of the region – was also one
of the commissions that informed the actions of the French government at the peace
conference on issues pertaining to Alsace-Lorraine. The background of the
committee’s members assured its political importance. Its president was former Prime
Minister Louis Barthou (1913), while the Committee’s members included Jules
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Cambon, the head of the political section of the French foreign ministry, and other
diplomats, politicians, and top-ranking military officers. The members met every
Monday in the palace of the French foreign ministry on the Quai d’Orsay.
From the onset of the World War, the French administration tried to introduce
a differentiation between Alsace-Lorraine’s “German” and native populations.
Everyone who had immigrated to the region from Germany and their descendants,
counted as undesirables for the French government, while the rest of Alsatians and
Lorrainers, the majority of the population, received privileges. These privileges
affected POWs from Alsace-Lorraine, whom the French army had captured, the
population on the sliver of land that France conquered from Alsace in fall 1914, as
well as émigrés from the region who happened to find themselves in France when
hostilities broke out. In addition, the property of Alsace-Lorrainers in France was also
exempt from the sequester of German assets. Who counted as a native AlsaceLorrainer was the subject of discussions throughout the war. The Committee on
Alsace-Lorraine decided as early as April 26, 1915, that the residents of AlsaceLorraine would receive French nationality automatically after the region’s “return” to
France.182
The minutes of the committee show that there were simultaneous endeavors on
the part of the French government throughout the war to court Alsace-Lorraine elites,
and to identify German elites and their descendants with the aim of expelling them.
The Committee on Alsace-Lorraine, however, could not precisely define the
boundaries between the two groups. While the members tried to cast the original
182
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population of Alsace-Lorraine as purely French, in contrast to Germans who
immigrated to the region after 1871, as this differentiation did not match the region’s
history of multifaceted connections with Germany and its population.183
All members agreed that Germans who immigrated to the region after 1918
were by default enemies of the French nation, yet the committee sharply distinguished
between the “elite” and the “proletariat” of Alsace-Lorraine Germans. French
discrimination against Germans was thus not a primarily “racially” motivated issue:
German descent by itself would not automatically inflict harsh discrimination or
expulsion, unless it went hand in hand with wealth, high social status, or nationalist
activism. Still, distinctions were difficult to establish and even more difficult to carry
out.
As much as French discussions were about ethnicity, they were also about
property rights. One overlooked aspect of wartime and postwar policies is the extent to
which concerns with German economic influence were central to French policymaking regarding Alsace-Lorraine. A week after the French army marched into
Alsace-Lorraine, the committee was still debating the fate of Germans and their
property.
In a report on military duties, a French expert made it explicit that the German
“elites” were personae non gratae, while the “proletariat” would be allowed to find a
place in postwar France as a class of unskilled laborers. “There is a large contingent of
Germans [in Alsace-Lorraine] with whom we need to deal by limiting its Germanic
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action (elite), and by using its manual labor for the purposes of postwar reconstruction
(proletariat).”184 Georges Weill, a prewar socialist Alsace-Lorraine politician, pointed
to the contradictions between the French policy directed against the German
population, and the region’s need for German workers. “On the one hand, we are
interested in keeping the German workers, on the other hand, we want the German
industrialists and businessmen, who have a significant influence, to leave.”185 Thus,
the primary target of French discrimination would not be German culture or German
language, but the German property-owning class of the region.
As for marginalizing the influence of German elites, the members of the
committee articulated multiple solutions. One option would be the expulsion of the
upper strata of the German population. The German citizenship of the elite served as a
possible ground for expelling the “hostile” elements of the local population. Yet
expulsion did not fully solve the problem of elites. Given that the distinguishing
feature of the elite was that it was not simply composed of easily movable human
bodies, but a complex network of moveable and immovable property, such as mines,
buildings, stocks, bonds, and land, the committee realized that expulsion in itself
would not solve the question of German elites. Accordingly, Auguste Souchon, a law
professor at the Sorbonne and an expert on economic law argued that “the personal
situation” of Germans and the “future of [their] assets”186 were two different issues: he
deemed the expulsion of Germans a facile administrative move, while the liquidation
of property required special attention and posed complex questions. He thus saw
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expulsion as a catalyst and a first step on the path to the total expropriation of the
assets of the region’s German elite.187
Georges Weill suggested that France treat the question of German elites as a
domestic issue. He proposed that France grant Alsace-Lorraine Germans limited
citizenship rights, thus creating what he called a “subaltern class,” devoid of “political
rights.” Weill argued that the presence of over 300,000 German citizens in France
would create constant tensions with Germany and might provoke their government to
come to their aid.188
Souchon acknowledged the “force” in Weill’s argumentation, yet he raised his
objections claiming that “[i]t would be difficult, one has to admit, to grant them
diminished citizenship rights. This would entail making them similar to indigenous
populations, such as Algerians or the Congolese, even inferior to the Senegalese, who
are French citizens. Neither international public opinion nor our Allies would tolerate
this.” This was not the first instance in which members of the committee made
comparisons between Alsace-Lorraine and the colonial world. Albert Thomas, for
instance, drew parallels in 1917 between British empire-building and French territorial
aspirations, “similar to how England and the Dominions cast their eyes on the German
colonies, likewise the British understand that our intentions with Alsace-Lorraine are
similar.”189 Souchon suggested that France not grant French citizenship rights to all
Alsace-Lorraine Germans; naturalization, in his view, should be a reward and a tool to
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keep Germans loyal.190
The committee was still discussing the fate of enemy elites and their assets
when the French army marched into Alsace and Lorraine, less than two weeks after
the armistice. Although the Conférence d’Alsace-Lorraine had prepared studies for
both minor and major issues that the French occupiers might encounter in the region,
the army disregarded many of these suggestions and instead implemented more radical
policies, such as the immediate sequester of German companies, and the hasty
currency exchange, the subject of chapters 7 and 8.

Conclusions
The actions of the German army and governments in Alsace-Lorraine during
the First World War caused disruptions in the region’s economy and diminished the
status of both native and “Old German” economic elites. Nonetheless, the French
government engaged in comparable measures soon after it occupied the region in
November 1918. One lesson of the war was that it was harmful for the economy to
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transfer the national categorization system from people to companies: the nationality
of companies proved difficult to determine, and the sequesters initiated by the German
army harmed native and German-owned business alike. The ensuing decline in
production, in turn, impacted the war economy negatively.
Despite the persistent differences between Alsatian and “Old German”
economic elites, the two groups were more united at the end of the war than ever
before, this instance of cooperation was buried under the rhetoric of “return” to France
after 1918. In addition, the profitability of many Alsatian firms contributing to the
Reich’s war effort was similarly stymied by the rhetoric of German oppression. The
war also showed that business elites, such as the germanophile Eugene Jacobi or the
francophile De Dietrichs, had strong political opinions, but these views did not
interfere with the business practices of their firms. Regardless of the political views of
the management, who were critical of at least some German actions, business elites
cooperated with the German army.
Although usually studied separately, wartime French and German plans of
social engineering showed remarkably similarities. Both governments aimed at
dismantling Alsace-Lorraine, absorbing it administratively into the nation-state,
initiating measures of large-scale ethnic discrimination, including expulsion and
resettlement, and placing undesirable minorities at an economic disadvantage. During
the war, the German army and government embarked on fulfilling its visions, under
the serious limitations of wartime shortages, the proximity of the frontline, ineffective
administration, and pushback from Reichstag politicians. Whereas the French
government successfully recruited a large section of Alsace-Lorraine’s political elites
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and populations to its side by 1918, the German army and government alienated even
the region’s Germans with economic and administrative centralization, the formation
of war companies, and unnecessary clashes with the mostly “Old German” civilian
administration. Whereas the Adler and Oppenheimer and Wolff, Netter, and Jacobi
firms reaped the rewards of the war economy by furnishing the German army, they
could not influence the policies of the German government, which filled them with
uncertainty about the future. The Verband that “Old German” and Alsatian
industrialists formed to protest against the government’s plans on Alsace-Lorraine was
a symptom of this sense of insecurity. Offering wartime profits without a degree of
political autonomy, on the other hand, did not suffice to win over Alsatian elites such
as the De Dietrichs to the German side.
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CHAPTER 4
ELITES AT WAR: STATE-LED INDUSTRIALIZATION, ETHNIC
DISCRIMINATION, AND THE PROSPERITY OF ELITES DURING THE “LONG
FIRST WORLD WAR” IN TRANSYLVANIA (1914-1920)
In his widely acclaimed Capital in the Twenty-First Century, Thomas Piketty
has pointed out the significance of the First World War in reducing wealth and thus
economic inequality between the elites and the rest of the population by the
destruction of assets and capital in Europe.1 Building on the work of Charles Maier,
David Landes, Michel Hau, and others, I explore how economic elites and family
firms managed to retain their social status amidst the destruction of capital and rise of
inflation that Piketty has described.2 I will continue the story of the Renner tannery in
Transylvania, and explore why the First World War brought about rapid import
substitution industrialization in the Central Powers, which was deeply connected to the
destruction on the front lines.
Wartime destruction was thus geographically and temporally uneven: while
regions around the front lines and occupied territories – such as northeastern France,
Galicia, Romania, or Serbia – suffered from the devastation of private and public
1
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wealth, industrialists that supplied armies remained prosperous, especially if their
assets were located far from belligerent armies, like in the case of the Renner firm.3
Furthermore, the First World War produced different outcomes for industries based on
their access to raw materials. Even thought I will focus below on one company, the
Renner tannery, it is important to keep in mind that there were many other “war
millionaires” in Austria-Hungary and Germany as well.4 Owners of large banks, steel
plants, coal mines, paper factories, tanneries, and food processing businesses raked in
enormous profits, especially in the first period of the war, when raw materials were
still readily available.5 By contrast, companies in construction, textiles, iron mining,
oil refining, electric engineering, and many other branches of the industry declined or
stagnated due to the shortage of raw materials and labor.6
The First World War brought about fast-paced industrialization and the
escalation of discriminatory ethnic policies in Transylvania, both of which
substantially shaped the political and economic debates of the interwar period.
Transylvania was among the least industrialized regions of the Hungarian Kingdom on
the eve of the First World War, which made the wartime boom seem even more
spectacular.7 The modernization of this formerly agrarian and economically peripheral
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region of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy strengthened the region’s mostly Magyar
and German business elites, which profited most from the First World War.8
I will show how economic elites became increasingly dependent on the state
and large war corporations. I will also trace how the World War pushed economic
means of ethnic discrimination by the Hungarian state to the foreground, and how
policies initially aimed at the Romanian minority of Transylvania had also
repercussions for Magyar populations and other parts of Hungary. Hungarian policies
were similar to anti-French measures by the German government in Alsace-Lorraine,
pointing to the radicalization of minority politics among the Central Powers by 1917.
In 1916, the Kingdom of Romania formed an alliance with the Entente, declared war
on Austria-Hungary and Germany and launched an unsuccessful attack against
Transylvania. The Budapest government used the attack as a pretext to nip the
formation of Romanian elites and middle classes in the bud.
Even though the ratio of Romanians in key administrative positions remained
considerably lower than their share of Transylvania’s population, it is remarkable that
by 1914, a considerable portion of the Romanian intelligentsia was loyal to the
Hungarian state and well-networked among Magyar intellectuals, civil servants, and
gentries.9 Some ethnic Romanian landowners and civil servants backed the Magyar
prime minister István Tisza’s Party of National Work (1910-1917).10
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Whereas in 1912, the Renner company was highly profitable, problems started
in the following year and the Renner tannery was unable to recover until the outbreak
of the war. After registering 264,000 crowns of profit in 1912, profits dropped to
27,000 crowns the following year, and the company was unable to attract shareholders
to raise its paid-up capital to 500,000 crowns.11 As the economic crisis set in, orders
dried up. The annual report from year 1914 asserted, “we worked with strong faith and
will, and we believed in the value of self-conscious, careful work. Instead of pursuing
instantaneous profit, we made our business more economical and our products more
refined.”12 The audience of the annual report, however, was the distressed
shareholders of the firm, which explains why the management used an optimistic
language that covered up a sharp decrease in profits.
The crisis of the Renner tannery was not unique to the company. The year
1913 ushered in a period of economic decline in Hungary, the Monarchy, and
Europe.13 The economic crisis and fears from an upcoming war manifested themselves
through the withdrawal of foreign capital from Hungary in the wake of the Balkan
Wars; the shortage of capital, in turn, propelled an increase in the cost of borrowing
and living.14 Available pools of state-owned capital and the reserves of large banks fed
into ratcheting up the output of heavy industries such as weapon production.15
The First World War ended the economic crisis and proved a boon to many
industrial companies in both Germany and Austria-Hungary. Capitalists with
11
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investments in tanning were especially fortunate as the Central Powers possessed
sizeable cattle stocks and leather reserves, unlike textile industrialists and glassmakers,
most of whom had to shut down their factories in Transylvania and elsewhere in the
Central Powers.16 Tanneries were key for the war economy, as soldiers’ boots, straps,
belts, helmets, bullet containers, and backpacks were partially or fully made of leather.
The outbreak of the war thus immediately put the Renner company on an
upward trajectory. As early as the fall of 1914, the Renner tannery switched to
exclusively catering to the Austro-Hungarian military’s demands. Between 1914 and
1915, the company’s yearly profits increased from 27,000 crowns to 189,000 crowns,
while in 1918, they reached one million crowns.17 In 1917, the tannery raised its
capital to two million crowns, and in the economically most difficult war year, 1918,
the company managed to raise another 3 million crowns, ratcheting up its paid-up
capital, the equity it received from shareholders, to 5 million. Five million crowns
represented around $500,000 or 120,000 Swiss francs at the time.18 Inflation and the
rise in the provisioning of raw materials, nonetheless, undercut this profit, as Max
Schulze has pointed out, since inflation was slower in Hungary than in Austria.19
Wartime profits enabled the construction of new factory units and workers’ housing
on a 12-acre plot, which the firm received free of charge from the Kolozsvár
municipality in 1917.20
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The effective naval blockade of the Central Powers by Great Britain
contributed to the expansion of the Renner tannery: the resulting import-substitution
industrialization and the minimal taxation of war profits in Hungary enabled the firm’s
ascent to the ranks of the largest tannery in the country. According to political
economist Stephan Haggard, import substitution is “the economic process through
which local production displaces, or substitutes for, previously imported goods.”21
Import substitution was not a common practice in prewar Hungary, as most industrial
goods were available from Austria, or from abroad.
The price paid for war profits included the increasing subordination of the
management to large war corporations, along with the takeover of the firm by
Budapest banks and companies. The depletion of Hungary’s animal stocks and the
massive slaughter of cattle, calves, and sheep was yet another, often overlooked cost
of the wartime prosperity of tanneries. The lack of resources and the blockade forced
both Germany and the Dual Monarchy to embark on import substitution
industrialization; it was especially crucial for Hungary, as Austrian industrial products
became increasingly less available in Hungary between 1914 and 1918. The World
War brought about economic competition for increasingly scarce resources between
Austria and Hungary and the occasional reintroduction of customs tariffs between the
two components of the Dual Monarchy. A contemporary Hungarian economist
lamented, “the so-called ‘unified customs zone’ of the Monarchy has to be understood
in a restricted sense. The transport of a variety of food products, goods of primary
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necessity, and those needed for the military was not free at all between Austria and
Hungary.”22
In some cases, the Hungarian state and Hungarian companies bypassed Austria
and exported minerals such as aluminum, grains, cattle, and other goods directly to the
war corporations of the German Reich, which paid higher prices.23 Austria, on the
other hand, banned the export of certain industrial products to Hungary, including
finished leather, and it also introduced a tax on a variety of Hungarian export items.24
Regardless of Austrian-Hungarian internal economic competition, the
enormous needs of the joint army necessitated an intensification of Hungarian
industrial production. The least effective production facility and the last scrap of
leather, metal, and timber began to matter greatly amidst enormous shortages of
finished products.25 The Budapest war ministry attempted to maximize production,
and channeled commissions to regions like Transylvania, which used to produce less
efficiently than the central areas of Hungary or Austria. Still, the primary beneficiaries
of the war were Budapest- and Vienna-based industrial concerns, which soon turned
into behemoths. The Renner tannery’s new facilities and capacity to attract investors
through the issue of new shares made it an ideal partner for the war corporations.
By the second year of the war, the Monarchy’s capacity to borrow radically
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decreased, and its export and import markets closed down due to the blockade as well.
As Max-Stephan Schulze has noted, “[t]o the extent that Austria-Hungary did fight
this war on the cheap, that was not an outcome of choice, but of necessity in light of
inadequate resources.”26
Still, war spending was moderate only when compared to Germany, France,
and the United Kingdom.27 The Hungarian government borrowed substantially, and
together with the 38 percent decrease in agricultural production, and the loss of export
markets, the debts decreased the value of the crown by 23 percent after the first year of
the war, and over 40 percent by 1916. In order to make up for the trade deficit, the
Austro-Hungarian Bank lost three quarters of its metallic reserves by 1916, as national
debt soared from over 6 billion to 23 billion crowns by the end of the second war
year.28 Yet the ratio of national debt to gross domestic production increased from 62
percent in 1913, to 73 percent in 1916, attesting to the limited borrowing capacity of
the Dual Monarchy. During the last two years of the war, as credit sources dried up, so
did the ratio of national debt readjust to prewar levels. In 1918, it was close to 62
percent again. The capacity of Germany’s banks to extend credit to the Reich’s main
ally were limited: German banks provided only a little over 4 billion crowns of credit
during the war, which amounted to 4 percent of the Monarchy’s 1918 debt, the rest
26
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came from the reserves of domestic banks, as well as from war bonds of the
population, mostly the bourgeoisie.29
The Hungarian government’s reaction to the extension of the war was similar
to that of the German and Austrian administration: in early 1915, Prime Minister
Tisza’s government started to set up war corporations, which gradually became the
sole buyers and distributers of all raw materials and finished products. The Central
Leather Corporation (Bőrközpont) (CLC) bought up all raw leather in Hungary and
redistributed it to tanneries with instructions for finishing that corresponded to the
military’s needs.30 The CLC was placed under the ministers of commerce and war, as
well as Hungary’s so called honvéd army, and it made sure that tanners, businessmen,
and traders observed the 44 decrees and regulations that the government issued
pertaining to the leather industry between 1914 and 1917.31 Industrialists who tried to
fly under the radar of the CLC stopped receiving raw materials, which led to their
shutdown.32 Only leather rejected by the ministry of war could be transferred from the
CLC to a separate corporation, the Leather Supply Company (LSC) (Bőrbeszerzési
Rt.), which catered for civilian populations.33
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The tannery lobby often complained about the maximum prices that the two
war corporations established.34 In fact, the maximum prices were extraordinarily high,
and assured that even industrialists who produced lesser-quality finished leather
pocketed considerably more kronen or crowns than before the war.35 The Renners
were not the only industrialists that profited from the war effort. Despite shortages,
factory owners, military suppliers, skilled workers, and land-owning peasants
managed to amass fortunes by 1918. Even contemporary observers who did not
sympathize with the working class movement noticed that the bourgeoisie and
economic elites did especially well. A contemporary Transylvanian economic writer
observed, “Capital has become an enormous lord. Wartime prosperity has placed it on
a pedestal. It grew up and developed huge muscles. Capital lives in a twinkling palace,
sits on a purple throne, claims royal prerogatives, rules, and commands.”36
Unlike Great Britain and France, Austria-Hungary and Germany introduced
only minimal taxes on war profits.37 In Hungary, war profit taxes were calculated on
the basis of the ratio of the firm’s paid-up capital and profits. Thus, through raising the
company’s paid-up capital by issuing new shares, as the Renner tannery did, the
management was able to substantially decrease the firm’s tax obligations: with every
increase of the paid-up capital, the ratio of the firm’s capital to its profits became
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smaller.38 Anger against “war millionaires” easily morphed into frustrations with
“Germans” in Alsace-Lorraine, “Jews” in Vienna and Budapest, and with enriched
Romanian land owners in Transylvania.39 The Antisemitism of such figures as the
Hungarian Roman Catholic Bishop Ottokár Prohászka and anti-Romanian agitation
among Hungarian political elites showed remarkable similarities: both Jews and
Romanians were cast as unreliable and disloyal soldiers and war profiteers, who used
the First World War as an occasion to acquire wealth to the detriment of non-Jewish
Magyars.40
The price that the tannery paid for increasing production figures and stellar
profits was to become heavily dependent on Budapest-based companies and banks one
year before the takeover of the region by the Romanian army. Still, the company
needed Budapest banks for expansion, since not even the extra profits were sufficient
to finance its expansion. Transylvanian banks did not possess enough capital to
bankroll the company, either. The Renners also needed to establish direct connections
with the two Budapest war corporations that distributed raw leather and other
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materials, mediated army commissions, and lobbied for state support; partnership with
Budapest banks and companies served this purpose.41
The original founders of the Renner firm as well as other Transylvanian
capitalists retained less than one-third of the firm’s shares (see figure 24 and table 7).
One of the influential slaughterhouse owners and grain merchants of Budapest, József
Löbl acquired one-third of the company’s shares; it is likely that the Löbl and Son
Company channeled part of the raw leather it acquired to the Kolozsvár-based
tannery.42 The Vienna and Budapest-based Anglo-Austrian Bank and the Hungarian
Bank and Commercial Company, the latter of which was presided over by one of the
most influential bankers and businessmen of the capital city, Simon Krausz, both
acquired 18 percent of the shares.

Fig. 24. Budapest-based vs. Transylvanian Capital at the Renner Tannery in
November 1917
Transylva
nian
capital
31%

Budapest
banks and
companies
69%

Source: Clujana 1/1918, DJAN Cluj.
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Table 7. The shareholders of the Renner Tannery in 1917.
All Shares (n=3,891)
Budapest Shareholders (2,700 shares)
Hungarian Bank& Commercial Company (Simon Krausz)
József Löbl and Son Company
Anglo-Austrian Bank, Budapest
Transylvanian Shareholders (1,191 shares)
Renner Family
Farkas Group - Civic Savings Bank, Kolozsvár
Hecht Family
Other Transylvanian Capitalists
Source: Clujana 1/1918, DJAN Cluj.

Percentage of
All Shares (%)
(1917)
69%
18%
33%
18%
31%
9%
11%
9%
2%

The wartime expansion of the Renner tannery was predicated upon the
slaughter of hundreds of thousands of animals. As the death toll of soldiers increased,
so did the number of cattle, calf, and sheep slaughtered, pointing to yet another
unsettling process which connected the two fronts. In September 1914 alone, the
Renner tannery processed the skin and fur of 233,000 lambs and 40,000 sheep and
made them into military waistcoats and fur coats in preparation for fighting on the
cold, windy eastern front.43
In 1913, Hungary imported 81 million crowns worth of raw leather and leather
products, and exported similar goods worth 31 million crowns.44 By 1915, imports
increased to 121 million crowns, and exports to 82 million crowns. The increase in
exports of more than 50 million crowns was primarily enabled by the massive
slaughter of an increasingly broader range and larger quantity of animals. In the record
year of 1914, when the leather industry’s production skyrocketed, more than 177,000
43
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cattle were slaughtered; in 1917, this figure increased to 235,000.45 Furthermore, given
the joint Austrian-Hungarian customs union, the leather exported from Hungary to
Austria and vice versa did not even show up in contemporary statistics. Thus, the
amount of leather in circulation was higher than import and export figures suggest.
Until 1915, the army demanded only leather made of cattle, calf, and horse.46
The following year, it began demanding sheepskin, and in 1917, lambskin.47 While
there were shortages of almost everything by 1917, the amount of raw leather at the
disposal of the Hungarian government increased as compared to 1914. Due to the lack
of forage, peasants and land owners sold their cattle, sheep, and lambs to war
corporations, which directed these animals to slaughterhouses.48 By the end of the war,
Hungary and Transylvania had substantially depleted their cattle stocks.

Radicalization in Transylvania (1916-1920)
Fighting between Russian and Austro-Hungarian troops in the Transylvanian
Carpathians and the arrival of around 25,000 Galician Jewish immigrants made the
region’s population conscious of the ongoing war ever since August 1914, casting a
shadow over sharp distinctions in the historiography between the home front and the
war front.49 Another major impact of the war was the increasing political influence of
Transylvanian Magyar nationalists who wanted to subjugate the region’s Romanian
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middle class economically and the rest of the Romanian population culturally and
politically.
The Balkan Wars and the outbreak of World War I pushed the minority rights
issues of Transylvania, that were on the margins of national politics, onto center stage,
as the region became a major theme of diplomatic bargaining in Paris, St. Petersburg,
Berlin, Vienna, and Bucharest.50 The relations between the Hungarian administration
and the Romanian political elite in Transylvania passed through 5 phases during
World War I. From July 1914 till October 1915, when Bulgaria joined the war on the
side of the Central Powers, Tisza pursued a policy of appeasement with the region’s
Romanian elites. From October 1915 until August 1916, the Hungarian government
reverted back to the repression of the Romanian national movement. Romania’s
ambush attack on Austria-Hungary ushered in a brief period of war in the region, from
August 27 until mid-October 1916 (fig. 25).51 After the successful counterattack of the
Central Powers on the Romanian army, the Hungarian administration embarked on
repraisals against Tranyslvania’s ethnic Romanian elites between November 1916 and
October 1918. Finally, the period between the Belgrade armistice of November 1918
and the signing of the Treaty of Trianon in 1920 ushered in Romanian sovereignty
over Transylvania.
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Fig 25 The “Rumanian campaign,” of 1916

Sources:Thomas E. Griess, Atlas for the Great War (Square One Publishers, Inc.,
2003), 36.

The Romanian attack had two major consequences for the rest of the war and
for the interwar period: first, Hungarian governments radicalized their policies against
the ethnic Romanian elites of Transylvania, conflating them with the Romanian
Kingdom that had attacked the Monarchy. Second, the attack and brief occupation
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brought about a small social revolution following the complete breakdown of the
Hungarian state apparatus, not unlike the situation in the fall of 1918, during the
dissolution of Austria-Hungary.
The experience of 1916 also pointed to the fragility of the social position of the
mostly Magyar landowners living among angry peasant masses in Transylvania, and
showed how dependent elites were on the state apparatus to defend their security and
their property. The Transylvanian Romanian writer Liviu Rebreanu’s 1920 novel, Ion,
captured the frustration of peasants with Hungarian Jewish village notaries, who acted
as tax collectors.52 The novel was set in the prewar years and showed that anger with
landowners and the state transferred easily to the lower middle class, which acted as
the state’s agent, and it also demonstrated how peasant frustrations with elites could
easily be transformed into ethnic Romanian mobilization against Magyars and Jews.
The 1916 war in Transylvania was more of a short-lived spontaneous class war
than the ethnic mobilization of Magyars and Romanians against each other. During the
breakdowns of the state apparatus in 1916 and in fall 1918, destitute Romanian and
Hungarian peasant masses plundered the homes of the rural nobility. The behavior of
populations in Transylvania showed that wartime destitution forged ties between the
Magyar, Romanian and Gypsy lower classes, despite Hungarian and Romanian
nationalist agitation to group along ethnic lines. Following the attack of the Romanian
army, Magyars, Romanians and Gypsies all participated in this modern-day
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Jacquerie.53 In the Szekler village of Barátos, the Hungarian peasants Mária Simon
and Miklós Fekete reportedly shouted, ”the rule of the Wallachians [Romanians] is
much better than the Hungarians, as poor folks have so far been treated as slaves.”54
The breakdown of social order and the state apparatus in both 1916 and 1918
pointed to the dependency of elites and even the bourgeoisie on the state. The
Romanian attack on Transylvania not only revealed the weakness of the joint army,
but it also made Transylvania the region where Hungary first tumbled, setting an
example for both the Budapest government and the general population of Hungary of
what might follow in case the war was lost.
The attack did not produce a massive mobilization among Transylvanian
Romanians, most of whom fled from the invaders along with Magyar and German
populations.55 Many Jiu valley miners, half of whom were ethnic Romanians, joined a
hastily assembled pro-Austro-Hungarian battalion that perished fighting the
invaders.56 The rest of southern Transylvania’s population, including ethnic
Romanians, fled as they could, because the government did not make preparations for
the rapid evacuation of around 200,000 people.57 The lack of ethnic Romanian
mobilization in Transylvania in favor of the Romanian Kingdom is not surprising in
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light of the prewar apathy of the majority of Romanian peasants on both sides of the
border as regards nationality issues or foreign policy.
As historian Lucian Boia has pointed out, Transylvania aroused few nationalist
emotions or solidarity in 1914 among ordinary Romanians in Romania.58 When, for
instance, Transylvanian Romanian poet Octavian Goga, who had emigrated to
Romania before 1914, campaigned in the Old Kingdom about the suffering of the
“brothers across the borders,” the journalist of the Seara, a Romanian newspaper,
reproached him for not addressing the issues of Romania proper.59 The conservative
party in Romania decisively opposed the attack on Austria-Hungary, while
Transylvanian Romanian politicians expressed no desire for unification with Romania
until 1918.60
Whereas the behavior of populations during the Romanian occupation and the
immediate collapse of Hungarian administration in Transylvania could have served as
a warning to the Budapest government on the limits of its sovereignty over
Transylvania, the administration embarked on a large-scale program of discrimination
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against the Romanian population. From a legal standpoint, the 1917 and 1918
discrimination against ethnic Romanians originated from the 1912 exceptional war
measures passed at the onset of the Balkan Wars. The Hungarian legislature passed a
series of “laws of exception:” Law 63 provided for censorship, banned protests,
increased the power of the gendarmerie, and provided for the nomination of
government commissioners, who had special powers to instruct the local
administration.61 Already two days before the declaration of war on Serbia, on July 26,
1914, the government ordered the inspection of postal traffic, enforced stricter
censorship of newspapers, and granted “special powers” (kivételes hatalom) to the
government ministers.62
The trend was apparent already in July and August 1914 that exceptional
measures originally designed for the Serbian and Romanian-populated borderlands
were soon to be enforced throughout the entire country.63 For instance, the
government introduced martial law, limited the right of assembly and granted the
gendarmerie the right to intervene in Transylvanian and southern Hungarian cities
starting July 26, 1914.64 In addition, the government received the right to inspect
banks and companies on these territories.65 Less than one week later, these measures
were in force throughout the entire country.66 Between 1914 and 1918, the
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government extended its “special powers” 8 times.67
As with many other measures of the Monarchy, bureaucratic efficiency looked
considerably better on paper than in real life. Neither the army, nor the bureaucracy
was ready for a war in 1914: there was a shortage of capital and personnel to carry out
the laws of exception and the wartime decrees, while the government could obtain
only limited credits to refashion its bureaucracy to meet the needs of total war.68
The peculiarity of the Transylvanian measures between 1916 and 1918 was
that they focused on economic assets, particularly land, and they explicitly and openly
targeted ethnic Romanian elites. The focus on economic discrimination was not a
Hungarian invention: after 1916, both the Entente states and Germany initiated the
liquidation of enemy assets on their territories and increased economic warfare against
each other: the Allied Economic Conference and the peace treaty of Brest-Litovsk
were two examples of this increasing concern with economic resources.69
The war with Romania precipitated the fall of the moderate Tisza government,
and enabled the outspoken anti-Romanian opposition to take power. It was the Magyar
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nationalist Transylvanian Alliance that informed the policies of the incoming Móric
Esterházy (1917) and Sándor Wekerle (1917-1918) administrations.70 The Alliance’s
informal leader, the Transylvanian aristocrat István Bethlen, attempted to realize
Magyar “national supremacy” in the region.71 The incoming governments passed a
series of decrees against Romanian landowners, priests, school teachers, and
intelligentsia, which pushed Hungarian-Romanian relations in Transylvania to an alltime low since the bloody civil war of 1848-1849.
The Hungarian government imprisoned and interned over 1,700 ethnic
Romanian intellectuals, priests, politicians, and even an ethnic Romanian general.72
Minister of Religion and Culture Albert Apponyi placed the Greek Catholic and
Orthodox Churches under state supervision, and also embarked on establishing a
“culture zone” in the ethnically mixed or majority Romanian areas of Transylvania.
According to Apponyi’s plan, only 15 to 18 Romanian schools were allowed to remain
on the territory of the “culture zone,” which comprised the majority-Romanian areas
of Transylvania.73 Apponyi’s successor, the Catholic People’s Party’s János Zichy
cancelled state support for the 477 teachers of 311 Romanian church schools in June
1918.74
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In 1917 and 1918, the Hungarian government was also looking for ways in
which Romanians used economic means to undermine Hungarian sovereignty. The
Brassó border police chief Sándor Pietsch received a commission to investigate “the
connections between the [Romanian] intelligentsia and [Romanian] banks,”75 while
the government also launched an investigation into Romanian land purchases in
Transylvania.
Pietsch’s mission turned out to be a failure: after poring over documents in
German-occupied Bucharest, the commissioner exposed that the economic elites in the
Old Kingdom of Romania regarded Transylvanian Romanian elites as rivals.76 He
discovered that the major bank the Budapest government suspected of bankrolling
Transylvanian Romanians, the Banca Carpaților, was “poorely managed” and did not
provide significant support for the Romanian national movement.77
The Transylvanian Land Relief Action (birtokpolitikai akció) was a project
that combined generous support for the Magyar landowners at the expense of enriched
Romanian peasants, fusing negative ethnic discrimination with positive class-based
discrimination.78 The policy reflected many parallels to contemporary German
attempts to restrict French-speakers in Alsace-Lorraine through the Westmark
corporation, which aimed to bring German colonists to French-speaking Western
Lorraine to buy up French mines, land, and industrial property in the region.79
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Whereas there were no direct connections between the two policies, they attest to the
increasingly economic aspects of ethnic discrimination in German and AustroHungarian domestic and foreign policies.
The Transylvanian “Land Relief Action” had been in the making since 1911,
when István Bethlen lobbied for the creation of a state-funded bank (the so-called
Altrusitic Bank) that defended Magyar gentries from Romanian land buyers. This
policy was modeled on Prussian discriminatory policies against Poles in Posen.80 The
methods and purposes of the Land Relief Action were kept secret and even sidelined
until 1917, when the project became official government policy.81
Minister of Agriculture Béla Mezőssy received 47 million crowns for the
project, which represented more than half of what Apponyi got for magyarizing
Transylvania’s public education system.82 The sum was exorbitantly high: the
Monarchy lost three quarters of its metallic reserves by 1916 and its capacity to
borrow from Germany radically decreased.83 Sparking debates within the government,
the minister proposed financing the project by channeling funds devoted to feeding the
increasingly destitute urban populations, and from revenues coming from the forced
labor of POWs.84 Furthermore, decree 4000/1917 set up the Transylvanian Estate
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Transactions Committee in November 1917, which vetted land transactions from a
“national perspective,” and repulsed attempts by ethnic Romanian citizens to acquire
land in Transylvania. Despite its initial anti-Romanian focus, the restrictions on
buying and selling land negatively affected some Magyar land owners, too, especially
after the government extended the policy to the entire Kingdom. The “land relief
action” showed that radicalization that started in Transylvania could not be contained
there by 1918, the government extended restrictions on property transactions to the
entire country, with the exception of Budapest and Fiume.85
While discrimination against Romanian landowners ended up affecting the
entire landowning class, it did not lead to measures against industrial elites, other
minorities, or Jews. While some sections of the opposition, the politically insignificant
peasantry, and the petit-bourgeoisie increasingly regarded Jews as parasitical during
the war, the wartime governments depended upon the Jewish business elites who ran
the war economy. Apart from economic constraints, Tisza, Wekerle, and Apponyi
retained their liberal convictions regarding Jewish participation in Hungarian society,
and antisemitism remained alien to their Weltanschauung. As a result, Hungarian
governments even granted aristocratic titles to the most prominent and hated members
of the Jewish grand bourgeoisie,86 and minister of religion and education Albert
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Apponyi proposed the increase of the meager state support for Jewish congregations
from 250,000 to one million crowns in December 1917.87
In the meantime, the occupation of Serbia and Romania also enabled the
previously marginal plans regarding Hungarian economic conquest in the Balkans to
come to the fore. Simon Krausz was one of the Hungarian Jewish industrialists who
supported Hungarian economic expansion in the Balkans.88 It is likely that Krausz
invested in the Renner tannery in 1917, and established a specifically Transylvanian
war supply company to reorient his Magyar Bank’s portfolio to Transylvania, which
he believed would become the springboard of Hungarian economic expansion into the
Balkans.89Krausz maintained, “gravitating towards westerns countries is not healthy
for the national interests of Hungarians. We can only strive towards conquering the
East. Transylvania’s geographic location suggests that the region might very well
become the center of our [Hungary’s] future industrial development.”90
Paradoxically, at the height of Hungarian imperialist rhetoric, Transylvania
itself became subject to a German economic expansion as Hungarian capital fell short
of financing the industrialization projects during the wartime economic boom. One
manifestation of Hungary’s increasing economic dependency on Germany was that the
Deutsche Bank received exclusive rights of extraction in the recently discovered
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natural gas fields in the vicinity of Kolozsvár.91
Despite shortages, the government also allocated resources to the previously
marginal Turanian society, which sponsored the trip of an ethnographer to occupied
Ukraine, and trips by count Pál Teleki and Miklós Bánffy to Bulgaria.92 The
association also organized the study of around 100 Turkish, Albanian, and Bosnian
students in Hungary, with Temesvár/ Timișoara’s commercial high school in the Banat
as one of the participating Hungarian institutions.93 Proving the common concerns of
the Trasylvanian Alliance and the Turanian Society, István Bethlen commissioned one
of the senior Turanists, educational policy expert Benedek Jancsó, with a research trip
to occupied Bucharest to gather materials for a monograph on Transylvanian
Romanian nationalism.94
Due to lack of time, expertise, resources, and the monopolization of key
resources on conquered territories by the German army, the Hungarian economy
neither profited from the occupation of the Balkans, nor did it manage to establish
commercial footholds in Serbia and Romania.95 Nonetheless, the occupation of
Romania by the Central Powers had important repercussions for economic elites in
Hungary, as Romania took revenge on the former Central Powers for wartime
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occupation in 1919 by systematically plundering Hungary, including its capital,
Budapest.96
During the occupation of Romania, almost 90 percent of all oil production, the
key Romanian natural resource, went to the German troops on the eastern front and to
Germany proper, which reflected the unequal relations between Austria-Hungary and
Germany during the First World War.97 As for the export of produce, grain, and raw
materials from Romania to the Central Powers, the balance between Austria-Hungary
and Germany was more equal; nonetheless, most food items were destined to go to the
armies and did not benefit the Hungarian or Austrian “home fronts.”98

Mineral oil export from occupied Romania in tons, between December 1
1916 and November 30 1917
Germany
240,770
Austria-Hungary
25,964
Turkey
2,747
Bulgaria
2,693
Total
272,174
Source: Österreichisch-Ungarischer Tätigkeitsbericht, 23.

In the meantime, numerous conflicts erupted in occupied Romania among
Hungarian guest workers and capitalists who wanted compensation for losses suffered
during the war with Romania. Hungarians complained that the German-run
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Reimbursement Office (Entschädigungsamt für Rumänien) 99 did not compensate them
adequately for the confiscation of their assets by the Romanian state, and that the
German agency employed no officials who could communicate with Hungarians. Half
a year after the occupation of Romania, the joint War Ministry demanded the
Hungarian Minister of Justice to appoint Romanian and German-speaking judges to
solve the language issues at stake in occupied Romania.100 Although almost 3 million
Romanians and 2 million Germans lived in the Hungarian Kingdom in 1917, it was
difficult for minister of justice Vilmos Vázsonyi to find judges who spoke both
Romanian and German, showcasing the inability of the Magyar administration to meet
the needs of Balkan occupation.101
Unlike in occupied France or the Russian Empire, the German army found
eager collaborators in Romania, recruited largely from what Lucian Boia has called
the German-educated or “germanophile” elite around the prewar conservative party of
Alexandru Marghiloman.102 Since Germany did not plan to annex territories from
Romania after the war, as in the Ober-Ost the Lithuanian and Estonian territories of
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the Russian empire it left the Romanian local administration in place. The
Marghiloman government signed the peace treaty of Bucharest in May 1918, which
provided advantageous economic and territorial concessions for Hungary as well;
these were never carried out.103
The ambitious projects of Balkan economic expansion, or the economic
modernization of Transylvania through new railway lines or the industrial use of
natural gas, did not come to fruition by the time the war had ended. These plans,
nonetheless, show the unrealistic expectations that the war had unleashed among the
Magyar and German elites of Transylvania. The region’s companies, including the
Renners, contracted enormous credits to expand production in 1917 and 1918,
suggesting optimism about the future. In light of unrealistic reliance on the Central
Powers’ victory, even if 1918 did not prove to be decisive in the composition of
Transylvania’s economic elites, the collapse of the Monarchy was likely an enormous
shock for the region’s Magyar and German elites.

Conclusions
The Hungarian administration gradually lost control over Transylvania by the
fall of 1918. The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy tumbled in November the same year,
and plans for a “culture zone” and other anti-Romanian initiatives remained largely on
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paper. By December 1918, the Romanian army occupied Kolozsvár, along with the
majority of Transylvania. The period until the ratification of the peace treaty (1920)
constitutes the last phase of the wartime period. Hungary remained legally at war with
Romania, which took up arms against the Central Powers once again before the
armistice. The spring and summer of 1919 brought about the outbreak of a four-month
war between Béla Kun’s Soviet Republic and the Romanian army over Transylvanian
sovereignty.104 No wonder that the Renner tannery’s accountants did not see 1918 as
marking the end of the World War. Remarkably, even in 1919, they channeled 1.5
million crowns, almost two years’ worth of profits, into various savings accounts,
including a “war fund.”105
The First World War substantially altered the economy of Transylvania:
import-substitution, army commissions, and low taxes boosted the region’s
industrialization and also strengthened Magyar, Hungarian-Jewish, and German
business elites, like the Renner and Farkas families. Political transition from AustriaHungary to Greater Romania took almost two years, and prewar economic elites
navigated successfully the pitfalls of sovereignty change. Even though both Magyar
and Romanian nationalism and politics radicalized after the outbreak of the First
World War, and especially after 1916, hostilities did not completely sever prewar ties
among the elites and middle classes of various ethnic backgrounds in Transylvania.
Neither 1918, nor 1920 were sharp temporal divisions in the composition of
Transylvania’s economic elites. Despite the rapid collapse of the Austro-Hungarian
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Monarchy, the business elites that became prosperous during the empire held on to
their positions well into the interwar period, as chapter 8 will show.
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CHAPTER 5
THE MAKING OF THE VERSAILLES SYSTEM AND THE FATE OF
BUSINESS ELITES IN ALSACE AND LORRAINE

Introduction
The First World War brought about intensive cooperation between economic
elites and the state administrations and armies of the Central Powers in both AlsaceLorraine and Transylvania. Regardless of the political opinions or wealth of economic
elites, they could not afford the luxury of refusing state and army commissions:
economic collaboration with the increasingly radicalizing wartime administrations was
inevitable. In light of wartime collaboration between elites of all stripes and the
respective states of France and Romania, the accommodation of the majority of
economic elites to these administrations after 1918 is remarkable. While in the fall of
1918, the Hungarian-owned Renner tannery was still furnishing leather to the AustroHungarian army, in July 1919, the incoming Romanian administration commissioned
the company to organize Transylvania’s provisioning with tannin, a substance used for
leather production.1 The De Dietrichs in Alsace, on the other hand, sold trench
construction materials to the German army during the First World War, while after
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1918, they participated intensively in the “gallicization,” or taking into French
ownership of formerly German-owned companies.
Accommodation, compromises, and collaboration characterized the actions of
business elites in both regions during and after the war. Economic elites refrained
from using their wealth to directly intervene in political life and posed no threat to
political regimes, which makes their expulsion from Alsace-Lorraine by the French
government worthy of an explanation. This chapter will investigate the background of
this exceptional measure, the expulsion of Germans from Alsace and Lorraine, since it
had a far-reaching impact on the composition of the region’s elite and economic life.
The history of Alsace-Lorraine’s German and Transylvania’s Hungarian and
German economic elites diverged sharply after the 1918 armistices. The continued
influence and prosperity of native Alsatian elites in France is comparable to the fate of
Transylvania’s ethnic Romanian, German, and Hungarian businessmen in Greater
Romania. In Transylvania, the only partial parallel to the expropriation of Alsace’s
German elites is the fate of Hungarian landowners expropriated by the Romanian
regime during the 1921 Transylvanian land reform.2
Through following the histories of industrialist families that owned tanneries,
the Adlers and Oppenheimers in Alsace, and the Renners in Transylvania throughout
this chapter and the next, I will show how and why the change in sovereignty in 1918
resulted in the expulsion of the German Adlers and Oppenheimers from Alsace, while
2
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the Hungarian-German Renners thrived in Greater Romania. The expropriation of
German goods and their distribution among French and native Alsatian and Lorrainer
elites requires separate analysis, which I will undertake in chapter 7.
Heather Jones, Philip Ther, and other historians have recently pointed to
continuities between the wartime period and the immediate postwar years, and they
have suggested the concept of the “long First World War” (1912-1923) for EastCentral and Eastern Europe as well as the Balkans.3 Revolutions broke out, borders
became fuzzy, and violence continued to shape the region until the early 1920s,
according to their arguments. But the “long First World War” thesis also has some
applicability to Alsace-Lorraine as well, given the social and economic disruption that
the expulsion of Germans precipitated in the region.
Nevertheless, for at least the majority of native economic elites in Alsace and
Lorraine, the French administration successfully provided a smooth and rapid
transition. The massive celebrations of the French army that entered the region in
November 1918 were also a celebration of the end of the war for most of the
population in Alsace, which corresponded to the experience of most Western
Europeans. The historian Victor Demiaux has recently argued that victory celebrations
in Western European capitals in July 1919 marked a “rite of passage” from war to
peace in England, Belgium, and France.4 At the same time, Romania was engaged in a
full-fledged war with Hungary. The war overshadowed the July 1919 visit of the
3
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Romanian royal couple to Transylvania, which the Bucharest government had
unsuccessfully intended to cast as a victory celebration. The coronation ceremony of
the royal couple and the celebration of Transylvania’s annexation by Romania had to
wait until October 1922.5
To understand the different yet comparable histories of the elites and
economies of the two regions, we need to rely on different foci of analysis. When
examining Alsace-Lorraine, I will focus on the emergence of a wartime consensus
among French political and economic elites and leading industrialists on the future of
the “lost provinces,” which determined the rapid implementation of anti-German
purges between 1918 and 1920. Wartime French deliberations also had a direct impact
on the Alsace-Lorraine section of the Treaty of Versailles, which regulated
commercial and economic questions between France and Germany in favor of AlsaceLorraine and France. I will conclude the chapter with the analysis of peace terms
relating to the region and its economy.

The Making of Peace Terms for Alsace-Lorraine

Despite wartime and postwar German, Austrian, and Hungarian interpretations
of the war and the Versailles Settlement as an economic Vernichtungskrieg, or war of
extermination against German commercial interests in Europe and the world,
economic issues and the problem of private property in particular were secondary
during peace negotiations, even if critics in Entente states, most notably John Maynard
5
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Keynes, argued otherwise.6 The Versailles and Trianon treaties emerged as a
compromise between American, British, and French strategic and political interests.
Concerns with drawing borders and reestablishing the political and military balance of
Europe overrode economic concerns in the final treaties. Even the delegations of
vanquished Hungary and Germany were more interested in the territories they lost
than the economic discrimination the two states and their citizens would suffer. Both
Germany and Hungary were willing to give economic concessions in exchange for
border rectification.7 Within the discussion of economic peace, the prominence of the
reparation question overshadowed the regulation of international trade and issues of
private property, which affected economic elites most directly.8 It was the League of
Nations and the International Labor Office that were left to find solutions for the new
states’ economic problems.
Both Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania were key for French peacemaking
efforts, while British and American diplomats exerted less influence as regards the two
regions. The Italian government was concerned with the final borders of Romania and
Yugoslavia, but it did not intervene in the formulation of the Alsace-Lorraine clauses
of the Treaty of Versailles.9 The priority of Paris diplomats was to keep Germany in
check both at its western and eastern borders: the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine to
France, the demilitarization of the Rhineland, and the generous territorial provisions
6
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extended to Romania served this purpose.10 France was the most active Entente power
both politically and economically in East-Central Europe after the war.The chapter
below will touch only on the economic aspect of French policies, insofar as they relate
to Transylvania. Still, these attempts were part of a broader policy to create in EastCentral Europe aimed at overtaking Germany’s and Austria-Hungary’s economic
positions in the region.11
France emerged triumphant from the negotiations at Versailles, even if, as
Georges Henri-Soutou and others pointed out, the peace treaty did not prove to be
lasting.12 Georges Clemenceau, the chief architect of the peace, managed to convince
British, Italian, and American diplomats to demilitarize the Rhineland. In addition, he
succeeded in keeping the Anglo-American-French alliance together and also won
military guarantees to secure his country’s western borders.13
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France had the upper hand in determining the clauses concerning Alsace and
Lorraine: André Tardieu, Lloyd George, and Clemenceau insisted on treating AlsaceLorraine as a unique case, necessitating unique solutions.14 Yet the Poles, Czechs, and
Romanians argued that there were many “Alsace-Lorraines” in East-Central Europe,
and regretted not receiving the same privileges as the French. Tardieu complained that
“every country in Europe - not without abuses of analogy -professed to have its own
Alsace-Lorraine; […] It was at the Alsatian firesides that all oppressed nationalities
kindled their hopes of redemption or rebirth.”15
Major differences between the Versailles and Trianon treaties included the
French dismissal of both the Wilsonian principle of self-determination and the
wartime British and American demand for a plebiscite in Alsace and Lorraine. France
also retained full control over the regulation of citizenship rights in the former
Reichsland, and it was not obliged to sign minority protection clauses. As French
diplomat, Henry de Jouvenel explained in 1923 during a League of Nations debate,
“France has not signed any Minorities Treaty because she has no minorities.”16
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There were thus few limitations on French policies regarding the German
minority in Alsace-Lorraine. The manner in which Germany fought the war and
administered Alsace-Lorraine between 1914 and 1918 gave rise to a wave of popular
and state violence against the former Reichsland’s German population, which included
expropriations, expulsions, and other forms of discrimination. As the anti-German
discriminatory measures profoundly influenced the fate of the Adlers and
Oppenheimers – German Jews who owned a large tannery near Strasbourg – as well
as the region’s economic elites in general, I will discuss the making of these policies
in detail.
In Transylvania, the period up to the signing of the Treaty of Trianon lasted
considerably longer, and it was also filled with more uncertainties regarding to the
future of minority Hungarian and German economic elites. I will analyze the
diplomatic limitations France put on Romania and how these measures prevented
large-scale expulsions and expropriations of Hungarian and German minorities,
despite the implementation of comparable French policies in Alsace-Lorraine.
Romanian diplomats were not satisfied with the outcome of the Versailles
negotiations, even though the country more than doubled its territory. The country’s
representatives primarily resented what they perceived as the intervention of the “Big
Four” in Romanian domestic politics through the minority rights treaties and Jewish
emancipation.17 In the minority rights treaties Greater Romania, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, as well as Greece vowed
to observe the rights of ethnic minorities on newly acquired territories.
17
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Prime Minister Ion Brătianu also resented the fact that Romania did not
receive an invitation to the discussion of the treaty stipulations. Although Romania
remained a pillar of the Versailles System throughout the 1920s, the country’s
successive governments tried to correct what they perceived to be the violation of
Romania’s sovereignty by the Entente. Interwar Romanian administrations thus
pursued many domestic policies that negatively affected minorities. The following
chapter will discuss why these measures were ultimately unsuccessful in Transylvania,
and why the Hungarian, Jewish, and German owners of the Renner tannery were able
to retain their socioeconomic status and even expand their business in interwar Greater
Romania.

Alsace-Lorraine’s Economic Elites and French Plans for Postwar Alsace

The French government was determined from the beginning of the First World
War to reincorporate Alsace-Lorraine into France.18 The Allies and the United States
did not support the unconditional return of the region to the mère patrie until the
armistice made it a fait accompli.19 As the war dragged on, the Paris government’s
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war aims radicalized.20 By 1916, French military and economic elites jumped to
similar conclusions that the radical right around Maurrice Barrès had advocated in
1914, and called for pushing Germany’s borders back to the Rhine. Industrialists in the
Comité des forges, which was the major pressure group of French heavy industrialists,
and the wartime consultative organ, the Committee for the Study of the Economy and
Administration of Alsace-Lorraine (Comité d'études économiques et administratives
relatives à l'Alsace-Lorraine), also called the “Siegfried Committee,”21 both played a
key role in convincing the government that the annexation of the Reichsland to France
without the coal mines of the Saar would wreak havoc on the French economy.22
Nonetheless, as the army and administration of the war economy never had such a
strong grip on government in France as in Germany, French industrialists such as
François de Wendel were far less influential politically than Walter Rathenau or Hugo
Stinnes.23
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By 1916, French iron and steel industrialists managed to convince the
commander-in-chief of the French Army, Joseph Joffre, of the close connection
between the prosperity of their industries and that of France as a whole:24 both needed
the annexation of Alsace and the Rhineland to prosper. The aim of occupying the
Rhineland followed logically from the economic arguments in favor of the occupation
of Alsace-Lorraine and the Saar: without coking coal from the demilitarized
Rhineland, French heavy industry would lack an adequate quantity of raw materials
and markets for its products.25 The desires of French heavy industrialists also matched
the goal of the French army’s general headquarters that aimed to reorganize the
Rhineland as a buffer state between Germany and France.26 Although the radical plans
of industrialists and generals failed due to the lack of Entente consensus on this issue,
they contributed to the articulation of detailed French plans for the economic
reorganization of the Franco-German borderland.
The increasingly popular language of national self-determination among the
Allies undercut the legitimacy of French economic and geostrategic interests in
Alsace-Lorraine, and especially the Rhineland, which had only been incorporated into
France briefly during Napoleon I’s conquests. A confidential instruction sheet for
French propaganda in England and the United States thus advised limiting the use of
economic arguments: “only in certain milieus and after careful testing of opinions can
one argue about the contribution of the resources of Alsace-Lorraine to French
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national wealth.”27 The annexation was not a fait accompli until November 1918. The
American president’s fourteen points also used a deliberately general language when
describing the desired postwar fate of the Reichsland, and did not specify that the
region would be returned to France without a plebiscite. Wilson maintained, “the
wrong done to France by Prussia in 1871 in the matter of Alsace-Lorraine […] should
be righted.”28
The Compiègne armistice, signed on November 11, 1918 between the Entente
and Germany, also did not allow for the integration of Alsace-Lorraine into France. It
ordered the “[i]mmediate evacuation of invaded countries,” including AlsaceLorraine, and announced the “occupation by the allied and United States forces […] in
these areas.”29 Section VI of the armistice maintained that occupation was to be
provisional and occupiers were to refrain from interfering with the economy and
society of evacuated territories. The armistice thus stipulated, “evacuation of
inhabitants shall be forbidden; no damage or harm shall be done to the persons or
property of the inhabitants. No person shall be prosecuted for having taken part in any
military measures previous to the signing of the armistice. No destruction of any kind
shall be committed. […][N]o official order shall be given which would have as a
consequence the depreciation of industrial establishments or a reduction of their
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personnel.”30 The French army and government did not abide by these armistice
terms, however. Rather, they embarked on the economic and political integration of
Alsace-Lorraine into France, and encountered no resistance from the allies or the
United States.31
One day before the signing of the armistice, on November 10, 1918, Alsatian
and German soldiers, as well as Alsatian socialists, declared the formation of an
Alsatian republic on Strasbourg’s Kléber square.32 The revolution in Alsace was part
of the wave of revolutions that swept through German cities at the time, but it was
more moderate and short-lived than revolutions across the Rhine. The revolutionary
period lasted only twelve days, but it provided opportunities for the social-democratic
Alsatian political elite to seize positions that they ended up preserving in local politics
and administration even after the French takeover.33 The francophile social-democratic
Jacques Peirotes became the mayor of Strasbourg; Jules Lévy, an Alsatian court judge
promoted himself to the head of the city’s police department; while artist and
politician Richard Heitz became the director of the city’s hospital.34 Many Alsatians
thus collaborated intensely with revolutionary German soldiers in ousting the German
government’s officials from their positions in Alsace, which is not surprising, since
both the soldiers and the region’s political left was against the conservative rule of the
Kaiser.35
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The region’s legislature, the Landtag, transformed itself into a Nationalrat, or
national council.36 While soldiers who were also supported by Alsatians returning
from the front and marines from Kiel would have preferred an autonomous Alsatian
republic between France and Germany, Peirotes paved the way for a French
takeover.37 Even if contemporaries referred to the mid-November 1918 regime in
Alsace as a “soviet,” its leaders did not practice the ideology of Bolshevism and they
did not turn against the clergy or the bourgeoisie; the practical tasks of organizing the
transition to peace kept this interim government from trying to transform Alsatian
society.38 Peirotes and the approaching French troops also acted as forces of
moderation. The French army occupied Strasbourg on November 22, 1918.39
Subsequently, the Nationalrat voted unanimously to transfer its powers to the French
government.40
The political solidarity that had surfaced in 1917 and 1918 among both native
and “Old German” elites against the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine by Prussia
vanished immediately in November 1918. As a reaction to German military
dictatorship and the violations of Alsace-Lorraine’s constitution, economic interests,
and civic liberties, nearly the entire political spectrum rallied behind the approval of
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French sovereignty over the entire region.41 In addition, within the native political
elites of Alsace and Lorraine, those who had emigrated to France in 1914, or had been
subject to internment in Germany during the war emerged as the most powerful groups
after the French takeover. These were also the politicians who had the least sympathy
for the region’s German minority. Whereas some liberal, conservative, and socialist
politicians were critical of French centralization measures after 1920, there was
remarkably little resistance on the part of the native Alsatian and Lorrainer population
to the discrimination and eventual expulsion of the “Old German” populations.
The fate of the Adler and Oppenheimer tannery illustrates how easy it was for
the French administration to eliminate German economic elites, despite their wealth,
social connections, and decade-long history in the Reichsland. The firm’s shareholders
assembled for a meeting three days after the French takeover of Strasbourg, without
knowing it was their ultimate session in Alsace. After a three-year hiatus, the next
business report from 1921 tried to capture the intensity of November 1918; and
explain the impact of sovereignty change: “A few days later [in late November], the
French military administration requisitioned our entire leather stock. We were forced
to transport huge quantities of leather into Northern France. Then, on January 2, 1919,
the French army placed our entire Alsatian property under forced administration [….]
In January of the following year the French justice administration sold our factory to a
group of French investors.”42 After the deal had been concluded, the Adlers and
Oppenheimers received a notice of expulsion from the French administration and had
41
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to load their movable property onto train carriages, leaving the factory and their
Strasbourg villas behind.43
But did the Adlers and Oppenheimers lose their wealth and social status
following their expulsion from Alsace and their expropriation? The yearly reports of
the company show that this was hardly the case. By relying on credits from German
banks, the reimbursement received from the German government, and prewar shares
in tanneries in Germany, the Adler and Oppenheimer tannery became one of the most
significant companies of Weimar Germany by as early as the mid-1920s.44 Even
before the war, the firm had owned all shares of the Emil Köster tannery in
Neumünster and the Neustadt Tanning Company.45 In 1919, the Adler and
Oppenheimer formally acquired the two firms and invested in their expansion, and
broadened its distribution network to include stores in Frankfurt, Pirmasens, and
Cologne.46
Reimbursement from the government was not the primary tool for
reconstruction: the Adlers and Oppenheimers relied more on the tannery’s savings, its
assets in Germany, and credits.47 Even before receiving reparations from the German
government, the extension of the firm’s factories had been underway.48 The prosperity
of the Adlers and Oppenheimers became clear when they managed to prevent outside
43
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shareholders from taking over the firm: the family raised the capital of the company to
100 million paper marks and allowed only the firm’s shareholders to purchase the new
shares, in the value of 40 million paper marks.49 Citing the need to celebrate the firm’s
50-year anniversary in 1922, the Adler and Oppenheimer company also embarked on
building workers’ and officials’ housing units in both Neumünster and Neustadt, in the
value of four million paper marks.50 Both the raising of the paid-up capital and the
committment to long-term and not immediately profit-yielding investment such as
workers’ housing shows that the firm was on an upward trajectory as early as one year
after its expropriation in Strasbourg.51 The annnual report from 1920 boasted that “The
products of the Neustadt and Neumünster tanneries enjoy widespread popularity and
do not at all fall behind our Strasbourg products.”52
In the meantime, the liquidation of German assets was proceding full steam
ahead in Alsace and Lorraine. Exuberance about the French takeover among Alsatians
and Lorrainers enabled French economic elites to seize German assets on the cheap
and cover up this action with the rhetoric of patriotism and the need for compensating
the French for the destruction of northeastern France. Economics was an alien concept
for both ordinary people and the region’s political elites, and in 1919 and 1920, neither
the contemporary press nor local politicians focused on French economic policies,
even though they substantially altered the region’s economy and helped the powerful
business elite in the French interior to become even more rich. Political elites focused
49
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instead on the Bolshevik threat, strikes, and maintaining the region’s ecclesiastical and
educational particularities.53
In the fall of 1918 and throughout 1919, Alsace-Lorraine populations and
political elites were decisively in favor of establishing French sovereignty over the
region, which suggests that a plebiscite would not have made any difference with
respect to the region’s sovereignty.54 Furthermore, a French propaganda pamphlet
claimed, the “400,000” German immigrants made “a sincere plebiscite impossible”55
(fig. 26). Still, the fact that both the Entente and the United States had discussed a
possible plebiscite during the war, provoked the French to act quickly on the expulsion
of the German minority.
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Fig. 26. Zislin, “Those who want a plebiscite: the pseudo Alsatians” c. 1918

Source: Zislin, “Those who want a plebiscite” c. 1918 (Inscription above: A sincere
plebiscite is practically impossible). BDIC, 4 D/ 1510.

The consolidation of French sovereignty enabled the rapid reconstitution of
prewar and wartime political parties. As the November 1919 elections showed, the
overwhelming majority of native populations continued to support parties in favor of
the French takeover. The socialist candidates, who received over one-third of the vote,
were among the most fervent supporters of French centralization measures: the
region’s socialists immediately joined the French Socialist Party (S.F.I.O.), and they
were the least invested in preserving the regional semi-autonomy Alsace-Lorraine had
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gradually acquired under German sovereignty.56 Socialist anti-elitism blended easily
with anti-German French nationalism in the postwar years; both were partially a
reaction to the brutal German military dictatorship during the war.
Whereas the socialist party remained francophile, the majority of Alsatian
trade unions, especially those representing workers in heavy industry, moved to the
communist direction, adopted a critical line towards administrative centralization and
the French government, and they also criticized the manner in which German assets
were liquidated in Alsace and Lorraine. As David Allen Harvey has pointed out, the
split between communists and social-democrats was sharper in Alsace and Lorraine
than in the rest of France; the fragmentation of leftist vote allowed the center right and
autonomists to dominate political life in the 1920s.57 Communists, such as Charles
Huber, opposed Peirotes’s Francophile politics and even lobbied to remove him from
the socialist party’s leadership.58
Peirotes attempted to exploit the French takeover by cementing AlsaceLorraine’s and Strasbourg’s hegemony in the Rhineland and beyond.59 Interned in
Hannover between 1914 and 1918, the prewar typesetter and socialist Reichstag
deputy drafted a memorandum on the “essential conditions for the development of the
city of Strasbourg” a few days before the French army marched into Alsace-Lorraine.
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The socialist politician’s views on the region’s postwar economic development
revealed many similarities to the wartime visions of the Reichsland’s economic
reconstruction advanced by the liberal “Old German” Eugene Jacobi and the “Old
German” engineer Ernst Zander.60 Both Francophile socialists and “Old Germans” in
Alsace-Lorraine saw federal states in southern Germany as competitors. All three of
these men, especially Peirotes and Zander, the founder of the Association for the
Industrial Reconstruction of Alsace-Lorraine, hoped that Alsace-Lorraine would
continue to be a dominant force in the economy of the southern German region after
the conclusion of the peace.61
Even though Peirotes wanted the incorporation of Alsace into France, he
envisioned the development of Strasbourg into a postwar economic hegemon of
southern Germany. In order to elevate the economic potential of the city, he advocated
the annexation of the port of Kehl from Baden to Alsace.62 Kehl served as a rival port
to Strasbourg in the pre-war period and its annexation was aimed at transforming
Alsace’s capital into the most important hub of Rhine trade.63 Furthermore, Peirotes
cast French loyalty as a tool with which the Reichsland could achieve prosperity
within the economic space of south-western Germany, much as Zander advocated
loyalty to “German Kultur” as a guarantee of the Reich’s support of the development
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of Alsace-Lorraine.64 Peirotes also demanded that the peace conference limit the
capacity of German railways to compete with Strasbourg’s Rhine trade.65
Peirotes’s view did not differ substantially from that of the conservativeCatholic mayor of Metz, Charles Victor Prével. German authorities had interned both
Peirotes and Prével during the war, which explains their adamant anti-German
sentiments by 1918. Prével’s suggestions were more radical than Peirotes’. He went so
far as to advocate depriving Germany of the Rhineland.66
The party to which Prével belonged, the Catholic Center Party resurfaced as
the Republican People’s Party in 1918.67 It was francophile, but its minority section
also embraced the legal, ecclesiastic, and educational particularisms of Alsace and
Lorraine, including bilingualism and regionalism, and in some cases, even
autonomism after 1924.68 Abbé Xavier Haegy, Jean Keppi, Karl Hauss, and Eugène
Ricklin were among the autonomist sympathizers who feared the incorporation of
Catholic Alsace-Lorrainers into a secular French state.69 The regionalists and
autonomists also opposed the transfer of German assets to French and native economic
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elites, and advocated their nationalization to further the region’s interests.70 The native
liberal, mostly Protestant and Jewish bourgeoisie grouped around Charles Frey’s
Republican Democratic Party, which advocated similar skepticism towards
centralization as the People’s Party.71 The two parties formed the National Bloc that
won an absolute majority during the 1919 elections.72
The alienation from Germany during the war and the hegemony of francophile
political elites blocked the development of a large-scale, regionalist or autonomist
movement in Alsace-Lorraine in the immediate aftermath of the war. It was the
region’s “Old German” elites – including two university professors, two priests, and
one of Colmar’s municipal counselors – who approached President Wilson on
November 3, 1918, and later the Council of the League of Nations demanding fullscale autonomy for the former Reichsland within France, as well as a plebiscite.73
The authors of this petition were three “Old Germans:” René Ley, Henri Muth,
and Charles Rapp, who founded the Executive Committee of the Free Republic of
Alsace-Lorraine after having taken up residence in Baden-Baden, across the border
from Alsace in Weimar Germany. This committee was at least initially bankrolled by
the German government. Although Ley, Muth, and Rapp enjoyed marginal support in
Alsace-Lorraine, this did not prevent the wary French administration from putting the
committee’s members on trial during the “Neutralist Affair,”74 when French
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authorities tried to eliminate all autonomists and their sympathizers from the region’s
political life in the mid-1920s.75
The overwhelming support that native Alsatians and Lorrainers extended to the
French administration was predicated upon widespread ignorance about the new
sovereign’s vision for the recovered territories. Despite the patriotic rhetoric of the
“return” of Alsace-Lorraine, the French government trusted neither Alsatians and
Lorrainers, nor the “Old Germans” in the region.76 The new French administration
immediately disbanded the national council and appointed three government
commissaries to Metz, Strasbourg, and Colmar, who reported directly to the prime
minister.77 Municipal councils were disbanded as well.78 The “General Service of
Alsace-Lorraine” – charged with the task of administering the region – came into
being in Paris on November 26, 1918.
The government vested local power in the high commissioner, based in
Strasbourg. The government handpicked the members of the Superior Council of
Alsace-Lorraine, the consultative organ of the high commissioner, from the ranks of
native social and political elites.79 Alsace-Lorraine members of the Council insisted
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that the entire administration of the region be transferred from Paris to Strasbourg.80
Subordinated to the Paris cabinet, the first high commissioner, Alexandre Millerand
(1919-1920) soon formed his regional administration, with a department of internal
affairs and a department devoted to economy and commerce.81 In internal affairs, this
Commissariat Général (1918-1925) had considerable autonomy until 1923-24. This
autonomy, however, did not mean the empowerment of local officials: bureaucrats
from the French interior filled the Commissariat’s key positions.82
Propaganda tracts and novels like The Conversion of Jacob Burckhardt, The
Alsatian School Teacher, written by Belfort socialist and former French soldier Marcel
Edmond Naegelen, attempted to explain why France’s radical measures after the war
were justified.83 The novel narrated the story of the peasant boy Georges Burckhardt
from Alsace, who grew up in a Francophile family, but his schooling in Germany had
turned him into a German nationalist. His fiancé Berthe Kessner, who received an
education from the Catholic and francophile sisters in Ribeauvillé/Rappoltsweiler in
Alsace, tried to convince Georges to come back from Germany and settle in AlsaceLorraine, despite his service in the enemy army. Georges feared retribution as a
German soldier and former elementary school teacher, and was reluctant to return.
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Georges’s fear was grounded in the discrimination of the French
administration against Germans and those Alsatians who had collaborated with
Germany. One of the first and most controversial measures of the French army was
handing out four different identity cards to the Alsace-Lorraine population in
December 1918, based on wartime practices in occupied Alsace and France.84 The four
cards corresponded to four different legal categories and emerged from the wartime
card system developed for exiled Alsace-Lorrainers.

Table. 8. The system of identity cards in Alsace-Lorraine (1918-1919)
Type of Card Number of Alsatians and Lorrainers in possession of each card (1919)
Card A
Card B
Card C
Card D

1,082,000
183,000
53,000
513,000

Source: Grohmann, “From Lotharingen to Lorraine,” 153-154.

Approximately 59 percent of Alsace-Lorrainers above the age of 15, or around
one million people, received identity card A (table. 8).85 Holders of this privileged
card could vote in elections, find employment in local and regional administration,
exchange their marks at an artificially advantageous rate, and travel freely within the
84
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region.86 Whereas the exchange rate of the mark hovered around 0.7-0.83 francs,
Alsace-Lorrainers with card A could receive as much as 1.25 francs for their mark.87
“Old Germans,” citizens of enemy states, and POWs, who numbered more than
500,000, received the least desirable card D.88 All the rest of the foreigners had to
make do with card C.89 People who only had one Alsatian or Lorrainer parent –
approximately 10 percent of the population – received card B.90
The introduction of the card system resulted in widespread discontent among
the local population since many families had relatives who received an inferior card,
yet felt pro-French. Discontent was evident even in Naegelen’s propaganda novel,
when one character maintained that people cannot be categorized like “insects in the
museum.”91 Still, references to the generosity of the French administration
overshadowed discontent, while Naegelen portrayed the “malaise” of the region as a
result of whispering propaganda by former Alsatian officers in the German army.
Accordingly, when Georges’s father informs a low-level French clerk about his son in
Germany, the Frenchman assures the father that the new French administration will
not persecute Georges; “France will welcome [former soldiers in the German army]
with so much friendliness that they will all be won over to her side. The former
enemies of yesterday will soon find themselves united in France’s embrace.”92
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Historians have often portrayed the postwar categorizations and expulsions in
Alsace-Lorraine as manifestations of the French government’s “racist” policies,
originating from late-nineteenth-century French domestic and colonial politics.93 Race,
however, is not an appropriate term to describe French policies, as discriminatory
measures were tied to citizenship and ethnicity rather than racial origin. French
policies were aimed at numerous German-Jewish families, like the Adlers,
Oppenheimers, Netters, and Jacobis, too, as well as ethnic Poles who moved to the
Reichsland from other parts of Germany after 1870.94 By the same token, the French
state had no problem with Germans who had moved to Alsace-Lorraine before 1870.
In sum, problematic as they were, French policies had no racial component to them:
they aimed at expelling populations likely to support a return of German rule.
It was not France’s colonial experts or Parisian nationalists, but the
Francophile émigrés from Alsace-Lorraine, the members of the wartime Conférence
d’Alsace-Lorraine who acted as the primary architects of the categorization system:
the Center Party spokesman abbé Wetterlé and the liberal Daniel Blumenthal were key
to the elaboration of anti-German discrimination measures.95 The postwar card system
also originated from the different wartime identity cards handed out to various groups
of Alsatians and Lorrainers in France, based on consultations with the Conférence.
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Wetterlé was among the first to propose, in 1915, the vetting (triage) of even the local
population on the basis on national loyalty.96
The liberal Blumenthal, the center right Wetterlé, and the socialist Georges
Weill were among the proponents of the most radical measures against Germans,
while the Parisian Auguste Souchon and Albert Thomas were the voices of
moderation.97 Ultimately, the Conférence categorically rejected a plebiscite, refused to
grant citizenship automatically to the region’s Germans, and demanded the expulsion
of German elites.98 In one of the last sessions on December 2, 1918, abbé Wetterlé
urged the committee to demand the “expulsion of German civil servants as soon as
possible.”99 He furthermore presumed that the peace treaty would grant France the
right to expel the region’s Germans whenever convenient.100 The Catholic leader
proposed these draconian measures even with regard to autochthonous civil
servants.101 He demanded that all Alsace-Lorraine civil servants be fired, and rehired
individually on condition that “they provide the government of the republic all the
required guarantees proving that they accept the new conditions.”102 Wetterlé also
proposed that the French administration purge Alsace-Lorraine of “troublemakers”
and “pan-Germanists.”103
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By 1918, this consensus on taking radical measures against the ethnic Germans
elites was a given. The French army, police, and local administration participated in
both the vetting of local populations and the expulsion of Germans, and could count
on denunciations from local populations and native elites who had emigrated to France
in 1914, such as Wetterlé himself.104
The so-called triage commissions were in charge of vetting non-German
Alsatians and Lorrainers, while the mission of the Committee for the Examination of
Foreigners dealt with the expulsion of Germans and Austro-Hungarians.105 Both
functioned on the basis of an August 9, 1849 French martial law, which was now
extended into the newly reannexed Alsace-Lorraine, even before the official
incorporation of the region into France.106 A few months after the French takeover, the
triage commissions embarked on handling numerous accusations against Germans,
while tens of thousands of Germans were expelled or pressured to leave without the
intervention of the Committee.
Three French officers, one soldier and two French government appointees
made up each of the six triage commissions that processed around 11,000 cases prior
to October 1919.107 Punishments included expulsion to Germany and forced
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retirement. As historian David Harvey has observed, Alsace-Lorraine notables,
industrialists and descendants of post-1871 émigrés were overrepresented among
civilian members, which played a part in the persecution of communist labor
organizers, many of whom were sharply critical of the French government.108 The
unlikely combination of pro-German economic and administrative elites, such as the
director of the Landesgewerbe Bank, and marginal individuals such as prostitutes,
women who had had affairs with German soldiers, delinquents, and socialist
organizers were the primary targets of the triage commissions. The commissions were
put together hastily, and despite initial instructions, many of their members did not
speak the local dialect.109
Initially, as the abbé Wetterlé had suggested, only top “Old German”
functionaries, industrialists, and other prominent personalities were removed, often on
the basis of lists provided by the local police.110 The Committee was presided over by
an appointee of the General Commissary, and its members were delegated by the
chambers of commerce, trade unions, municipalities, and the army.111 The process did
not allow for an elaborate defense by the accused, and the committees handed out
“repatriation” orders on the sole basis of ones’ German origin. The local French police
carried out the orders of the Committee promptly.
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As time went on, however, more and more Germans received expulsion orders
from the French military and civilian administration, and many of them were expelled
by the French army directly, without the intervention of the Committee. One of the
French generals stationed in Alsace, Antoine Baucheron de Boissoudy, instructed his
soldiers to use the expulsion of Germans as a means of propaganda to demonstrate
what would happen to the enemies of France.112 Given that the French army expelled
many people without proper trial and registration, it is difficult to give a precise
number of Germans expelled. Both the French and German estimates on the number
of expellees are approximate. A memorandum of the Commissariat Général prepared
for the Quai d’Orsay for the purposes of a propaganda article in the New York-based
World magazine estimated that only 76,000 Germans had been expelled by April
1921. According to the memorandum, 48,000 of the expellees came from Lorraine,
while Bas-Rhine around Strasbourg accounted for 19,000.113
The numbers furnished by the Weimar republic’s archives are the most
detailed and likely more reliable than French estimates, as the Berlin Interior
Ministry’s Department for Alsace-Lorraine needed precise information in order to
cater to the needs of expellees.114 The ministry estimated that the French
administration expelled 40,000 Germans by the time the Versailles Treaty was signed,
and another 47,000 by December 15, 1919. The ministry estimated that between 1,500
and 10,000 Germans left the Reichsland before the armistice or evaded registration in
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Germany. The German official estimate for the total number of expellees was thus at
least 97,000.115 Robert Ernst, functionary of the German revisionist organization, the
German Protective League for Germans in Borderlands and Foreign Countries
(Deutschen Schutzbund für das Grenz- und Auslandsdeutschtum), reached similar
conclusions (Table. 9).116 Ernst very likely had access to studies prepared by the
German interior ministry’s Department for Alsace-Lorraine, since his numbers
overlapped with government memos that predated the publication of his volume on
expelled Alsatians and Lorrainers.117 He estimated that the French had expelled 95,000
Germans by September 1920. According to Ernst’s estimate, another 8,000 Germans
were expelled after the Versailles Treaty came into effect on January 10, 1920.118
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Table. 9. The number of expelled Germans from Alsace-Lorraine.
Date of Expulsion
Men
December 1918 - August
31, 1919
September 1919
October 1-15, 1919
November 1919
December 1919
January 1920
February 1920
March 1920
April 1920
May 1920
June 1920
July 1920
August 1920
September 1920
Total

Women
20,685
1,545
1,720
994
601
298
231
389
282
293
225
191
297
232
27,983

18,944
2,899
2,241
1,543
699
330
313
433
348
332
333
283
347
347
29,392

Children

Total

23,743
3,863
2,878
1,705
874
474
339
454
399
385
273
312
582
459
36,740

62,872
9,307
7,049
4,242
2,174
1,102
883
1,376
1,029
1,010
831
786
1,226
1,038
94,925

Source: Ernst, Die Eingliederung der Vertriebenen Elsass-Lothringer, 20.

Through expulsions, the French government made naturalization impossible
for around one third of the region’s German population, as the prerequisite for
naturalization was uninterrupted residence in the region for three years after the
armistice. Only the German spouses of Alsace-Lorrainers received French citizenship
with relative ease; the rest had to go through the long and burdensome process of
individual naturalization.119
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The precise socioeconomic composition of expellees is even more difficult to
assess. Catholic regionalist historians in the mid-1930s estimated that around 12,000
civil servants, 3,000 railway employees, and 1,000 pensioners had been expelled.120
The number of autochthonous Alsatians and Lorrainers either expelled or who
voluntarily departed for Germany numbered around 2,000. Many of these individuals,
like the fictitious character Georges Burckhardt, had fought for the Reich and returned
to Germany after the armistice.121
Expulsions changed the demographics of Alsace-Lorraine’s German society
and effectively wiped out Germans from the ranks of elite occupations. Still, even
seven years after the conclusion of the Versailles Treaty, there were over 50,000
German citizens residing in the three departments of Alsace and Lorraine, with 25,000
of them formally employed.122 The majority of adult Germans who were allowed to
remain in the region had married an Alsatian or Lorrainer before 1914. The marriage
bond prevented expulsions, and even enabled 47,000 Germans to receive French
citizenship by 1921.123
In the early 1920s, 16,000 Germans who were allowed to remain in Alsace
and Lorraine still worked in industry and mining, while farmers continued to
constitute a minority, numbering 1,300.124 Notably, as late as 1926, some 2,000
German doctors, lawyers, accountants, bookkeepers, veterinarians, and other liberal
professionals still lived and practiced in Alsace-Lorraine, and their number remained
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constant throughout the interwar period.125 It is likely that there were many liberal
professionals and even industrialists among the tens of thousands of Germans who
received French citizenship through naturalization, but did not show up in the
statistics. Still, when compared to the more than 10,000 German-born liberal
professionals in 1907 – who made up one-third of this professional category – the
huge impact of expulsions becomes clear.126
The number of Germans engaged in these bourgeois elite professions
decreased substantially from one-third to one-tenth of all liberal professionals – not
counting the doctors, lawyers, and liberal professionals who received French
citizenship through marriage or other means.127 French measures thus purged AlsaceLorraine of its German business elites and ousted the majority of Germans from
lucrative middle-class jobs.128 It was up to the peace conference to decide on the fate
of the German-owned private property that the French administration seized following
these expulsions.
Expelled Germans could take a few suitcases and a maximum of 2,000 paper
marks with them, but they had to leave their furniture and other assets behind.129 Nor
did Alsace-Lorraine politicians raise their voice in defense of the expelled. Even
francophile socialists – such as Jacques Peirotes, who witnessed the expulsion of many
workers, party members, and organizers, – were reluctant to intervene. Peirotes, who
by that time was member of the Legion of Honor, explained at a party forum that the
125
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expulsions were a state policy over which he had no influence as the mayor of
Strasbourg.130 While he refused to directly confront the French government on this
issue, he nevertheless boasted of allowing German to continue to be one of the official
languages of the municipality.131
The relatives of German foreign minister Ulrich von Brockdorff-Rantzau were
also among the expelled, and the German Foreign Office had first-hand information on
the brutal circumstances of the expulsions.132 Still, the Weimar government lacked
resources and was unprepared to resettle the immigrants from Alsace-Lorraine, which
led to enormous despair and disillusionment. By the 1930s, many of the Germans who
had returned from Alsace-Lorraine had become politically radicalized and joined the
Nazi party.133 Similar to the wartime proliferation of the German bureaucracy, four ad
hoc offices with overlapping jurisdictions came into being to support the expelled
Alsatians and Lorrainers. Former Reichsland bureaucrats with top positions in the
Weimar administration personally intervened for the transfer of federal aid to
refugees.134
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The Berlin government depoliticized the problem of expellees and treated it as
an issue of charity instead of a national political problem. As a result, federal states
such as Bavaria were also reluctant to integrate “Old German” civil servants or
systematically support those who had been forced out by the French. Many AlsaceLorraine refugees transitioned abruptly from a comfortable bourgeois life in the
Reichsland, straight into lives of poverty in Germany. In Karslruhe, for instance, the
expellees were put up in wooden barracks in the middle of a noisy city square. Some
German towns and cities addressed warning signs to expellees, such as “Beware of
Moving Here” (Vor Zuzug wird gewarnt).135 Expellees formed and joined en masse
self-help societies based on professions, which published news bulletins and
newspapers. These activities created, fostered, and perpetuated a specific Vertriebene
(expellee) identity. “Old German” businessmen founded their own self-help
organization in September 1919 in Frankfurt, the Defensive Association of Tradesmen
and Businessmen ousted from Alsace-Lorraine. This organization soon became one of
the centers of expellee activity.136
The expellees cultivated an identity of victimhood, partially as a result of
German “disinterest” in their fate.137 Moreover, they continued to interpret the First
World War as an economic war by the Entente against Germany, which fostered a
culture of victimhood. Just like the industrialist Eugen Jacobi or the engineer Rudolph
Zander, Robert Ernst believed that the “Old Germans” had fallen victim to the
continued economic war by the Entente, aimed at destroying the German elite and
135
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replacing it with a French elite in Alsace-Lorraine.138 Ernst regarded the Versailles
Treaty as a means for the destruction of Germany’s economy and its position in world
trade.139

Alsace-Lorraine’s Economy and the Outcome of the Versailles Conference
Alsace-Lorraine’s native economic elites and the region in general were the
beneficiaries of the economic clauses of the Versailles Treaty, attesting to France’s
decisive role in shaping the outcome of the peace conference. Trading and customs
provisions provided more and longer-lasting advantages than those stipulated in the
Treaty of Frankfurt in 1871. Article 68 maintained that companies from AlsaceLorraine were allowed to import raw materials from and export finished products to
Germany duty free “up to the amounts sent annually” before the war.140 The specifics
of the article emerged from the Baden-Baden negotiations between Germany and
France on May 19 and November 17, 1920, and customs privileges were in force until
January 10, 1925.141 Alsace-Lorraine was reintegrated into the French customs regime
as early as January 30, 1919; therefore no distinction differentiated companies and
products from the former Reichsland from those from the rest of France.142 As a result,
firms from the French interior were also able to reap the fruits of customs privileges,
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which had initially been designed to prop up the Alsatian textile industry.143
Advocates in France of trading with Germany claimed that it was “even France’s
interest to reestablish commercial relations with Germany and turn towards
yesterday’s enemies as opposed to the Allies. […] The English sell their products to us
at a high price.”144
The reintegration of the former Reichsland into the French economy thus
posed no immediate economic competition for French industrialists, as Alsatian and
Lorrainer firms could continue to direct their commerce towards Germany. As
renowned French economist and economic historian Henri Hauser noted in 1919, “The
Alsatian market is a favored market if one compares it with the rest of France. The
tendency to work as soon as possible with Germans has become more and more
noticeable.”145
Whereas Weimar Germany had to accept Alsatian and Lorrainer goods duty
free, article 70 of the Treaty of Versailles banned German participation in heavy
industries, railways, water, gas, electric works, “metallurgical establishments,” and
mines in Alsace-Lorraine.146 Article 74 enabled the French government “to retain and
liquidate all the property, rights, and interests which German nationals and societies
143
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controlled.” This measure therefore retroactively legitimated French liquidations in
Alsace-Lorraine after the armistice. It was Germany that had to reimburse its citizens
for the loss of their assets.147 The French government organized the Service industriel
d’Alsace et de Lorraine as early as November 1918, to seize and manage impounded
German property until liquidation.148 By July 1, 1920, the value of liquidated German
assets, including that of the Adler and Oppenheimer tannery, amounted to 700 million
French francs.149 This was more than double all the yearly revenues the French state
was collecting in the annexed provinces, and it amounted to 45 times the value of all
income tax levied on native Alsace-Lorrainers.150 Given the minimal intervention into
the composition of economic elites by the French state through taxation after the war,
these liquidation measures were extremely radical. The German government had to
compensate its citizens for expropriations and was able to deduct these sums from the
country’s reparation payments.151
The German state also had to return Entente assets that it had liquidated during
the war to their prewar owners.152 Article 60 of the Versailles Treaty maintained that
the German government had “to restore to Alsace-Lorrainers […] all property, rights
and interests” in Germany, reversing wartime measures of liquidation against
Francophile Alsatians or partially French businesses in the Reichsland.153 Fulfilling a
long-standing demand of Alsatian and Lorrainer elites, including the socialist Peirotes,
147
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article 68 ordered the joint administration of the Rhine ports of Strasbourg and Kehl
under French direction. This stipulation privileged Strasbourg’s trade over that of
Mannheim and other German rival cities.154
Whereas the Treaty of Frankfurt had automatically granted German citizenship
to all Alsace-Lorraine residents, the Versailles Treaty did not acknowledge the
automatic rights of the region’s Germans to French citizenship. Germans had to
petition for individual naturalization and prove “unbroken residence” for three years
after the armistice, which disqualified expelled “Old Germans” from returning to
France.155
As for state property, France received all public buildings, roads, railroads, and
other assets that the Reich or the Reichsland owned in 1918. Whereas Poland,
Belgium and Denmark had to credit Germany’s reparations account in exchange for
German state property on annexed territories, France received all German state
property in Alsace-Lorraine for free, even the buildings and roads built after 1871.156
Furthermore, France received an exemption from paying the Reichsland’s public
debt.157 Germany was also liable to repay France the “exceptional war expenditures,”
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such as war taxes, that the Reichsland had to contribute to the German war effort, and
it also had to pay pensions for its former civil servants in Alsace-Lorraine.158
The Versailles Treaty internationalized the issue of private debts between
Germans and Entente citizens by setting up Mixed Arbitral Tribunals (MAT).159
Presided over by citizens of neutral states, Germany and France could both nominate a
lawyer to the French-German MAT, which relied on the work of special offices, the
so-called clearing offices, that were in charge of calculating the amount of
international claims.160 Since the Treaty forbade direct negotiations and the settling of
accounts between companies and individuals in vanquished and victorious states, the
compensation of creditors depended on the rulings of the tribunals; in the meantime,
the MATs could not override the decisions of Entente courts, either.161 On the other
hand, the establishment of Tribunals also provided guarantees for the recovery of
prewar and wartime debts and enabled both French and German citizens to raise
claims against their own states, as well.162 The rulings of the court were mandatory for
both France and Germany, and the two states were also in charge of enforcing the
implementation of the tribunal’s decision.163
The tactics of German and Hungarian delegations were similar in their
response to the treaty provisions. Dignified aristocrats led the delegation of both
governments at the Versailles conference, composed of wartime political elites.
Neither the German Ulrich von Brockdorff-Rantzau nor the Hungarian Albert
158
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Apponyi were aware of negotiations and major fault lines between the allies, which
led them to a misguided defense strategy. Both of of them clung to the ethnic principle
of national self-determination articulated in Wilson’s Fourteen Points and adopted a
position of victimhood in the face of perceived allied hypocrisy.164 This strategy
yielded no results, as even the armistice has shown that the Entente did not subscribe
to Wilson’s diplomacy. Whereas both Brockdorff-Rantzau and Apponyi trusted the
Americans to revise the initial peace terms, the United States was less and less
involved in peace negotiations, which were dominated by Clemenceau and Lloyd
George by spring 1919.
In his response speech, instead of asking for smaller concessions, BrockdorffRantzau wasted considerable effort on attacking the “war guilt” clause, and blamed
prewar “imperialism” for the outbreak of the war.165 He did not mention AlsaceLorraine, nor other territories Germany was to lose. While the complete integration of
Alsace-Lorraine into France was a fait accompli by summer 1919, in the written
response to the peace terms, Brockdorff-Rantzau demanded a plebiscite in the region.
The conference refused all the German counterproposals, including the
plebiscite. Despite Brockdorff-Rantzau’s intervention, Alsace-Lorraine’s fate was
secondary for the Weimar Republic.166 The annexation relieved the region’s
autochthonous economic elites from the pressures of the German army, its war offices,
and competition from larger firms in the Reich. By 1924, economic gallicization and
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centralization in Alsace and Lorraine, however, created its own problems, while the
lack of a minority rights treaty and other checks and balances in the Versailles Treaty
provided few opportunities for Alsatians and Lorrainers to contest French measures.

Conclusions

French experts, politicians, and generals marched into Alsace-Lorraine in 1918
with well-developed plans for remaking the region’s economy and society, and they
managed to codify most of these visions as peace terms at Versailles. There was an
intricate web of diplomatic, military, and administrative processes behind the
expulsion of “Old German” families. Its privileged diplomatic position enabled France
to remake the society of the region without any interference from other Entente states,
whereas Weimar Germany renounced the former Reichsland and had an uneasy
relationship with “Old German” refugees. The stipulations of the peace treaty also
explained the privileged commercial situation of businesses owned by native AlsaceLorrainers and French entrepreneurs in the region.
Expulsions affected over 20,000 families, which made up around 5 percent of
Alsace’s and Lorraine’s population, but expellees amounted to around one-fourth of
the bourgeoisie and a considerable portion of the business elite, as I will show in
chapter 7. The French state made the entire German population in Alsace and Lorraine
collectively guilty for the over four decades of German rule, while mostly looking the
other way when judging the pre-1918 cooperation of native populations with the
German administration. The exemption of Alsace and Lorraine and its Germans from
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the postwar minority rights regime was a success for French diplomats, but a failure
for the Versailles system, since it undermined the very principles that the Entente
enforced in East-Central Europe. On the other hand, the example of the Adlers and
Oppenheimers showed that at least some members of the economic elite had no
trouble in reestablishing their firms in Germany and turning a profit soon after their
expulsion. While 1919 marked a sharp cesura in Alsace’s and Lorraine’s business
history, as the region witnessed the loss of a significant portion of its entrepreneurial
class, the postwar transition neither precipitated the ruin of the Adlers and
Oppenheimers nor of the Wolf, Netter, and Jacobi families. Despite the tribulations
that the expulsion and forced liquidation of their factories brought about, the most
significant “Old German” family businesses of Alsace survived the postwar
sovereignty change.
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CHAPTER 6
THE LONG WAY TO THE TREATY OF TRIANON: ECONOMIC ELITES IN
TRANSYLVANIA AND THE MAKING OF THE POSTWAR ORDER
In Transylvania, the contours of the postwar order were far less clear for
business elites than they were in Alsace and Lorraine when the First World War
ended. Both regions were occupied by Entente armies by late 1918. Nonetheless, in
Transylvania, local economic and political elites, the occupying Romanian and French
armies, the Entente diplomats in Paris, and the Romanian and Hungarian governments
were all able to exert an influence on the specifics of the postwar transfer of
sovereignty. By the spring of 1919, it was clear for most observers within and outside
Transylvania that the region would be annexed by Romania. Nonetheless, the borders,
laws, administrative institutions, and currencies of Greater Romania were all in a state
of flux until the early 1920s, which contributed to the success of Magyar business
elites in maneuvering to save their fortunes.
This chapter details the gradual political transition to Romanian rule and the
discussions on Transylvanian sovereignty among the Entente’s and Hungary’s
diplomats at the Paris peace conference. I will argue that the Trianon Treaty left most
economic and commercial issues with respect to Transylvania, as opposed to the
detailed stipulations on Alsace-Lorraine’s economy in the Versailles Treaty. The
scarcity of regulations, in turn, allowed economic elites and protectionist states
(Hungary and Romania) to insert themselves in the process of defining Transylvania’s
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role in interwar Central Europe’s commerce and economy. I also argue that Hungarian
economic elites provided a more viable alternative to the Entente’s peace plans than
the highly nationalist visions that the Hungarian peace delegation had to offer. I will
discuss the activity of a group of businessmen who argued for the preservation of the
Hungarian Kingdom as a customs union, while acknowledging the majority of the
territorial losses that Hungary had to endure with the Treaty of Trianon.
In Transylvania, stable political and economic structures comparable to those
the French administration put in place in Alsace and Lorraine after 1918 never
emerged. The archives of the Directing Council, the interim administration of
Transylvania between 1918 and 1920, corroborate historian Gábor Egry’s assertion
that “the establishment of the new state, with its rules and practices, was a slow
process that left considerable room for local groups and individuals to negotiate their
positions vis-à-vis the nationalizing [Romanianizing] efforts.”1
Due to a variety of diplomatic and military factors and maneuvering by
minority elites, a period of relative stability and consolidation started in Transylvania
only in the early 1920s. Still, property and citizenship rights, the legal system and
commercial life remained subject to local negotiations between prewar minorities and
postwar sovereigns throughout the 1920s. The inability of the Romanian
administration to completely subdue prewar elites provides crucial background, since
it enabled minority business elites to maneuver successfully.
I will also discuss in detail attempts by the Hungarian peace delegation and
Magyar business elites to recover Transylvania through diplomatic means in 1920. As
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the Romanian delegation took the annexation of Transylvania for granted by the time
the peace conference started, it did not prepare detailed memoranda on the region’s
demography and economy, unlike the Hungarian delegation. As the focus of this
dissertation is on Hungarian economic elites, it is relevant to investigate why the
Budapest government regarded Transylvania and its Magyar populations as a
quintessential part of the nation. In the meantime, as the last chapter will argue,
Hungarian economic elites in Transylvania were ready to compromise with Romanian
politicians, bankers, and businessmen, and resented being controlled by the Budapest
government and banks.

From a Hungarian to a Romanian Company: The Renner Firm in Revolution

The divergent postwar histories of the Renner tannery in Transylvania and the
the Adler and Oppenheimer firm in Alsace represent more general differences between
the two regions’ elites. The Renner tannery managed to retain its wartime ownership
structure after WWI, and even the board of trustees remained entirely in the hands of
Budapest banks and companies. Transylvania’s overwhelmingly Hungarian-Jewish
and German business elites were also able to retain their positions. The company
raised its capital from 2 two to 5 million crowns in 1918, and by as much as 22.5
million lei (45 million crowns) in 1921.2 Inflation played a part in the increase of
capital, but the tannery also raked in considerable profits. Whereas the total value of
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the company was over 16 million crowns in 1918, its profits totaled more than one
million crowns in 1918 and 1919, when the company paid out 8 percent dividends to
its shareholders. Remarkably, in 1919, the Renner tannery also channeled 1.5 million
crowns, almost two years’ worth of profits, into various savings accounts, such as a
fund devoted to compensating for the inflation of the crown and a “war fund.” Thus,
the company’s board, headed by the Hungarian Jewish lawyer and entrepreneur Mózes
Farkas, created a large financial pad in the aftermath of the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy’s collapse. This cushion helped insulate the tannery from the financial
fallout of the transition period. It is remarkable that as late as August 1919, 9 months
after the Romanian takeover of Cluj and Transylvania, the company’s board remained
convinced that the transitional years would entail some economic adjustments, but no
major change in the ownership of the company.
One reason for the cautious financial policies of the firm was the prolonged
transition period in Transylvania. The transition years, between 1918 and 1920, can
not be neatly separated from either the wartime or the interwar periods. The
exacerbation of friction between Hungary and Romania culminated in a full-scale war
in 1919 between the two states. The fight for Transylvania took place outside of
Transylvania, in Hungary proper, and it ended with the occupation of Budapest by the
Romanian army in August 1919. The Hungarian elites of Transylvania were thus
caught in between Romanian and Hungarian attempts to conquer the region.
No indication of Romanian sovereignty over Transylvania showed up in the
Renner company’s records until the early 1920s. The Anglo-Austrian Bank’s Budapest
branch had a firm grip on the management of the tannery even in 1920, two years after
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the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy and Romania’s occupation of
Transylvania. As the bank’s director Pál Engel explained to the management from his
Budapest office, “we do not think that any change in the composition of the directorial
and supervisory boards is necessary. If the political situation in Cluj makes it pressing,
however, we do not object to filling the directorial position with an adequate [ethnic
Romanian] person.”3 The “Budapest group” of Hungarian shareholders continued to
possess two-thirds of the shares of the tannery, with Transylvanian Magyars retaining
the rest.4
Not only did the shareholders remain the same as during the wartime period,
but the first ethnic Romanians joined the tannery’s administrative board only in 1921,
one year after the Treaty of Trianon came into effect.5 The company’s managers never
contemplated leaving Transylvania; on the contrary, they expanded their firm between
1918 and 1920 with new factory units, including a chrome leather manufacturing
factory, engine rooms, a water tower, a locksmith and carpenter’s workshop, and a
series of storage buildings.6 The company ratcheted up production and started to
organize distribution of products throughout Greater Romania.7

3

Memorandum of Pál Engel, director of the Austro-Hungarian Bank, August 23, 1919. DJAN Cluj,
Fond Clujana 1/1919.
4
Chapter 7 contains a detailed description of how the tannery’s shareholders changed between 1918
and 1924.
5
At that time, a few, token Romanian members joined the board, along with Hungarian and German
businessmen from Oradea-Mare, Timișoara, and Bukovina, as explained in the following chapter.
6
DJAN Cluj, Clujana, 6/1924, “Gyártörténet.”
7
In Chapter 7, expand on why the Renner tannery was able to become the largest factory in Cluj. Here I
show that by 1925, it occupyed a a considerable portion of the city’s northern suburb.
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Fig. 27, 28, and 29. The ethnic distribution of the population in Transylvania, the Jiu
valley and Cluj-Napoca

Source: Teleki, “Ethnographical Map of Hungary.”
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Although there were sporadic attempts at armed resistance against Romanian
rule in the Banat and the Szekler Land, the Hungarian government was unable to
provide assistance for anti-Romanian resistance.8 The period between 1918 and 1920
is key for the following chapter as well, since it shows that Hungarian economic and
even political elites began to develop agendas that were distinct from that of the
Budapest government. The last phase of the “Long First World War” cut the region off
from central Hungary, while the Bucharest government and its regional representative,
the Directing Council, implemented import and export restrictions between
Transylvania and the Old Kingdom of Romania.9 Separation fostered the onset of
economic regionalism. As both the Budapest and Bucharest governments lacked the
goods, resources, and administrative authority to assist industrialists and businessmen,
cooperation between Transylvania’s regional politicians and prewar economic elites of
various ethnicities started as early as 1919. The prevalence of regional economic
partnerships among Hungarian, Romanian, and Jewish members of the bourgeoisie in
the 1920s, as we will see in chapter 7, also contributed to the survival of
Transylvania’s prewar economic elites.
The disintegration of the Hungarian administration in Transylvania started in
early October 1918, with frequent plundering and low-level violence against shop
owners, village notaries, and other state officials, similar to the situation during the
1916 Romanian attack on Hungary. Shortages of coal plagued industrial production,
transportation and commerce. At the end of October, the Slovak, Romanian, Serbian,
8

Béla Borsi-Kálmán, Öt nemzedék, és ami előtte következik: a temesvári Levente-pör 1919-1920
(Budapest: Noran, 2006); Nándor Bárdi, Otthon és haza, Tanulmányok a romániai magyar kisebbség
történetéről, (Csíkszereda: Pro-Pront, 2013), 21-46.
9
Decree of Victor Bontescu, February 2, 1919. DJAN Bucharest, Fond Consiliul Dirigent, 4/1919.
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and other nationalities declared their secession from Hungary, while Entente armies
occupied the peripheries of the Hungarian Kingdom.10 By the fall of 1918, the
Romanian independence movement of Transylvania enjoyed the backing of Entente
states, and Romanian émigré politicians in France and Italy also pushed for
Transylvania’s “liberation from the Hungarian yoke.”11
Reflecting the dissipation of the Hungarian government’s authority, by midOctober 1918, Alexandru Vaida-Voevod, the deputy of Transylvania’s Romanian
National Party, was able to demand the “national organization” of Transylvanian
Romanians in the Budapest Parliament.12 Similar to the Czech, Slovak, and Hungarian
National Councils, the first of the many Romanian National Councils was formed on
October 27, and it claimed administrative authority over territories populated by
Romanians.13 In the following weeks Romanian national councils and national guards
sprung up in all the major towns of Transylvania,14
The obvious loss of the war tilted the political balance inside Hungary towards
the pro-Entente opposition, who had an agenda of liberalizing nationalities policies,
10

By the winter holidays in 1918, all of Transylvania was under the control of the Romanian army,
while French and Serbian troops occupied the Banat region. The diplomatic, military and economic
situation of the former Hungarian Kingdom was uncertain, and the country found itself in a full-blown
crisis. The Hungarian Bolshevik party took over the government from March to July 1919 and
immediately initiated nationalizations and interned industrialists and bankers, including the owners of
many Transylvanian mines and factories who happened to live in Budapest. The Bolsheviks around
Béla Kun engaged in warfare with the Romanian army for sovereignty over Transylvania, and as a
result, commercial, economic, and administrative ties between the central areas of Hungary and
Transylvania were reduced to a minimum.10
11
Telegram of Paris Romanians to King Ferdinand I, March 4, 1918. In Ion Popescu-Puțuri and Ștefan
Pascu, ed., 1918 La Români, Documentele Unirii, Unirea Transilvaniei cu România, 1 Decembrie
1918, vol. 7, (Bucharest: Editura Stiințifica, 1989), 9-10. The April 5, 1918 declaration of “oppressed
nationalities” of Austria-Hungary also proclaimed the right of Romanians for a “unified national state”
and complete “political and economic independence.” The US and Italy immediately endorsed the
declaration. “Principal Resulutions” in 1918 La Români, vol. 7, 11-12. 22-29.
12
1918 La Români, 39-44.
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Leuștean, România, 25.
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1918 La Români, vol. 7, 91-136.
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land reform, and pacifism. On October 24, 1918, the leader of the parliamentary
opposition, the notoriously pro-Entente Count Mihály Károlyi, formed a Hungarian
National Council.15 The liberal and moderate nationalist politicians of the Károlyi
government that took power following the October 30-31 “Aster Revolution” aimed at
concluding a peace on the basis of Wilsonian principles.16 The victorious powers
nevertheless mistakenly regarded Károlyi as one of the many nationalist politicians in
the Hungarian parliament, as if he also had advocated the oppression of the Romanian,
Slovak, and other minorities. Another aggravating circumstance was that Károlyi’s
regime had to negotiate with French military authorities and the Paris government,
neither of which subscribed to Wilson’s doctrines.
The fall of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy inaugurated a period of rapidly
changing sovereignties for Transylvania’s population. The Renner tannery’s board of
trustees noted laconically in its 1918 report to shareholders, “December 31, 1918,” the
official end of the business year, “does not constitute a milestone. Events have been
changing at a rapid pace ever since October 31, 1918.” In Timișoara, a short-lived
pro-Hungarian Banat Republic was declared to fend off Romanian and Serbian claims
to the region, while in villages around Cluj-Napoca and other parts of Transylvania,
the cooperation of Saxon, Hungarian, and Romanian national councils maintained at
least minimal order, in the face of disintegration and peasant unrest.

15

Károlyi seized power following the pro-democracy Aster Revolution on October 31, 1918, and
received formal appointment as prime minister from the Habsburg archduke Joseph IV.Miklós Zeidler,
Ideas on territorial revision in Hungary, 1920-1945 (Boulder, Colo. : Social Science Monographs), 6-7.
16
The Aster Revolution is also called the or Chrysanthemum Revolution, as rebelling soldiers decorated
their uniforms with asters.
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Even though the Entente did not formally recognize the Károlyi government,
the new Hungarian administration managed to receive armistice terms. The presence
of the French Balkans army on the Hungarian border enabled Károlyi to negotiate
directly with representatives of the Paris government. The Belgrade Convention
between the Magyar delegation and the commanding generals of the French and
Serbian armies on November 13, 1918, designated the southern half of Transylvania
for allied occupation. The zone of Entente occupation excluded the city of ClujNapoca (see figure 30.). The convention stipulated that Transylvania’s population,
administration and economic life was to remain unaffected by the end of the World
War, while it also allowed the Hungarian government to retain its administration of
these territories.17

17

The Convention’s first article maintained that “[c]ivil administration will remain in the hands of the
present [Hungarian] Government. […] [T]he police and gendarmerie will be retained in the evacuated
zone, being indispensable to the maintenance of order, and also such men as are required to insure the
safety of the railways.” Occupiers were allowed to take control over the post, the telegraph, telephone
and railway networks. The agreement permitted requisitioning by Entente armies on condition that the
army paid compensation for goods and assets it seized. Charles I. Bevans ed., Treaties and Other
International Agreements of the United States of America 1776-1949 (Washington, D.C., Department of
State, 1969), 20-22.
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Fig. 30. The demarcation lines of the Entente between November 1918 (black line)
and March 1919 (light line)

The Hungarian delegation and delegation composed of French and Serbian
military personnel agreed with these terms, following the Entente’s practice at the
Compiègne and Villa Giusti armistices, namely, that the “Allies shall not interfere
with the internal administration of affairs in Hungary.”18 Whereas the armistice on the
Western front reflected careful planning and coordination between Allied interests, the

18

Bevans ed., Treaties and Other International Agreements, 22.
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Belgrade Convention was an ad hoc agreement, and as such it failed to end hostilities
in East-Central Europe.19
Despite the lack of a large French military contingent in Hungary, the authority
and influence of French diplomats and generals in East-Central Europe was
considerable. Both Romanians and Hungarians believed that France would have a key
role in determining peace terms for East-Central Europe. The Károlyi government
would even have preferred a French occupation of the whole of Hungary to prevent
Czech and Romanian incursions into Hungarian territories.20 French diplomats and
generals in Hungary and Romania never adopted a unified view on military and
political issues, and often acted contrary to the intentions of the Clemenceau
government, which could only pursue a reactive policy.21
Romania was not at war with Austria-Hungary when the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy capitulated in Padova, Italy, on November 3, 1918. Whereas Romania took
up arms against Germany in extremis, only one day before the Compiègne armistice
came into effect on November 11, 1918, the news of this declaration, as the Romanian
19

The representatives of minorities in Hungary attacked the armistice from the outset. They argued that
the convention only reflected Serbian and French aspirations, and disregarded Romanian, Czech and
Slovak claims on Hungarian territories. Given that massive political, military and diplomatic changes
took place in the months following the convention, and given the multiplicity and ever changing ideas
on territorial revision in the Allied camp, the Belgrade Convention was soon rendered obsolete.
Questioning the legitimacy of the convention, that of the Károlyi regime, or Franchet D’Esperey all
served as a pretexts to avoid observing the convention once states found it constraining. The French
general at the convention, Franchet D’Esperey did not possess detailed guidelines from the French
government when he started negotiating with the Hungarian delegation. Still, France was not interested
in limiting its scope of military and diplomatic action in Hungary, and it was even less interested in
recognizing Károlyi’s government, which it eventually disavowed in December 1918. Lucian Leuștean,
România, Ungaria și Tratatul de la Trianon 1918-1920 (Iași: Polirom, 2002), 16-19, 35-37.
20
Leuștean, România, 21.
21
General Henri Mathis Berthelot, the commander of the Army of the Danube dedicated to fight
Bolsheviks, and the French minister in Bucharest Beaupoil de Saint-Aulaire, were decisively proRomanian, whereas D’Esperey, and generals Paul Henrys and Paul de Lobit expressed some sympathies
for Károlyi’s demand to observe of the Belgrade Convention. Lieutenant colonel Ferdinand Vix served
as a liason between the French generals, the Parisian government, and the Hungarian administration.
Leuștean, România, 34.
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historian Lucian Leuștean has suggested, likely neither reached Paris nor Belgrade.22
As a result, the Romanian delegation did not receive an invitation to the Serbian
capital by Franchet d’Espèrey, the commander of the French Balkans army. 23 The
armistice line left around one million Romanians under the control of the Hungarian
army and administration, which led to considerable tension in the months to come.
The presence of largely pro-Romanian French generals, the violation of armistice
terms by the Romanian army, and the lack of a comparable Hungarian armed force in
Transylvania, coupled with the collapse of the Hungarian administration, resulted in a
gradual Romanian takeover of the region by December 1918. The Romanian army
took over the rest of Hungarian territories demanded by Romanian diplomats in Paris
– such as Eastern Bánát a Partium/Crișana – in spring and summer of 1919,
respectively.24
22
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The collapse of the Monarchy and the potentiality to solve at once the political,
educational, and economic issues of Transylvanian Romanians created a unified
political and diplomatic front between the region’s Romanian nationalist politicians in
Hungary and the Romanian government. Despite its liberal nationality policies, the
Károlyi government inherited the predicament of prewar and wartime HungarianRomanian relations: it refused to abandon the principle of the territorial integrity of
Hungary, whereas the Romanian National Party (RNP) aimed at complete political
and military control over Transylvania and rejected the idea of autonomy.
Under these circumstances, Károlyi’s minister Oscar Jászi could not reach an
agreement with representatives of the Romanian National Party Iuliu Maniu, Stefan
Cicio-Pop, and Vasile Goldiș during his negotiations in the city of Arad in midNovember 1918.25 Whereas Jászi proposed to transform Transylvania into an “Eastern
Switzerland” in which the Romanian National Council took control over Romanianpopulated areas, the Romanian delegates refused to remain within the Kingdom of
Hungary and demanded full independence immediately. The liberal Károlyi
government also lacked a negotiator or politician whom the Romanian politicians of
Transylvania could trust. The government’s nominees for key Transylvanian
administrative positions, such as István Apáthy and Elemér Horváth, had both been
deeply involved in the anti-Romanian discriminatory measures of 1917 and 1918, and

1918 (Guerre de 1919) et des Evénements qui en ont été la cause (Paris: Imp. de l’Encyclopédie
Nationale, 1922), 9-10; Romanian Grand Quartier General to Colonel Dumitrescu, December 19, 1918.
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25
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Apáthy had also played a prominent role in the anti-Romanian Transylvanian
Alliance.26
Berthelot had a key role in encouraging the Romanian army to cross over the
armistice line and occupy Transylvania’s capital, Cluj-Napoca, on December 24,
1918. He did not notify his rival d’Espèrey about allowing the Romanians to cross the
armistice line, which created tensions between the two generals. Despite Romanian
claims to the whole of Transylvania, Clemenceau did not allow for the region’s
immediate occupation by the Romanian army in 1918. In January 1919, he decided to
sideline the excessively ambitious Berthelot, who was then preparing the march of
Romanian troops into the Crișana region. As a result of interventions from the peace
conference and repeated protests by the Károlyi government, Romanian troops
stopped temporarily, occupying around two-thirds of Transylvania and leaving the
industrial centers of Timișoara under Serbian, Arad under French, and Oradea-Mare
under Hungarian rule.
The Béla Kun regime’s major goal was to remain in power. In order to achieve
this goal, Kun turned to Entente representatives, assured the protection of foreigners’
private property and the property of Entente states, and shored up support from the
home front by preparing for a war to win back historical Hungary. In the territory
under its control, the Kun regime nationalized apartments, mines, and factories, and
interned Ferenc Chorin, Henrik Fellner, and other leaders of Hungarian industry and
banking. Eventually it was the Romanian army that attacked Kun’s troops in midApril 1919, and it subsequently conquered Hungarian territories east of the Tisza river,
26
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where it stopped in early May the same year. The few French troops observed the war
but did not intervene. On July 20, 1919, the Red Army initiated a failed attack on
Romanian army, which utterly destroyed the Republic of Councils. Under the pretext
of fighting Bolshevism, Romanian troops marched forward into the heartland of
Hungary, and kept Budapest under occupation until November 1919, and eastern
Hungary until March 1920.27 When the Entente forced the Romanian troops to
withdraw, they systematically deindustrialized occupied territories and transported
factories, train carriages and other equipment to Romania, reminiscent of the actions
of the German army in Romania between 1916 and 1918.
On December 1, 1918 in Alba Iulia, leaders of the Romanian National Party,
the prewar political organization of ethnic Romanians in Transylvania, convoked a
"national assembly” of ethnic Romanians of Hungary. This assembly declared the
unification of Transylvania with Romania. Like the Károlyi regime, the Alba Iulia
assembly had no formal recognition by the Entente. The over 10,000, but potentially
as many as 100,000 “delegates” were never formally elected to represent ethnic
Romanians, while Saxons, Germans, and Hungarians of the region were not even
invited.28 On December 18, the Alba Iulia assembly of Romanians nominated a
regional government for Transylvania, the Directing Council (Consiliul Dirigent),
composed of the leaders of the Romanian National Party and three Transylvanian
Romanian social democrats.29 Three of its members, Vaida, Cicio-Pop and Goldiș,
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also became part of the Romanian government of Bucharest, too.30 The Romanian
army crossed the Belgrade armistice line on December 1, and occupied almost all of
Transylvania by the end of the month.31
Despite its exclusion from the armistice negotiations, it was the Romanian
army that occupied Southern Transylvania in the name of the Entente, due to a lack of
sufficient French troops in November and December 1918. As a result of interventions
from the peace conference and repeated protests by the Károlyi government,
Romanian troops stopped temporarily around the border of historical Transylvania and
the Crișana region, occupying around two-thirds of Transylvania, leaving the
industrial centers of Timișoara under Serbian, Arad under French, and Oradea-Mare
under Hungarian rule.32
The unrecognized Károlyi regime was isolated from the peace conference, and
unaware of its recent deliberations and the enormous territorial losses Hungary was to
endure, and it also mistakenly identified Wilson’s peace plans with those of the
Entente . When Vix handed over the Entente ultimatum on the new demarcation line
on March 20, 1919, Károlyi resigned in protest, and the communists around Béla Kun
took control of the government with a coup.
Under the pretext of fighting Bolshevism, Romanian troops marched forward
into the heartland of Hungary, and kept Budapest under occupation until November
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1919, and eastern Hungary until March 1920.33 When the Entente forced the
Romanian troops to withdraw, they systematically deindustrialized occupied territories
and transported factories, train carriages, and other equipment to Romania,
reminiscent of the actions of the German army in Romania between 1916 and 1918.34
In the meantime, the Directing Council started to operate as a de facto
governmental authority of Transylvania, issuing decrees on land and electoral reform
in August 1919, and a series of decrees regulating industrial production, commercial
life, and the press.35 On May 13, 1919, the Romanian Minister of Industry and
Commerce ordered the nationalization of all foreign stock-exchange companies, a
decision which prompted even the French government to protest.36 The government’s
representatives also put pressure on chambers of commerce in the newly occupied
territories to rethink their prewar orientation towards Budapest, and to turn instead
toward the east and the Romanian capital. Ioan Conciatu was one of the Romanian
government commissaries who used Romanianization as a cover for his personal
enrichment and empowerment.37 As commissary to the Timișoara Chamber of
Commerce, he soon promoted himself to the board of a regional bank. He then lobbied
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the Romanian local administrator (prefect) on the bank’s behalf for authorization to
raise the bank’s capital by issuing shares.38 Yet, apart from such acts of corruption, the
Romanian regime had neither the power nor the diplomatic authorization of the
Entente to carry out nationalizations or the Romanianization of Transyvania’s
economy.
Although the Bucharest government suspended the Directing Council in 1920,
the Romanian politicians around the National Party continued to dominate regional
and local politics in Transylvania, and they served as mediators between Hungarian
economic elites and the Bucharest government throughout the 1920s and 1930s.39
Shortages of coal, train carriages, clothes, food, and housing were enormous, and the
sheer challenge of organizing the region’s administration and provisioning the civilian
population required a reliance on prewar elites. Making use of their prewar ties to
Hungarian lawyers, businessmen, and bankers, the Directing Council involved
minority-owned companies, such as the Renner tannery, in the organization of
provisioning civilian populations, and also in the supply chain of the Romanian army
and administration in Transylvania.
The major contours and paradoxes of Romanian rhetoric on economic life that
would emerge during the interwar years were already apparent during this transition
period. There was strong pressure among both the lower classes and elites of
Romanian society, both inside and outside of Transylvania, to push minorities off
38
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managerial boards and boards of directors of banks and corporations. Diplomatic
limitations, inadequate resources, and the scarcity of Romanian capitalists and capital
ultimately made the achievement of these nationalist goals impossible, however,
which resulted in a growing gap between nationalist rhetoric and local realities. Both
the government’s attempt to nationalize foreign-owned companies and to block the
emancipation of Jews failed as a result of Entente interventions.40 As the following
chapter will show, the romanianization of key companies like the Renner tannery
amounted to little more than a window dressing exercise.41 Leading Romanian
politicians of the Directing Council received board memberships and financial
allowances from Hungarian and German companies, in exchange for access to the
local bureaucracy, and lobbying efforts in favor of the company.42
Another tactic that Hungarian property-owning elites with holdings in
Transylvania resorted to was direct negotiations with Entente companies, bypassing
the Romanian administration. The majority of Budapest bankers and industrialists of
large mines used this method, which aimed at transferring part of their assets to
Entente investors, thus preventing nationalization or “romanianization.” Companies
most threatened by expropriation were large corporations and mines located in
majority-Romanian regions of Transylvania, such as the Jiu valley mines of the
Budapest-based Salgótarjáni Coal Mining Corporation (SCMC). Fluctuations in the
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value of the Austro-Hungarian crown43 and the Romanian lei gave rise to “arbitrage
trading,” which enabled this maneuvering effort. Arbitrage deals exploited the gap
between the prices of similar assets in Western and Eastern Europe. In the postwar
years, factories, mines, and other assets were considerably cheaper in East-Central
Europe than in Western Europe, especially for those who had Western European
currencies, such as Swiss francs, US dollars or British pounds.44
The efforts surrounding the sale of the Petroșani mines in southern
Transylvania’s Jiu valley show well the limitations of western help to Hungarian
minority elites, and the power of the Romanian administration to put pressure on
Magyar industrialists, despite the provisions of the Treaty of Trianon regarding the
protection of the property rights of minorities. The situation of the Petroșani mines in
the Jiu valley near the former Austro-Hungarian – Romanian border was more
precarious than that of the Renner factory in central Transylvania. The mines
employed around 4,000 Romanian and around 4,000 ethnic Hungarian, German, and
other non-Romanian workers, and they were at the center of labor unrest following the
collapse of the Monarchy; coal from these mines was crucial to assure the
provisioning of Budapest, Bucharest, and the cities of Transylvania for the winter
heating season. The approximate worth of these mines was over 100 million crowns in
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1917; they annually produced 21 million tons of coal in 1914, which made them one
of the most contested assets of Transylvania.45
The SCMC corporation was financed by one of the largest banks of Hungary,
the Pest Hungarian Commercial Bank (PHCB). The interests of the SCMC and the
PHCB thus coincided in defending the Jiu valley mines from nationalization or
liquidation. One of the PHCB’s directors, the Hungarian banker Henrik Fellner,
arrived in the Swiss banking capital in September 1919. He publicized his trip
broadly, and Budapest newspapers wrote openly about the aim of his trip: to prevent
Romanian nationalization by involving Entente capital in the mines.46 Immediately
after his arrival, Fellner started corresponding with businessmen and bankers in
London, Paris, Vienna - and Budapest. He faced three interrelated issues that limited
his maneuvering potential and ultimately hindered the sale of the SCMC’s mines.
First, the arbitrary actions of the Romanian army and administration made the
political and legal status of Transylvania’s businesses uncertain. Amidst postwar
disruption of traffic and communication between Budapest and Petrosani, Fellner was
only able to obtain a rudimentary portfolio on the mineral reserves, output, and
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statistics on the turnover and profits of the mines, and he thus lacked detailed
documentation for potential investors.47
The Entente’s peace terms with Germany at Versailles in May 1919 allowed
for the expropriation of German assets on lost territories, including Alsace-Lorraine
and Posen. This trend did not bode well for Hungarian capitalists with investments in
Transylvania, who could not know that they would not be lumped together with
Germans in the Treaty of Trianon.48 In the end, however, it was difficult to determine
the value of the mines, due to massive inflation. Fellner’s associate during
negotiations was Ferenc Chorin, one of the Budapest-based directors of the SCMC,
who had previously been interned by the Hungarian Soviet Republic.
Fluctuations in the value of the Hungarian crown prompted Chorin and
Fellner to disassociate from Hungary and call for Romanian rule over the region.49
Fellner explained to Chorin, “in order to get a good price, it would be advantageous if
I could tell my business partners that the new currency of Transylvania will be the
Romanian lei.”50 Fellner also circulated a memorandum among the company’s Swiss
and Entente negotiating partners that emphasized the economic advantages of
Transylvania’s annexation by Romania. The memo argued that the annexation was
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When meeting with the agent of the British investors, Fellner could not present a convincing case as
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highly advantageous for Entente investors, since “Romania will develop its
agriculture, along with the expansion of the industries. Both agriculture and industry
will need the Jiu valley’s coal in large quantities; the valley is Romania’s only coal
reserve.”51
Fellner’s and Chorin’s attempt to attract Entente investors showed that
Budapest-based business elites were able to move beyond casting the loss of
Transylvania as a national tragedy, a theme that permeated mainstream rhetoric in
Hungary. Fellner also realized that, at least temporarily, Romanian sovereignty over
Transylvania served the company’s interests to a greater extent than Hungarian rule
due to massive inflation in post-war Hungary.
Fellner managed to engage in promising negotiations with agents of
Newcastle-based mine owners, and he was close to concluding a deal with the Swiss
insurance company Darier in January 1920, when the Romanian administration
threatened the SCMC with the nationalization of its Jiu valley mines.52 Transylvania’s
inspector of mines warned that unless the Petroșani mines were transformed into a
Romanian company, they would be nationalized.53 Chorin had no other choice, and
started negotiations with the Banca Româneasca, the bank close to the most dominant
postwar political force, the national liberals.54 Romanian investors, headed by the
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Banca Româneasca, acquired 50 percent of the shares, even though they had no
capital to invest in the company. Nevertheless, they pledged to pay millions of Swiss
francs to the owners within ten years in exchange for half of the company’s shares.55
The SCMC and the Banca Româneasca transformed the Petroșani mines into
a nominally Romanian corporation, with Romanian directors and a mixed, HungarianRomanian board of directors. Even if Fellner did not succeed in selling the SCMC’s
Jiu valley mines to Entente companies, both the Pest Hungarian Commercial Bank
and the SCMC could continue to play a part in Transylvania’s economic life in the
interwar period. Fellner’s negotiations in Switzerland, the publicity around them, and
the implementation of the Treaty of Trianon in 1920 all played a role in preventing
the complete romanianization of the Jiu valley mines. The Treaty of Trianon not only
prevented Romania from expropriating the assets of Hungarian citizens and
corporations, but it also defined the Hungarian-Romanian borders, and stipulated
basic minority rights for Hungarians and Germans in Greater Romania.

The Peace Terms and Transylvania’s Economy and Elites
The final border between Hungary and Romania was the result of deliberations
of the Commission for the Study of Territorial Questions relating to Romania, a body
of eight diplomats, who were American, British, French, and Italian experts nominated

wrote a French expert in January 1919. “Note to the director,” Paris, January 13, 1919. MAE, Direction
des Affaires politiques et commerciales, 110CPCOM/98 P/17444, 15-16.
55
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by the Supreme Council of the Paris peace conference.56 The Commission agreed that
the Entente’s 1916 territorial promises to Romania were not binding, yet the delegates
also consented that Romania was to receive Transylvania.57 Debates erupted only on
delineating the Western borders of Romania, and the sovereignty over the
economically and strategically most important Banat and Crișana regions. The
annexation of industrially developed, and majority Hungarian cities to Romania
profoundly shaped the economic life of interwar Transylvania, and influenced the
business strategy of the Renner tannery, as well. The majority populations of
Timișoara, Arad, and Oradea were Magyars, while the countryside around them was
overwhelmingly Romanian.58
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Intelligence.
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The March 1919 Entente demarcation line (fig. 30) between the Hungarian and
Romanian armies and the final border displayed remarkable similarities. The
unofficial conditions of peace became known in June 1919. The stipulations entailed
the loss of two-thirds of the territory of the pre-war Hungarian Kingdom, including all
of Transylvania. Majority-Hungarian cities and regions adjacent to the border
(Oradea-Mare, Arad, Satu-Mare) were given to Romania, and the treaty left over 3
million ethnic Magyars in successor states, where they constituted as much as onethird of the total population.
Whereas the Versailles Treaty was generous with Germany insofar as only a
small percentage of German territories were detached, it treated the German minorities
in France and Poland harshly. The Treaty of Trianon between the Entente and
Hungary, on the other hand, punished Hungary with harsh territorial stipulations, but it
gave generous minority and property rights to ethnic Hungarians in the successor
states.59 Hungarians and Germans on annexed territories, at least on paper, received
minority rights, and immunity from expulsion, and expropriation. Hungarian state
property, on the other hand, was automatically transferred to Romania, similar to
German state property in Alsace-Lorraine and East-Central Europe. The value of the
expropriated assets of the Hungarian state could be deducted from Hungarian
reparation obligations.60 Unlike Germany, however, Hungary did not have to pay the
pensions of its former citizens.61
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The Romanian state was obliged to give citizenship rights for ethnic
Hungarians and Germans who had lived in Transylvania in 1914, and due to
diplomatic pressure from the Entente, it also had to grant full citizenship rights for
Jews, for the first time in Romanian history.62 As citizenship granted to ethnic
minorities automatically entailed the right to own property in Romania, the
consequence of this clause was to shield ethnic Hungarian industrialists in Greater
Romania from complete expropriation. The citizenship of most Transylvanians,
however, was fluid in the aftermath of the war: people migrated back and forth across
the new borders, and even key figures in Transylvania’s economic life did not
consider it pressing to have any specific citizenship. The Renner’s director, Mózes
Farkas, for instance, was able to function and prosper in Greater Romania without any
formal attachment to the country until the mid-1920s. Prior to that date, he had only an
expired Austro-Hungarian citizenship.63
Both ethnic Hungarians who relocated from Transylvania to Hungary – the so
called “optants,” – and Hungarian citizens who had never resided in Transylvania but
had investments in the region, were able to retain them. The Trianon Treaty also
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Even though the great powers forced Romania to emancipate its Jews in the 1878 Treaty of Berlin,
the country’s governments sabotaged Jewish emancipation and pegged it to individual petitioning,
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banned Romania from sequestering or liquidating these factories, mines, stores and
other assets after June 1920.64
The Treaty of Trianon granted the right of minorities to opt for Hungarian or
Austrian citizenship within one year.65 Many of the émigrés from Transylvania failed
to exercise their option rights, but they still left Romania for Hungary. As the
Romanian government prolonged the deadline to announce the option until July 1922,
the clarification of citizenship and property rights in Transylvania suffered further
delays.66
Many people were able to leave without proper passports or registration, while
during the economic crisis in Hungary in the early 1920s, Transylvania was an
attractive destination for workers and tradesmen from Hungary, who resettled in the
region or traveled back and forth between the two countries, obtaining neither
Romanian nor Hungarian citizenship.67 The papers of the Hungarian embassy in
Bucharest suggest that statelessness and unclear citizenship status was common
among Transylvanians in the 1920s, likely affecting tens of thousands of people.68
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As a result of migratory flows back and forth, and the lack of a thorough
population census until 1930, the exact number of Transylvanians who relocated to
Hungary is difficult to ascertain. Hungarian state publications inflated the refugee
problem by exaggerating the numbers, estimating that 200,000 out of 1.6 million
Magyars, mostly state employees, left Transylvania between 1918 and 1924, threefourths of them prior to 1920.69 This number, however, surpassed the total number of
Magyar civil servants, railway employees, and commercial and banking officials in
Transylvania, whereas peasants were reluctant to leave, especially after the Romanian
land reform granted many of them smaller plots.70
The Trianon Treaty did not regulate in detail commercial relations in EastCentral Europe, in contrast to the detailed stipulations of the “Alsace-Lorraine”
section of the Versailles Treaty. Article 207 maintained, “in regard to products
hitherto exchanged between the territories of these States, which are indispensable to
their industry or trade, negotiations shall be undertaken within six months from the
coming into force of the present Treaty.”71 The treaty, however, did not oblige the
parties to undertake negotiations, and due to the hostile diplomatic relations between
Hungary and Romania, no Hungarian-Romanian trade agreement was signed until the
late 1920s. In Transylvania, the lack of such a trade agreement was especially
detrimental to Hungarian business interests, since the Treaty of Trianon forbade the
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Budapest government to deploy protective tariffs against Entente states at a time when
all of Hungary’s neighbors were turning to economic protectionism.72

Hungarian Elites and the Prosperity of Eastern Europe: Hungarian Views on the
Economic Consequences of Peace
As Holly Case has pointed out, Transylvania occupied a central place in both
Hungarian and Romanian “national metanarratives” and “imaginaries” as the region’s
centrality “became more entrenched over the first half of the twentieth [century].”73
The emphasis on the centrality of the “Transylvanian question” for Hungarian politics
during the interwar period is linked to the new right-wing regime that seized power
following the collapse of the Hungarian Republic of Soviets. This right-wing
government and its team charged with preparing the Hungarian delegation for the
peace conference consciously raised the profile of the Transylvanian question after
November 1919, partially because members of the wartime lobby group, the
Transylvanian Alliance, successfully seized government positions in Budapest.74
The ties of the peace preparation department and the key figures of this new
Hungarian regime to Transylvania, together with the problem of tens of thousands of
Transylvanian refugees housed in train carriages in the railway stations of Budapest,
and the region’s sheer size and large population served to elevate the Transylvanian
question in Hungarian politics. In the meantime, the annexation of Transylvania by
Romania became the most important achievement and cornerstone of the “great
72
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union” of ethnic Romanians. The centrality of Transylvania for both Hungarian and
Romanian political elites explains the persistent lobbying efforts of diplomats of the
two states in Versailles.75 As the following chapter will show, both Budapest and
Bucharest political elites became increasingly distant from political realities in
Transylvania itself, which were was based on local compromises and political and
economic regionalism.76
After the liberal Károlyi regime and the communist regime of Béla Kun, the
conservative right, led by Admiral Miklós Horthy, seized power in Hungary in
November 1919, with the approval of the Entente. The solidification of the regime of
Admiral Miklós Horthy was predicated upon the possibility of future territorial
revisions. The most dominant figures of the political elite around Horthy, such as
prime ministers Pál Teleki (1920-1921), István Bethlen (1921-1931), and foreign
minister Miklós Bánffy (1921-1922), either hailed from Transylvania or owned landed
estates there.77 Horthy’s wife, Magdolna Purgly, grew up in the countryside around
Arad, too, and some members of her family allegedly had left Romania under pressure
in 1920.78 This Hungarian political elite had lost sizeable assets, generally in the form
of castles, forests, and arable land, after the Romanian takeover of Transylvania. This
fact, also played a role in placing the Transylvanian Question at center stage in
interwar Hungarian politics.
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The origins of Hungarian efforts to prepare for negotiations at the peace
conference originated from the administrative crisis caused by the need to cater to the
Hungarian refugees from Transylvania. The Transylvanian Committee within the
government’s Peace Preparation Bureau at first dealt with both the refugees from the
region and peace preparations.79 The first phase of the Hungarian peace delegation’s
efforts lasted from January to March 1920, when the delegation arrived in Paris and
received the peace terms. At this point, a group of Hungarian businessmen and some
members of the delegation started informal negotiations – with French industrialists
and Maurice Paléologue, the general secretary of the foreign ministry under the
government of Alexandre Millerand – about treaty revisions in exchange for economic
concessions for French industrialists.
The Hungarian delegation’s chief mission in Paris was similar to the German
delegation’s aim: the recovery of territories annexed by neighboring states annexed or
took precedence over all other concerns, with the primacy of Transylvania. The
studies that the Hungarian delegation handed over to the Entente oscillated between
claiming the entirety of the region on the grounds of organic principles of statehood,
and leaving the door open for partial territorial concessions based on national selfdetermination. 80 The thrust of the delegation’s revisionist arguments, aimed at
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radically revising the terms of the treaty, unfolded through a mixture of arguments on
the economic viability of East-Central Europe and the leadership potential of
Hungarian elites.
Albert Apponyi, the leader of the Hungarian delegation, warned the Entente
that its security system in East-Central Europe would not be stable unless the victors
found a proper solution for the problem of Transylvanian Hungarians.81 As Apponyi
noted, “The Transylvanian question is seemingly a matter lying between Hungary and
Romania alone. However…[it] may easily become a European question of first rate
importance and in case of an unhappy ordering [sic], may cause an upheaval of the
peace of the neighboring states, and therewith the peace of Europe.”82
The Hungarian delegation, like their German counterparts, mistakenly believed
that economic profiteering was among the preeminent motives driving the Entente war
aims and peace making. It thus set out to dismantle the treaty by threatening the great
powers with the decline of prosperity in East-Central Europe if the peacemakers
eliminated historical Hungary from the map.83 During his first address to the Entente
prime ministers at the Quai d’Orsay in January 1920, Apponyi warned that “Europe is
in need of economic reconstruction. Economic development, however, will certainly
be certainly frustrated by the new formations.”84
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For Apponyi and other Hungarian revisionists of the interwar period the
economic prosperity of Transylvania and other former Hungarian territories were
deeply connected to the fate of the Magyar and German elites of these regions. “The
vitality and economic progress of Transylvania evinced in the recent past is, according
to infallible signs, inextricably bound up with this leading class,”85 stated a
memorandum of the Hungarian delegation. It thus tried to convince the Entente that
Magyar elites and their German political allies were superior to the surrounding
peasant populations both culturally and economically, and that they were predestined
by historical tradition, merit, and economic status to rule over the Carpathian Basin.
Magyar economic and business elites were “the class of the greatest worth” and the
“organic” rulers of Transylvania, by dint of their economic and “civilizational”
superiority, argued Apponyi.86
Romanians were allegedly not in a position to offer an alternative to the
Hungarian and German ruling elites. Apponyi maintained that “The distribution of the
Roumanian [sic] population according to occupation and social standing is primitive
and undeveloped […] [Among Romanians], only the framework of the intellectual,
industrial, and commercial classes exist as yet [sic]. So that it is quite impossible that
this people should have either the moral or the material force to assume the leadership
in the higher fields of activity.”87
The economy of Transylvania and rump Hungary formed an “organic unity,”
claimed Apponyi. They faced economic decline if the two parts were severed from
85
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one another. The incorporation of Transylvania into Greater Romania would produce
an economic disaster, as the two sides of the Carpathian Mountains had meager
commercial ties. Furthermore, Apponyi stated that “if Transylvania were to be
assigned to Roumania by the peace conference, a deadly blow would be dealt not only
to the civilization of that country [Transylvania], but also to its economic
prosperity.”88 Even though Hungarians were a minority in Transylvania, only Magyar
leadership assured the prosperity of the Romanian populations, according to the
Hungarian delegation’s view.89
The Hungarian position at the peace conference was vexed by the contradiction
of proving that Romanians were too underdeveloped to administer Transylvania, while
having to counter the argument that the Hungarian regime was the cause of this
underdevelopment. Hungarian delegates also negated the reality of a small but
Hungarian-educated middle class among Romanians in Transylvania, which became
the politically most powerful strata of the region during the interwar period.90
The cultural supremacy of Hungarians, which the delegation advocated, stood
in sharp contrast to the reality of the Transylvanian bourgeoisie, which was
multiethnic, even if predominantly Hungarian. Apponyi wrongly implied that
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Romanian and Hungarian societies in Transylvania were completely separate. He was
right in predicting that the Romanian government would try to discriminate against the
Magyar and German minorities in Transylvania. He even concluded that the economic
decline of Magyar and German elites in the region would precipitate the economic
stagnation of all of East-Central Europe. As Apponyi stated,

Roumania [sic] could only maintain its unnatural dominion by using every
means in her power to hinder the economic development of the Magyar and
German elements and thereby of the country [Transylvania] as a whole. The
inauguration of every new railway line, the establishment of each new
industrial concern would mean, in the future, as it has meant in the past, an
advance in the economic superiority of Magyar and German elements hardly to
be countenanced by the Romanian rulers, so that Roumanian dominion would
infallibly carry in its train the decadence of the economic life of Transylvania.

As the former Hungarian minister of economics (1917-1918), Béla Földes explained,
“[t]his fear of strengthening the Hungarian race, […] will tend to lower the standard of
culture already existing. What use would the Orient express, an electric power-station,
rationalization, etc. be to the Roumanian [sic] peasants in the mountains?”91
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The Hungarian delegation’s insistence on retaining the entirety of Transylvania
as part of Hungary also stood in sharp contrast to the diplomatic possibilities of the
Horthy regime. Hungarian economic elites in Budapest, in the meantime, were
preparing a secret and more realistic modification to the peace terms. According to
this plan, Hungary would renounce part of its national wealth to France in exchange
for regaining some of its former territories with majority Magyar populations.
“Gallicization” had two aspects to it: the transfer of Hungarian state-owned assets into
the hands of French corporations in exchange for territorial concessions, and the
transfer of private companies to French hands in order to prevent their nationalization
by Romania.
Hungarian plans to offer concessions for French corporations fit well with
contemporary French econonomic expansion plans. Before the war, the French state
and French companies had invested around 30 billion francs in the Russian empire,
and the annual interest on this sum filled the gap between imports and exports.92
In 1919, the entire income of the French state corresponded to only around
two-thirds of prewar French investments in Russia, due to the economic crisis that
reached the country in the aftermath of the war.93 With the Russian Bolshevik’s
refusal to compensate for the nationalization of French property after the Russian
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Revolution, France had to write off its enormous prewar investments as bad debt, and
to look for markets elsewhere in East-Central Europe.94
The French economy needed export markets and profit-yielding assets after the
war, since exports only made up one third of imports in 1919.

Table. 10. French imports and exports in 1913 and 1919 (in billions of French francs)
Year Value of Imports
Value of Exports
(Million French
(Million French
francs)
francs)
1913
8,421
6,880
1919
29,778
8,713
Source: The Minister of Commerce and Industry, Auguste Isaac, to President
Alexandre Millerand on December 10, 1920. ANF F 12 9174.

French corporations were actively using the political leverage of Paris over Central
and Eastern Europe to seize German property in Alsace-Lorraine and elsewhere.
German firms were banned from investing in East-Central Europe after the Versailles
Treaty and even subject to expropriation.95 English firms did not scramble for
investments in Hungary, Greater Romania, and the rest of East-Central and SouthEastern Europe. Some Italian companies invested in Hungarian banks as well as the
timber and aluminum industries in Transylvania, but these were sporadic attempts that
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amounted to only a fraction of the economy.96 As a result, there was an investment
vacuum in East-Central Europe after the First World War, and the French acquired an
almost complete monopoly in Hungary and Romania. French dominance over EastCentral Europe at the peace conference and the presence of the French army in the
region further amplified the leverage of French companies.97

Secret Negotiations and the Failed Modification of the Treaty of Trianon

The alternative to Apponyi’s strategy that focused on Hungarian cultural and
economic supremacy was the secret negotiation of Hungarian businessmen with
Maurice Paléologue.98 Although the negotiations yielded only minor modifications to
the Treaty of Trianon, they showed that the Entente was more open to discussing
tangible economic concessions than arguments about Hungarian cultural and
economic superiority. They also attested to the transnational interests of a few large
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French corporations, which were planning to expand in Alsace-Lorraine, rump
Hungary, and Transylvania.99
The Millerand administration in France wanted to involve Hungary in the
French anti-Bolshevik and anti-German alliance system being formed in East-Central
Europe, as opposed to the policy advocated by former president Raymond Poincaré,
Philippe Berthelot, and Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau, all of whom based their
East European policy exclusively on the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes,
Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Poland.100 Despite his Romanian ancestry, Paléologue
was open to offering concessions to Hungary to the detriment of Romania in exchange
for furthering French economic interests in Hungary.
By March 1920, Apponyi’s line had failed. Geographer Pál Teleki and his
fellow aristocrats, as well as a group of Budapest-based Hungarian businessmen, led by
the Hungarian businessman and negotiator Károly Halmos, became the unofficial yet
primary negotiating partners of the Entente.101 On the French side, the key figures
behind the negotiations were none other than the French minister of industrial
reconstruction Louis Loucheur and the count Armand de Saint-Souveur, the director of
99
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the Schneider-Creusot metallurgy firm. Both Loucheur and Saint-Souveur were also
active in gallicizing German steel plants in Lorraine, suggesting that French economic
elites connected the various parts of Mitteleuropa when planning the future of the
French economy.102 Halmos likely knew of Louis Loucheur from prewar Istanbul
where they had collaborated on a street car exportation project.103 Loucheur and SaintSouveur introduced Halmos and the director of one of the largest Hungarian banks, or
the General Credit Bank, Adolf Ullmann, to Paléologue.104
French economic demands included transferring the Hungarian State Railways
in a long-term lease to the Schneider-Creuzot firm, as well as handing over 75 percent
of the shares of the Credit Bank to a group of French investors. Paléologue argued that
the French government would be able to defend more effectively Hungarian industrial
companies in successor states if it owned the bank that financed these companies.105
On April 13, 1920, Halmos handed over Hungary’s demands for the
rectification of the Entente’s peace terms. 106 Halmos’s memorandum demanded border
rectifications based on the ethnic principle, and it requested autonomy for the
remaining ethnic Hungarian, German, and Saxon settlements in Romania. Halmos
relied on Apponyi’s claim to win back all of Hungary’s former territories only in the
economic sense. He demanded the “preservation of the economic unity of the former
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kingdom, irrespective of the new political frontiers.”107 He also requested the
redistribution of war debts among all the successor states of the Kingdom of Hungary.
Paléologue endorsed the suggestions of Halmos insofar as Transylvania was
concerned. He admitted that the region required “the most delicate and most difficult
solution of all problems.”108 The French proposal suggested that Hungary and Romania
conclude an agreement on the basis of the memorandum. It also requested that a
solution be reached for the problem of Hungarian middle classes, civil servants and
railway workers who continued to reside in Transylania.
Similar to the French seizure of the Saar mines, Paléologue proposed that rump
Hungary take control of the Maramureș salt mines situated in territory annexed by
Romania. Echoing Halmos’s note, the French proposal suggested a free-trade
agreement between Hungary and Romania, similar to the French solution for assuring
the prosperity of Alsace-Lorraine through the customs-free trade arrangements between
France and Germany.109
Paléologue, however, was unable to make his proposals official French policy,
as both the president and the army opposed upsetting the alliance with the Little
Entente – the alliance of Czechoslovakia, Romania, and the Kingdom of Serbs,
Slovenes, and Croats – in favor of economic concessions for Hungary. Paléologue thus
kept Hungarian negotiations secret from marshal Ferdinand Foch as well. In the
meantime, on May 5, 1920, the Hungarian delegation received the final peace terms
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accompanied by a cover letter from Millerand that vaguely alluded to possible
modifications of the treaty.110
The final treaty provisions contained some modifications of the original terms,
based on the suggestions of the official delegation; these modifications pertained to the
economic, commercial, and military clauses. Article 47 was amended with a paragraph
that oddly combined Romania’s obligation to protect its minorities with the
requirement to “protect [the] freedom of transit and equitable treatment for the
commerce of other nations.”111 Romania also had to assume financial responsibility for
a proportionate share of prewar Hungarian state debt that fell on Transylvania, echoing
the demands of Halmos’s memorandum.112
For Hungarian industrialists, landowners, and businessmen, the most
significant modification was the one that affected the fate of their property on former
Austro-Hungarian territory. Not only did article 250 order the restoration to Hungarian
hands of assets nationalized or expropriated by Romania between the 1918 armistice
and the peace treaty, but it also provided for a so-called Mixed Arbitral Tribunal that
served as an international court of appeal for these cases. These courts were entitled to
involve legal experts from neutral states, the Council of the League of Nations, and the
conference of ambassadors.113 The issue of prewar Hungarian industrialists and
landowners thus ceased to be the problem of the Hungarian state, but it became a
110
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fixture of interwar international law.114 These courts provided a forum to continue
wartime hostilities between the Entente and the Central Powers through legal means,
with the involvement of judges and experts from Japan, Latin America and other
states.
Not surprisingly, the Hungarian government was upset with these peace terms.
The official delegation resigned, and the political elite’s only hope was the conclusion
of an agreement with the French government, based on the secret negotiations. By
September 1920, however, these negotiations had completely collapsed. The reasons
were manifold: the negotiations started too late, nearly half year after the Entente
communicated the final borders to its East-Central European allies. Both the Little
Entente being formed and the British representative in Hungary protested against
treaty revisions, while Hungary’s role as a potential ally in fighting the Bolsheviks in
Poland became secondary, since Poland had carried out a successful counteroffensive
against Soviet troops in the meantime.115 Most importantly, however, the resignation
of Paléologue at end of Septemer 1920 ended any possibility of Franco-Hungarian
rapprochement. Left without no other options, Miklós Horthy signed the ratified
Treaty of Trianon on November 15, 1920.116 The fall of 1920 also marked the end of
lobbying efforts by Hungarian economic elites. The failure of these efforts made
Budapest industrialists aware that retaining their properties in Romania and other
successor states of the Monarchy depended on negotiating local deals with the new
political and economic elites, which will be the subject of the following chapter.
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Conclusions
Shortly after the conclusion of the Treaty of Trianon, geographer Emmanuel de
Martonne, the French member of the territorial commission that established the
Hungarian-Romanian border, toured Transylvania. He concluded: “the Great War that
rendered us Alsace-Lorraine, gave Transylvania to Romania. The political and
economic problems that the much-desired union [of these territories with their
motherlands] gave rise to are of the same order.”117 Still, the protracted political
stabilization process in Transylvania, the uncertainty of postwar borders, the lack of
large-scale purges and expulsions, among other differences, pointed to a substantial
divergence between Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania. While East-Central Europe has
often been cast as a “problem child” of the Versailles Settlement, this chapter reveals
that insofar as minority elites were concerned, the transition was more radical in
Alsace-Lorraine than in Transylvania.118
Peace was in the making for almost two years in Transylvania (1918-1920),
and even after the signing of the Treaty of Trianon, it seemed as if hostilities had not
ended over the region. Whereas the Versailles Treaty contained detailed stipulations
on the future of Alsace-Lorraine’s economy and commercial status after the war, the
articles of the Treaty of Trianon were not specific regarding the economic relationship
between Hungary and Romania. As a result, the two states had to continue to search
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for a solution to joint economic problems after 1920.
Neither of the two states took an interest in resolving these issues: Romanians
questioned the legitimacy of Hungary intervening in Transylvanian affairs, while the
Hungarian government questioned the legitimacy of Romanian sovereignty over
Transylvania. The result was a series of protracted international litigations and the rise
of economic protectionism in both states in the 1920s. In addition, as the weak
governments of Greater Romania were unable to follow up their rhetoric of economic
romanianization with actual practice, it was up to the Hungarian and Romanian elites
of Transylvania to work out solutions to assure their own economic prosperity. The
following chapter traces how the Renner’s Hungarian-Jewish manager and co-owner,
Mózes Farkas, managed to become a key figure of the Kolozsvár/ Cluj-Napoca’s
Chamber of Commerce by the mid-1920s and why the tannery continued to prosper in
Greater Romania.
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CHAPTER 7
ALSACE-LORRAINE’S ECONOMY AND ELITES IN THE AFTERMATH OF
THE FIRST WORLD WAR
Introduction: Economic Elites as Actors in Postwar Europe (1918-1928)
This chapter looks at how the French takeover of Alsace-Lorraine reshaped the
economic elites of the region: what happened to the assets of German elites and how
one might be able to explain the remarkable continuities of elites, among native
Alsatians and Lorrainers. The method I employ is social historical: I follow the
evolution of French economic policies and the actions of native and French economic
elites who tried to exploit them for their own advantage.
The study of economic elites in the aftermath of the war speaks to broader
themes of European reconstruction, including the continuity of the prewar social order
and the importance of economic actors during political transition and stabilization. I
will show how the French state and its economic elites mutually relied on one another
after 1918. This special relationship cost the French budget dearly, but it helped
cement French rule and smoothen the economic transition in Alsace-Lorraine.
More specifically, I will look at how the state facilitated the takeover of
German assets by French and Alsace-Lorraine elites, and how it bolstered the position
of native elites of the region through a controversial currency exchange. The chapter
shows how Alsace-Lorrainers, especially industrialists and bankers, played a key role
in the “gallicization” of German property. It was thus not only the French army and
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administrators from the interior of France who were responsible for this transition, as
historians have sometimes argued.1
I will also argue that concerns with making profits from liquidations of
German-owned property were secondary to the goal of eradicating Germany’s
political influence in Alsace-Lorraine. The expropriation of German assets served
political purposes. French politicians failed to appreciate the enormous worth of
German assets in Alsace-Lorraine and regarded them as pawns in the Franco-German
rivalry, which led to enormous losses for the French national economy. Thus, the
French administration subordinated economic issues in Alsace-Lorraine to the broader
goal of making Germany unable to attack again, and preventing it from posing as the
major political power and economic hegemon on the continent.
Contemporary historians have so far investigated the expropriation of German
property and the economic transition by turning to the concepts of “racism” and
“colonialism.”2 Contemporary German observers, including the expellees and the
Nazis in the 1930s, viewed the liquidation of German property in Alsace-Lorraine as
part of a systematic French effort to continue the economic war the Entente had
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pursued between 1914 and 1918.3 Autonomist critics in Alsace-Lorraine, such as
Joseph Rossé or Albert Bleicher, excoriated the liquidation of German holdings as
“squandering” (Verschleuderung), or even “plunder” (Plünderung).4 “Our homeland
has become the venue for the ‘greatest plunder’ that ‘has ever been committed,” wrote
Rossé in 1928.5 Other autonomists viewed French actions as signs of colonialism.
Their viewpoint offered a racist critique of French “colonialism” and ethnic
discrimination. They lamented that the Paris government nominated officials from
“Tonkin” and “Madagascar” to govern Alsace.6 Francophile socialists, like
Strasbourg’s mayor Jacques Peirotes, were no less critical of liquidations.7
The framework of “racism” and colonialism can shed light on the motivations
of certain marginal French actors. The suggestion of the Alsatian socialist Alfred
Weill at the Conference of Alsace-Lorraine, for instance, to integrate Germans with
diminished citizenship rights as an “indigenous population” could be seen as reflecting
a colonial attitude. Nonetheless, this view was sidelined by 1917.8 “Racism” or
“colonialism” thus prove inadequate conceptual tools for explaining the underlying
motives of the French administration, even if Alsatian “autonomists,” trade union
3
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leaders, and communists invoked the “colonial” framework in the 1920s. Even Alfred
Weill, a decidedly anti-German member of the Conference of Alsace-Lorraine,
concluded that there was no racial difference between natives and German
immigrants, while those French psychologists and politicians who had a racist view of
Germans in Alsace-Lorraine had no impact on French policies.9
Consequently, in addition to the insights of cultural history or the postcolonial
turn in French studies, the assertions of a more traditional trend in European
historiography should not be shunted to the wayside in an effort to make sense of the
economic transformation of postwar Alsace-Lorraine. Namely, diplomatic history still
needs to be taken seriously as important background in the maneuvering of economic
elites.
Historians Walter McDougall, David Stevenson, Marc Trachtenberg, and
Conan Fischer all agree that concerns over France’s security and ‘fears’ of German
rearmament were the primary driving forces behind French politicians’ Versailles
diplomacy, as well as postwar foreign and even domestic policy.10 As Stevenson has
put it, “it was always the foreign danger which was uppermost in the French leaders’
minds,” and he adds that “economic aims were subsidiary to the strategic purpose.”11
The United States’ withdrawal as guarantor of the peace treaty and Lloyd George’s
reluctance to radically weaken Germany’s military-industrial potential further
radicalized the policies of right-wing president Raymond Poincaré. But whether it was
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the issue of German property in Alsace-Lorraine and the rest of France, the Ententeoccupied Rhineland, or reparations, French administrations were not open to
compromise.12
The dissolution of tight economic cooperation between France, the rest of the
Entente, and the United States led to attempts by successive French administrations to
create a French economic empire in Central Europe, although these plans were never
independent of diplomatic and military defense plans against Germany. Georges
Henri-Soutou has labeled this project “impérialism du pauvre,” the imperialism of the
weak; nonetheless, the opportunities that this new eastern policy created for
industrialists in Alsace, Lorraine, and France in general cannot be overlooked.13
The aftermath of the Great War ushered in the heyday of French economic
elites. The radical depletion of the French state’s resources between 1914 and 1918
12
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compelled the Paris government to rely heavily on private capital to realize its
domestic and foreign policy aims, not unlike situations in Greater Romania, Hungary,
and Weimar Germany.14 In exchange for their cooperation, the government rewarded
French industrialists with the lifting of strict state control over production and
distribution. French industrialists could also count on generous rewards during the
liquidation of German assets in Alsace and Lorraine,15
The main goal behind the expulsion of 95,000 Germans was the stabilization of
France’s western borders and the prevention of Germany from laying claim to the
former Reichsland. The approximately 60,000 Germans that remained in the region, in
turn, served as tools to pressure Weimar Germany to comply with the stipulations of
the Versailles Treaty on reparations.16 Still, the assets that Germans had to leave
behind served the purpose of cementing the French government’s relationship with
French, Alsatian, and Lorrainer economic elites. While the government wanted to
compensate corporations, reconstruction minister Louis Loucheur also attempted to
control and limit their enrichment, albeit with moderate success.
In contrast to the situation in Transylvania, where the Bucharest government
appeared as a rival and even opponent of the region’s ethnic Romanian and Hungarian
economic elites (since it supported Bucharest-based financiers), in Alsace and
Lorraine, the French administration made a real effort to satisfy native industrialists
14
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and bankers. Consequently, the overwhelming majority of the region’s elites stood
firmly behind the Paris government. The loyalty of native economic elites also
explains the lack of an anti-establishment regionalist movement or political party like
the Romanian National Party (RNP) or the National Hungarian Party in Transylvania.
The support, that economic elites extended to the French regime, however, also
generated criticism from autonomost anti-French movements emerging in the mid1920s.17 Radical socialist, communist and some strands of right-wing regionalist
groups attacked economic elites; nonetheless, these movements were marginal and
weak in the aftermath of the First World War.18

Austro-Hungarian Economic Elites and French Policies in Alsace-Lorraine
Not all former enemy elites were created equal in postwar Europe. While it
was a disadvantage to be a German property owner anywhere from Transylvania to
Eastern Prussia and Alsace-Lorraine, in France, Hungarian and Austrian elites found
themselves in a better position than Germans almost immediately after the war had
ended. Austrians and Hungarians received preferential treatment, primarily due to the
two countries’ position as potential French allies in the immediate postwar period, as
well as to the scarcity of Austro-Hungarian investment in the Reichsland. In addition,
French diplomats wanted to prevent an Anschluss, and were thus committed to
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assuring the economic viability of Austria, a country whose urban population was
starving in the years following the armistice.19 Hungary also received a stabilization
loan that the League of Nations brokered, and witnessed the substantial reduction of
its reparation payments by the Reparation Commission in 1924.20 In light of the
changing diplomatic relationship of the Austrian, Hungarian, and French governments,
it is no wonder that Austrian and Hungarian business elites received better treatment
as compared to German ones in both Alsace and Lorraine and the rest of France.21
Although Austro-Hungarian capitalists, banks, and companies had fewer assets
in France than did their German counterparts, it is still remarkable that the French
administration renounced the unilateral liquidation of these assets. Instead, the Paris
and Vienna governments regulated the issue of Austrian property in France with a
separate convention on August 3, 1920, which allowed for direct negotiations between
the interested parties in the two states, and even maintained the possibility of
exempting Austrian companies from liquidation.22 The French government concluded
a similar convention with István Bethlen’s Budapest government in January 1921,
19
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which came into effect on November 4, 1922. German industrialists, on the other
hand, had to wait until 1927 until the two governments concluded a similar agreement:
France kept the issue unresolved until the Entente and the Weimar government found
an adequate solution to the reparation question.23
The growing influence of French industrialists had an impact on the liquidation
of German assets in Alsace and Lorraine. The father of wartime economic planning in
the Clemenceau government, minister of commerce Étienne Clémentel, soon became
persona non grata since he wanted to maintain the system of state-run distribution of
raw materials and price fixing. In 1919, the incoming right-wing coalition
government, the Bloc National, dismissed him and appointed Louis Dubois, an
advocate of minimal state intervention, into economic life.24 In fact, Clémentel’s
views – and the trade union Confédération générale du travail’s plan for a
reconstruction controlled by trade-unions – had already been rejected by the left-wing
Clemenceau government soon after the armistice, which was good news for large
industrialists.25
In Alsace and Lorraine, the most important government authority on economic
life was the reconstruction minister Louis Loucheur, who took over Clémentel’s
wartime position as the key figure behind economic policy planning. Richard Kluisel
has recently characterized the prewar industrialist and wartime munitions minister as a
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“modernizing neo-liberal.”26 Writing a decade earlier, Charles Maier stressed
Loucheur’s corporatist side: although he did not aim to cluster the entire economy into
syndicates, as did Clémentel, Loucheur wanted to subject French big business to
economic planning to boost its international competitiveness.27 Corporatism and neoliberalism may not be mutually exclusive concepts when evaluating Loucheur’s
postwar actions.28 His innovation was to turn the legacy of wartime economic
planning and corporatism to benefit large industrialists like himself, who continued to
enjoy a special relationship with the state after 1918.
Loucheur intended German assets to serve as props for strengthening the
positions and competitiveness of French elites on the continent. The Paris government
primarily regarded the property of its former enemies as bargaining chips in political
struggles and economic competition. A note from foreign minister Poincaré to general
commissioner Georges Alapetite in August 1922, shows that the government regarded
German assets as collateral for achieving France’s foreign political aims. It held
German assets, POWs, and even the remaining German citizens in Alsace-Lorraine
hostage in order to force the Berlin government to transfer reparation payments,
comply with disarmament terms, and generally abide by the terms of the peace
treaty.29 When Germany refused to fulfill French demands for reparations a few
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months before the eventual occupation of the Ruhr, Poincaré instructed Alapetite to
freeze all “proceeds from liquidations,” even those that the mixed arbitral tribunal
accorded to Germans.30 Normally, French authorities deducted German debts to
French citizens from the proceeds from liquidations and transferred the positive
balance to Germany’s reparations account.
Even local Alsatian and Lorrainer officials treated German property in the
region as a means to put pressure on Germany, and some used this argument to
prevent treating any Germans as exceptions. As a captain and official of the General
Commissariat, the former Alsace-Lorraine’s interim administrative body (1918-1926)
reprimanded the government commissary intervening on behalf of a German who had
apparently raised his children in the French spirit: “I would have thought that
sequestering takes place not on the basis of the mindset, character, or opinions of
someone, but only as a result of his nationality. No matter what the attitude of the
German is, he is no less of an enemy citizen and his assets constitute collateral for
France.” That is, sequestration was a means to enforce France’s peace terms.31
The treatment of Alsace-Lorraine Germans as “collateral” assuring reparation
payments and disarmament was also manifested in other French policies of the early
1920s. Notably, despite the warning of general commissioner Alapetite, Prime
Minister Poincaré ordered the round-up of several German citizens still living in
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Alsace and Lorraine in August 1922, and proceeded with their expulsion.32 Out of the
prewar “Old German” population of 270,000, some 50 - 60,000 still remained in the
region by 1922, mostly as a result of prewar marriages to Alsatians and Lorrainers.33
The commissioner general warned the French prime minister that these Germans had
“close ties to the native population” and that their expulsion would ”stir up
reactions.”34 The French ambassador of France in Berlin noted that even the moderate
German press described these expulsions as an act of “defiance of civilization” and a
“crime against humanity.”35
In the meantime, a comparable “expulsion and deportation of Ottoman
Christians (mostly Greeks) took place from Kemalist Turkey in the fall of 1922.
Poincaré and local French diplomats fiercely condemned the practice, including the
“sequestration of [Ottoman Christian] assets, the searches of banks, and [...] arbitrary
arrests and actions. The allied governments cannot allow such a regime to develop
[...],” wrote general Maurice Pellé, the French high commissioner in Constantinople to
Poincaré.36
Poincaré and the French diplomatic corps at the League of Nations,
nonetheless, maintained the position adopted at the Paris peace conference regarding
the exceptionality of Alsace-Lorraine. As Alsace-Lorraine’s Germans were not
considered an ethnic minority, German expellees petitioned the League of Nations in
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vain: there was no international minority treaty that defended their interests, unlike the
case of Germans and Hungarians from Transylvania.37
The director of the League of Nation’s minorities section, Erik Colban
informed the secretary general about the petitions to the League by pro-German
“autonomists” Charles Rapp, René C. Ley, and Henri Muth, claiming that they “speak
for themselves.”38 These spokesmen criticized the triage commissions, the
categorization of the population into four groups based on German descent, and the
economic downturn ushered in by the French takeover.39 Still, Colban argued, neither
of their manifestos “can lead to any steps on the part of the League of Nations.”40
The French government’s foreign-policy-driven approach to Alsace and
Lorraine highlighted a double standard given France’s commitment to minority rights
in East-Central Europe and in the former Ottoman empire. The marginalization of
concerns regarding effective use of German-owned assets to the benefit the region’s
economy was also problematic. The obsession of the Paris government – and
especially of the reconstruction minister Louis Loucheur – with technocracy and
dirigisme did not translate into effective or profitable economic administration. The
government had no overall plan as to how to best make use of enemy companies on its
territory, or how to use the income and profits received from liquidations. The only
declared goal was to compensate German industrialists whose companies had suffered
37
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damages during German occupation, but it was not specified how these companies
were to receive advantages.
During sequesters and liquidations in Alsace-Lorraine, French tribunals and
liquidation agents transferred several billion francs worth of assets from German
economic elites into French, Alsatian, and Lorrainer hands. Walter Rathenau, the
mastermind of the German war economy and postwar foreign minister of Weimar
Germany, estimated the value of expropriated German assets in all neighboring states
at 11 billion gold marks.41 In the absence of a rigorous study, it is impossible to
establish the proceeds from liquidated German assets. Surprisingly, neither the Paris
government nor the regional administration in Alsace made an attempt to evaluate the
net worth of German assets in Alsace and Lorraine. What is even more intriguing is
that the government issued no such estimates even after liquidations had been carried
out.
Even the Metz based historian Jacques Bariéty, who has devoted his entire
oeuvre to researching Franco-German relations after the First World War, admitted
that “it was impossible to find out the amount of money that entered the French state
treasury as a result of liquidations.”42 Bariéty nonetheless did not study the French
socialist deputy Jean Cluzel’s report, which provided at least a minimal estimate as of
1928.43 By then, the treasury’s net balance from the liquidation of German assets near
Paris (carried out based on the stipulations of article 297 of the Versailles Treaty)
41
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amounted to 1.2 billion francs.44 The numbers, however, did not include all German
assets expropriated in France: in Lorraine alone, the proceeds from the liquidation of
large steel plants amounted to over 1.15 billion francs by 1923, and there were several
smaller companies, bank deposits, buildings and other assets subject to liquidation.45
The statistics available on the net worth of liquidated assets are thus
approximate and say little about the value of the companies themselves. Rather, these
conflicting numbers are proofs of the French treasury’s shabby postwar housekeeping,
well-documented by Dan Silverman, and indicate that the government’s intention was
not to profit through the liquidation of German assets. The seizure of German assets
forged ties between French political and economic elites, rather than creating profits
for the state. Instead of measuring the objective value of German goods at a time of
inflation, economic transition and instability, French governments in the 1920s
regarded them as expensive gifts to French economic elites whose loyalty they hoped
to secure. They achieved this goal through the purge of German political and
economic influence from the region.

Blueprint for Enriching Loyal Elites? (Dis)organizing the Liquidation of Enemy
Property
The seizure of German private property in Alsace-Lorraine constituted the
largest “success” of French capitalists and the state in the aftermath of the war. If one
discounts the land reforms and the expropriation of Austro-Hungarian and German
state property in East-Central Europe, the liquidation of German interests constituted
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the largest transfer of wealth among continental European elites after 1918.46 EastCentral European land reforms took the wealth of economic, political, and social elites
and distributed it to non-elites, largely destitute peasants: in this regard, land reforms
are not comparable to the transfer of positions between elite groups in Alsace and
Lorraine. Furthermore, the overwhelming majority of expropriated landowners in
East-Central Europe were not capitalists, but were gentry, aristocrats, or church
dignitaries. Many estates, especially in Hungary, had been transformed into
inalienable trusts in the late 19th century, which withdrew them from the market.47 In
sum, land was an asset that substantially differed from industrial or banking capital,
and it had primarily served to underpin the social positions of political and ecclesiastic
elites rather than that of the economic elites, the focus of this dissertation.
A group of French socialist politicians only began to assemble the details of
the expropriations during the right-wing Bloc national coalition one year after the
French government concluded a political and commercial agreement with Weimar
Germany in 1926.48 As the strategic concerns with the security of France became
secondary, economic considerations came to the fore. By then, however, it was
already too late to make changes and decrease the losses to the French budget.
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The commission of markets and speculation – linked to the chamber of
deputies that launched the investigation – was chaired by the socialist deputy and
lawyer Louis Cluzel.49 Cluzel’s lengthy report stated the obvious when it accused
postwar French governments of “grave miscalculations,” noting that “the supervision
and surveillance of liquidations lacked a thorough organization from the beginning.”50
The report contrasted the well-executed liquidations that took place between
1914 and 1918 in France with the French administration’s practice in Alsace-Lorraine.
It also tried to quantify the proceeds from liquidations, which proved to be a difficult
task since the immediate postwar Alsace-Lorraine administrations did not
systematically gather data. The report stated that, until the armistice, regional tribunals
had ordered the sequester and liquidation of more than 11,000 German companies in
the French interior (excluding Alsace and Lorraine), and the national budget gained
one billion francs in the process.51
By August 1924, 17,000 German companies were under sequestration in
France, and 14,000 of them had already been liquidated.52 Eighty-four percent of the
liquidations that took place after the war were in Alsace-Lorraine, where sequesters
affected more than 5,000 German assets, including firms, banks, shares, bank deposits,
and buildings.53 The remaining 16 percent represented liquidations in the French
interior, primarily in northeastern France. The most important, yet often overlooked
liquidations took place before the first decree regarding liquidations was issued.
49
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Cluzel, who did not have access to the administrative correspondence of the region’s
Commissariat Général, did not even mention that many companies had changed hands
without any legal mandate, despite the 1918 decree on sequesters that forbade
liquidations. Law followed practice in postwar Alsace-Lorraine. The lack of a decree
regulating liquidations, and the lack of an institutional protocol enabled corruption,
and made it difficult to trace what had actually happened to these companies between
November 1918 and April 1919 (table 11.).54
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Table 11. The fate of German property in France, 1914-1927.
Date

Measure

October 8, 1914

Sequester of German companies
The liquidation of German companies
starts
Decree of Prime Minister Clemenceau on
Sequester of German companies
Decree of the Strasbourg Commissioner
General on liquidation of German property
Administration of liquidation placed under
the Minister of Justice, Paris
Franco-German accord; Suspension of
liquidations of German assets

July 31, 1916
November 30, 1918
April 17, 1919
February 23, 1923
January 8, 1927

Focus
French
interior
French
interior
AlsaceLorraine
AlsaceLorraine
AlsaceLorraine
Entire
France

Cf. Georges Dazet, La liquidation des séquestres (Paris: Éditions et librairie, 1916),
12-24; Cluzel report; Christian Dominicé, La notion du caractère ennemi des biens
privés dans la guerre sur terre (Paris: Librairie Droz, 1961), 135.

General commissioner Alexandre Millerand announced the first detailed
decree on liquidations on April 17, 1919.55 He issued a series of further decrees that
regulated expropriations on May 23 and June 19 the same year.56 These laws
decentralized liquidations and spread responsibility for the process between the
judiciary, the army, and the regional administration. No wonder that neither Millerand
nor his successor as general commissioner, the career diplomat Gabriel Alapetite
(1920-1924), managed to oversee liquidations.
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The administrative chain of command surrounding German property was
chaotic. The general commissioner, Alsace-Lorraine’s chief magistrate (1918-1925),
was nominally in charge of liquidations. A “consultative commission on sequestered
goods” came into being according to article three of the April 17, 1919 decree. The
commission was a professional organ, composed of businessmen, lawyers, politicians,
and a single representative of the labor movement.57 It attempted to serve as a
mediator between various state organs and prospective buyers.58 The commission,
however, was only obliged to provide an expert opinion to the general commissioner if
the value of a sequestered asset surpassed 500,000 francs. Even then, the general
commissioner did not have to follow the advice of this purely consultative organ.
To further complicate the fate of enemy property, the final decision on
liquidations, at least nominally, did not reside in the hands of the general
commissioner, but in that of Alsace’s and Lorraine’s regional judges. It was thus the
presiding judges of the regional tribunals who ordered the implementation of the
general commissioner’s decrees on liquidations. Presiding judges nominated the
sequestering agents, who administered and liquidated the companies, and they
endorsed, approved, or – in exceptional cases – cancelled liquidations. The
consultative commission had no authorization to influence or report to these judges.59
Nor was the ministry of industrial reconstruction officially involved in liquidations,
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even though Loucheur wielded the government prerogative to endorse or cancel any
liquidation.60
Even on paper, this hierarchy looked complicated. During its implementation
in postwar Alsace-Lorraine, chaotic situations ensued as tribunals, the Paris
government, and the general commissariat had overlapping responsibilities, giving rise
to negligence and even competition.61 Then there were the French sinistrés and
industrialists who asserted their agency by exploiting tensions among the ministry, the
tribunals, and the regional government. Whereas in the secondary literature, Loucheur
comes across as the most formidable economic policymaker of interwar France, the
liquidation of German assets in Alsace-Lorraine showed that even he was unable to
control the process, since he could only exercise his will in the region by cooperating
with the nascent regional administration.62 The Parisian reconstruction ministry lagged
behind fast-moving corporations that had sent their agents to assess the value of
German-owned mines and factories in Alsace-Lorraine.
Loucheur agreed that there was a need for French corporations to seize
German assets, but he preferred stricter state control over the process and wanted
French companies to pay higher prices for these firms. The minister complained to the
under-secretary of state in charge of Alsace-Lorraine, Jules Jeanneney, that “AlsaceLorraine judicial authorities do not adhere to the instructions I have provided and on
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which we had agreed.”63 A week later, he added “from all sides I have learnt that
foreign and French negotiators try to create rights [over German property]. I need to
call your attention to the fact that I have forbidden all French industrialists who have
consulted me from visiting factories in Alsace-Lorraine,”64 including even the
representatives of the Schneiders, the largest steel manufacturer in France..65
Nevertheless, Loucheur’s letter constituted an unsuccessful reaction to the fact that the
Commissariat Général had by then received numerous petitions from French firms
announcing their intention to purchase particular German-owned companies, mines,
and factories.66
The decrees on liquidations resembled wartime French regulations, with a few
notable exceptions. The commissioning of local tribunals to handle the process made
sense during the war, since German companies were spread unevenly throughout
France. Even so, the wartime overburdening of tribunals in the Seine department
around Paris, where there was a high number of German assets, could have served as a
warning sign.67
In Alsace-Lorraine there was an exponentially denser network of German
companies than in the French interior. German companies clustered in a small area
around the region’s four major cities. Still, the general commissioner did not set up an
office to administer and oversee liquidations, but rather continued to charge
overburdened regional tribunals with the supervision of the process. Not surprisingly,
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judges assigned the task to sequestering agents, transforming their position into that of
liquidation agents starting April 1919. Due to the lack of an adequate pool of
professional sequestering agents and the lucrative nature of the job, hundreds of
German companies were often assigned to a single agent.
During the First World War, there was a gap between the 1914 decree on
sequestering enemy companies and the 1916 decree that ordered their liquidation
(table 11), which allowed for a clear estimation of the company’s worth and effort to
find the highest bidder. In Alsace-Lorraine, however, the liquidation of key enemy
companies followed sequesters in a matter of weeks or months, preventing a careful
assessment of their value. Nothing shows more clearly the French government’s
intention to use German property to favor loyal elites than the ban on the general
public’s right to bid on German assets, especially mines.68 Loucheur likely lost out or
changed his mind on the issue, since in a February 1919 letter to under-secretary of
state Jeanneney he still insisted on the necessity of public bidding. By the time the
April 17, 1919 decree formally ordered the liquidation of enemy companies, French
and Alsatian corporations had informally acquired many enemy-owned firms.69 As the
case of the liquidation of German mines discussed below will show, companies that
had the chance to buy German assets often financed their purchases from credit: thus,
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French policies did not necessarily result in locating big companies with capital to
invest in Alsace and Lorraine.70
While Loucheur, the general commissioner, and judges were busy channeling
the most valuable assets to favored industrialists as quickly as possible, they neglected
assets of a lesser value, or those in need of a complex assessment, such as
multinational companies, or those co-owned by Belgians and Germans.71 Many of
these companies only received their sequestering agents months after the armistice,
which allowed the German management to make company profits vanish, sell
remaining asset stocks, and engage in other activities that diminished the company’s
value.72 The withdrawal of machines, equipment, and factory furnishings from AlsaceLorraine by the German army in 1918 further amerliorated the losses of German
industrialists, although it remains impossible to assess the extent of this operation.73
Loucheur and his associate, the industrialist-engineer Ernest Mercier,
intervened in favor of accelerating sequesters when the ineptitude of the regional
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administration and courts affected the mines and steel plants they were most
concerned about. Mercier reprimanded the native Alsatian director of mining affairs at
the General Commissariat, Conrad Schlumberger, in December 1918, stating that “I
am informed that the sequestering of German interests in Alsace-Lorraine has
witnessed delays that I cannot at all comprehend […] All the mines of Alsace-Lorraine
should be placed under a sequestering official as soon as possible.”74
While there were more than 5,000 fully or partially German-owned companies
in Alsace-Lorraine in 1918, the most valuable assets were the potash mines in Upper
Alsace, the Lorraine iron-ore mines and steel plants, as well as the Adler and
Oppenheimer tannery and a few engineering companies like the Wolf, Netter, and
Jacobi steel sheet producing corporation.75
Large companies were able to offer jobs to French engineers, managers, and
even industrialists. There was also a tendency to solve the French elite’s “Russia
problem” through the expulsion of Germans in Alsace-Lorraine. After the drastic
eradication of French interests in the former Russian Empire following the Bolshevik
revolution, the French government tried to compensate industrialists or engineers who
had lost their positions in Russia with jobs in Alsace and Lorraine.76 Loucheur tried to
promote military officials and colleagues graduating from the École Polytechnique,
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many of whom had worked in Russia before the outbreak of the war. In January 1919,
the minister wrote a letter of recommendation, addressed to the general commissioner,
in which he suggested the appointment of the French president of the former
Metallurgy and Mining Union of Russia (Union Minière et Métallurgique de Russie),
by then a defunct organization, as director of a mine in Lorraine.77
German-owned companies and assets (bonds, stocks, furniture, buildings,
companies) of lesser importance were subject to “extreme negligence” by the Paris
government, the regional courts, and administration.78 Judges either randomly
designated army officers who happened to be in Alsace and Lorraine as sequestering
agents, or assigned cases to notables or traditional elites of local society: lawyers,
businessmen, and industrialists. These agents often took a business interest in the fate
of specific German assets, which provided a blueprint for corruption. Conflicts of
interests abounded. Sequesters often received their position as a sinecure, and had
neither the time nor the competence to manage the companies. Many of them were
also guilty of making the German firm’s sizeable profits or assets “vanish” by
assigning them as honoraria for themselves.79 Despite French socialist deputy Ernest
Lafont’s 1919 criticism of the process, noted in the Cluzel report, there were no
investigations; supervisory authorities failed to check the activities of courts and
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sequestering agents.80 The report accused judges at the regional tribunal of Metz, for
instance, with “culpable negligence and a complete ignorance of their duty.”81
Some agents were in charge of the liquidation of many hundreds of assets,
which “they completely neglected, leaving files in the drawer for years without ever
opening them.”82 In certain cases, sequestering agents accepted the state’s financial
compensation for their work, but tacitly allowed the pre-1918 company personnel to
run sequestered firms. An army captain who acted as one of the French sequestering
agents, for instance, left the German director of the Bouzenville engineering company
“temporarily” in place and commissioned a French officer, a metal worker in civilian
life, to supervise him.83
After the Versailles Treaty came into effect in January 1920, article 33 treating
the citizenship of Germans married to natives further slowed the process.84 Until
French authorities decided on the naturalization applications of German residents of
Alsace and Lorraine, liquidations could not proceed.85 Thus, due to corruption and
mismanagement, as well as dilatory administrative techniques, the liquidation of
remaining German companies proceeded slowly between 1919 and 1923.
Acknowledging the numerous controversies surrounding the process, the French
central government took liquidations in Alsace-Lorraine under its direct administration
in 1923.
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By this time, expropriations had reshuffled Alsace-Lorraine’s economic elites,
creating numerous tensions within local society and resentments among “Old
Germans” in Germany. Not every Alsatian and Lorrainer was able to acquire German
property, and many among the local bourgeoisie, industrialists, and bankers believed
the administration prioritized Parisian over regional economic elites. Regardless of
who acquired German property, the prolonged system of sequesters slowed down
production and commerce and complicated the regulation of prewar and wartime
debts. Even most companies owned by francophile Alsatians, such as the De Dietrich
engineering firm or the Alsatian General Bank, were affected, since they had at least
some German shareholders. These “enemy shares” were subject to sequester, while
Alsatian owners were compelled to buy them, siphoning capital from productive
investments. The sequester of German-owned companies also contributed to the shortterm decline of Alsace-Lorraine’s economy, since production stopped or was radically
reduced under incompetent sequestering agents, who laid off many workers.86
Since there was no centralized account of sequesters and liquidations, either
before or after April 1919, case studies reveal best how key assets undergirding
economic elite status changed hands after the First World War. Whereas it is difficult
to account for the fate of the more than 5,000 enemy companies, I have included case
studies on the fate of the most valuable and strategically important assets. The transfer
of these companies caused the largest restructuring among the region’s economic
elites, and their liquidation triggered public debates that were often linked to
contemporary discussions on Bolshevism, German influence, or even antisemitism.
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In the Shadow of the Armistice: The Liquidation of the Wolf, Netter, Jacobi Firm
Even if the French government cooperated with economic elites, primarily
through Louis Loucheur, the state as well as industrialists from the French interior had
divergent interests with regard to German property. Industrialists maneuvered to seize
German goods as soon as possible, whereas Loucheur campaigned for rigorous state
control over the process. The case of the Wolf, Netter, Jacobi engineering firm and the
fate of Lorraine steel plants shows how the French administration and French
industrialists were able to reach a compromise. The transfer of Strasbourg’s iconic
Maison Rouge hotel, on the other hand, illustrates how French economic elites were
able to outmaneuver the Paris government and purchase prominent assets on the
cheap, bypassing the endorsement of the government by making deals with Alsace’s
regional administration. without any resistance from courts or from local, regional, or
national administrations.
The Wolf, Netter, Jacobi firm was subject to liquidation before the April 1919
decree on liquidations, and the process revealed tensions between Louis Loucheur,
French industrialists, the French army and local administration.87 The liquidation of
the firm’s foundry in Strasbourg was one of the cases that triggered Loucheur’s
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personal intervention, lthough in general the reconstruction minister preferred policy
planning over adjudicating individual petitions.
As early as December 1918, the Firminy steel plant in central France sent its
engineers to assess the value of the Wolf, Netter, and Jacobi firm and purchase the
company.88 They even contacted the German co-owner, Eugen Jacobi, and the
Alsatian engineer Edmund Schisselé, who acted as sequestering agent, and they
concluded a deal.89 What is remarkable about the actions of the firm was that the steel
plant had not suffered war damages and could not claim sinistré status: its main
branch was tucked away in the French interior which had not been subject to German
occupation. The company also had investments in Dunkerque, a city that was close to
the frontline, but never subject to German occupation. In addition, Firminy lacked
adequate capital resources to acquire such a large and valuable company.90
Only after the deal had been concluded did Firminy’s general director Marcel
Dumuis approach the local administration and courts which acted as supervisory
authorities of sequestered goods.91 The Firminy steel plant was part of the powerful
Comité des Forges, the main consortium of French heavy industrialists, which gave it
additional leverage during negotiations.92 Dumuis first went to the director of the
Commissariat General’s Service of Foundries; he then also met the prosecutor and
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presiding judge of the Strasbourg tribunal.93 Jules Lévy, the newly appointed deputy
of the presiding judge, was also present at this meeting . Loucheur did not know at the
time that Lévy had by then accepted tens of thousands of francs of bribes from a
Parisian industrialist who lobbied to acquire German real-estate and stores in
downtown Strasbourg.94 It is also unclear whether Dumuis tried to bribe judge Lévy.
Given the dubious nature of the purchase, Dumuis asked the two officials how
to proceed without “exposing Firminy to any criticism.”95 He confirmed that both the
sequestering agent and Jacobi were content with the deal.96 At least according to
Dumuis, the presiding judge and the prosecutor endorsed the transaction “extremely
clearly,” on condition that the government approve it, too. The owner, Jacobi, and
sequestering agent, Schisselé, subsequently assisted Dumuis in preparing the
liquidation.97
On January 22, 1919, the sale was officially concluded.98 Firminy paid 7
million francs for WNJ, and another 6.5 million for its installations.99 Given that the
WNJ’s wartime profits amounted to 8 million marks (around 7 million prewar francs),
the deal was very advantageous for the French buyer. About a week later, however,
Loucheur delivered a fiery speech in the chamber of deputies in which he condemned
premature liquidations and exploratory trips by French firms in Alsace-Lorraine as he
realized that the French budget would have to write off enormous losses. After the
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speech, Dumuis headed immediately to the minister’s Paris office and exposed the
situation to him, including the endorsement he had received from regional officials.100
The cooperation of the prosecutor, the judge, and the sequestering agent with Dumuis
alarmed Loucheur, who immediately wrote to under-secretary Jeanneney, canceling
the transaction. Dumuis, however, contested Loucheur’s assessment of the situation,
and the affair took months to resolve.
Finally, Firminy had to share ownership rights over WNJ with other French
and Alsatian industrialists: WNJ was rebaptized as the Forges de Strasbourg,
(Foundries of Strasbourg), in 1919. Still, Dumuis’s maneuvering suggested that it was
relatively easy to acquire German assets in the immediate aftermath of the French
takeover. Local actors of the regional administration initially had more power in the
process than policymakers like Loucheur, who only intervened once the sale was
underway. Also, Loucheur’s personal intervention in the liquidation process was an
exception and his reluctance to intervene empowered French economic elites to
maneuver to acquire German assets on the cheap soon after the armistice. Similar to
the liquidation of the Adler and Oppenheimer tannery, the German owners had an
active role in selling the WNJ. Either because they received threats from the French
army and administration, or because they sought to minimize their losses through
cooperation, they facilitated rather than obstructed the liquidations.
Many businessmen, especially sinistrés, impatiently claimed immediate
compensation for losses suffered during World War I by wartime German
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authorities.101 Imperiled owners, if they had connections, turned to government
officials to cross their assets off the list of property to be sequestered, yet the effect of
pulling strings was far from certain given the competition between authorities.
While corruption was widespread, the primary reason why the general
commissioner condoned the informal purchase of German firms by French
corporations is that the incoming administration was unable to bankroll sequestered
companies. Furthermore, the French administration needed the assistance of loyal
economic elites to fend off working-class organizations, strikes, and to assure
continued production.102
Large German-owned companies, but especially mines, employed thousands of
workers and were key to the stabilization of the region’s postwar economy. Due to the
grip of Alsatian economic elites on the textile industry and the region’s traditional
industries during the period of the annexation, German economic elites primarily
concentrated in new industries, such as potash mining, and in capital-intensive steel
production.103
The mining of raw materials and the production of finished goods needed to
continue in order to fight labor unrest, as well. The workers of Wolf, Netter, and
Jacobi went on strike in 1919, blaming the French sequestering agent for decreasing
production figures and engaging in layoffs.104 The forced administration of German
companies by French authorities did in fact hinder production as it put a question mark
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over the ownership of the company, which made it an unreliable negotiating partner
when obtaining commissions and, more importantly, credit. This problem became
especially clear in the case of the Lorraine steel plants I will discuss below.
Smaller German-owned manufacturing companies that were not strategically
important, such as a chocolate factory, shut down first; Meanwhile, 45 to 50 workers
were laid off daily from the Adler and Oppenheimer tannery, starting as early as
December 1918.105 Even though only 83 out of the firm’s 2,000 workers were
German, likely on account of its German owners, the tannery had stopped receiving
raw materials since the armistice, which sharply decreased production and led to labor
unrest.106
Apart from fearing the workers’ movement, the poverty of France also fostered
rapid liquidations as sequestering agents, the General Commissioner’s office, and the
ministry of industrial reconstruction were unable to meet the operating costs of these
companies. After four years of war, the resources of the French administration were
depleted. Contradictions between the radical expulsion of Germans and the inability of
the French government to assure a stable transition were glaring. Cut off from German
markets, mother companies and banks, both large corporations and smaller companies
were in desperate need of credit and raw materials to remain in operation.107 The other
option, to leave these key companies in German hands and allow the free flow of
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goods from occupied Rhineland and rump Germany to Alsace-Lorraine, was a
politically unviable one.108 The lack of resources was especially apparent when it
came to the German-owned mines of Lorraine, which were both highly valuable and
expensive to maintain in operation.109 The liquidation of these mines shows how the
state contributed to the strengthening of French, Alsatian, and Lorrainer economic
elites at the expense of the treasury.
“Conflict Minerals?” The Mines of Lorraine and the Making of the Postwar French
Business Elite
The expropriation of the Lorraine mines and steel plants constitutes a special
case in the history of postwar property transfers, since the French government was
heavily involved in the process from the beginning as an arbiter among industrialists.
The mines also constituted an asset of strategic importance for the military potential of
France, while the production potential of iron ore heavily influenced the entire French
economy. Whereas companies like the Adler and Oppenheimer tannery and the Wolf,
Netter and Jacobi firm were also important for the region’s economy, Lorraine’s steel
plants had the potential to upset the entire French (and Western European) economy
and remake the hierarchy between heavy industrialists in France.
The former Reichsland had no natural place in the French economy; it was
oriented towards Germany, and French elites feared that the windfall of industrial
capacity would wreak havoc on the national economy, destroy heavy industries, and
upset the balance between elites from different parts of France.
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The annexation of Alsace-Lorraine on its own, without bringing the coalfields
of the Saar and the Rhineland into the French customs union, posed risks for French
industrialists. The extensive mining and steel production capacity of Alsace-Lorraine
meant competition for less modern French mines. Despite the nationalist rhetoric of
“revanche,” many feared the region’s superior industrial capacity and the
consequences of overproduction that the annexation of the “lost provinces” might
precipitate.
Robert Pinot, secretary general of the Comité des forges, the association of
French heavy industrialists, pointed out that the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine would
double France’s iron ore output, increase the production of cast iron by 75 percent and
of steel by 50 percent, and aggravate the country’s prewar oil and coke deficit (table
12).110 The Comité des forges successfully lobbied for the gradual integration of
Alsace and Lorraine into the French economy and the retention of German export
markets for Alsatian products.111 Pinot warned that the “badly situated” and less
efficient “factories of Central France, precisely those that allowed us to score a
victory” would “disappear” if not protected from Lorraine’s competition.112 In the
meantime, Jean Schneider, owner of the Schneider-Creuzot steel plant in Central
France, unsuccessfully lobbied the government for a punitive export tax on Lorraine
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exports to Germany in order to even out the competitiveness of steel manufacturing in
various French regions.113

Table. 12. French industrial potential and the annexation of Alsace-Lorrane. The
production of key products (millions of tons).
Production of
1913

Oil Ore

Cast Iron

Deficit in
Steel Oil

France

40

22

5

5

22

France+Alsace-Lorraine

44

43

9

7

50

France+Alsace-Lorraine+ Sarre
(1913)

57

43

10.5

9

22

Robert Pinot, Le Comité Des Forges de France Au Service de La Nation (Août 1914 Novembre 1918) (Paris : A. Colin, 1919), 229.
Ultimately, the economic clauses of the Versailles Treaty, the allied occupation
of the Rhineland, and the French takeover and partial nationalization of German
potash mines benefitted both Alsace-Lorraine’s native industrialists and those from the
interior of France. The Versailles settlement enabled France to substantially increase
its economic potential as compared to Germany: although French coal production still
made up less than one third of Germany’s, steel production superseded Great Britain’s
and reached three-fourths of German output, while France emerged as the major
producer of iron ore and cast iron.114 Due to the economic crisis of 1920 and 1921,
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however, industrial production only reached 1913 levels again in 1924.115 Germany’s
industry emerged more intact from the war than France’s, and German firms acted as a
rival of French companies as early as the 1920s.116
There were four large iron-ore mines in Lorraine, north of Metz, that were of
special interest to the French administration: These were located in Knutange,
Uckange, Rombas, and Hagondange, which was the most well-developed one. The
plants and mines in Hayange had been in the hands of the French industrialist François
de Wendel already before the war, and they thus posed no special problems. The four
other sites were industrial complexes equipped with blast furnaces, rollings-mills, and
steel producing units; they employed tens of thousands of workers.117
The liquidation of iron ore mining companies and adjoining steel plants in
Lorraine and potash mines of Alsace constituted the most valuable German assets
sequestered by the French administration after World War I. The prewar net worth of
three out of four major steel plants – the ones in Rombas, Hagondange, and Knutange
– amounted to 1.4 billion gold marks, which was approximately 4 billion French
francs in 1919, and around 10 billion US dollars as of 2015.118 French exports totaled
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less than 9 billion francs in 1919, which highlights the enormous value of these steel
plants in reannexed Lorraine.119
These steel plants had the potential to upset the hierarchies of France’s
business elites, cause trouble for firms in the French interior, and meddle with
industrial exports.120 In addition, the only guarantee for their prosperity was the
diplomatic intervention of the French government at the peace conference and beyond,
assuring German reparation shipments of coal and duty-free exports to their former
German markets. These mines thus shaped France’s industrial and military potential. I
will show below that the plants received more attention than the other German
corporations in Alsace and Lorraine.
These plants depended on shipments of coke from partner companies in
Germany. Once the plants ran out of capital, they stopped paying their suppliers,
resulting in a shortage of raw materials and sharp decreases in production. At first, the
General Commissioner’s finance department tried to solve the problem by extending
an emergency credit of less than 5 million francs, which covered only a fraction of the
costs. Subsequently, the Alsatian General Bank, owned by native Alsace-Lorraine
elites, provided another 30 million to the steel plants. These sums, however, still
proved insufficient.
Loucheur personally approved a 40-million franc credit to troubled steel
corporations. While the budgetary commission of the chamber of deputies approved
Loucheur’s credit offer, the senate’s corresponding commission “clearly refused” to
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support the initiative: after all, it meant extending credits gained from French
taxpayers to companies that were still technically German.121 The extension of credit
thus never materialized. A squadron chief, a certain Hausser, who served as inspector
general of the Alsace’s and Lorraine’s industries at the time,122 suggested stepping up
pressure on Germany to furnish raw materials to the steel plants. Despite the radically
anti-German proposals of Hausser and others in the French army, a military solution
was nowhere in sight in 1919.
The lack of capital explains why the local administration of Alsace-Lorraine
was ready to make deals with German owners, and why the government accepted
submarket offers by French corporations in exchange for the Lorraine mines. Apart
from the scarcity of capital, shortage of time was also an important factor. Given the
lack of resources, the French administration facilitated the takeover of German firms
as soon as possible by large French corporations that were supposed to have the
resources to ratchet up production quickly before the onset of a crisis of
underproduction and unemployment. These expectations, however, failed to
materialize. Loucheur and other technocrats did not take into consideration the fact
that French economic elites had different interests than the state. Furthermore, the
tribulations experienced by gallicized steel plants in the 1920s shows that French
corporations were unable to stop the problem of undercapitalization. Nor could they
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reach the production capacities of the plants. In addition, buyers ended up transferring
only a fraction of the selling price to the state treasury by the late 1920s.123
Loucheur’s only priority was to maintain a balance between various groups of
French industrialists and to retain some state control over pricing and distribution. His
moderate dirigisme tried to balance a laissez-faire attitude with the state’s active role
in shaping heavy industry’s ownership structures as well as production and
distribution. As for the steel plants, Loucheur supported a more economically liberal
line than in the case of Alsace’s potash mines, which the government decided to
nationalize excluding both French and Alsatian economic elites.124 German economic
elites who had invested in the potash and mines or large steel plants had less capacity
than the Adlers, Oppenheimers and Jacobis had to maneuver and make deals with
French industrialists.
As for the iron-ore mines and steel plants of Rombas, Knutange, and Uckange,
Loucheur favored specific French and Alsatian and Lorrainer companies. His aim was
to balance the interests of various corporations by limiting the Schneider-Creuzot firm
from acquiring too large an interest, or by banning the completely destroyed DenainAnzin foundry from overtaking Knutange in exchange for its losses. Banks that were
active in Romania and East-Central Europe in the takeover of enemy assets, such as
the Banque de Paris et du Pays-Bas, also took part in the gallicization of some mines,
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which points to connections between Western and East-Central Europe in the
aftermath of the war.
The Lorraine foundry of the Prussian Thyssen corporation in Hagondange was
an exception. Hagondange was among the most valuable and modern steel plants of
Europe at the time, with six modern blast furnaces on 1,250 acres of land and
adjoining iron-ore concessions on 14,000 acres.125 In order to avoid the concentration
of power and wealth in the hands of a few French foundries, the administration
decided to allow the transfer of Hangondange to business elites representing another
sector of the economy: companies that relied on steel to produce finished products
such as cars, machines, or train carriages. As a mixture of dirigisme and industrial
centralization, the French administration lumped Peugeot, Renault, the Alsatian De
Dietrich, and other companies into a Union des Consommateurs de Produits
Métallurgiques et Industriels (Union of Consumers of Metal Products and
Industrialists), and in turn extended a favorable offer to the Union to purchase the
Hagondange shares.126
Whereas the 1914 value of the Thyssen complex was 850 million gold marks,
the Union of Consumers had the option of purchasing the company for 150 million
francs in 1919, even though 850 million gold marks amounted to approximately 2.5
billion francs in 1919.127 Thus, the Union of Consumers purchased the company for
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approximately 6 percent of its actual value. What is more, similar to the Romanian
group of investors who bought up the Hungarian-owned Petroșani mines in
Transylvania, the Union des Consommateurs paid only a fraction of the purchase
value, 37 million francs to the French state (about 1.5 percent of the plant’s prewar
value), while it intended to raise the remaining 113 million francs from the annual
profits of the newly acquired company.128 The French state thus enabled a group of
pro-government business elites to purchase one of the major industrial establishments
in Europe for a fraction of its value, while enabling the restructuring of production to
serve the interests of automakers, which led to the exploitation and inadequate
utilization of the company.
That preferential treatment extended to certain industrialists over others was
not the only problem with selling the Hagondange plants. Allowing engineering
companies to seize a steel plant was like letting a wolf mind the sheep. Before the war,
the companies of the Thyssen group were able to provide markets for the products of
the Hagondange plant. Even though other members of the Thyssen group also
provided credits for the plant’s extension, they were unable to influence pricing and
production at the plant.129
This situation changed radically after the French takeover: the Union des
Consommateurs de Produits Métallurgiques et Industriels kept the prices of
Hagondange products at an artificially low level, so that their own, mostly
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autoproducing companies were able to supply themselves on the cheap. The lowering
of prices was especially pronounced, since even under normal circumstances, the
Hagondange plant produced steel 50 percent cheaper than foundries in central
France.130
Louis Renault, the key automaker behind the formation of the Union of
Consumers, explained frankly to members of the group in an internal corporate memo,
“We have chosen to acquire the Hagondange plant because under normal
circumstances this foundry can produce at the lowest possible price.”131 As a
consequence, he added, “we will be able to fix the price tag of our own products so
low as to defy all competition (which will allow us to recuperate the capital we have
invested).”132 This practice was not uncommon or unique to the Union des
Consommateurs de Produits Métallurgiques et Industriels. The De Dietrich
engineering company—a former supplier of the German army—borrowed 5 million
francs to buy one of their technologically more superior competitors and suppliers, the
Dingler-Karcher steel plant in the Saar.133 The transaction would not have been
possible without the support of the French state.134 The De Dietrich company
subsequently used the purchase to force lower prices and corner the market.135
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Apart from lowering prices, the Union des Consommateurs de Produits
Métallurgiques et Industriels also transformed the former Thyssen plant according to
the needs of Renault and other automakers, causing further losses. Thyssen had
initially developed the Hagondange plant to service its factories in the Ruhr: the
Union, on the other hand, only supported certain production capacities of the plant,
those centered on smaller and mid-size steel products, while leaving others unused;
Hagondange used only 30 percent of its production capacity after the French
takeover.136
The Union des Consommateurs de Produits Métallurgiques et Industriels ’s
pricing policy was favorable to Renault, Peugot, and De Dietrich, as they received raw
materials from Hagondange at an artificially low price, keeping the production costs of
their finished products down. On the other hand, this pricing policy undercut the
position of small shareholders in the Union of Consumers, who were expecting yearly
dividends after their investment, and instead experienced losses. By 1921 and 1922,
the losses of Hagondange skyrocketed and reached 25 million francs in both years.137
Between 1918 and 1926, the Union issued no dividends to shareholders, as there were
sizeable losses or minimal gains.138
The falling productivity and declining profits of gallicized steel plants enabled
the management of the plants to pressure the government for concessions on the
remaining payments. In order to give political relevance to their claim of debt
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reduction, the patrons resorted to the anti-German rhetoric of the postwar years and
blamed the German nonfulfillment of reparation provisions for their companies’
losses.139 On February 9, 1922, the French owners of the steel plants in Rombas
submitted a memorandum to the government in the name of the new Lorraine foundry
owners, which detailed the plight of the steel plants.140 This memorandum was first in
a series of petitions that the new mine owners in Lorraine submitted throughout the
1920s to alleviate their debt to the state. The memorandum requested nothing less than
being allowed to stop paying the remaining installments on the Rombas foundry’s
selling price. The consortium of industrialists, 85 percent of whom were sinistrés,
acquired the Rombas plant for the below-the-market price of 125 million francs, but
paid only 63 million up front, with the remainder due in March 1922.141
The company’s lawyer argued that the metal industry in Lorraine was
experiencing a crisis because Germany did not fulfill its treaty obligations by shipping
coal. Plants were also cut off from their German mother companies, while potential
suppliers in northeastern France had been destroyed during the war. Although the
Rombas plant and other steel plants produced less iron ore and steel than they were
capable of, the troubled commercial relations between France and Germany prevented
the management from selling these products. The memorandum stated, “The
nonfulfillment of the peace treaty brought about an unprecedented crisis in the history
of industry. The repercussions of this crisis for Lorraine’s metalworking industries
were so great that maintaining the payment obligations that had been determined
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previously would constitute an insurmountable obstacle for the development and even
existence of the societies that had acquired these plants.”142 The memorandum’s
author argued that it was “absolutely unheard of” that the government had behaved
more leniently toward Germany, which had received extensions on reparations
payments, than toward its own citizens, who were attempting to pay their debts
promptly.143
The petition was successful, and these Lorraine steel plants witnessed
substantial reductions of their payments. In addition to the 33 million francs in bonds
for sinistrés, a 1924 arbitration between the state and French investors reduced the
debt owed by the Rombas plant to the state by more than 42 million francs, and that of
the Knutange and Hagondange plants by 42 and 75 million francs, respectively.144 It is
also remarkable that the French buyers of the Rombas and Hagondange plants had
financed the purchase of the plants with long-term loans when they had initially
acquired them in 1919. The Union des Consommateurs de Produits Métallurgiques et
Industriels received a credit of 115 million francs eventually due in 1974, while the
Rombas’s owners received a credit of 100 million francs, due in 1952.145
Moreover, shareholders only had to pay half of the nominal value of their
shares to the company, automatically doubling their investments. In the case of the
Rombas plants, for every share with a nominal value of 500 francs, shareholders only
had to pay 250 francs, and even then, they received generous extensions, lasting well
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into the 1930s.146 Thus, in practical terms, French industrialists did not risk their own
capital and paid only a fraction of the nominal purchase price of the plants.
Altogether, Cluzel’s report estimated that the state had lost 315 million francs
on the liquidation of these three mines.147 This sum included the substantial reduction
of the sales price, the fees of sequestering agents and various honoraria and court fees,
but it did not include the multi-million-franc differences between the reduced sales
price and the net worth of the plants. If the inflation of the French franc as compared
to the German gold mark is taken into consideration for the period between 1914 and
1927, the 165 million francs that the buyers of the Hagondange, Rombas, and
Knutange steel plants transferred to the French treasury in 1927 amounted to 2 percent
of the plants’ prewar net worth, which had been estimated at 1.4 billion German gold
marks. The prewar value of the company thus amounted to as much as 8.6 billion
French francs in 1927, considerably more than the 165 million francs that French
industrialists ended up paying.148 In sum, the economic elites of France turned
enormous profits from the liquidation of German heavy industries in Lorraine.149
Blaming Germany for the plight of French economic elites in Alsace-Lorraine
remained a recurrent theme in the regional press and in negotiations between
industrialists and the state. While industrialists overstated their plight, the state had no
means to alleviate their financial, supply-related and labor problems, which led to a
slow recovery and even stagnation of the plants in the 1920s. Lorraine’s iron-ore
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extraction declined from over 21 million tons in 1913, to 8 million tons in 1920, to 7.8
million tons in 1921.150
Germany did indeed ship less coal than needed for the steel plants,
but the claim of the new French owners that the production costs of their competitors
in the Rhineland were 72 percent cheaper was an exaggeration, which served the
purpose of lowering their own tax payments, cutting concessions to trade unions, and
obtaining an extension or cancellation of debt payments.151 French industrialists were
deeply involved in the extraction of reparation payments in the occupied Rhineland,
and they cooperated with the French administration to block competing firms on the
occupied territory.152
The French policy of expelling “Old German” miners hurt the steel plants just
as much as German obstruction to reparation shipments, although neither the foreign
ministry, nor Loucheur ever addressed this issue or tried to intervene in favor of
retaining German workers key for French recovery. The Comité des Forges, however,
pointed out that the number of workers in mines and steel plants had dropped from the
prewar 17,500 to 10,000 by January 1921, and to 8,000 by August of that year, due to
the expulsion of Germans, who had made up around one-third of the prewar labor
force. There had also been a massive firing of French workers.153 Initially, the French
army expelled German miners at slower rates than former civil servants, since the
miners’ labor was in demand. Finally, however, not even miners could escape the
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consequences of Franco-German political hostility. Even one year after the ratification
of the Versailles Treaty, there were over 2,200 German miners, about 22 percent of all
mine and steel workers employed in Lorraine. Their number, however, dropped to
1,100, or 13 percent, by December 1921.154
In the short run, the expulsion of German miners served the interests of both
French economic elites and the socialist trade unions, which formally opposed the
expulsion of “Old Germans,” since many of them were union members along with
native workers. Still, firing German workers protected their French, Alsatian, and
Lorrainer colleagues from layoffs during the frequent busts of the early 1920s. The
economic crisis in Lorraine, however, was so grave that the patrons soon had to resort
to firing French and native Alsatian and Lorrainer workers, as well. In order to avoid
massive unemployment, the managements of the various steel plants reduced salaries
for workers by 14 percent in 1921. Over the summer, plants shut down for multiple
days to decrease output and costs. When production picked up in September, however,
the patrons had a hard time finding workers: by then the army had expelled most
Germans. Furthermore, half of the Italian and Polish workers, who made up 31 and 10
percent of the prewar labor force respectively, returned to their home countries.
Industrialists were thus compelled to invest in a campaign to recruit workers from
Italy, with only moderate success in the immediate aftermath of the war.
The expulsion of the Germans thus contributed to the depletion of Lorraine’s
long-term industrial potential and also put French elites in a difficult spot. The
socialist Georges Weill’s moderate suggestion at the Conference of Alsace-Lorraine
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in November 1918 to retain German workers was not followed after the French
takeover of the region due to anti-German mobilization after four years of deadly
war.155 The Alsatian and Lorrainer population was less hostile and more pragmatic as
regards “Old Germans,” even if many resented the actions of German military
commanders and the administration during the First World War. A local police
commissioner noticed that “at last, it is evident that the expulsion of a great number of
enemy citizens, who occupied important social positions, such as directors of large
commercial companies, could not have been implemented without taking a toll on
Lorraine’s economy.”156
Why then the dogged pursuit of expulsions? The answer lay in the antiGerman political mobilization in the region that arose from wartime conflicts, and, to
a lesser extent from prewar hostilities between the native population and the German
army and administration. As a result, the French administration noticed malignant
German influence even where it did not exist, such as the workers’ movement: the
socialist party in Alsace-Lorraine was firmly francophile, and only a minority of the
trade union organizers sympathized with Bolshevism. Anti-German political
mobilization also masked the boiling discontent of local industrialists and
businessmen with the activities of French industrialists in the region.157
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Anti-German and anti-Bolshevik Mobilization and the Consolidation of Elites in
Postwar Alsace and Lorraine
The two major threats that the French regional administration perceived to its
sovereignty over Alsace and Lorraine after 1918 were autonomism and left-wing
radicalism. Autonomism was a prewar anti-German regionalist movement that the
French administration had helped to create to uphold the Reichsland’s separation from
the rest of Germany. After 1918, it resurfaced as an anti-French, right-wing
movement, that had no formal representatives in regional assemblies and no ties to
Charles Rapp, René C, Ley, and Heinrich Muth, the anti-French autonomist leaders of
1918 and 1919.158 Until the rise of political regionalism following the 1924 electoral
victory of Edouard Herriot’s leftist and Cartel des Gauches; that advocated the
complete administrative reincorporation of Alsace and Lorraine, workers’ unrest
caused considerably more trouble for the French administration and the economic elite
than autonomism or regionalism.159
In the aftermath of the war, the communist and radically leftist labor
movement was the only political force that contested the social position of Alsatian,
Lorrainer, and French economic elites in the three recovered departments. Unions
organized a general strike in 1920 that caused considerable economic loss for the
patrons, and they criticized both mainstream Alsatian political parties and the French
government for low wages and increasing prices. It is no wonder that a broad “antiBolshevik” coalition emerged immediately after 1918 that included adherents of the
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prewar Catholic party, Protestant liberals, and Francophile moderate socialists. The
rhetorical strategy of this coalition was to create and sustain a sharp distinction
between Germans and Alsatians, and present the two groups as inherently
oppositional. Bolsheviks were depicted as German agents in disguise.160
I will argue below that francophile and regionalist newspapers, politicians, and
activists engaged in sustaining the myth of continued German subversion in the
recovered territories helped to discredit the radical left. In addition, instead of
questioning the non-transparent processes that transferred German mines, steel plants,
and other assets into French hands, anti-German mobilization fostered a campaign
against continued German influence in Lorraine’s mines and steel plants. In the
meantime, both the radical left and germanophiles were marginal forces in the
aftermath of the First World War.
A manifesto that a native Alsatian liberal member of the Strasbourg chamber
of commerce circulated on the eve of the French takeover warned the population that
“a German remains a German, even if he is a Bolshevik communard (communardbolschewiste [sic]).”161 The nomenclature of the poster conflated the Paris commune
with the Russian revolution and German imperialism. The manifesto also bypassed the
160
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fact that the German soldiers’s council of Strasbourg had numerous Alsatian members,
not to speak of the multiple acts of collaboration between “natives” and “Old
Germans” before 1918, which undermined the sharp divisions the French
administration artificially introduced between the two groups with the card system.162
As we have seen in November 1918, the French administration embarked on undoing
the ties between Alsatian and Germans by defining the two groups through descent,
and assigning four different types of identity cards (A, B, C, and D) corresponding to
the degree of German ancestry.163
The French government gave important concessions to moderate francophile
trade unions in Alsace and Lorraine, and managed to restrict the popularity of radical
communist unions to heavy industry.164 Whereas the law of April 23, 1919 introduced
the 8-hour workday in France (including Alsace and Lorraine),165 the March 25, 1919
French labor law empowered workers’ organizations by allowing unionization at every
factory, including the De Dietrich firm, which previously had tried to prevented
unionization by relying on industrial paternalism.166 The formation of the union was
conditional upon the consent of the owners, and the De Dietrichs resisted, inciting the
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ire of the communist labor organizer Charles Huber, who organized a 2-month strike
at the factory.167
Whereas communist trade unions had little actual political power and were
marginal within the labor movement, moderate socialist politicians and trade unions
witnessed an increase in their influence compared to their pre-war status in the
Reichsland. They filled many key administrative positions and ruled over the town
hall of Strasbourg. The francophile mayor, Jacques Peirotes (1918-1929), emerged as
one of the most important social democrats in postwar Alsace. In exchange for
political power at the municipal and regional level, moderate socialists renounced any
major criticism of the liquidation of German property and accepted the the distribution
of German assets among French industrialists by the right-wing coalition government.
Another consequence of anti-Bolshevik and anti-German fear mongering was
the possibility of industrialists and bankers posing as defenders of both the social order
and French rule in the region. Loucher’s associate, the technocrat and economic
planner Ernest Mercier, cast industrial elites and businessmen as the pillars of interwar
French society, contrasting them to sluggish, treacherous intellectual elites.168
As Mercier declared “We turn our spirits towards the intellectual elite. […]
Unfortunately, these days we are knocking on their door in vain. […] But then, where
do we find that assembly of men, which merits to don the title of elite […]? Nowhere
else but here, Gentlemen, among you, directors of private companies.”169
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If there was any broader public discussion about the takeover of Germanowned assets, it centered on the alleged German influence on Lorraine’s steel plants.
Especially in light of the expulsion and expropriation of Germans – and the failed
attempts by French and German industrialists after the war to negotiate economic
cooperation – the campaign against German influence in the labor movement seems
exaggerated. Even though France was among the countries that suffered the most from
systematic German exploitation of its occupied territories during the First World War,
the geopolitical and economic threat that Germany posed in the aftermath of the war
was negligable. Instead of solving some of the underlying issues with steel
production, Lorraine’s Francophile political elites started a campaign against the
supposedly germanophile plant director of Hagondange, the Luxemburg-born engineer
Léon Kugener.170 The campaign reflected the dominant Catholic Republican People’s
Party’s strongly anti-German foreign policy agenda.171
Kugener’s case demonstrates how anti-German mobilization served as a
weapon in the hands of rival elites. As we have seen, almost every section of Alsace’s
and Lorraine’s business elites and middle classes had cooperated to some degree with
the German administration. Lustration affected only “Old Germans” who were
deemed collectively guilty and expelled, as well as a few thousand among the local
populations that the triage commissions had expelled. The only narrative available for
native populations centered on their victimization by Germans, even if in reality
Alsatians and Lorrainers had been deeply integrated into Germany’s economic and
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political life, and even participated in the regional administration.172 As a result, any
allegation of having served in a higher public office or important economic position in
the Reich could be used as a weapon to blackmail someone or to take him down. This
is what Kugener’s enemies tried to do.
Kugener’s nomination as general manager of Hagondange in 1922 followed a
bomb attack by supposedly “anarchist-Bolshevik” workers against the first French
director’s home, which forced the previous manager’s resignation.173 The local
francophile paper, the L’Est Républicain, suggested that Bolshevism and German
efforts to undermine France were interrelated, when it noted that one of the four
workers staging the failed attack had served as a mechanic (artificier) in the “boche”
(German) army.174 Orfila, the first director, had coordinated the metal imports of
France from the USA during the First World War. Apart from the shock of the failed
bomb attack, he was also disillusioned with the pricing policy that the Union of
Consumers had forced on Hagondange, which led him to resign.
While business historians have usually focused on “shareholder activism”
against directors who mismanaged companies or failed to pay high dividends,
“workers’ activism” against bosses was also common. Not just Orfila, but also the
sequestering agent of WNJ was subjected to heavy criticism by workers. The workers
believed that the agent had caused a decrease in production and subsequent layoffs:
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the message was that the firm had functioned much better under its German
owners.175
After a brief interim period under a Belgian director, Hagondange came under
the directorship of Léon Kugener in 1922. The son of an elementary school teacher,
Kugener left his native Luxembourg to receive his higher education in Prussia. By
1914, he had become the head of a large industrial plant in the Saar, and in March
1918 he became director of one in the Rhineland.176 A denunciator claimed that he
even received the precious Verdienstkreuz (Cross of the Order of Merit) distinction of
the Reich during the war. Nevertheless, others maintained that Kugener and his wife
had also supported French POWs during the war in the Saarland, for which he
received decorations after the armistice from the French government.177
Just as some historians have identified antisemitism as a “cultural code” in
Imperial Germany, one might say that anti-German rhetoric became a cultural code in
postwar Alsace and Lorraine.178 It pervaded all political groups, the press, and official
correspondence. As a result, during the Kugener affair, it was difficult to separate the
various viewpoints, as all parties expressed their divergent interests by resorting to
anti-German rhetoric.
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Lorraine’s senator, the Bloc national’s marquis Henri de Marguerie, wielded
the language of anti-Germanism to criticize the policies of the Union of Consumers
that led to the economic decline of the region and the near bankruptcy of
Hagondange.179 Lorraine-born army general Auguste Hirschauer also supported
Marguerie’s initiative, calling for the prime minister to initiate an investigation into
the management of the Hagondange.
The former sequestration agent, a certain Bourgoin, who had been the first to
signal his doubts about the nomination of Kugener, was likely motivated by personal
rivalry, since Bourgoin had also served as interim director of the plant before its
liquidation. Bourgoin claimed that the German industrialist Hugo Stinnes had
managed to acquire part of the company’s shares, although he gave no proof to back
this assertion.180
By 1923, the Kugener affair was a matter of public discussion in the French
press, which saw it as a sign of the reentry of German capital into Alsace and
Lorraine. One Lorraine priest, a certain abbé Thilmont, even sent a hand-written letter
to the French President, in which he reiterated Bourgoin’s unfounded argument that
German capitalists were returning to Alsace-Lorraine in disguise; this, according to
Thilmont, helped only communists during upcoming elections.181
Thilmont’s anti-German invective masked his negative views of the Union of
Consumers and other French industrialists active in the region. As he stated, “The
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French government has deceived itself when it admitted the chief [French]
industrialists to the Sarre, thinking that they would gallicize (franciser) the region.”182
As historian Christian Baechler has pointed out, such criticism of French industrialists
was not uncommon among the region’s right-wing politicians. As a sign of increasing
regionalism, even some francophile Catholic politicians thought that the mines should
have been nationalized instead of being handed over to private industrialists.183
As a response to allegations of German infiltration, the French prime minister
commissioned the Strasbourg chief mining engineer, a certain Weil, to interrogate the
sequestration official. Weil concluded that it was impossible to prove the connection
between alleged German investment in Hagondange and Kugener’s nomination as
director. He also refuted accusations that Germans had purchased any shares in the
Hagondange plants. Weil suggested that accusations against Kugener stemmed from
jealousy and personal rivalry.184
The French press saw the question in a more nationalistic and less technocratic
light, and regarded the alleged German takeover of the firm as an affront to French
sensibilities.185 When leaving the firm, the German experts, according to one paper,
had claimed that “no French engineers would be able to last long.”186 Reflecting on
abbé Thilmont’s letters as well as three press articles that treated German involvement
in the Hagondange company in detail, the prime minister in October 1922 ordered the
minister of justice to launch an investigation into German influence at Hagondange.
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This investigation, however, remained inconclusive, and Kugener remained in his
position throughout the 1920s.187
Kugener’s case exemplified not only the exceptional elite continuities in the
management of former German steel plants, but also the ongoing political
mobilization against German influence in the 1920s, even if the French government
did not take every accusation at face value. In the meantime, there was no serious
discussion about the low selling price, controversial pricing policies, or French
responsibility for the decline of the Hagondange and other plants.
Apart from the solidarity of French and native Alsace-Lorraine elites against
the Germans, fear of Bolshevik subversion was the other reason why the controversial
role of economic elites in the gallicization of German property did not trigger more
criticism. It was almost impossible to criticize economic elites without invoking
charges of germanophilia and bolshevism.188 Fear of bolshevism ran especially high
among the lower levels of the police, military, and regional administration, since these
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authorities were in charge of monitoring potential bolshevik subversion, and to prove
their own importance, they often exaggerated the potential danger.189
The “scandal” around the controversial purchase of a Strasbourg hotel by
Parisian businessman showed how the rhetoric of regionalism and even antisemitism
often served as vehicles to criticize the nouveaux riches of Alsace and Lorraine. The
transfer of mines and companies like WNJ into French hands before the formal
ordering of liquidations made some French investors rich, but it also assured the
continuity of production. There were, however, many instances when property
transfers were not justified by any economic rationale. On the contrary, these transfers
resulted from the corruption of the new administration and the successful lobbying of
French economic elites to the detriment of both the interests of Alsace and Lorraine
and the regional and French national interest in general. I will discuss below the
selling of the Maison Rouge luxury hotel since this case resulted in considerable
backlash against the French administration both in Alsace-Lorraine and Germany.

The Neuste Nachrichten and Maison Rouge Scandals: Corruption, the Seizure of
German Property, and Antisemitism
The failure of the French administration to come up with strictly enforced
decrees on enemy companies prior to April 1919 facilitated the rise of unfair and
corrupt business practices in Alsace and Lorraine. The case of the most prominent
Strasbourg hotel, the Maison Rouge or Rotes Haus, illustrates how some French
industrialists were able to use the transition period to amass gigantic fortunes on the
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cheap, while the expropriation of the Neuste Nachrichten newspaper from its German
owners points to the enrichment of native elites, as well. Even if Alsatian economic
elites reacted critically to the incursion of French businessmen into Alsace and
Lorraine, some Alsatians were also involved in controversial purchases of German
property.
The cases of the Neuste Nachrichten and the Maison Rouge also throw the
impact of the liquidation of Lorraine’s mines and the WNJ into sharper relief. They
show that well-informed Alsatian and French businessmen were able to seize or
purchase on the cheap assets that were less important to the French government
strategically. Whereas the cooperation of French corporations was to a certain extent
necessary for refinancing formerly German-owned mines and large industries, the
predatory buying up of German real estate served no other interests than those of
French and Alsatian businessmen.190
When it became clear that Alsace would come under French sovereignty in
November 1918, a group of Alsatian businessmen led by Léon Ungemach, president
of the Strasbourg chamber of commerce, approached the owner of the largest daily in
Strasbourg, the Neuste Nachrichten (Latest News). Ungemach had a large canned food
and candy factory, and he had made enormous profits during the war. He also served
on the board of the Alsatian General Bank and was well-connected among “Old
German” business elites. He and his business partners put pressure on the “Old
German” owner to sell almost three-quarters of the newspaper’s stock to them under
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market value.191 Ungemach and his partners in the transaction, two Alsatian bank
directors and a mill owner, invited two Legion of Honor recipients from the interior of
France to serve as editors of the newspaper.192 The case illustrates that the French
takeover did not necessarily empower a new group of business elites, but enabled
prewar Alsatian elites to strengthen their positions vis-à-vis their “Old German”
competitors.
According to a report compiled by the comptroller-general of the Paris Interior
Ministry, a Parisian businessman, a certain Adelson, arrived with the radical left
deputy and reserve captain, Alfred Le Roy, in Strasbourg at the same time as French
troops entered the city on November 22, 1918.193 The comptroller-general noted,
“Adelson and his associate realized from the beginning how easy it was to acquire on
the cheap the property of Germans exposed to expulsion. Starting on December 5,
1918, they bought up the Tensfeldt store […] for 525,000 paper marks, the Odéon café
for 140,000 marks, and the Maison Rouge Hotel for 1,800,000 marks, along with
several other businesses,”194 including the Kauffmann clothes factory and the Palais
des Nouveautés, a five-level department store on Strasbourg’s prominent Place
Kléber.195
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Fig. 31. The Maison Rouge hotel in Strasbourg around 1925.

(Personal collection, M. R.)

Adelson and Le Roy likely knew that their actions pushed the limits of the law,
since even in France between 1914 and 1918, buying up enemy property was only
possible after a tribunal had sequestered and appointed a sequestering agent who
managed and initiated the liquidation of these assets.196 Nor could the two
businessmen have known that the French administration would not allow public
bidding for German-owned firms in Alsace-Lorraine: they scrambled to seize the most
valuable buildings and stores before French and native Alsatian elites picked up the
scent.
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Were it not for the scandal that emerged surrounding the purchase of the
Maison Rouge hotel, Adelson and Le Roy would likely have gotten away with their
controversial business practices. The building reflected in many respects AlsaceLorraine’s multiethnic society: it was co-designed by the trio of the French architect
Jacques Albert Brion, the “Old German” Otto Back, and the Alsatian Eugene Haug at
the turn of the 20th century. The building’s architectural aesthetic was no less eclectic:
it combined a French-style neoclassical facade with motifs taken from contemporary
Central European tenement houses, and it also prided itself on an art nouveau winter
garden. The building was thus an iconic Alsatian monument. At the time, it was home
to the luxurious Palast Hotel (renamed Maison Rouge in 1918), which a 1911 guide
book described as “first class” and located “in a most open situation on the Kléber
Square,” with 130 bedrooms, equipped with bathrooms.197
Given the building’s prominence, it is no wonder that the sub-market purchase
of the Maison Rouge united native Alsatian shopkeepers and businessmen who tried to
resist what they perceived as predatory “French” business practices. In addition, the
expelled German owner of the Maison Rouge, a businessman called Wiesmayer, also
charged Adelson and Leroy with fraud at the office of the Procureur de la
République’s in early 1920. The ensuing investigation revealed that the two venture
capitalists used a broad network of native Alsatian officials, policemen, and bankers to
carry out the purchase.
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Wiesmayer claimed that the two men used “police director” Jules Lévy and
“police commissaire” Grombach to “terrorize” him.198 At the same time, Lévy was
also active in the liquidation of the WNJ. The two officials had apparently threatened
Wiesmayer to sell his property at the proposed sub-market price; otherwise, they
claimed, it would be sequestered and he would be expelled.199 The careers of Lévy and
Grombach illustrate the opportunities that the political transition provided for some
low-level Alsatian bureaucrats. Lévy had worked on the Strasbourg war tribunal
during the war and seized the vacant position as police chief when the German
director was forced to retire during the brief period of the socialist National Council
(November 10-22, 1918). Before the French troops marched in, however, Lévy recast
himself as a francophile and made himself prominent by initiating the removal of the
red flag from the Strasbourg cathedral and replacing it with the French tricolor, even
though he had previously had no trouble serving as a police chief of the revolutionary
regime.200 This move earned him a position as vice president of the regional tribunal
of Strasbourg as early as December 1918.201 Grombach had worked as a furniture
salesmen during the war, and he received his nomination to the post of acting police
commissioner from Lévy during the rule of the National Council.
Wiesmayer was unable to prove the involvement of Lévy and Grumbach in the
extortion efforts of Adelson and Le Roy. Nonetheless, the investigation revealed that
both Lévy and Grumbach received 50,000 francs each from the two businessmen just
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a few days after the purchase of the Maison Rouge, even if they were employed by the
state and were not supposed to accept money from private citizens, suggesting that the
two men had accepted bribes. The exposure of Lévy, an Alsatian Jew, during the
controversial gallicization of German property, also encouraged the articulation of
anti-Semitic views among some segments of the Alsatian population. These views
were otherwise discouraged and suppressed by the French administration.
In particular, Lévy’s involvement in the Maison Rouge affair triggered
testimony against him by a personal enemy, the native Lorrainer police commissioner
Bur.202 Having grown up and served in the Reichsland, Bur spoke both the French
language and the language of French republicanism with a heavy germanic accent. As
a result, he inadvertently articulated his views in a manner that undermined the
universalist understanding of French citizenship and stressed differences among
Frenchmen based on religion. The Lorraine-born police commissioner, for instance,
noted that Lévy had collaborated with the “soviets” and used his position as police
director “to replace police commissioners with volunteers, the majority of whom
belonged to the Jewish denomination (culte israélite).”203
Bur’s testimony stood in sharp contrast to the comptroller general’s report,
which did not mention the Jewish background of Lévy, Grombach, or Adelson. Bur’s
testimony highlighted, however, that at least some in Alsace-Lorraine thought the
French takeover of Alsace-Lorraine entailed the Jewish takeover of key positions.
Antisemitism was a marginal political phenomenon in the region’s politics after the
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war, even if anti-Semitic utterances surfaced occasionally with the redistribution of
economic assets. Top administrative positions, or the activity of East European Jewish
businessmen came to the fore.
The French takeover did not bring about any positive discrimination against
Jews. It simply shifted the balance in favor of native and French Jews, while ushering
in harsh policies against German Jews, who shared the fate of the rest of the “Old
German” population. There is no trace of any formal or informal effort by native Jews
to lobby on behalf of “Old German” Jews. Along with the rest of French and native
Alsatian and Lorrainer economic elites, Jewish industrialists and bankers from the
former Reichsland scrambled to profit from the expropriation and expulsion of
Germans, inclding Jews.204
While the German administration had not discriminated against the Jews of
Alsace-Lorraine specifically, Jews still suffered discrimination as native AlsaceLorrainers between 1871 and 1918. The mostly francophile and francophone Jews
were less prominent in the regional and municipal bureaucracies of Alsace-Lorraine
than they had been before the annexation.205 One reason for this was their continual
French loyalties. The other reason accounting for their relative marginalization was
that “Old German” immigrants filled key positions in the regional and municipal
bureaucracies and courts. After the French takeover of the region, many Jewish
204
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Alsatians and Lorrainers received visible positions in the administration: two deputy
prefects, several judges, the president of the bar, and the director of railways were all
Alsace-Lorraine Jews or Jews with longstanding roots in the region.206 Several
prominent Alsatian Jews served as sequestering agents for German and often German
Jewish properties, including president of the Lower Alsatian Consistory Georges
Schmoll, who was responsible for liquidating the Adler and Oppenheimer tannery.207
The influx of East-Central European Jewish war refugees into Alsace and
Lorraine and the exposure of some Jews as illegal traders served as a background to
antisemitism in the aftermath of the French takeover. The police fixated especially on
Jewish middlemen between French and German firms at a time of commercial
restrictions, economic crisis, and anti-German and anti-bolshevik political
mobilization.
Some Jews tried to take advantage of their uncertain citizenship status and
fluid borders after the collapse of empires to engage in smuggling gold, silver,
currency, cocaine, and other assets and goods from Germany and East-Central Europe
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to Alsace-Lorraine.208 Some, like the 30-year-old Galician Jew David Silbermann,
managed to find a job at a Jewish-owned Strasbourg firm as a traveling textile agent in
Germany.209 As Germany and East-Central Europe were considerably less expensive
after 1918 than France due to rampant inflation east of the Rhine, refugees filled an
important niche after the expulsion of “Old Germans;” they acted as middlemen
between German producers and French consumers. A police report noted that
Silbermann had acquired “a good reputation” by late 1919; by that time, he was
acting as a sewing machine agent for a Parisian firm, which enabled him to eventually
establish his own sewing machine import business in Strasbourg.210
There were many lower-level civil servants and policemen who were highly
suspicious of Jewish war refugees and immigrants from Germany and East-Central
Europe and even suggested pursuing a policy of ethnic discrimination against them.211
Strasbourg’s police chief suggested in June 1919 categorizing Galician Jews as
Austrian instead of Polish citizens, so as to enable the expropriation of their assets and
their expulsion. The Office Polonaise (Polish Office) of the regional administration
supported this initiative.212
While these attempts at discrimination against Eastearn European immigrants
remained on paper, they pointed to how the reshuffling of economic positions in
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Alsace and Lorraine led to controversial practices of discrimination against EastCentral European Jewish refugees, not unlike the right-wing anti-refugee mobilization
in the crisis-ridden 1930s.213 Instead of regulating economic elites and promoting the
prosperity of Alsace and Lorraine by allowing prewar experts to remain in the region,
the French administration blamed refugees, labor organizers and “German”
subversives for the economic decline of Alsace and Lorraine.

Buying the Loyalty of Alsatian Elites? The Exchange of Paper Marks, the Markets
of Central Europe and Alsatian Family Firms
The French government followed the same practice with currency exchange as
it did with the liquidation of Lorraine’s steel plants and other major companies: the
state relinquished profits in exchange for cementing its ties with the region’s elites. As
with German-owned companies, the government took a political decision on economic
matters, which had its own economic costs and repercussions. With liquidations, the
enormous losses suffered by the state and the huge gains of French elites were not
immediately apparent as the forced sale of German assets at least brought in some
revenues. Currency exchange was different because as the state had to pay for the
paper mark that had been printed and guaranteed by the German Reich. For each mark
bill exchanged, the French treasury had to come up with an equivalent in francs.
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Apart from the peasantry, which had become relatively wealthy during the war
due to rising crop prices and the continuous demands of war provisioning
corporations, it was the businessmen and bankers of Alsace-Lorraine, like the
shareholders of the De Dietrich company and the Alsatian General Bank, who profited
most from the exchange. The exchange of the paper mark in Alsace and Lorraine was
the first currency exchange that took place in postwar Europe and it was among the
costliest. The reason for the state’s enormous expenses was the French government’s
disregard of the market value of the rapidly inflating German currency: the majority of
the population was able to exchange its paper marks at artificially high rates.
On November 30, 1918, slightly more than a week after the French troops had
marched into Alsace and Lorraine, prime minister Georges Clemenceau ordered that
within two weeks, the former enemy’s money would vanish from circulation in the
recovered provinces. The decree bypassed the chamber of deputies. As a result, there
could be no debate about its stipulations.214 Lack of time also prevented a thorough
assessment of Alsace and Lorraine’s financial and economic situation. Similar to
expropriations and expulsions, wartime practices became the touchstones of the
French administration’s postwar practices.
The exchange rate of the mark first rose in 1915, when the wartime
consultative body of the government, the Conference of Alsace-Lorraine, had to offer
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treasury’s money without consent from the representatives. Decree of president Clemenceau on
November 30, 1918, Journal Officiel de la République Français, December 7, 1918, 10544.
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suggestions about the war tax payments due from populations which lived in the
approximately 110 villages that the French army had reoccupied in southern Alsace.215
The stakes were thus low. The primary concern of the abbé Wetterlé, law professor
Auguste Souchon, the socialist Georges Weill, and other participants at the subcommittee on finances of the Conference, was to come up with a simple system that
would extend a “small favor” to the population, as Souchon put it.216 By March 1915,
when the committee met, the exchange rate of the paper mark of the Reich and the
French franc had decreased from the prewar 1.25: 1 franc to around 1.10: 1.217
Weil suggested the obvious: using the exchange rate in nearby neutral
Switzerland as a yardstick. But the Alsatian politician Paul Helmer, likely motivated
by national pride, found it “unacceptable” for France to adhere to a rate established in
a different state.218 Wetterlé initially proposed the realistic 1:10 to 1 ratio, but then the
commission decided on postponing discussion of the issue, and letting the military and
other organs determine the exchange rate on the ground.219 Still, there was an
emerging consensus on regulating the issue in favor of the Alsatian population to the
detriment of the French treasury.220 By October 1918, the 1:25: 1 ratio that favored
Alsatians and Lorrainers – but which was at the same time out of touch with the
market value of the depreciated paper mark – became the official rate that the French
army and administration.221
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Clemenceau’s hastily-issued November 30, 1918 decree carried continued this
practice when it stipulated that the French state would pay this same rate – 1.25 francs
for one paper mark.222 It is rarely noted that Belgium adopted the exact same, high
ratio (1.25: 1) when ordering the exchange of paper marks a few weeks before,
although the connection between the exchange in France and Belgium is unclear.223 It
is possible that both administrations found it easiest to return to the 1914 exchange
rates.
Clemenceau’s measure was half-baked and likely emanated from the
immediate need of the army to make purchases in Alsace-Lorraine rather than
consultations with the Conference of Alsace-Lorraine. Even the increasingly
influential Loucheur seemed to have been left out of the decision-making process. As
for the political consequences, the rapidly-conceived exchange cemented French
sovereignty at a time when the allies and the United States had not officially endorsed
the annexation. In accordance with the card system that the French administration had
introduced, the favorable exchange rate was only available for native populations
(with Card A), which numbered one million people, as well as to citizens of allied or
neutral countries who had lived in the region before the war. “Old Germans” still in
Alsace and Lorraine and those with mixed parentage only received 0.8 francs for one
paper mark, provided that they announced immediately how much money they
intended to exchange. For any subsequent exchanges, “Old Germans” and Germans in
general had to acquire francs from the free market to pay their taxes as well as
222
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creditors, at a time when the paper mark was undergoing rapid inflation (table 13). As
one German document pointed out, an initial debt of 10,000 marks became converted
into a 12,500 franc debt, which equaled as much as 55,000 paper marks in 1920.224

Table 13. The exchange rate of the paper mark and the French franc in Geneva.
Exchange
rate for
native
Exchange Rate of Paper
AlsaceDate
Mark/French Franc in Geneva Lorrainers
September 4, 1918
0.67
0.6725
November 26, 1918
0.60
1.25
January 8, 1919
0.59
1.25
February 4, 1919
0.56
1.25
March 4, 1919
0.48
1.25
March 11, 1919
0.46
1.25
ANF F 12 8044.
Alsace-Lorraine bankers and industrialists profited enormously from the early
exchange, as it left them with a currency that depreciated more slowly than the mark
and allowed them to reenter French economic space at a favorable starting position.
Still, in the fall of 1918, the insecurities about the financial consequences of the
French takeover were huge among native Alsatian and Lorrainer industrialists and
bankers. The first annual report of the largest bank in Alsatian hands, the Alsatian
General Bank (Allgemeine Elssäissische Bankgesellschaft - AEB), shows how
economic elites viewed currency exchange as a key component in preserving their
status. As the report stated:
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Indeed, we faced some difficult problems after the conclusion of the armistice.
The most important question that we posed to ourselves was the following: how
will it be possible to extend the necessary financial support for our customers,
businessmen, and industrialists after the changed circumstances? The French
government ended this uncertainty in a generous manner […] From one moment
to the next, our financial life was put in full harmony with that of France. The
farsightedness and generosity of the measure is among the most generous that
has ever happened in world history.225

The managerial board then exhorted shareholders: “Given the plight that would have
been caused by not exchanging the mark [at a favorable rate], we recognize it as our
duty to ask you to express your gratitude to the French government along with us.”226
The years 1918 and 1919 were indeed years of thanksgiving for the AEB and other
financial, commercial, and industrial companies. The AEB was the poster child of
what the favorable exchange rate, continued access to German markets, and cash
flows from Paris were able to achieve for an Alsatian or Lorrainer company after the
French takeover. The bank increased its turnover from 26 million paper marks in
1918, to 66 million francs in 1919, while reopening its branches in major urban
centers of Weimar Germany.
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The bank also managed to transform its ownership of virtually worthless German
treasury bonds into French bonds, although the words “French bonds” were glued
over the originally printed “German bonds” inscription in the bank’s annual report,
which shows just how hasty the financial transition was.227 Although shareholders
invited the director and a manager of the Paris Société Générale bank along with
another Paris businessmen to join the company’s board, the bank remained firmly
under the leadership of Alsace-Lorraine elites, the same owners and managers who
had been active before 1918.
The bank’s annual report kept silent about the impact of expulsions, although as
the directors had pointed out back in 1914 to the Reich’s government, one-fifth of all
shares were owned by Germans; Frenchmen only held 10 percent of the shares.228
Still, the wartime history of forced sequester by the Reich’s authorities automatically
turned the bank into a loyal institution in the eyes of French authorities.229 The same
Alsatian families on the bank’s board of directors, such as the Schlumbergers and the
De Dietrichs, were able to reinvent themselves as victims of German oppression, even
if their other businesses had cooperated extensively with the German army.
The bank’s available records show remarkable continuities: 12 out of 17 branch
directors retained their positions after the French takeover. After 1918, the AEB
nominated some directors from the interior of France, but the leadership remained in
the hands of regional elites (table 14). The favorable exchange rate of the paper mark
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also enabled the bank to have advantages on the German market, where it kept all its
branches despite the annexation of Alsace by France.230

Table 14. The branch directors of the AEB in 1916 and 1919. Bold type shows
directors who retained their positions, while postwar appointees show up in italics.
Branches
1916
1919
Director
Director
Colmar
Rieber
Rieber
Diedenhoffen/Thionville Jürg
Müller
Frankfurt am Main
Weber
Weber
Haguenau
Fatscher
Lévy
Kehl
Eisenbeiss
Eisenbeiss
Ristenpart,
Mainz
Ristenpart
Bardin
Metz
Loch
Kroffig, Sébire
Mülhausen/ Mulhouse
Gatty
Riedinger
Obernheim
Rohmer
Rohmer
Oberstein
Kunz, Ost
Kunz, Allmacher
Saarburg
Gerard, Schwab
Gerard
Saargemünd
Harster
Harster
Chlettstadt
Betz
Betz
Schwartz,
Strassburg/Strasbourg
Schwartz, Schützenberger
Bruder
Thann
Schieber
Schieber
Zabern/ Saverne
Müller
Krug
Luxembourg
Welbes
Welbes
Source: Allgemeine Elsässische Bankgesellschaft/ Société générale alsacienne de
banque, Geschäftsbericht für das Geschäftsjahr 1919 (Strasbourg: S. G. A. B., 1919),
5-15.
There are similar continuities in the personnel of the De Dietrich’s
management, as well. After the French takeover, the directors decided to push those
shareholders to the fore who had served in the French army or returned from the
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French interior. The largest shareholder, Dominique de Dietrich, received no position
in the management, likely on account of his service to the defeated German army.231
The overvaluation of the paper mark saved Alsace-Lorraine’s elites from having
to write off more than one quarter of their financial assets as due to inflation: the
measure was especially crucial for family-owned firms like the De Dietrich, or those
in the hands of the traditional elites of the region, the notables. Equally important, the
favorable exchange rate sustained the financial independence of the mid-size and
smaller firms of Alsace from Parisian banks. As for the French government, the cost
of the measure was enormous. As was true of the sequesters, French experts and
politicians only started debating the issue after the damage was done. The big
question for them was how to foot the bill caused by the exchange.
The radical socialist senator Raphaël Milliès-Lacroix summarized the dilemma:
“Yet, this exchange had to have as its result a considerable loss. Can one leave this
loss on the accounts of Alsace-Lorrainers in possession of German currency? The
government did not consider that option at all: it deemed it an injustice to make our
Alsace-Lorraine compatriots bear the burden of this depreciation [of the paper mark].
It wanted to avoid the development of the feeling that Alsace-Lorraine populations
have to bear the burden of German defeat, and that they have to pay with a loss for
their reintegration in the French unity.”232 In a similar vein, Georges Delahache, the
author of pro-French propaganda on Alsace-Lorraine, argued that the currency
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exchange “stemmed from the moral obligation of France to take back the German
bills from Alsace-Lorrainers.”233
Still, the enormous expense of the currency exchange rocked the French
budget, and in contrast to the liquidation of companies, it precipitated debate within
the French government as early as 1919. During the June 22, 1919 session of the
budgetary committee of the chamber of deputies, deputies demanded an explanation
for the high exchange rate and the preferential treatment given to allied and neutral
citizens at the expense of French taxpayers.234 Alfred Margaine, the radical-socialist
spokesman of the committee, pointed to the inequalities created by the exchange.
Louis Marin, a conservative member of the budget commission, reproached the
government for not taking into consideration the opinions of the senate and chamber
finance committees.
Henri Hauser, a French economics professor who cooperated closely with the
French government during reconstruction, criticized the measure and suggested that a
ratio as low as 0.65 should have been applied to reflect market conditions.235 Hauser
added that the real beneficiaries of the exchange rate were the peasants, who had
amassed fortunes during the war, as well as real-estate owners and other capitalists,
who all had benefited from the increasing prices that the introduction of the franc had
brought about.236 Hauser lamented that consumers and small-scale traders lost out on
the exchange rate, as the price of staples, supplies and other products increased,
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generating a rise in the cost of living.237 Despite scathing criticism from all sides,
Milliès-Lacroix suggested at the end of his report that the senate retroactively granted
its approval to the exchange decree.238
Milliès-Lacroix based his suggestion on the belief that many in France shared
at the time , namely that Germany should be responsible for bearing the cost of
exchange at the ratio established by the French government. As the Minister of
Finance; Louis-Lucien Klotz, explained to the financial committee of the senate and
the chamber of deputies on January 30, 1919, “the government estimates that
Germany should reimburse, at a rate of 1.25, not only the debt that the French treasury
will acquire from the German state, but also, as a consequence of the monetary reform,
the entire claims of Alsace Lorrainers in Germany.”239 Klotz’s remark suggests that
the government might have stuck to the high exchange rate of the paper mark because
it expected to convince the Allies and the United States at the peace conference to
force Germany to adopt this rate for debt and reparation payments. Paris treasuries lost
out enormously, as article 72 of the Versailles Treaty maintained that the “rate of
exchange […] shall be the average rate quoted on the Geneva Exchange” in the month
before the armistice, 0.8 instead of 1.25, or 35 percent less than the rate given by
France.240
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Table 15. The costs of Alsace-Lorraine’s reintegration, expressed in 1,000 French
Franc
Type of Expense
Expenses (French franc 1,000 )
Exchange of paper mark
1,822,539
Operating costs of the
Services Central d'Alsace2,383
Lorraine
Operating costs of the
37,877
Commissariat General
Salaries of Alsace-Lorraine
10,250
civil servants
Pension payments in addition
to pension transfers paid by
from Germany
Support for aid societies
Benefits to Alsace-Lorraine
populations interned in
Germans
War damages
TOTAL cost of reintegration
of Alsace-Lorraine
Source: AJ 30, 180, ANF.

126,388
79,873
350
1,215,483
3,387,393

It was thus the French treasury that had to bear the burden of the high
exchange rate. The fact that currency exchange cost 33 percent more than the region’s
entire war damages, surpassing the latter by 600 million francs, illustrates well the
enormity of expenses (table 5).241 At the same time, the favor extended to wealthier
peasants and businessmen among the native population failed to prevent the malaise
or discontent among the population about administrative integration, the influx of
French businessmen and civil servants, and economic downturn.242
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Apart from the currency exchange, the French takeover of the region also
benefitted Alsace’s and Lorraine’s family-owned firms in other ways. As has been
noted, firms such as the De Dietrich were able to join the Comité des Forges, which
allowed for their participation in business deals that pointed well-beyond Alsace and
Lorraine. Although the De Dietrichs had been successful on both French and German
markets before 1914, unlike “Old German” companies, such as the WNJ firm, they
were not part of the elite associations of Reich industrialists such as the
Centralverband deutscher Industrieller.
The French government also involved the De Dietrichs in its economic
expansion plans: French diplomats successfully created markets for Alsatian and
French firms in Central and East-Central Europe. The Versailles Treaty’s commercial
clauses enabled the AEB, the De Dietrich, and other regional companies to retain and
expand their branches in Weimar Germany. The question remained, however, to what
extent companies would be able to make use of the opportunity.
The region’s corporations also fit into the Paris government’s plan to create an
East-Central European economic alliance with France at its center. The most
important consequence of the dissolution of the Entente’s wartime economic alliance
after 1918 was France’s attempt to create an economic zone of influence in Central
Europe.243 France’s defensive military alliance system, the Little Entente, proved to be
more long-lasting than its ultimately failed plan to substitute French for German
243
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economic interests in Eastern Europe. Still, in the early 1920s, France was the most
economically active Entente power in East-Central Europe, and French diplomats
created markets and revenues for France that either did not exist before the war or had
been controlled by Germans.244 It is remarkable that the partial takeover of Romania’s
and the former Ottoman Empire’s German oil companies contributed to alleviating
France’s oil shortage.245 In 1924, the French government also started negotiations with
the Soviet Union for the partial repayment of French debts in exchange for new
credits.246
Alsace-Lorraine companies benefitted from the French economy’s eastern
opening and received a share corresponding to their economic significance from
foreign investments. The De Dietrich firm became one of the key investors in the
Entente company that came into being after the expropriation of German owners in
Danzig’s industrial complex, one of the largest of its kind in continental Europe.247
According to the international agreement, British and French investors acquired 30
percent of the shares of the new company each, while Poland and the city of Danzig
retained 20 percent each.248 The De Dietrich firm acquired over 10 percent of French
shares and delegated one of its directors, Henri Schloesing, to serve as administrator of
244
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this new International Shipbuilding and Engineering Company.249 New shareholders
wanted to procure raw and finished materials on the cheap, similar to the intentions of
the buyers of Hagondange and the Dingler-Karcher. The De Dietrich company’s
annual report even added “we believe that with this transaction, which is excellent in
itself, we will be able to secure new orders in Eastern Europe.”250 Instead, as with the
Dingler-Karcher, the De Dietrich firm acquired new debts and losses in the short term:
due to the plight of heavy industries in continental Europe. Hence, neither of the two
investments made substantial profits prior to 1926.
The De Dietrich company’s postwar history showcases the mixed
consequences of the French annexation of Alsace-Lorraine on the region’s traditional
economic elites. On the one hand, currency exchange and the purchase of formerly
German-owned companies in Alsace and Lorraine stabilized the position of this
traditional elite. Even in the mid-1920s, the most important industrialists and bankers
of Alsace and Lorraine were able to sit down around one table or attend the same
small-scale dinner party (fig. 32). There was no place for bourgeois or working-class
newcomers, and the local notables also managed to retain their independence from
big, Parisian corporations, since those were almost entirely restricted to heavy industry
and banking.251
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Fig. 32. Members of the The De Dietrich, Turckheim, Schloesing and Mellon families.
Alsace, 1927.

Source: ADD, Reichshoffen, Box 43.

The De Dietrich company managed to remain profitable into the 1920s. The
firm increased its profits from 1.5 million francs in 1921, to 4.5 million in 1923, and 8
million in 1926. Even accounting for the rapid inflation of the franc, these figures
counted as sizeable gains.252 The other side of the coin was that most of these profits
came from commissions by large state-owned enterprises, such as France’s railway
companies. Despite the stipulations of the Versailles Treaty on toll-free exports from
Alsace-Lorraine to Germany, the De Dietrich firm was not competitive across the
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Rhine and witnessed the loss of its German markets. Even abroad, the company’s
products were only able to acquire commissions where cheaper German products were
not allowed to enter, such as in Great Britain, the French interior, or Algeria, where
the De Dietrich Co. shipped 100 bathtubs a day.253 In exchange for investing in
Danzig, the Polish government rewarded the company with orders, which exemplified
the success of French economic diplomacy rather than market competitiveness.
Nearby Switzerland or even Spain preferred to order from Germany.
Part of the problem was Germany’s hyperinflation that enabled it to produce
more cheaply than Alsatian and Lorrainer firms. Still, the underlying issue was that the
French takeover of Alsace-Lorraine shielded traditional elites from competition and
fostered the conservation of less competitive production practices. The De Dietrich
company, for instance, sold everything from “trout to railway carts,” operated steel
plants, a carpenters’ workshop, and an engineering company.254 The family ownership
of the company prevented the involvement of large pools of new capital, which banks
or shareholders could have provided. As Michel Hau has pointed out, the management
of the firm continued to reinvest the majority of profits throughout the 1920s into
innovative technologies in order to be retain at least moderate competitiveness. The
result was that the economic elites behind the company pocketed only moderate sums
every year. The price of the family firm’s financial independence was slower
expansion.

Conclusion
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During one of the monthly banquets of the Association of Protestant
Industrialists and Businessmen in Paris, the technocrat Ernest Mercier exhorted the
audience to assume their social responsibility: the conservation of their elite status.
“You should not forget that once you have accepted the benefits of your position in
society, your essential function is to assure the conservation of this responsibility
(charge).”255 Although Mercier delivered his speech more than a decade after the
armistice, it illustrates well the privileged role postwar French governments accorded
to economic elites in the remaking of the country. Historiography has so far focused
on planners and technocrats, such as Mercier himself, or the minister of industrial
reconstruction, Louis Loucheur.256 These works demonstrate the willingness of the
French administration to involve industrialists in modernization projects, such as the
extension of the Parisian electric network, the railway system, or France’s oil
provisioning.257 Still, both Richard Kuisel and Charles Maier have argued that postwar
corporatism was less pronounced in France than in Germany and Italy. As Kuisel
maintaines, “decontrol and retrenchment […] characterized the republic’s postwar
policy.”258 So far, however, there is no detailed study on how the return to the free
economy and the corresponding rights extended to French economic elites negatively
affected the state budget.259
The liquidation of German property in Alsace and Lorraine, on the other hand,
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shows that many industrialists and bankers benefitted enormously from the French
takeover of the region, without contributing significantly either to the state’s wellbeing, or to the general prosperity of the population. The liquidation of Germanowned iron-ore mines and steel plants in Lorraine resulted in huge losses for the
budget, as large corporations were allowed to acquire these assets substantially below
their market price. They failed to turn a profit, satisfy the demands of workers, or
ratchet up production. The liquidation of the mines also revealed that the French state
was unable to keep large factories, plants, and mines in operation without relying on
assistance from economic elites. The latter, however, failed to invest new capital in
Lorraine’s mines. As the case of the Hagondange plants shows, they even harmed the
company’s production structure, laid off workers, and cut salaries to serve the interests
of firms in the interior of France.
Political scientist David Ciepley’s assertion that corporations are inherently
“government-like in their powers,” and that they “transgress all the basic dichotomies
that structure liberal treatments of law, economics, and politics: public/private,
government/market,”260 holds true for Alsace-Lorraine as well. The region’s economic
transition, however, puts a question mark over the beneficial nature of corporations for
Alsace-Lorraine’s economy as a whole. Even though French corporations assured the
continuity of production in formerly German-owned steel plants, at least in the shortrun they depleted rather than enriched these firms.
The French government threw a lifebuoy to Alsace-Lorraine’s elites by the
favorable currency exchange, which helped to preserve the status of the region’s
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traditional elites. Michel Hau has pointed out the “extreme longevity” of Alsatian
family firms, which was not independent of French government policies. Historians
David Landes, Michael B. Miller, and Youssef Cassis have demonstrated the
importance of family firms in the making of the modern French economy, which
might explain at least some of the French policies in favor of the doyens of family
firms (De Dietrichs, Wendels, Renaults), in Alsace and Lorraine.261
As a result of the favorable exchange rate, the commercial stipulations of the
Versailles treaty and the takeover of German property, firms like the De Dietrichs
managed to prosper without relying on Parisian banks. While Louis Loucheur and the
French government allowed large French corporations like the Renault, Peugeot, and
the Schneider-Creuzot firms to seize the most valuable assets in Alsace-Lorraine, they
also left considerable space for mid-size and smaller companies, owned by native
elites, to prosper. As opposed to previous scholarship that stressed the French
government’s role in the expropriation of German companies, it is clear that native
populations participated eagerly in the expropriation of property belonging to their
former “neighbors.” There were many native Alsatian and Lorrainer sequestering
agents who supervised liquidations, and native firms like the De Dietrichs were also
ready to take over German property. Whereas Alsace-Lorraine is often portrayed as
exemplifying Grenzlandtragik or “the tragedy of a border land,” it is clear that
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Alsatians and Lorrainers were not simply tossed in between Germany and France, but
were actively involved in the nationalist policies of the two states.262
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CHAPTER 8
THE PROSPERITY OF PREWAR ECONOMIC ELITES IN POSTWAR GREATER
ROMANIA
Introduction
The central argument of the current chapter is that Hungarian and German
economic elites managed to retain and even enhance their social positions and
economic profiles in Greater Romania in the decade following the First World War. I
will analyze how the continued influence of these prewar elites related to
contemporary Hungarian and Romanian discussions about the role of social elites,
modernization, and industrial development. The intervention I am trying to make is
social historical and historical anthropological: the relatively modest secondary
literature on economic elites in Greater Romania has focused on a few formative texts
by economists and politicians close to the governing National Liberal Party and the
National Hungarian Party, the political alliance of Hungarian minorities.1 These works
are important yet inadequate sources for studying the transformation of the economy
and its elites in 1920s Transylvania. Instead of describing the social reality of
interethnic business partnerships, the corruption of state officials by bankers and
industrialists, and inadequate means available to the state administration, economists

1

Ștefan Zeletin, Burghezia română: originea și rolul ei istoric: neoliberalismul : studii asupra istoriei
și politicii burgheziei române (București: Editura Nemira, 1997); Victor I. Slăvescu, Organizaţia de
credit a României (Bucureşti: Cartea Românească, 1922); Elemér Gyárfás, Románia hitelszervezetei és
az erdélyi magyar pénzintézetek.. (Lugos, n/a 1924); Balázs Trencsényi, The Politics of “National
Character”: A Study in Interwar East European Thought (Abingdon, Oxon; New York: Routledge,
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portrayed an ideal-typical view of economic and social life, in which Romanian
capitalists, supported by the state, engaged in an epic fight to dominate and
marginalize powerful minorities and foreign capitalists.
Economists and nationalist activists among the ranks of minority Hungarians
in the region affirmed Romanian views by foregrounding the oppression,
marginalization, and other forms of discrimination against Magyar companies by
Bucharest capitalists. I will bring these texts by Romanian and Hungarian economists
and politicians into communication not only with each other, but also with business
practices “on the ground.” I will maintain that economic life was not neatly organized
along ethnic lines, and that postwar political and economic elites cooperated
extensively with prewar Hungarian businessmen, industrialists, and bankers.
Transylvanian regionalism emerged as an important organizing principle of networks
between economic and political elites; it helped the region’s Hungarians and
Romanians to form alliances, and often set Romanians from Transylvania and those
from pre-1918 Romania – the Old Kingdom – against one another, for instance during
the debates surrounding the exchange of national currencies.2
The Renner tannery will continue to serve as the major case study of the
chapter. The Renner’s example, along with other cases I will cite, show that there was
a huge discrepancy between the rhetoric of economic nationalism and the reality of
local compromises. The company’s managers established ties to both Romanian and
Hungarian banks, companies, and politicians, even those who advocated a radically

2
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anti-Magyar stance in their writings. I will further maintain that Hungarian economic
elites with positions in Romania’s industrial life managed to retain their social status
and most of their wealth as a result of these networks.
The Renner company was not exceptional in its ability to remain prosperous in
post-World-War-I Greater Romania. Although the postwar demand for leather
products made the company especially successful, there were hundreds of other
Hungarian firms and banks in Romania that managed to stay in business throughout
the interwar period.3 It is no wonder that the economists of the Hungarian National
Bank found the minority Hungarian banking system in a state of hypertrophy in
August 1940, when Hungary reannexed Northern Transylvania after the Second
Vienna Arbitration. Hungarian authorities even liquidated 47 smaller, Magyar-owned
banks shortly after the annexation, along with 19 Romanian banks.4 While many firms
and banks were underfinanced, the Magyar businessmen and bankers managed to
retain a dense network of companies throughout the interwar period.
The analysis provided here also contributes to understanding how a new state
in interwar East-Central Europe, Greater Romania, functioned in the 1920s. By relying
on case studies I will argue that compromises among various ethnic and social groups
were necessary because interwar Romania was a weak state. As historian Gábor Egry
has put it, “the establishment of the new state, with its rules and practices, was a slow
process that left considerable room for local groups and individuals to negotiate their
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positions vis-à-vis the nationalizing [Romanianizing] efforts.”5 As a consequence, the
Romanian government was unable to carry out the policies envisioned by nationalist
economists and politicians such as Victor Slăvescu, Ștefan Zeletin, Virgil Madgearu,
and others.6 Due to the administration’s weakness, the lack of capital in the economy,
and successful maneuvering by local elites, the implementation of government policies
depended on highly specific compromises between Romanian and minority elites that
varied from city to city, county to county, and region to region.7
The assertions put forward in previous chapters are crucial for understanding
why this continuity was possible amidst the collapse of the Dual Monarchy,
revolutions, continuing war and armed conflict (1918-1920), and changes of
sovereignty. Chapter 5 established that the Treaty of Trianon had more generous
stipulations for minorities in East-Central European successor states than the
Versailles Treaty did with respect to the German minority in Alsace-Lorraine. The
French and British governments, however, had to force the minority treaties and
Jewish emancipation onto the Romanian regime, which threw into question the
implementation of the minority treaty and the regime’s relationship to its Jewish
population.

5
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In chapter 2, it became clear that Hungarians and Germans constituted an
overwhelming majority of the Transylvania’s business elite and bourgeoisie, even
though Romanians made up around 55 percent of Transylvania’s population.
Furthermore, chapter 4 showed that Hungarian economic elites, like the Renners,
emerged prosperous from World War I, and the influence of Budapest banks and
companies in Transylvania grew substantially between 1916 and 1918. Even though
the Romanian army had occupied Transylvania by 1918, the Bucharest government
had extremely limited resources to take over the administration of Transylvania, which
was two-thirds of the prewar Old Kingdom of Romania (the Regat).
The present chapter builds on the assertions above by making the following
additional arguments. First, despite the enormous territorial losses of Austria and
Hungary in the Treaties of Saint Germain and Trianon, the economic elites of AustriaHungary retained their pre-1918 positions in interwar Transylvania because there was
considerably less political pressure on business elites than on civil servants, the
Catholic and Calvinist churches, schoolteachers, landowners, and minority politicians.
Prewar ties between the region’s Hungarian and Romanian elites, and their
shared “middle-class culture” facilitated inter-ethnic cooperation, as well.8 Thus, there
was a growing tension between the rhetoric of economic nationalism and the reality of
local compromises between Romanian and Hungarian elites. Ethnicity did not
predetermine the success or failure of a business or a bank in interwar Transylvania,
and the demands of domestic markets also mattered within the protectionist economy
of Greater Romania. I further argue that the business history of the Renner tannery
8
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shows that certain Hungarian-owned companies were better off within a Greater
Romania created by the Treaty of Trianon than they had been in prewar Greater
Hungary. The Renner tannery dominated leather markets in the protectionist yet
underindustrialized Greater Romania, since customs tariffs saved it from competition
with larger Hungarian, Czechoslovak, or Austrian tanneries.
The divergent treatment of various groups of minority elites in the new
Romanian state also contributed to the economic survival of Hungarian businessmen
and bankers in Greater Romania. Subsequent Bucharest governments prioritized the
nationalization and romanianization of the education system over that of the economy.
In the domain of public education, the administration even took the risk of inciting
international criticism by seizing schools owned and run by Magyar churches.9 The
land reform of 1921 expropriated Hungarian gentries, aristocrats, and optants, and
started an avalanche of disputes that came before the League of Nations and the Mixed
Arbitral Tribunals. Optants were Hungarian landowners who opted to move to rump
Hungary from Transylvania, following the stipulations of the Treaty of Trianon.
Subsequently, however, their land was expropriated almost completely by the
Romanian government, which in turn allowed those Hungarian landowners who
stayed in Romania to keep at least a portion of their prewar estates.10 While the
Romanian government put pressure on Hungarian industrialists to include Romanians
on the boards of their companies, it did not openly breach those stipulations of the
9
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Treaty or Trianon that protected minority-owned industrial and banking companies
from expropriation.11
Did Romanian political elites regard industrial and banking life as special
domains that were better to be left alone? An analysis of writings by Romanian
economists and politicians will show that this was hardly the case. The nationalist
rhetoric on the necessity to romanianize the economy counted as mainstream within
the country’s political discourse ever since the birth of Greater Romania. It built on a
rich late-nineteenth-century literature on how Romania was a victim of commercial
and economic encroachment by foreigners.12
Despite the stipulations of the minority rights treaty, which British and French
diplomats forced the Romanian government to sign in 1919, the 1923 constitution did
not grant automatic citizenship to all Jews in the newly annexed territories: acquiring
Romanian citizenship still required individual petitioning.13 Moreover, the 1924
decree-law of the national liberal George Mârzescu deprived 3,000 Transylvanian
Jewish families of citizenship.14 It is likely that even Mózes Farkas himself lost his
newly acquired Romanian citizenship this way. According to a 1924 document, he
was among those who petitioned to acquire citizenship, which shows that even the
richest Jews faced some of the anti-Semitic discriminatory measures. The Romanian
“new generation,” the young university students, and elites who came of age after
1918, looked at the 1920 Hungarian numerus clausus law, which restricted Jewish
11
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enrollment at universities as a model, and in 1925 they even participated in the “world
congress of anti-Semites” organized in Budapest, showing that Hungarian-Romanian
nationalist hostilities did not prevent an extreme right alliance against the common
enemy, the Jew.15
As opposed to Horthy’s Hungary, despite the demand of student organizations,
the national liberal governments of Romania did not introduce a numerus clausus at
universities, although they tried to hinder the ascension of minority Hungarians and
Jews into the ranks of the bourgeoisie and elites. The annual pogroms and beatings
that anti-Semitic student organizations staged during their yearly “congresses”
effectively reduced the number of Jewish students at the faculties of law and
medicine.16
Still, in contrast to education or landownership, the government did not
intervene radically in the composition of industrial capital. It only stepped up
measures against “foreign” or minority-owned banks and companies in the mid-1930s.
The introduction of a numerous vallachichus, or a quota for ethnic Romanians in the
management of industrial companies, and the anti-Semitic expropriations and
genocides of the early 1940s dealt a major blow to the Jewish, Hungarian, and German
bourgeoisie. Most decisively, the nationalizations initiated by the communist regime

15
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after 1948 ended the hegemony of Hungarian, German, and Jewish capitalists in
Transylvania’s economic life.17
As opposed to the rich secondary literature on interwar Alsace-Lorraine, the
historiography on the 1920s in Transylvania is slim. Academic work has mostly
centered on political history and the study of ethnic identity, politics, and conflict.
Irina Livezeaunu’s Cultural Politics in Greater Romania remains the standard work
on attempts to romanianize Transylvania’s public education; she has also explored key
aspects of interwar Romanian nationalism.18 Recent works by Nándor Bárdi and
Gábor Egry have investigated the political organization of Hungarian minority elites in
Transylvania, and their often conflict-ridden relationship to the Budapest
administrations aimed at revising the Treaty of Trianon.19
Building on recent scholarship by Tara Zahra, Pieter Judson, and Rogers
Brubaker, Egry has stressed that Hungarian ethnic identity was not monolithic or
stable in interwar Transylvania.20 He has demonstrated the surfacing of “national
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indifference” among both the urban lower classes and the peasantry, as an expression
of anti-state behavior, as well as among the middle classes, who wanted to define their
identities regardless of the ethnic categorization assigned to them by the state.21 Egry
as well as Nándor Bárdi, Attila Gidó, and others have pointed to the growing gaps
between the political identities of Jewish and non-Jewish Hungarians in Trianon or
post-World War I Hungary and Transylvania in the 1920s.22
I will first discuss the contested social position of economic elites in interwar
Greater Romania, and then explain how the Renner tannery’s management expanded
the firm by retaining its prewar ties to Budapest and Vienna and forming new
partnerships with Romanian elites. The second part of this chapter will paper
investigate how contemporary Romanian and Hungarian economic writers and
politicians viewed economic elites in general and the Renner factory in particular. I
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will close the chapter by examining the impact of the controversial exchange of
Austro-Hungarian crowns into Romanian lei. The cases studies below will highlight
cooperation between Transylvania’s Romanian political elites and Hungarian business
elites, and show how regionalism emerged as a framework to contest the economic
policies of the Bucharest government.

Between the Gentry and the Proletariat: Mózes Farkas and the Uneasy Social
Position of Business Elites in Interwar Transylvania
By the early 1920s, Mózes Farkas, the director and most important shareholder
of the Renner tannery and shoe factory, had become one of Cluj-Napoca’s and even
Transylvania’s most important public figures. Writers portrayed and scolded him in
their novels; the local press regularly discussed his business ventures; and several
organizations pleaded for his patronage. In December 1918, Farkas became the vice
president of Oscar Jászi’s left-liberal Radical Party, and in 1921 he took part in the
formation of the Magyar political organization Hungarian Alliance (Magyar
Szövetség). In 1922, he became president of the Keren Hayesod (“The Foundation
Fund”), a Zionist organization that promoted Jewish emigration to Palestine.23 In
1925, he was elected vice president of the Cluj-Napoca/ Kolozsvár chamber of
commerce, and he also became one of the regional directors of the Alliance of
Romanian Industrialists, along with two other Hungarian Jews, Zsigmond Szana and
Albert Bürger.24 Farkas’s multiple positions in Transylvania’s economic and political
life reflected the enhanced profile of Hungarian business elites after 1918, and the
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variety of political identities available to Transylvanian Hungarian Jews in Greater
Romania.
There were only 182,000 Jews in Transylvania in 1920, making up slightly
over 3 percent of the population. Three-fourths of them were Hungarian speakers.25
Jews were especially numerous in Cluj-Napoca, where their number had risen from
7,000 in 1910, to 10,600 by 1920, to 13,500 by 1930. They thus made up 11 to 13
percent of Cluj-Napoca’s population by 1930.26 The growth of the Jewish population
partially resulted from the categorization of Jewish Hungarians as Jews in the
Romanian censuses of 1920 and 1930, but it also reflected the influx of Transylvania’s
provincial Jewish populations to the most prominent city of Transylvania. Over 95
percent of the city’s Jewish population spoke Hungarian, but 6 out of 10 Jews also
spoke a second language; German, Yiddish, or Romanian.27 Jews spoke Romanian at
higher rates than non-Jewish Magyars.28
Due to linguistic barriers and cultural differences, neither of the Jewish
denominations established ties to Romanian Jewry and this separation also fostered
continued cultural and political ties to Hungarian political and economic elites.29 In the
1920s, only the younger generation of Jews joined Zionist organizations, while the
majority of Hungarian-speaking Jews supported the National Hungarian Party, an
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umbrella organization uniting Magyars in Transylvania from the center right to the
center left.30
The secondary literature has only sporadic references to Farkas, usually to
mention him as a member of the Jewish or Hungarian ethnic community.31 Farkas,
however, was not easy to categorize; his business strategy cannot be deduced from his
identification with one or the other ethnic or religious “imagined communities” in
Transylvania.32 The Renner tannery’s success lay in the transnational and interethnic
partnerships that its management forged after the sovereignty change. In this regard,
Farkas’s business strategy was different from that of prewar Saxon bankers or the
economic elites around the Transylvanian Romanian Albina bank, which acquired
their clients, capital, and social status by representing the interests of a minority
community.33
The major opposition to Farkas’s multiple loyalties, growing social status, and
trans-ethnic business partnerships came from Hungarian and Romanian anti-Semites
in Transylvania. Antisemitism neither became the official policy of the National
Hungarian Party, nor that of the Romanian parties representing the majority of the
country’s population in the 1920s. Still, as frequent pogroms in Oradea, Cluj-Napoca
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and other cities of Transylvania proved, antisemitism was a powerful ideology in the
1920s, which targeted the Transylvanian bourgeoisie and economic elites.34
In 1930, 26 percent of Transylvanian Jews pursued industrial occupations, 38
percent made a living from commerce and banking, while the liberal professionals
accounted for 13 percent of Jewish society.35 Even though Jews were overrepresented
in middle-class professions, they did not constitute the absolute majority in any
occupational groups. Jews made up 8 percent of those employed in industry, 34
percent in banking and commerce, and 6 percent in the liberal professions in
Transylvania.36 According to the estimates of Avram Rozen, Jews owned around 30
percent of all mid-to-large factories in Greater Romania. Some 39 percent of tannery
directors, including Farkas, were Jewish, while 62 percent of textile and petroleum
companies in Greater Romania had Jewish directors in 1926.37 These numbers are
estimates, which mask the internal divisions within the country’s Jewry; nevertheless,
they show how ethnic minorities like Jews were able to retain their leadership
positions in the economy of Greater Romania.38
While Hungarian Prime Minister István Bethlen (1921-1931) pursued a
moderate anti-Semitic course by supporting a numerus clausus at universities, his
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relative György Bethlen and other leaders of the National Hungarian Party in Romania
tried to recruit Hungarian Jews as allies in Transylvania.39 Many hardliner antiSemites of the pre-1918 political elite in Transylvania had emigrated to Hungary after
the war, which enabled the minority party to attract Hungarian Jewish voters.40
Still, both the party’s conservative right wing, as well as the left-leaning party
members and socialist Magyar public intellectuals were critical of the bourgeoisie, and
especially Jews, who pursued middle-class professions. As Ivan Sanders has pointed
out, radical socialists and the leftist intellectuals around the journal Korunk (Our
Times) criticized economic elites by focusing on the issue of postwar social inequality,
class conflict, and the Jewish question. Korunk’s editor Gábor Gaál noted that the
decisive conflicts in society were between “landowner and peasant, Jew and gentry,
political conservatives and radicals.”41
The conflict between gentry and Jew acquired a new meaning in postwar
Transylvania, since the fate of prewar civil servants and gentries, on the one hand, and
the Jewish bourgeoisie on the other diverged sharply after 1918. The growing political
and economic influence of figures like Farkas put the day-to-day difficulties of the
former civil servants, gentry, and intelligentsia into sharp relief. Even if the majority
of Jews in Transylvania led a modest, lower-middle-class life, resentment over the
prosperity of Jewish economic elites created numerous social tensions, and led to
occasional anti-Semitic outbursts.
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In the 1931 novel of the young Transylvanian writer, Emil Kolozsvári
Grandpierre, The Sieve (A rosta), the downward social mobility of the Magyar gentry
after the First World War contrasted sharply with the prosperity of the HungarianJewish “Mr. Berger,” who resembled Mózes Farkas. 42 Mr. Berger is a selfcongratulatory figure, who offers patronizing assistance to former Hungarian civil
servants and their families, including the judge, who is at the center of the plot. The
writer Grandpierre’s father was a former judge himself, Emil Grandpierre, who served
as head of the Hungarian National Council in Cluj-Napoca in the fall of 1918. As his
son, the novelist was likely familiar with Farkas’s patronage of former Magyar civil
servants like his father, who had been dismissed in 1919 and the early 1920s.43
As the Hungarian state apparatus in Transylvania vanished, and the estates of
aristocrats and gentry were seized by peasants and eventually expropriated during the
1921 land reform, large industrial corporations and banks remained the major source
of support for these former civil servants and the Hungarian press.44 Although it was
an extreme proposition, some Hungarians in Cluj-Napoca expected the Renner tannery
to build the city’s tram network at the firm’s own expense in July 1919, as they
regarded the tannery as more powerful and rich than the state.45
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The sheer size of Farkas’s fortune in relatively underindustrialized
Transylvania also explained why so many Jews and non-Jews, Romanians, and
Hungarians sought his support. As large companies like the Renner tannery were few,
and organizations that were in desperate need of funding were many, a select few
firms bankrolled multiple organizations, often with contradictory political purposes.
Farkas, for instance, sponsored both the moderate Hungarian nationalist paper Keleti
Újság (Eastern News) and Zionist organizations.46 In brief, large corporations and the
economic elites who managed them started to assume state functions formerly
performed by the Hungarian state and the Hungarian aristocracy.
After the Romanian takeover of Transylvania, Farkas offered employment at
the tannery and his gardening business to former Hungarian civil servants who had
been dismissed by the Romanian administration for failing to take the loyalty oath to
the Romanian king.47 According to one of the most well-informed insiders of ClujNapoca’s Hungarian society, the politician and writer Imre Mikó, Farkas placed
former civil servants under the directorship of Sándor Kun, the brother of communist
leader Béla Kun, who was himself of Transylvanian Jewish origin. Mikó’s memoir
hints at the increased social status and prestige of Hungarian Jews as opposed to
Hungarian gentry and civil servants after 1919, and the social tensions that arose from
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the former upper classes now having to work in socially inferior positions under the
guidance of a “Jew.”48
This theme is also reflected in Grandpierre’s novel. When the Romanian
school administration unjustly failed the son of the protagonist judge on his final
gymnasium exam, Mr. Berger suggests that the father send his son Laci to work at his
factory instead of pursuing a degree in law. Mr. Berger explains to the former judge
working then at a boring newspaper job that his factory would be able to weather all
political transformations. “The fact of the matter is that the products of my factory are
always in demand. Clothes and linen are indispensible. It is easier to renounce the
services of a lawyer than to renounce bed linen.”49 Weighing the grim prospects of the
Magyar middle classes in Transylvania, the judge decides that Mr. Berger is right. He
subsequently tries to persuade his wife to change her mind about Laci’s legal career.
As he states, “the Berger factory possesses huge amounts of capital that can withstand
the gravest of crises.”50
The novel thus divorces the economic prosperity of the firm from the turbulent
politics of the post-war period, and it portrays Mr. Berger as a technocrat who stands
above the ethnic, social, and political divisions of contemporary Transylvania. The
novel shows the solidarity between Jewish and non-Jewish Hungarians, yet it also
points to the sharply different consequences of Romanian rule for different social
groups.
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The Romanian administration wanted to separate assimilated Hungarian Jews
from non-Jewish Hungarians. After 1922, it banned Jews from enrolling in Hungarianlanguage schools run by Christian churches.51 It also created the “Jewish” ethnic
category in the census, separating Jews and Hungarians.52 While anti-Semitic views
characterized some sectors of the Hungarian and Romanian populations in 1920s
Transylvania, the birthplace of the anti-Semitic movement was the Old Kingdom of
Romania, especially the universities of Iași and Bucharest.53
The purpose of the Romanian “new generation” that came of age after 1918,
was to block the ascension of Jews into the ranks of the bourgeoisie. This goal
overlapped with the agendas of the Romanian intelligentsia and both the national
liberal and peasant-supported parties that dominated interwar political life.54 Although
no Romanian government endorsed these pogroms, they did not prevent their
occurrence, and students who were found guilty of harassing Jews received minimal
punishment.55 Both the refusal to grant collective citizenship rights to Jews in Greater
Romania and the anti-Semitic pogroms showed the limits of the “minority treaty”
Romania had signed.
Despite pressures from Jewish organizations, the Romanian government was
never sanctioned diplomatically for the pogroms or breaches of the minority rights
treaty. The French Alliance Israélite Universelle, the Anglo-Jewish Association, and
Jewish papers like Paix et Droit protested constantly and listed material damages
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inflicted upon Jews.56 Lucien Wolf, secretary of the British-Jewish Joint Foreign
Committee, also intervened with the Romanian government.57 In connection with a
1927 pogrom of university students in Oradea-Mare, Cluj-Napoca and other cities,
even the US ambassador protested to Foreign Minister Nicolae Titulescu.58 Students
destroyed Jewish stores and looted their assets: the terror that swept through
Transylvania accidentally affected an American citizen. Partially due to American
pressure, at least the 390 Jewish victims of this pogrom received financial
compensation, even though most perpetrators were never persecuted, and only nine
students received minor punishments.59 By the late 1920s and 1930s, many Romanian
Jewish students enrolled at universities in France and other states in Western Europe.60
Hungarian and Hungarian-Jewish writers in Transylvania were cognizant of
the pogroms, but they portrayed Jews rather as a powerful rather than an oppressed
minority. These writers focused their attention oo the economic elite, and not the
urban outcasts or the numerous petty bourgeoisie and Jewish working classes. The
assimilated Hungarian Jewish writer and journalist Ernő Ligeti is a case in point. Even
though he publicly defended Jewish industrialists such as Farkas, Zsigmond Szana,
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and Albert Bürger as members of the Hungarian community of Transylvania, in his
first novel he sketched subtly anti-Semitic portrayals of the characteristically Jewish
bankers and industrialists ruling over Cluj-Napoca.61
In the liberal and Magyar patriot Ligeti’s 1925 Up into the Saddle (Föl a
bakra) non-Jewish Hungarian characters are not anti-Semitic, but there is significant
criticism of the ostentatious lifestyle of Jewish businessmen.62 It is difficult to miss the
analogies between the Renner director and banker Farkas, Grandpierre’s “Mr. Berger,”
and Ligeti’s “Krompacher.” Krompacher features in Up to the Saddle as a former shoe
salesman, and like Farkas, he was a leather merchant who had ascended to the ranks of
a bank director. Krompacher spoke Hungarian with a foreign accent and felt uneasy
among the bank’s employees who were recruited from the ranks of the former ruling
class, the Hungarian gentry. When the dismissed civil servant Elekes, who had helped
Krompacher avoid imprisonment before 1918, applied for a job at the “Union Bank,”
Krompacher behaved in a condescending manner. Even though he provided Elekes
with employment, he also let the applicant know that his skills were worthless for
modern bank administration.
The bank’s lawyer and vice director “Grosz” is another unappealing Jewish
character. Grosz is a lascivious womanizer, a well-fed man, dressed in a tuxedo and
alligator shoes, who is contrasted sharply with Elekes, who had to sell his books and
nice coats in order to support his family. The distinction between the Hungarian
Elekes and the Hungarian Jews Grosz and Krompacher is also conveyed in the
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drawings of the architect and writer Károly Kós, who illustrated the novel (fig. 33-34).
The civil servant and his wife appear as skinny and distressed figures; his canvas-like
pants are loose and his shoes coarse. The portly banker’s elegant three-piece suit, bow
tie, fashionable Oxford shoes, and calm but haughty expression contrast with the
distressed demeanor and modest clothing and surroundings of the unemployed former
state employee and his wife (see figs. 33-34).
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Figs. 33 and 34. Károly Kós’s Portrayal of an Unemployed Hungarian Civil Servant
and a Prosperous Hungarian Jewish Banker in Ligeti’s Föl a bakra.

Source: Drawings by Károly Kós in Ligeti, Föl a bakra, 17, 83.

How did Farkas react to the implicit and explicit criticisms of his social status
and personality? After all, his name was listed on the back of the novel as one of the
supporters of its publication, and he likely knew both Ligeti and Gaál. When
answering the questionnaire of the journal Napkelet (East), on “What do we,
Transylvanians have to do in 1922,” Farkas complained about attempts to push
ethnicity to the foreground of the region’s economic and political life instead of
addressing what he regarded as the relevant issues of economic life.63 As he stated,
“Nowadays, one has to face the situation that the government, the administration, and
the workers are all guided by ethnic, racial, religious, and political considerations,
instead of looking out for the interests of production.”64 Farkas’s wish was similar to
63
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the policy pursued by the national liberal government: more state support for
industrialization and industrialists. As the liberal banker Slăvescu put it, “the state’s
economic policy reaches out to help businesses (întreprindere economice), either by
protecting them from foreign competition or by helping them and facilitating their
activities within the country.”65 Farkas also exhorted leaders of the workers’
movement to accept “realizable” goals, instead of embracing “power struggles” and
pointless “fighting over salaries.”66 The industrialist also tried to sway public opinion
on his role in these “power struggles” by financing one of the most popular Hungarian
dailies, Keleti Újság, as well as its literary supplement, Napkelet.67
Farkas’s last will and testament from 1932 shows that the successful
industrialist thought intensively about the increasingly tense class conflict during these
years.68 Although he had a large family, including an ex-wife in rump Hungary whom
he supported with an allowance, as well as two adult daughters and a son, he disowned
them from his share of the factory. Otherwise, his family members would have
inherited everything. Farkas bequeathed his shares to a would-be foundation
representing the workers and officials of the Renner tannery and shoes factory.69
Farkas specified that the workers and the company’s managing officials were to elect
delegates to the company’s managerial board.70 The industrialist personally selected
the first delegates, including deputy directors, two chauffeurs, a turner, a machine
65
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operator, and a locksmith. He also specified that in order to be eligible, workers and
managers had to have worked at the Renner factory for more than ten years, so as to
boost loyalty to the firm. Even periods of strikes, noted Farkas, counted as time of
employment.71 Furthermore, he also ordered that part of his inheritance be used to
construct a holiday resort in the mountains around Cluj-Napoca, in the middle of a 20acre forest.72 Echoing the tenets of industrial paternalism, workers and managers
would have received separate pavilions in the resort.73
After Farkas died in 1941, one of his daughters contested his will. Moreover,
the ensuing sovereignty changes following the outbreak of the Second World War, the
expropriation of Jews, and the onset of fighting in Transylvania also hindered the
fulfillment of his wishes; neither the sanatorium nor the representation of workers and
managers on the board came into effect.74 Still, Farkas’ will shows that his loyalty to
the revolutionary Károlyi regime in 1918-1919 and Oszkár Jászi’s progressive party
was not lost on him during the interwar period. Just as Károlyi started the land reform
by distributing his own estates among peasants in 1919, so too did Farkas attempt to
share his factory with the workers, managers, and the company’s officials.
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Figs. 35. and 36. The Renner tannery in 1914 and in the late 1920s.

Source: Serviciul Secretariat 6/1924, DJAN Cluj, Fond Clujana.
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The disputes over Farkas’s inheritance and his ambitious posthumous plans
also showed that the Renner tannery expanded significantly in the 1920s, and became
one of the largest industrial establishments in Transylvania (fig. 35-36).75 Within a
decade, the modest tannery grew into an industrial complex that yielded large profits,
possessed tens of millions of lei worth of assets, and employed more than one
thousand workers and managers. Many contemporaries, including the writer
Grandpierre, viewed the prosperity of the Renner tannery as having more to do with
the Zeitgeist than with the specific policies of the management. The papers of the
factory, however, reveal a conscious policy of establishing business partnerships with
Hungarian, Jewish, and Romanian industrialists, bankers, and politicians based in
Hungary, Romania, and Austria, along with the forging of business ties with German
and Swiss companies. An analysis of the company’s changing board membership
below shows how the Renner’s management strategy responded to the circumstances
created by sovereignty change after the First World War.

The Continuation of the Monarchy by Other Means? The Business Networks of the
Renner Tannery in the Interwar Period
The Renner’s prosperity was based on the preservation of its prewar networks
and their successful expansion with new partners in the interwar period (see. fig. 37
and 38). The firm’s pre-1918 Austro-Hungarian business network centered on
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Budapest and Vienna. By the early 1920s, the company established ties with
Bucharest, Bukovina, and Banat banks, as well as distributors in these regions and
other parts of Transylvania. The result of network expansion was the recreation of the
Dual Monarchy’s economic space within interwar East-Central and Southeastern
Europe, and the relocation of the company’s financial center from Budapest to
Transylvania.
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Figs. 37. The geographical origin of board members, shareholders, and major creditors
of the Renner company in 1917 and in 1923, respectively.

Source: Based on DJAN Cluj, Fond Clujana, 1/1914.
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Figs. 38. The geographical origin of board members, shareholders, and major creditors
of the Renner company in 1923.

Source: Based on DJAN Cluj, Fond Clujana, 1/1914, 1/1919, 1/1923.
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The Renner’s expansion rested on partnerships across state borders and ethnic
boundaries that ran counter to the Zeitgeist of protectionism that swept through
interwar Europe, as well as the anti-Semitic currents in interwar Romanian
politics.76Apart from successful business partnerships, the other reason behind the
company’s expansion was economic: after wartime shortages, civilian populations had
an enormous need for shoes, coats, belts, and other leather products.
The Romanian tanning industry’s production doubled between 1919 and 1921,
and it increased another 33 percent by 1923.77 Annual per capita leather consumption
increased from 1.4 to 1.7 pounds in the early 1920s.78 Tanning was in its infancy both
in Transylvania and the Old Kingdom of Romania, representing between 4 and 5
percent of Greater Romania’s industrial production in the 1920s.79 The Renner firm
had no major competitors in Transylvania, and only a few in Greater Romania.
Ironically, the annexation of the region by Romania and the protectionist customs
policies of the national liberal governments that I discuss below provided a boon for
all industrial enterprises, including those owned by minorities.80 Whatever the politics
of the owners, protectionism and the breakdown of prewar transportation networks
shielded the tannery from the cheap products of the Czechoslovak, Hungarian, and
Austrian competitors.
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The company’s board members changed considerably in the early 1920s. As
before the war, the board consisted of the company elite and included the actual
managers, as well as the largest shareholders, and nominees who were important for
political reasons. An in-depth analysis of the board membership thus shows both the
changing ownership structure and the business politics of the company. The firm
reacted promptly to the signing of the Treaty of Trianon and the consolidation of
Romanian sovereignty over Transylvania. Either due to political pressure or a selfinduced transformation, the firm started to establish previously unexplored
connections with other minority-owned Transylvanian businesses, as well as the
Romanian political and economic elites.
Proving that the annexation of Transylvania by Romania did not sever the
region economically from rump Hungary, board membership shows that the influence
of Budapest banks remained steady in the early 1920s. Even Hungarian venture capital
retained its presence on the Renner’s board, through the Anglo-Hungarian Bank. The
Budapest banker Simon Krausz’s Magyar Bank, which was formed to further Balkan
economic expansion and the exploitation of natural gas in Transylvania during the
First World War, secured an affiliation with a few British banks and changed its name
to the Anglo-Hungarian Bank (AHB) in 1920. The bank even retained its OradeaMare branch, which did business with the Renner tannery.81
An established former Austro-Hungarian institution, the Anglo-Austrian Bank
(AAB) of Budapest and Vienna retained the shares that it purchased in 1917, and
continued to act as a major creditor to the tannery. The Renner’s shareholders elected
81
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three AAB directors, Pál Engel, the director of the bank’s Vienna branch, as well as
Zoltán Hajdu, the CEO of the bank’s Budapest office, to serve on the company’s
board of directors.82 The inclusion of two Vienna-based Magyar metal traders, Gyula
Boros and József Mérei, provided the persistent ties to the Austrian capital. These two
businessmen likely facilitated the Renner’s Austrian exports and imports.
The high customs tariffs erected by the Romanian government made it more
difficult for the firm to export and import from rump Hungary. Partnerships in
Transylvania, Bukovina, and the rest of Greater Romania became increasingly
important to securing domestic markets for its products. It was likely through the
Anglo-Austrian directors Engel and Hajdu that the company’s management
established connections in Romanian Bukovina. The firm’s partner in Bukovina was
Max Anhauch (1863-1945), an Austrian-Jewish “war millionaire,” industrialist, and
the director of AAB’s Bukovina branch. Anhauch had received the minor aristocratic
title of Ritter or “knight” from the Austro-Hungarian Emperor Charles I in 1917,
likely due to his efforts as an army supplier.83 This imperial pedigree did not prevent
the businessman from being a successful entrepreneur in Greater Romania.84 The
Renner firm made use of Anhauch’s Bukovina connections and background in the
leather and shoe trade to establish a depository of its products in Czernowitz. By 1940,
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the Anhauch family had moved to Timișoara and became one of the largest
shareholders of the firm.85
Anhauch’s involvement shows that “romanianizing” the market and
partnership networks of Transylvanian companies often took place through the prewar
networks of minorities that now made up 28 percent of Greater Romania’s
population.86 Anhauch counted as a “Romanian.” As commerce and banking were
largely in the hands of minorities, the post-1920 borders and protectionism fostered
economic ties and cooperation between businessmen who had not established
connections with one another under the Monarchy.87 Whereas before 1918, the
commercial and economic ties of Transylvania and the Renner tannery gravitated
towards Budapest, after the sovereignty change, its ties to Hungarian, Jewish, and
German businessmen in Transylvania, Bukovina, and the Banat increased
significantly.
The firm’s expansion in the Banat and Crișana served a similar purpose as the
ties to Bukovina. The management invited the most powerful banker and businessman
of Timișoara, Zsigmond Szana – as well as his colleague at the Timișoara Bank and
Commercial Co. – to sit on the board. Szana was a liberal, assimilated Hungarian Jew.
Like Farkas, he supported Oscar Jászi’s Radical Party and Szana was even a member
of the latter’s progressive Social Science Society before the war.88 The son of a
Budapest doctor, Szana had founded a match factory that made him rich, and he
85
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remained active as a philanthropist in the Banat during the 1920s. The Banat,
especially its main city, Timișoara, was the most industrialized region that Romania
acquired after World War I, along with the border cities of Arad and Oradea-Marea in
the Crișana region. Whereas before the war Szana and other industrialists from these
two regions of Greater Hungary traded primarily with Budapest, after the war the new
borders facilitated their eastward orientation, toward Cluj-Napoca, and in many cases,
even Bucharest. By 1940, the cooperation of the Renner firm with Timișoara banks
and factories became especially pronounced.89
The attempt to strengthen the firm’s ties to Transylvania explains the
involvement of the Cluj-Napoca bank director, Gyula Ferenczy, on the board of the
Renner firm. The Hungarian Ferenczy was a powerful actor in Cluj-Napoca’s business
life: he served as the director of the minor Agrarian Bank and was the vice president
of the city’s chamber of commerce in the early 1920s.90 The firm’s connection to
Ferenczy likely played a part in the ascent of Farkas to the same position in the
chamber by 1925.91 The Cluj-Napoca chamber of commerce, with József Veisz as its
president, remained almost exclusively under the control of prewar Hungarian elites
until as late as 1922, even though there were fiercely anti-Magyar governments in
power between 1918 and 1922, that carried out the radical expropriation of
Transylvanian landowners, most of whom were Magyars, during these years. Between
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1922 and 1926, Hungarian business elites and Romanian political elites shared key
positions of the chamber.92
The minutes of the chamber of commerce were in Hungarian until 1925, with
Romanian translations. Although the organisation’s registry is exclusively in
Romanian from December 1925, the romanianization of the names of officials (e.g.
Moise Farkas) belied its ethnic composition and background. Farkas had never had a
formal representation in the chamber before 1925.93 The fact that he was elected to
replace a Hungarian craftsman shows that even though the ratio of Hungarian officials
at the chamber declined over the 1920s, prewar elites were able to gain new positions.
The narrative of the decline and marginalization of prewar elites does not fit ClujNapoca’s business life.
Apart from bank credits, a company like the Renner tannery financed its
operations and expansion from the issue of new shares. Shareholders, unlike creditors,
became the owners of the company, and had the right to influence the management.
Large shareholders were even invited onto the company’s board. The composition of
the shareholders suggests that the short-term effect of sovereignty change was the
increased significance of the original founders of the tannery and their Transylvanian
business partners on the company’s board (table 16).
Instead of bringing about romanianization, Trianon borders created regional
economic cooperation that had not existed before between the Hungarian business
elites ofTransylvania and the Banat. Whereas between 1916 and 1918, the Renner
tannery became a dependency of Budapest banks that acquired over two-thirds of the
92
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company’s shares and financed its expansion, in 1923, the Farkas, Renner, and Hecht
families possessed more than two-thirds of the shares, similar to their ratio in 1914
(see table 16). Banat Hungarian banks (23 percent), and to a smaller extent, Romanian
banks (6 percent) acquired new positions.

Table 16. The background of shareholders at the Renner tannery’s shareholder
meetings, 1914-1923; n = number of shares presented at shareholders' meeting; t =
total amount of shares issued.

Shareholders
Original Founders
Transylvanian
Shareholders

n=273
[t=400]
1914
75%

n=3,952
[t=4,000]
1918
32%

n=25,000
[t=25,000]
1919
32%

n=102,115
[t=200,000]
1923
66%

18%

0%

2%

68%
0%
100%

66%
0%
100%

28%
[estimated
at 30-49%]
0%*
6%
100%

Budapest Shareholders 0%
Romanian Shareholders 0%
Total (n)
100%

Source: DJAN Cluj, Fond Combinatul de pielărie și încălțăminte “Clujana,” dosar
1/1914, 1/1919, 1/1923

The major development of the 1920s was not the appearance and reification of
ethnic divisions between Hungarian and Romanian shareholders, but the massive
consolidation of the leadership position of Mózes Farkas and the original founders of
the corporation. A closer look at the Renner company’s 1923 shareholder meeting
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(table 17) reveals that the absence of the representatives of Budapest banks did not
cancel out the overwhelming majority of prewar elites among the company’s owners.
The investor group around director Mózes Farkas, consisting of his family, retained
the largest chunk of shares (24 percent), closely followed by Zsigmond Szana’s Banat
interests (23 percent), and the original founders, the Renner and Hecht families (21
percent respectively).
Table .17. Shareholders present at the May 11, 1923 meeting in Cluj-Napoca.
Number of shares presented at meeting (n) = 102,115 [Total shares issued: 200,000]
Transylvanian Hungarian Shareholders:
Renner Brothers
Farkas Group
Hecht Family
Other
Total
Banat Hungarian Shareholders:
Timișoara Bank and Commercial Co. [M.M. Blank
Bucharest]94
Bocșa Savings Bank
Total
Transylvanian and Banat Hungarian Shareholders:
Romanian Shareholders:
Banca de Credit Român (represented by Richárd Hecht)
Marmorosch Blank Bank, Bucharest
Emil Hațieganu, univ. prof. Cluj-Napoca
Iulian Pop, mayor of Cluj-Napoca
Total Romanian
Total (n)

Number of
Shares (x)
21,640
24,622
21,587
4,161
72,010

Percentage
(x/n)
21.20%
24.10%
21.10%
4.10%
70.50%

23,675
200
23,875
95,885

23.20%
0.20%
23.40%
94%

6,000
200
10
10
6,220
102,115

5.90%
0.20%
0%
0%
6.10%
100%

Source: ANR Cluj-Napoca, Fond Clujana 1/1923 Rapoarte și procese verbale ale
Adunării Generale de Consiliu de Administrație.
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Mózes Farkas’ position became especially strong after 1927, when he formed a
confidential syndicate with the Hechts, Renners, and the Vienna-based Metallum
Company’s director Gyula Boros.95 Members of this syndicate, which functioned as a
mini trust within the company, named themselves the “Farkas Group,” granted Farkas
all their shareholder privileges, and pledged that they would not sell their shares to
third parties.96 The Farkas Group possessed almost 150,000 shares, which constituted
the absolute majority.97 The formation of the syndicate indicated, once again, that not
all Hungarian businessmen were in a partnership with one another. Both Szana’s
Timișoara Group and the Budapest banks were excluded from the syndicate, whereas
the Farkas Group contracted numerous businesses and formed companies in
partnership with Romanians, placing into question the relevance of the supposedly
strongest Romano-Hungarian ethnic divide.
Although the Budapest banks did not attend the 1923 shareholder meeting,
Anglo-Austrian and Anglo-Hungarian Banks likely retained a considerable portion of
the missing 49 percent of the shares. Both banks and the financial elites behind them
retained their positions throughout the interwar period, although they gradually
became less significant by 1940.98 Zoltán Hajdu of the Anglo-Austrian Bank crops up
as a shareholder even in the late 1930s, whereas the Anglo-Austrian (re-baptized as
the Anglo-International Bank) and its Oradea-Mare branch remained shareholders and
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creditors of the tannery throughout the 1920s and even after.99 The formation of the
Farkas group, however, indicates that Budapest banks were no longer able to directly
influence the management of their Transylvanian interests after the mid-1920s.
There was significant political pressure on large Transylvanian industrial
concerns and mines to “romanianize” themselves, although what it meant to become a
Romanian company was subject to negotiations among local elites and the central
government and its regional authorities.100 Even though there was an ethnic Romanian
banking system in Transylvania dating back to the 1870s, the Romanian bourgeoisie
was not strong enough to buy the majority of shares in previously Hungarian-owned
companies, such as the Renner tannery. Whereas in the heavy industrial sector, the
Romanian state supported Romanian capitalists in acquiring the majority of shares in
minority-owned companies, the Renner tannery did not face comparable pressure from
the Bucharest government. Also, the distinction between Romanian and Hungarian
capital was fuzzy, as well. As noted in chapter 2, the Pest Hungarian Commericial
Bank had acquired shares in the Marmorosch Blank Bank of Bucharest before the war.
The Marmorosch Bank retained its Hungarian director in the 1920s, and took over the
Pest Hungarian Commercial Bank’s Transylvanian branches in the 1920s in order to
romanianize these banks. The Marmorosch Bank also acquired a few shares in the
Renner tannery. Given its complex transnational management, however, it is
questionable to what extent the Marmorosch Bank romanianized Transylvania’s
economy.
99
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The interwar history of the Petroșani mines shows that even in heavy
industries, Hungarians from Hungary, as well as Jewish and Hungarian minorities
from Transylvania, managed to consolidate their positions.101 The mines belonged to
the Budapest-based Salgótarjáni and Rimamurányi Corporation, which unsuccessfully
attempted to sell them to Entente industrialists in 1919 and 1920.102 After the Treaty of
Trianon came into effect, Budapest and Bucharest financial elites reached an
agreement, excluding both Transylvanian Hungarians and Romanians from their
negotiations, and transformed the mine into a Romanian company, with a managerial
board that comprised both Romanians and Hungarians from Transylvania and
Hungary.
Romanian investors, headed by the ill-reputed and volatile Bucharest bank,
Banca Româneasca, acquired the right to buy, or “call option,” of half shares the
Petroșani mines, valued at 700 million lei.103 This arrangement, however, did not
amount to “romanianization;” the Romanian group had to pay for the shares within ten
years, and the administration never attempted to expropriate Hungarian owners or
impound their property. Romanians were also obliged to pay for the shares in stable
Swiss franks, and not in inflated paper lei. The Hungarian shareholders’ firm grip over
the mines became even more apparent when they cancelled the option rights of the
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Romanian group in 1935. By then, Romanians had only managed to pay for 20 percent
of the shares, which made them ineligible to acquire the remaining 30 percent.104 In
sum, even though the Petroșani mine had to be severed from its former Budapest
parent company and transformed into a Romanian entity, Hungarian elites retained
their ownership rights.
Smaller, minority-owned companies survived romanianization with even fewer
compromises. The romanianization of the Renner tannery and the Timișoara Bank
and Commercial Company’s romanianization involved forming alliances with the
local Romanian political elites. In exchange for a negligible number of shares, or
simply board membership and the resulting financial compensation, these politicians
lobbied for the firm’s interests at the municipal and county levels, as well as in
Bucharest. The practice of leveraging political capital for positions in the business
world was not new or specific to Greater Romania. Interlocking directorates, or
featuring the same person as members of the board of directors of two companies, and
the presence of politicians on the board of banks and major companies had been
widely practiced and criticized during the Dualist era, as well.105 Baron Elemér
Bornemissza likely received his prewar and wartime board membership at the Renner
tannery due to his excellent connections to the city and county administration. Such
institutionalized corruption was not a Romanian invention.106
Political pressure on companies, however, grew considerably stronger after the
Romanian takeover of Transylvania. The tannery’s management invited its first
104
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Romanians to serve on the board in 1921. They came from the ranks of the prewar
Romanian National Party that acquired governmental positions on the Directing
Council (1918-1920), the interim governing body of Transylvania. Former Prime
Minister, Alexandru Vaida-Voevod (1919-1920), and another prominent politician of
the pre-1918 National Party, Emil Hațieganu, a law professor at the newly
romanianized university of Cluj-Napoca, both received invitations to the Renner’s
board. Both of them were members of the Directing Council, which extended
commissions to the tannery as early as 1919. Both men identified as Romanians,
although they spoke Hungarian fluently as a second language, and had long-standing
ties to the region’s Hungarian political elite, intelligentsia, and gentries. Vaida-Voevod
had served as a deputy in the Budapest parliament, whereas the lawyer Hațieganu had
shared an office with his colleague and friend, the Hungarian judge Emil Grandpierre,
before 1918.107 Romanianization thus did not empower the “new generation” of
Romanians but simply shifted the prewar balance of power in favor of Romanian
members of the prewar Transylvanian elite.
Apart from political lobbying, Romanian board members helped to secure
creditors during the period of economic boom from 1919 to 1922. A newly founded
Romanian bank, the Banca Centrală or Central Bank, extended loans to the Renner
firm in 1920, and the Bank’s director, Virgil Dessila, received board membership in
exchange. The Directing Council lacked a national bank when it came to power, and
the Albina, Victoria, and other Romanian banks did not possess sufficient capital to
finance its ambitious plans. The members of the Directing Council had no connections
107
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to the Romanian National Bank of Bucharest or other banks from the Old Kingdom,
which were close to the National Liberal Party of Ion Brătianu. This explains why the
Directing Council encouraged the formation of the Banca Centrală in April 1919.
The bank received the commission of administering all purchases by both the
Bucharest government and the Directing Council in Transylvania.108 The initial capital
of 15 million crowns was raised to 100 million crowns within a few months after its
foundation.109 As a result, the bank was flush with capital and had a considerable
impact on the region’s financial and industrial life immediately after its creation.
Most of the capital came from the Romanian treasury at a time when the
political party connected to Transylvanian Romanian elites, the National Party, was
briefly in power in 1919. Still, the Banca Centrală also managed to raise capital from
broad sections of the ethnic Romanian population of Transylvania: there were
hundreds of individual subscribers, many coming from remote villages. The list of
shareholders included smaller, Romanian-owned banks, the region’s Romanian
bourgeoisie, as well as priests, schoolteachers, millers, butchers, and bourgeois
housewives, who likely wanted to invest their dowry or inheritance.110
The bank’s declared mission statement was taciturn about government
contracts and maintained that the Banca Centrală’s goal was to “initiate the
foundation and development of workshops, factories, and industrial establishments
with the support of [ethnic] Romanian craftsmen, industrialists, capitalists, banks, and
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cooperatives.”111 Apart from Romanian banks, associations, and the Directing
Council, liberal professionals, widows, landowners, and priests were also among
subscribers to the Centrală’s shares.112 Most shareholders hailed from Transylvania,
but there were a few ethnic Romanians from Budapest and prewar Romania, too. The
bank accumulated deposits worth more than 65 million crowns, which points to the
enrichment of some sections of the ethnic Romanian bourgeoisie and peasantry in
Transylvania during World War I, due to the increased demand for agricultural
products, and the ability of nationalist political elites to mobilize ethnic Romanians
financially for the purposes of the new state.113
By 1923, another Romanian bank, the Romanian Credit Bank, acquired 6
percent of the tannery’s shares. This, however, did not amount to actual control over
the company, especially since one of the original Hungarian founders, Richárd Hecht,
represented this Romanian bank at board meetings.114 Only slightly more than half of
the shareholders were present at the meeting. It is thus impossible to provide a full
picture of the ownership structure of the tannery (table 18).
Romanians not only received token representation on the board, but they also
occupied important positions among the tannery’s officials (table 19). One of the four
directors, both lawyers, and two of the 24 accountants of the firm were Romanians.
Altogether, Romanians made up 11 percent of the officials of the company, and almost
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one fourth of its workers in 1921. Both numbers were below the ratio of Romanian
populations in Cluj-Napoca, which had risen from the prewar level of 12 percent to 33
percent by 1920. Still, considering that there had been Romanian officials in the
company before 1918, and that Romanians were underrepresented among the middle
classes, this constitutes a considerable increase. Statistics did not provide a breakdown
of salaries based on ethnicity, but even based on the available data, it is clear that
Romanians were on average among the better-paid officials of the company: they
made up 11 percent of the employees, but they pocketed at least 13 percent of salaries
through higher-than-average representation among the best-paid positions such as
CEOs and lawyers.
Table 18. The ethnic composition of the Renner tannery’s officials in 1922.
Minority
(Hungarian,
Ethnic
Jewish,
Romanian %
German)
%
Occupation
(n)
(n/x) (m)
(m/x)
Directors CEOs
1
25% 3
75%
Department heads, accountants,
treasurers
2
8%
22
92%
Lawyers
2
100% 0
0%
Officials, typists
1
3%
32
97%
Exterior administrative personnel
(overseers, depot managers,
telephone operators)
4
13% 28
87%
Doctors
0
0%
1
100%
Tradesmen
0
0%
9
100%
Guards
4
24% 13
76%
Shop directors
0
0%
8
100%
Total
14
11% 116
89%
Source: Based on DJAN Cluj, Fond Clujana, “Statistică,” 1921.

Total
(x)
4
24
2
33
32
1
9
17
8
130
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Table 19. The salary of the Renner tannery’s officials in 1922, in Romanian leu.
Average
TOTAL
TOTAL
PerMonthly
Monthly
Capita
Salary of
%
Salary of
Monthly
Minorities
Romanians
Salary
(lei)
(lei)
Occupation
(lei)
5,833
17,499
75%
5,833
Directors, CEOs
Department heads,
2,150
47,300
92%
4,300
accountants, treasurers
2,900
0
0%
5,800
Lawyers
1,650
52,800
97%
1,650
Officials, typists
Exterior administrative
personnel (overseers, depot
1,300
36,400
87%
5,200
managers, telephone
operators)
2,400
2,400
100% 0
Doctors
1,400
12,600
0%
0
Tradesmen
900
11,700
76%
3,600
Guards
Total amount of salaries
2,317
180,699
87% 26,383
for functionaries

%

25%
8%
100%
3%
13%
0%
0%
24%
13%

Source: Based on DJAN Cluj, Fond Clujana, “Statistică,” 1921.
One of the many reasons for the smooth cooperation of Romanians,
Hungarians, Hungarian-speaking Jews, and Germans on the board of the Renner
tannery might be sought in the ethnic composition of Cluj-Napoca’s interwar society.
Romanians built up a sizeable presence among the urban population in Cluj-Napoca’s
public spaces, and in the administrative, cultural, educational, and even to some extent
commercial establishments. Cluj-Napoca became the center of Transylvania’s
Romanianized administration: its population increased from around 60,000 to 84,000
between 1910 and 1920, largely due to Romanian civil servants and workers who
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moved to the city.115 The population of other major cities like Timișoara, Sibiu,
Brașov or Oradea-Mare, stagnated or decreased during the same time period and the
ethnic composition changed little.116
Cluj-Napoca became the seat not just of the Directing Council, but of
Transylvania’s first romanian(ized) university, opera, and theater. By 1922, Romanian
insurance companies and banks, like the Marmorosch, opened up offices, along with
Bucharest’s fashion chains, such as the Au Bon Gout or the Luca P. Niculescu.117 A
Hungarian journal noted that even Magyar merchants read the Romanian economic
paper, Argus, and that Romanian was often spoken in cafés and restaurants.118 Under
these circumstances, cooperation and partnership among Hungarians and Romanians
was a convenient option, especially in light of the shared middle-class culture, prewar
legacy of collegiality between Hungarians and Romanians, and bilingualism: both
Budapest and Bucharest were distant, and so were the exclusive nationalist views that
became especially popular outside of Transylvania in the 1920s.119
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The Regionalism of Economic Elites between Bucharest and Budapest, the Cross
and the Star

The Renner firm’s strategy of cooperating with Romanians reflected the
increasing popularity of regionalism among Romanians, Hungarians, and Germans in
Transylvania after 1918. The interpretations of Transylvanian regionalism differed
among Germans, Hungarians and Romanians: the first two groups wanted the
protection of their minority rights status and regarded Transylvania as a culturally
autonomous region of East-Central Europe. Romanians in Transylvania used
regionalism to push back against their perceived marginalization by Old Kingdom
Romanians. Regionalism was primarily a cultural movement of the Hungarians, and
Saxons, and even the region’s Romanians. The movement had indirect political and
economic implications, but these encountered firm resistance form Bucharest’s
liberals and their ally, general Alexandru Averescu’s People’s Party.120 The
Transylvanian National Party, as well as the Hungarian minority party both embraced
political, cultural, and even economic regionalism.
Transylvanism was the regionalist movement of Magyar intellectuals. The
architect and writer Károly Kós, and politicians such as Elemér Gyárfás stressed the
importance of cooperation among the different ethnic groups of the region, and
solidarity among the region’s Hungarians.121 It was Gyárfás who first articulated a
program of economic regionalism, by lamenting its prewar financial dependency on
120
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Budapest, as shown in chapter 2.122 Gyárfás was a lawyer, Bucharest senator, and
economic expert of the National Hungarian Party of Romania. He tried to combine
Hungarian nationalism with the promotion of Transylvanian regional interests, on the
basis of cooperation among the Romanian, Saxon and Hungarian ethnic groups.
Gyárfás came to the conclusion that the region’s economic interests differed from
those of both Hungary and the Old Kingdom of Romania, and he also realized that
Hungarians needed Saxon, German, and Romanian allies after the sovereignty change.
Potential for cooperation beyond the realm of culture existed especially between
Hungarians and Germans, as their ethnic minority status and the withering away of
their prewar legal status and institutions created common ground.123
Gyárfás’s ideas also reflected the process whereby Budapest-centered Magyar
nationalism increasingly lost its potential to serve as a rallying point of prewar
economic elites of Transylvania. Gyárfás castigated the pre-war role of Budapest
banks in Transylvania’s economy. He claimed that before 1918, the Hungarian banks
of Budapest failed to finance Transylvania’s industrialization, and that they only
invested in short-term, high-yield enterprises.124 According to Gyárfás, these banks
had siphoned their profits out of Transylvania, “without doing the work of raising the
level of culture and promoting the formation of a bourgeoisie in the environment
where they realized their profit.”125 Gyárfás went so far as to compare the prewar
financial ties of Budapest to Transylvania to the relations between the colonizer and
122
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the colonized. As he explained, “Such a system of economic life and such use of
capital showed an eerie similarity to the capital policies of western maritime powers,
which they pursue when economically exploiting their overseas colonies.”126 Gyárfás
was mistaken when judging the influence of Budapest banks on Transylvania’s
economy: the papers of the Renner tannery, the Jiu valley mines, and research by Béla
Tomka and Scott Eddie all show that Budapest banks provided capital without
micromanaging Transylvanian companies, whereas they invested more in the region
than the amounts they withdrew.127 Gyárfás’s views thus illustrate the increasing
hostility towards Hungarian capital and capitalists among Transylvanian Magyar elites
during the 1920s.128
Despite his Magyar nationalism, Gyárfás attempted to organize Transylvania’s
economic life based on cooperation between the various ethnic groups. His views
differed substantially from those of Hungarian Prime Minister István Bethlen.
Whereas before 1918, Bethlen had supported Transylvanian regionalism, as the leader
of Trianon Hungary, he attempted to subordinate the region’s politics, culture, and
economy to the revisionist politics of the Budapest government. Gyárfás was also
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highly critical of the bank that Bethlen’s Budapest circle took over in Cluj-Napoca to
bankroll the Hungarian government’s revisionist policies.129
Gyárfás wanted to lay the economic foundations of Transylvanism by forming
a banking syndicate based on Hungarian, Romanian, and Saxon cooperation, with the
hegemony of Magyar banks. Transylvanian banks shared common economic interests,
argued Gyárfás, which overrode the different ethnic origins of their owners. Both
Hungarian and Romanian-owned banks were interested in lobbying for the conversion
of Austro-Hungarian “war bonds” to Romanian treasury bonds or cash, they all had
assets to recover from outside Greater Romania requiring the Bucharest government’s
assistance. Moreover, the disadvantageous exchange rate of Hungarian crowns into
Romanian lei affected them all.130 He also envisioned close cooperation between
Romanian and Hungarian banks in Transylvania against the encroachment of closely
allied trusts and syndicates from rump Hungary and the prewar Old Kingdom of
Romania.131 Transylvanian banks were to serve as bridges between Budapest and
Bucharest as well.
The efforts of Gyárfás to unite Transylvania’s banks on the basis of economic
regionalism failed for multiple reasons. Hungarians were latecomers to ethnicity-based
banking organization among the minorities of Transylvania. The association of
Transylvanian Romanian banks, the Solidaritatea (Solidarity), founded in 1901, or
that of Saxon banks, the Revisionsverband der Provinzkreditanstalten (Control
129
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Association of Transylvanian Banks) founded in 1903, had already established
institutional networks by the 1920s. Romanian bankers resented Hungarian control
over Gyárfás’s proposed Transylvanian Banking Syndicate, whereas the
Revisionsverband bank alliance offered only seminars on how to organize a minority
banking network for the less experienced Magyar bankers.132
After failing to create a multiethnic, regional banking network, Gyárfás and the
Oradea-Marea-based Hungarian Jewish bank director Ákos Popper attempted to
organize the Hungarian-owned banks of the region. At first, the liberal government in
Bucharest was furious and threatened these banks with retaliation. Austrian banks
stood behind most Romanian and Hungarian banks in the 1920s, and according to the
peace treaties, these banks were able to retain their foreign possessions. The cause of
the Bucharest government’s ire did not primarily concern minority economic
organizing. It opposed the Transylvanian Syndicate because it was going to be allied
and bankrolled by a Viennese banking circle (the Castiglione Group),133 which was in
competition with another group of Austrian Jewish bankers supporting the pro-liberal
Marmorosch and Blank Bank. The close ties between the Marmorosch bank and the
Bucharest political elite were no secret: Prime Minister Ion Brătianu, foreign minister
Take Ionescu (1920-1922), and his minister of finance Constantin Argetoianu all sat
on the board of the Marmorosch.134 The incident highlighted the exposure and
dependence of the Romanian regime on Austrian finance, despite the rhetoric of
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economic nationalism.
Pointing to the importance of prewar interethnic ties in Transylvania and a
shared, characteristically male “middle class culture,” Gyárfás even stressed in his
report to the Budapest government that his fluency in Romanian and his personal ties
to Romanian politicians fostered finding a solution to the conflict.135 Through personal
negotiations, Gyárfás claimed, he could convince the minister of finance, Vintilă
Brătianu, the head of the Romanian Economic Institute, Gheron Netta, and the
governer and director of the National Bank, Mihail Oromolu and Costin Kirițescu
respectively, to condone the formation of the Syndicate in October 1922.136
The problem that the new syndicate of Magyar banks faced did not primarily
originate from the bureaucratic hurdles that the Bucharest government created.
Gyárfás had to realize that many Magyar-owned banks in Transylvania chose to
cooperate with Bucharest or Budapest banks, or international ones – mostly Austrian,
French, and Italian banks – instead of seeking alliances with Magyar-owned banks in
Transylvania. Zsigmond Szana’s institute in Timișoara chose to partner with the
Bucharest-based Marmorosch and Blank, for instance.137 Only 95 out of 228
Hungarian banks of Transylvania joined the Transylvanian Banking Syndicate,
heavily centered in Oradea-Mare and Cluj-Napoca; the 31 banks from the two cities
provided one-third of the Syndicate’s joint capital of 134 million lei.138 This was a
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significant amount, but the lack of a joint policy plagued the syndicate from the outset,
whereas the newly founded Banca Centrală alone possessed capital in the amount of
100 million lei by 1921.139 The failure to create a Hungarian banking alliance showed
that the shared ethnicity of shareholders was not the only or the most important
principle by which banks formed alliances. The incorporation of the region’s banks
into Greater Romania did not sever ties with large Viennese or Budapest institutions,
whereas cooperation with Bucharest banks provided access to domestic sources of
credit.

The Renner Company and the 1920s Zeitgeist: Autocratic “Liberalism,”
Centralization, and the Quest for a New Business Elite
Gyárfás’ view of Budapest banks was similar to that of Victor Slăvescu, who
was the chief finance specialist close to the governing National Liberal Prime Minister
Vintila Brătianu. The remarkable confluence of the ideas of the two authors was not an
accident: Gyárfás was familiar with Slăvescu’s works, and he personally translated the
Romanian economist’s book from Romanian to Hungarian to serve as a rallying point
for Hungarian economic organizing in the region. Like Gyárfás, Slăvescu accused
Budapest banks of channeling their profits back to Hungary, and he also critiqued their
currency speculation, tax evasion, and volatile lending.
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Slăvescu was one of the architects of the liberal policy of prin noi înșine, “by
ourselves.”140 This protectionist policy was prevalent in the liberal rhetoric of the
1920s. It entailed a call for centralizing Greater Romania’s financial life around
Bucharest banks, banning foreign and even former Entente companies from
establishing subsidiaries in Romania, and replacing domestic minorities and foreign
citizens on the managerial boards and among the shareholders of industrial companies
with Romanians.141 The “by ourselves” policy stood in sharp contrast to Greater
Romania’s enormous need for both foreign and minority capital for reconstruction,
industrialization, and agricultural modernization after the war. Yet the ideal of
economic independence became a rallying point of anxieties concerning free trade,
economic colonization, and loss of political autonomy.142 Given this concept’s
centrality for the thinking of interwar Romanian political elites regarding minority
industrialists and bankers, it is worth discussing this ideology’s major tenets, even
though the “by ourselves” doctrine was never implemented in its entirety.
Romanian fears of the negative consequences of free trade undergirded the
government policies of the 1920s. There was a consensus among Romanian elites that
free trade would undermine domestic economic elites and fledgling Romanian
industries. The resulting failure to catch up with western industrial powers would in
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turn undermine Romania’s political independence.143 The governing National Liberal
Party was far from being economically liberal: it embraced a protectionist and
nationalist ideology, while authoritarian elements dominated its political practice.
Liberals were equally hostile to German, French, Italian and other foreign investment,
and viewed these foreign investments as analogous to Ottoman, Russian, and
Phanariot subjugation attempts.144 At a time when France wanted to adjust its foreign
trade deficit through the Little Entente, such views in Romania were far from
encouraging. Moderates among the liberals, such as Ștefan Zeletin, were open to
western investment, but only in the form of capital to support the creation of
Romanian industries, while advocating “closed doors” for western industrial
products.145
Liberal skepticism towards free trade contributed to the failure of the League
of Nations and its experts, like Francis Delaisi, to substantially shape economic
reconstruction in Romania and the rest of East-Central Europe.146 As the advocate of
industrialization, the economist and future National Bank director Mihail Manoilescu
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put it, “the advantage of international exchange exists only for industrial countries
which export industrial goods, and it does not exist for agricultural countries which
export agricultural produce.”147
Liberals regarded support for industries and big banks like the Banca
Românească as key to Romania’s national interest, and they viewed themselves as the
avant-guarde destined to lift the country from its backwardness through economic
planning and industrialization.148 Given that World War I enhanced the influence of
the state on private companies and banks, and that Romania had a very thin ethnically
Romanian middle class, it is no surprise that even liberals relied on the state as the
harbinger of economic modernization.149 As Zeletin put it, “liberalism needs to surpass
its former attitude of passivity and start the work of social reconstruction.”150 Greater
Romania, however, was an overwhelmingly peasant economy, and industrialization
policies required marshaling resources from the underfinanced agrarian sector,
requiring the marginalization of peasant and agrarian interests.
Zeletin argued that Romania would only be able to pursue liberal policies after
an autochtonous bourgeoisie had been created. He thus blamed the necessity of state
intervention and the divergence from western liberalism on the lack of a loyal,
ethnically Romanian middle class.151 Many belived that until such a class was created,
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the state, and its “liberal” government had to act as modernizing “dictators” that
defended the nation (neam) from both foreigners and domestic minorities.152
Economic modernization thus diverged sharply from democratization, as
liberal elites were only able to carry out their industrialization policies by autocratic
means, by suppressing peasant movements, agricultural interests, and at least
rhetorically, minorities and foreign capital. Newly annexed territories like
Transylvania posed a special problem. Since industries and banking were in the hands
of Hungarian, German, and Jewish minorities, it was impossible to facilitate
industrialization and remain true to the national and anti-minority aspect of the policy
of romanianization.
The close ties between the liberal “financial and industrial oligarchy” and king
Ferdinand I (1914-1927) also contributed to the divergence between economic
modernization and political democratization.153 The 1923 constitution laid the
foundations of an authoritarian political system, in which elections were rigged. The
royal nomination of prime ministers before the elections predetermined the outcome of
elections, as the future prime minister was able to resort to the police to manipulate
outcomes. Transylvania’s regional autonomy was also suppressed by administrative
centralization.154 Consequently, national liberal governments were in power between
1918 and 1926, with brief interruptions by the National Peasants Party, and the a pro-
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liberal administration of Averescu (1920-1922).155 It was Ion Brătianu who backed the
royal dismissal of the Transylvanian Alexandru Vaida-Voevod’s government, and the
subsequent nomination of Averescu as prime minister, when it turned out that the
National Party’s Vaida-Voevod wanted a land reform that radically favored peasants,
who were the majority of Transylvania’s, and indeed Romania’s ethnic Romanian
population.156
National liberals wanted industrialization without industrialists: the Magyar,
German, and Jewish preponderance among economic elites frustrated both the
governing liberals and their Peasant Party opposition. According to the journal edited
by Ion L. Lapedatu, the secretary for economics in Transylvania’s Directing Council,
“there are two bastions that the bayonet of the Romanian peasant has not yet been able
to conquer: industry and commerce. These two are in sharp contrast to the national
character of our state, and are more than ever before in the hands of our citizens of
another nationalities (neam).”157 By monopolizing middle-class positions, the liberals
in power believed that “foreign” (strain) bourgeoisie prevented the establishment of a
full-fledged Transylvanian Romanian middle class and blocked the peasantry’s social
mobility.158 The head of the Directing Council’s Agriculture and Commerce
Department complained to Emil Hațieganu that should free trade be introduced in the
region, “foreigners” – by whom he meant German, Jewish, and Hungarian minorities –
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would sell to other “foreigners,” bypassing Romanian businessmen.159 While liberals
castigated foreign capitalists, they were ready to accept lucrative board memberships
on these “foreign” companies, while they continued to regard the very same
companies as inimical to Romanian national interests.
As the case of the Renner company shows, there were numerous contradictions
between the Directing Council’s anti-minority rhetoric, the national liberal rhetoric of
“by ourselves,” and the reality of compromises with ethnic minority business elites.
For instance, it was the Directing Council that gave commissions to companies like
the “foreign” Renner tannery. As demonstrated above, cooperation between the
Romanian National Party’s elites and the Renner firm became even more intense after
1921, when Hațieganu became a board member of the firm. Furthermore, the liberal
camp was neither united by a solid political ideology, nor by a coherent economic
policy. While the liberal government advocated protectionism and intervention into
the economy, its chief banker ally, Aristide Blank, called for “freedom of commerce.”
Liberal political elites also cooperated extensively with the “Jewish” Marmorosch
Blank Bank, financed by Austrian capitalists.160
Another contradiction stemmed from the demand to “romanianize” all
commerce and industry. Victor Slăvescu castigated Romanian politicians and
businessmen who agreed to “lend their name” to minority banks, thus making it seem
that these were controlled by ethnic Romanians.161 The banker, however, failed to
admit that banks and politicians close to the National Liberal Party also engaged in the
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practice of fake romanianization. He even mentioned the Renner shareholder
Zsigmond Szana’s Timișoara Bank and Commercial Company in his monograph on
the Romanian banking system as an example of deceptive window-dressing. What he
failed to mention was that the Timișoara bank was “romanianized” by the
Marmorosch and Blank bank, the chief ally of the National Liberal Party.162
Furthermore, Slăvescu also engaged in practices of deceptive romanianization
when he acted as a top bureaucrat. In 1923, the liberal government set up the National
Corporation for Industrial Credit (Societatea Națională de Credit Industrial) to
accelerate the rate of industrialization.163 As the organization’s director, Slăvescu
approved a 15-million-lei credit to the Renner tannery, even though the absolute
majority of the firm was owned by minorities like the Farkas group, the Renners, and
Budapest banks.164
Even the Banca Centrală, which the Directing Council set up to create a strong
Romanian industrialist class, ended up financing minority companies given the paucity
of Romanian ones. The practice showed that the quest for profitability clashed with
attempts to favor ethnic Romanians. The Renner tannery, an oil and soap factory in
Timișoara, the “Corvin” engineering company in Cluj-Napoca, the Alfa chemical
company and various construction companies were all among the businesses financed
by the Banca Centrală, and all were in Hungarian or Hungarian-Jewish hands.165 The
bankrolling of Hungarian firms by the Banca Centrală and the National Corporation
for Industrial Credit signaled to both minority companies and the government that
162
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organizing Greater Romania’s economy based on preferential treatment for ethnic
Romanians contradicted the goal of industrial development in newly acquired regions
like Transylvania.
The Marmorosch bank (MMB) also invested heavily in Hungarian and Saxonowned companies like the Renner tannery, or the Brașov-based Honterus glassworks,
while leaving the management of these companies intact, even though as shareholders
they would have been able to exert at least some influence on the composition of the
managerial board. French and Romanian investment in the MMB thus did not bring
about any conscious policy to favor ethnic Romanians. There is even a reference to the
MMB in Ligeti’s novel Up into the Saddle: when the Hungarian-Jewish director
Krompacher’s Cluj-Napoca bank had to file for bankruptcy, employees calmed
themselves down by spreading the word that either Bucharest’s “Marmorosch” or
Budapest’s “General Credit Bank” would come to the Union Bank’s rescue.166 The
novel thus suggests that the “Jewish” Krompacher could rely equally on either a
Romanian or a Hungarian bank.
The composition of the MMB’s management and the list of companies that it
financed confirmed that ethnicity did not play a part in the bank’s operations. The
Marmorosch Blank bank adapted especially well to the changing political climate.
Whereas before the war, its majority shareholder was the Pest Hungarian Commercial
Bank, close to the Budapest government, after 1918, the Bucharest-based bank
emerged as the major ally of Romania’s governing liberals. Surprisingly, the
Hungarian citizen Richárd Söpkéz, who had received his nomination as director at the
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time of the Pest Hungarian Commercial Bank’s influence on the MMB, continued to
serve as the Marmorosch’s director through the 1920s.
The reason why the persistence of ethnic minorities was possible despite the
official policy of economic nationalism might be buried in a telegram one French
diplomat sent from Bucharest to Paris: he described Söpkéz as an “homme de valeur,”
a “man of value” for both the bank and for French interests. Similar to the
cooperation between French and German industrialists and bankers in Western Europe
in the 1920s, there was a continued cooperation between French, Austrian, Hungarian,
and Romanian high finance in the early 1920s. Characters like Söpkéz, or the
ethnically Greek, Paris and Trieste-based Austrian citizen Hector Economos, who was
among the key bankers of Romania, were just two examples.167
Prewar economic elites were not only experts, but their trans-European
connections proved necessary for a country that needed capital for reconstruction,
monetary stabilization, and industrial development. Despite Romania’s reliance on
foreign capital and economic elites as mediators between the political elite and foreign
capitalists, even many liberal Romanian politicians regarded western companies and
banks as posing an economic threat to the country.
Multiple paradoxes undermined Romanian economic xenophobia from the
outset. Romanian politicians of all stripes received remuneration as board members of
foreign or minority companies, while Greater Romania as a political reality appeared
on the map of Europe due to western (French, British, American, and Italian)
diplomatic intervention at the Paris peace conference. Despite the instrumentality of
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Entente governments in the creation of Greater Romania, the Romanian
administrations after the First World War wanted to use their unexpected victory in the
war to achieve complete economic independence from the former Central Powers as
well as their Entente allies.168 As Virgil Madgearu, the National Peasants Party’s
economist put it, “the conjuncture of international politics after the armistice created
favorable circumstances for the national economy to find a way out of the domination
of the Central Powers, without falling under the hegemony of another capitalist
state.”169
German and French diplomats were also alert to Romanian economic
nationalism. A German diplomat stationed in Bucharest sent an alarming note to the
German Foreign Office, stating “I am afraid that the liberals will only tolerate German
work (deutsche Arbeit) in Romania if they can be the employers.”170 Neither the
assertion of Madgearu nor German fears of Romanian economic nationalism were
grounded in light of economic statistics and the ownership structure of companies such
as the Renner tannery and the Petroșani mines. Austrian, British, Belgian, Dutch, and
Hungarian capital were virtually untouched by the end of World War I, despite the
sovereignty change. German companies were only selectively expropriated in the
1920s, and after the 1927 commercial agreement, German capital gradually replaced
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French and resumed its prewar position by the early 1930s.171 Austrian and Romanian
capital continued to be the major partners of French banks in Greater Romania.
Through investing in the Marmorosch Blank Bank, the Banque du Paris et du Pays Bas
and a group of French investors partnered successfully with Austrian capitalists and
retained considerable influence over the country’s economic life. Still, it would be an
overstatement to talk about the gallicization or romanianization of Hungarian capital in
Transylvania: “regrouping” would be a more adequate term. French and Romanian
investors took over some positions previously held by German, Hungarian, and
Austrian capitalists, without completely forcing them out of Romania.172
Apart from Romanian fears of domestic minorities and foreign capitalists, the
other major axis of interwar debates regarding economic elites was the juxtaposition
of Transylvanian to Old Kingdom interests. The Alba Iulia declaration may have
created Greater Romania in 1918, but the divisions between the old and new territories
of the Kingdom remained during the interwar period. The primary target of
Transylvanian Romanian economic regionalism was the Old Kingdom and in
particular, the financial elite of Bucharest.
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Debates surrounding the exchange of Austro-Hungarian crowns into Romanian
lei had already revealed in 1919 and 1920 that the economic interests of Transylvania
and the Old Kingdom did not fully overlap. The desired economic policies of the
Romanian National Party and the National Liberal Party clashed, pointing to yet
another aspect of non-ethnic differences in economic life. I will close this chapter with
a case study of the debates around currency exchange, since these encapsulated the
differences between the economic interests of elites in the Old Kingdom and
Transylvania, and cast a long shadow over the 1920s. Problems linked to currency
exchange showed that instead of attempting to win over Transylvania’s Romanians,
the liberal elites of Bucharest and the Bucharest banks that influenced their financial
policies prioritized cementing their own economic positions in the newly acquired
territory.
Upon the entry of Romanian troops into Transylvania, the Romanian army
established a temporary rate of exchange, according to which one half lei equaled one
crown (0.5 to 1). Hungarians, Germans, and Romanians in the region found this rate
too low, given that the prewar value of the crown had been five percent higher than
that of the lei (1.05 to 1).173 The army’s rate thus meant a 55-percent reduction in
crown’s value. A prominent Transylvanian Romanian economist of the time, Horia
Maniu (1892-1929), compared the Romanian exchange practices to their French and
Italian counterparts, and noted with disillusion, “in Alsace and in the Italian Trento
region [South Tyrol], the motherlands considered it to be a national obligation not to
let the new co-nationals suffer the consequences of the devaluation of their former
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currencies. In our Transylvania, not only were we not protected, but on the contrary,
the new country created a worse situation.”174
Echoing prewar Transylvanian Romanian criticisms of Bucharest liberals and
the “people from the Old Kingdom” (Regățeni), Maniu noted that the Romanian army
“generated monetary problems in this region” upon its entry, as the exchange rate “had
no economic basis, and stood in disregard of local opinion and interests.”175
Furthermore, the exchange rate had become a self-fulfilling prophecy in terms of
further depreciating the value of the crown. Given that the former Hungarian currency
was accepted only in Transylvania and not in other parts of Romania, whenever
Transylvanians needed to make purchases outside of the region, they had to buy lei,
which generated a demand for lei, depreciating the price of the crown on the free
market to as low as 20 to 30 percent of the lei by fall 1920.176
In southern Transylvania, the local Romanian population attempted to
influence the Bucharest government by illegally circulating propaganda on trains that
favored a one-to-one rate of exchange in summer 1920, which shows the
disillusionment with the economic consequences of the Romanian takeover.177
Companies like the Renner tannery tried to shield themselves from the costs of
currency exchange and the ensuing inflation by amassing higher than average cash
reserves, mostly in crowns, which limited the tannery’s capacity to expand.178
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The final exchange of crowns to lei took place in September 1920. Since the
Romanian government announced the official exchange rate just before opening the
exchange booths, a great deal of speculation accompanied the monetary transition.
Speculators toured the country for weeks before the exchange. They intimidated
peasants with the low ratio of the future official exchange, and bought up crowns way
below the contemporary market value. Banks, such as the Marmorosch and Blank,
amassed large sums of crowns in advance of the exchange. Many suspected that
Bucharest banks were aware of the final exchange rate through their political
connections.
Just as France, Romania also incurred enormous losses during the postwar
currency exchange, but for different reasons. Whereas France was the first country to
exchange prewar currencies in Alsace-Lorraine, Romania was the last. Due to the
tardy exchange, between 5 to 7 billion crowns out of a total of 9 billion exchanged
could have been introduced fraudulently into Romania through the country’s porous
and undefined western borders in 1919 and 1920, which jumpstarted another wave of
crown inflation, further decimating the savings of Transylvanians.179
Even though in 1918, the one-to-two exchange ratio meant halving the assets
of Transylvanian elites, by September 1920, the crown had actually depreciated even
below this ratio, to possibly as low as one-fifth of the lei’s value. Under such
conditions, the rate established by the government was a boon for Transylvanians, and
even more so for speculators. One-fourth of all exchanged crowns were presented for
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exchange in Bucharest, that is, in a city where the crown had never even been in
circulation; this is proof of intensifying trade relations between Transylvania and the
Old Kingdom and it points to currency speculation by Bucharest banks.180
Alexandru Marghiloman, the prewar conservative and germanophile prime
minister, had just returned from taking the waters in Karlsbad to his Bucharest home
on the day of the exchange. The politician was taken aback by crown speculation
among the capital’s political elite. “Everyone is in utmost excitement by the fantastic
crown transactions,” wrote Marghiloman in his French-language diary. “One would
buy them at twenty and thirty ‘centimes;’ some well informed journals purported
further falling rates, and finally, they exchanged the crown at 50 centimes. The young
Xenopol, chief of Take Ionescu’s staff – in utmost secrecy – for himself alone,
changed thirteen million crowns, and for his family, another three millions.”181 Take
Ionescu was foreign minister in the Averescu government between 1920 to 1922.
Marghiloman thus implied that corruption had permeated even the highest government
circles. Corruption was so apparent that the Romanian Parliament set up committees
of investigation against both the country’s National Bank and the Blank Marmorosch
bank, to look into charges of profiteering from acquiring the official exchange rate
before it was announced to the general public.182
The exchange rate, however, was bad for Transylvanian banks, pensioners, and
people with savings in crowns. By refusing to exchange at least these bonds according
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to the prewar ratio, the government halved the assets of the Transylvanian bourgeoisie,
banks, and industrial companies. The result was that from one day to the next, the
banks and companies of the Old Kingdom became considerably better financed.183
Even if the region’s bourgeoisie suffered considerably from the consequences
of monetary transition, it is questionable whether the Bucharest government
deliberately wanted to disadvantage Transylvanians with the low exchange rate of the
crown, as the Transylvanian Horia Maniu suggested at the time.184 Similar to France,
the government had to follow in the army’s footsteps; the army hastily established an
exchange rate that was convenient for provisioning the troops.
Furthermore, even if the weakening of the positions of Transylvania’s
economic elites overlapped with the interests of oligarchs around the National Liberal
Party, Bucharest elites were not alone in precipitating the inflation of the crown. It is
also questionable whether the government or Bucharest financiers had the means to
shield the Transylvanian bourgeoisie from inflation.
Transylvania and the Old Kingdom of Romania did not constitute a unified
national economy between 1918 and 1920. The borders of Greater Romania were
undefined, transportation between Transylvania and rest of Romania was scarce, while
both the local army and the Directing Council lacked resources, which prevented
setting up an effective state administration with the potential to manipulate
Transylvania’s economy and the composition of its business elites. Bucharest
economic elites exploited the inflation of the crown for their own purposes, as
Marghiloman suggested, but they were to unable reverse the economic decline of
183
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Transylvania in the immediate aftermath of the Dual Monarchy’s collapse. There were
even bigger holes in the Romanian budget in the aftermath of the war than there had
been in the French budget, which prevented the Bucharest government from extending
a generous exchange rate to Transylvanians, as France had done in Alsace and Lorraine
in 1918.

Table 20. The cost of currency exchange in Greater Romania.
Exchanged currencies
TOTAL amount
Austro-Hungarian crown
8,718,587,304
Romanov ruble
640,006,502
Lwow ruble/Kerenski rubel 1,188,267,705
German-issued lei
1,463,546,396
TOTAL cost in lei
Source: Krițescu, Sistemul bănesc al leului, vol. 2, 288.

TOTAL in lei
4,353,743,808
1,208,701,217
1,463,546,396
7,025,991,421

Apart from the scarcity of resources available for the Romanian state, the size
of Transylvania was a major obstacle to preventing a smooth economic transition.
Transylvania made up one-third of Greater Romania’s territory, and concentrated over
51 percent of its industries.185 The cost of the exchange of the crown, over 4 billion lei,
amounted to two thirds of the Romanian budget in 1920/1921 (table 20).186
Technically, loans from the national bank covered the costs of transition, yet in
practice, loans meant injecting more paper money into the economy, without gold
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backing, which further increased the inflation of the Romanian currency throughout the
1920s.Thus, extending a favorable exchange rate would have been an enormous strain
on the state budget as well as on the population of the Old Kingdom, not to mention
the cost of exchanging Russian currencies in annexed Bessarabia (table 20).

Conclusions
Despite the currency exchange, the anti-minority rhetoric of Romanian
political elites and the antisemitism that characterized many ethnic Romanian and
Hungarian politicians in Greater Romania, as well as the story of the Renner tannery
and other minority business elites show that prewar elites largely managed to retain
their status in the 1920s. Social structures changed slowly, and the Romanian
government was characterized by a high degree of “path dependence,” or dependence
on the social hierarchies, institutions, and infrastructure inherited from AustriaHungary. Prewar financial networks mattered a great deal in the Transylvania of the
1920s. The extensive pre-1918 banking and business networks among Hungarian
capitalists in Transylvania was difficult to discount amidst an enormous need for
credit, goods, and economic consolidation. The key to the Renner tannery’s success
was being able to rely on Hungarian and Austrian capital and Romanian investors at
the same time. Moreover, the company also profited from the severing of commercial
ties between Transylvania and rump Hungary. Losing its Budapest and Prague
competitors while gaining access to the markets of rural Romania undergirded the
firm’s success. The Renner company was not the only minority-owned company that
prospered in Greater Romania. The Petroșani mines, and Zsigmind Szana’s Timișoara
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holdings remained profitable in the interwar period as well. The Renner company,
however, was among the few Hungarian firms that became extraordinarily successful,
and thus its business history illustrates especially well the point that ethnicity or
minority status did not predetermine profitability in Greater Romania.
The case of Mózes Farkas and the Renner tannery shows that business
partnerships were not guided only by shared ethnicity and that economic alliances
between Hungarians, Jews, Romanians and Germans were not uncommon in this
period. The rise of Transylvanism points to the difficulty of understanding the interwar
history of Transylvania from the political centers of Budapest and Bucharest. Post1920 reconstruction depended on local compromises between prewar Hungarian and
Romanian elites. In Cluj-Napoca, the first postwar decade brought about long-standing
cooperation between the Hungarian Jew Mózes Farkas and the Romanian Emil
Hațieganu, whom Farkas even designated as the executor of his last will and
testament.187 Prewar institutions, such as the Renner company’s managerial board or
the Cluj-Napoca chamber of commerce served as venues for interethnic cooperation
for elites of various ethnic background and political persuasions. Even though Greater
Romania was a highly anti-Semitic state that oppressed its minority elites and
romanianized the economy, the study of Transylvanian economic life in the 1920s
points to the continuities between prewar and postwar elites.
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CONCLUSIONS

Since 2014, miners at the Hunedoara Energy Complex (Complexul Energetic
Hunedoara), which currently owns all the coal mines in the Jiu valley, have been on
periodic strike: they were protesting the massive and ongoing firing of the
corporation’s remaining 6,600 workers.1 As demand for coal has plummeted since the
1990s, the currently state-owned company has been put up for sale, but as of today, no
acceptable proposal has reached the desk of the Romanian Minister of the Economy.2
The local press has occasionally published news about potential saviors of the Jiu
valley’s economically depressed population: “The Americans are coming,” read one
article title.3 The information referred to the alleged interest of the Vancouver-based
Quintana Minerals Corporation in acquiring the Jiu valley’s coal mines and power
plants; that plan, too, has failed in the meantime, while striking miners showed their
anger by breaking into the company’s headquarters, pressuring the governmentappointed board of directors to resign.4
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Not so long ago, however, the current owner, the Romanian state, was
especially eager to purchase the very same coal mines it is now scrambling to sell at
all costs, pointing to the radically decreased value and significance of heavy industrial
enterprises for defining national economies and business elites across Europe. Two
days after Stalin’s death, on March 7, 1953, the Central Committee, the major
executive organ of the Romanian Workers’ Party, held a meeting in Bucharest, led by
prime minister Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej.5 The goal of the meeting was to discuss how
to acquire the mines of the Jiu valley—as well as other industrial complexes on
Romanian territory—from the Soviet Union, without causing diplomatic tensions
between the two allied states.6 In 1945, the Soviet army had seized Romania’s key
industrial companies, including the mines of the Jiu valley as war reparations.7 The
mines of the partially Hungarian-owned Urikány and Salgótarján Coal Mining
Corporations in the Jiu valley were seized as well, in retaliation for Hungary’s fouryear war with the Soviet Union. Soviet experts transformed the privately owned firms
into either Soviet, or Soviet-Romanian joint enterprises.
As far as the complete expropriation of enemy capitalists is concerned, the fate
of German, Hungarian, and Romanian industrial property in Transylvania after 1945
did not resemble the situation in the region after the First World War, when Budapestbased banks were able to retain their shares in the valley’s mines and hold on to them
until expropriations by the Soviet occupiers. This dissertation has demonstrated that
5
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Transylvania’s native Hungarian, Jewish, and German industrialists were largely
successful in economically weathering the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian empire
and sovereignty change. Their experience contrasted sharply with Transylvanian
business elites that managed to physically survive the cataclysm of the Second World
War, only to be wiped out economically by communist expropriations. Ferenc Chorin,
whose company owned the Jiu valley mines in Transylvania, was among those
businessmen who was active during both World Wars. Whereas in 1919, Chorin had
maneuvered successfully to retain the mines, in 1944 he barely escaped deportations
by the Gestapo through a controversial pact with the Nazis. Nonetheless, in 1947 his
company’s assets in Hungary and Romania were expropriated without compensation.
He died on Manhattan’s Park Avenue as a wealthy man in 1964, but his prosperity
was an exception.8 Like no other regime before, communist republics managed to
completely wipe out economic elites from the region.
The situation in Transylvania after 1945 bore at least some resemblance to the
fate of German private property in Alsace and Lorraine after 1918. In both cases,
substantial amounts of private property were subject to expropriation, either because
their owners belonged to the “wrong” ethnicity, as in Alsace and Lorraine, or to the
“wrong” social class, as in Transylvania. More important, the expulsion of the German
bourgeoisie and the liquidation of its assets in the former Reichsland by a right-wing,
nationalist French government set a notable precedent for the massive violation of
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private property rights, at a time when France, Great Britain, and other states were
fighting an uphill battle to defend the very same rights in Soviet-Russia.9
French measures nevertheless paled in comparison to what the “age of
extremes” had in store for business elites on the “dark continent” in the decades to
follow.10 There were, obviously, substantial differences and no direct connections
between the expropriations in Alsace and Lorraine after 1918, and those in
Transylvania and the rest of Soviet-occupied Eastern Europe after 1945. The French
republic handled the sequesters and liquidations of the private property of former
enemy citizens through courts that were nominally independent of the state, even if, as
this dissertation has shown, the government, local administration, as well as French
and native Alsatian and Lorrainer economic elites successfully intervened in the
process to further their own interests. Nor did the German business elite in Alsace and
Lorraine have to face the liquidation of their assets, unlike the case of the Jewish
bourgeoisie in Nazi-dominated Europe, or the capitalists in Soviet-controlled states.
Germans married to native residents were able to acquire exemptions and keep their
naturalization as French citizens. Furthermore, the Treaty of Versailles compelled
Weimar Germany to compensate expropriated industrialists, unlike East-Central
European populations subject to Nazi and Soviet expropriations in the 1940s. Their
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financial compensation had to wait until 1989 and is still ongoing and forever
incomplete.11
French measures against German property in 1918 originated from the
liquidation of the private property of enemy citizens in 1916, practiced by both the
Entente and the Central Powers. This expropriation of private property during the First
World War was not a French “invention:” Germany’s radical means of fighting the
war triggered retaliation from Great Britain, and radical British and German measures
on enemy property soon trickled into France as well. Thus, while all belligerents were
engaged in the liquidation of sequestered enemy property around the same time, the
German and British governments were more directly responsible for the radicalization
of the Entente’s policies against private property than the French government.12
The French government, however, was responsible for the ongoing persecution
of minority Germans in Alsace and Lorraine even after the First World War had
ended. The Treaty of Versailles extended and proliferated wartime discriminatory
measures against Germans in Alsace and Lorraine, where the anti-German measures
were the most radical. The expulsion and expropriation of German elites was an
unnecessary measure which led to huge losses for the national budget and emanated
from a misplaced conflation of German industrialists and bankers with the German
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government. While politically, German elites in Alsace-Lorraine had nationalistic
views, economically, they had an axe to grind with larger firms in Germany, and they
were also critical of German plans to divide the region among German states during
the First World War. As the economic partnerships between Germans, native AlsaceLorrainers, and French businessmen had shown before 1914, business elites were not
always following the nationalist goals of their governments; moreover, the wartime
disillusionment among Alsace-Lorraine’s German elites with the German military rule
could have formed the basis of accommodation within France. As the case of the
brutal Transylvanian war in 1916 has shown, despite the escalation of ethnic and class
conflict among Romanians, Hungarians, and Germans, as well as peasants and
landowners in 1916, there was a surprising accommodation in business life as early as
1918 and 1919.
French diplomats at Versailles were aware of the importance of containing the
spread to East-Central Europe of the “Alsace-Lorraine experiment,” or the free pass
extended to the Paris government to expropriate and expel undesired populations.
What happened in Alsace-Lorraine stayed in Alsace-Lorraine, at least until the second
half of the 1940s, when Germans from Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Hungary were
either deported to Germany, or worse, as the case of Banat Germans in Romania,
relocated to the Soviet Union or other parts of Romania to carry out forced labor.
As the 1919 negotiations between Lloyd George, Clemenceau, and the Polish
and Romanian minor allies shows, there were many potential candidates for the
Alsace-Lorraine treatment in East-Central Europe, including Transylvania and Posen.
East-Central European politicians were not more generous to minority economic elites
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than their French counterparts, but diplomatic pressure, the minority rights treaties,
and other constraints made comparable ethnic discrimination an unavailable option.
Economic transition was consequently considerably smoother in Transylvania
than in Alsace and Lorraine after 1918, even though East-Central Europe is sometimes
portrayed as the problem child of the Versailles settlement.13 The Trianon Treaty
radically dismantled Hungarian political influence in East-Central Europe, but it did
not intend to eradicate Hungarian and German economic influence in the region.14
The stipulations of the peace treaties, the inability of the state administration to
immediately replace minority elites in the economy, and local compromises between
bourgeois elites of various ethnic backgrounds all contributed to the survival of prewar
business elites in postwar Transylvania. As opposed to Alsace and Lorraine, there
were no viable candidates for the takeover of the economic assets and positions of
ethnic minority elites: the Romanian bourgeoisie and economic elites were too weak
in 1918.
To the credit of the French diplomats, Alsace-Lorraine’s prewar history set it
apart from Transylvania and other regions of East-Central Europe. These differences,
however, were not immediately clear to many contemporary French observers. Even
Emmanuel de Martonne, the French geographer and expert at the Paris peace
conference, mused that in Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania, “the political and
economic problems that the so much desired union gave rise to are of the same
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order.”15 The major difference in relation to private and state property was that France
reconquered Alsace and Lorraine in 1918, and in many respects, it reclaimed the assets
that had belonged to the French state before 1871, including railways, roads, schools,
buildings, and land.
Nonetheless, for Romanian and Polish diplomats at Versailles, the special
treatment of Alsace-Lorraine by the French government represented their inferiority
vis-à-vis the French administration. France never acknowledged the presence of
minorities on its territory, refused to sign a minority rights treaty, and was able to
expropriate and expel Germans on its territory. Minority economic elites in Greater
Romania fared considerably better in the aftermath of the First World War than their
German counterparts in Alsace and Lorraine, even when compared to the experience
of the bourgeoisie in Romania following the Soviet occupation of the country in 194445. After 1919, both Hungarian and Romanian diplomats felt defeated by the Entente
powers, and they resorted to sabotaging the peace treaty. One way the Romanian
government showed its defiance was by revoking the citizenship of some of its Jewish
populations in 1924, or by not granting citizenship to Jews who were born outside of
Greater Romania. The tragic impact of these measures, however, did not become clear
until the early 1940s.
This research has not sought to take a moral stance on expropriations: after all,
the uses, purposes, and justifications of expropriating private property might vary
across time and place. Arguably, however, the liquidation of German property in
Alsace and Lorraine served neither the economic interest of the region nor the French,
15
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and it led at least to a short-term downturn of industrial production in Alsace and
Lorraine and the enrichment of French and native elites at the expense of the state
budget. The continued influence of native business elites of the former Reichsland
after 1918 is especially remarkable, considering that they had cooperated
economically with the German state and army for decades before 1918.
Both the case of Alsace-Lorraine’s and Transylvania’s business elites from the
late 19th century and up until the post-World War I era, points to the decisive
importance of the state in maintaining their prosperity or precipitating the economic
downturn of these regions. Nonetheless, this dissertation has uncovered that native
Alsatian, Lorrainer, and Transylvania Hungarian and German business elites were
extremely successful at maneuvering in order to retain their social status and wealth.
The French, German, Hungarian, and Romanian states and armies were inflexible and
aggressive when asserting their interests, and they produced an enormous waste of
resources and human life in the process. In the meantime, economic elites maneuvered
behind the scenes, using strategies such as intermarriages, political connections,
bribes, and credits to achieve their purposes.
While business elites supported various nation-building projects and identified,
sometimes strongly, with a specific ethnicity, ethnic identity was just one among the
many resources business elites mobilized to remain afloat in the turbulence of the
early 20th century. The maneuvering of Alsace-Lorraine’s and Transylvania’s business
elites took place primarily in these regions, and not only in Paris, Berlin, Budapest, or
Bucharest. The ability of regional societies and elites to change the implementation of
national or imperial policies points to the importance of studying how municipal and
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regional political and economic processes interacted with national and transnational
ones in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
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